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PREFACE
The Documents Department of the KSC Library has frequently
been asked if there were available any number of lists con-
taining acronyms, abbreviations, initials, code words and
phrases generally used at the John F. Kennedy Space Center
(KSC). After a careful search, only KSC GP-334, KSC
Scheduling Abbreviation Glossary, was found. Therefore,
to meet the need of the KSC Community, the Documents
Department prepared KSC GP-589, the first selective list of -
acronyms and abbreviations, with the issue date of October
28, 1969. This issue is the fourth revision to that list and
is the most comprehensive one yet available in this format at
KSC. More than twelve thousand one hundred (12,100) entries
are identified in this revision.
Comments and suggestions concerning entries and the useful-
ness of this list are welcomed by the Documents Department
of the KSC Library.
(Miss)H. C. Kellef Vincent Rapetti
Assistant to the NWSI Librarian NWSI Librarian
Pate (L^jtu 11 \ ^T 3 Date_
RCU3.002 KSC LIBRARY ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
A&A ADVERTISE AND AWARD
ASM ASSEMBLY & MAINTENANCE
A&T ASSEMBLY ft TEST
A-C ALTERNATING-CURRENT CAS ADJECTIVE3
A-L ARCHITECTURAL-ENGINEERING
A-bD AERO-SPACE DIVISION
A-SOL ANTI-SOLAR
A-V AUDIO-VISUAL
A/C AIR CRAFT
A/C 1 AIR CONDITIONING
A/U ARM/DESTRUCT
A/U 1 ANALOG TO DIGITAL
A/E ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS
A/t-TP ACCEPTANCE FUNCTIONAL TEST PROCEDURE
A/0 AIR TO GROUND '
A/K AS REQUIRED
A/b ASCENT STAGE tLEMD
A/w ALL WEATHER
AA ATLAS AviENA
AA 1 AEROSOL ANALYZER
AA 2 APOLLO SKYLAB PROGRAM
AA/MSF ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR FOR MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
AAA APOLLO ACCESS ARM
AAAS AMERICAN ACADEMY OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
AAAS 1 AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE
AAb AIRCRAFT ARMAMENT BULLETIN
AAb 1 ARMY AVIATION BOARD
AAC ANTI-AIRCRAFT CANNON
AAC 1 ACQUISITION ADVICE CODE
AAC 2 ALASKAN AIR COMMAND
AAC 3 ABORT ADVISORY CHANNEL
AACB AERONAUTICS a ASTRONAUTICS COORDINATING BOARD
AACC AMERICA^ ASSOCIATION FOR CONTAMINATION CONTROL
AACE AMERICAN ASSOC. OF COST ENGINEERS
AAUO ASSAULT AIRLIFT CONTROL OFFICER
AACS ARMY ALASKA COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
AACS 1 AIRWAYS & AIR COMMUNICATIONS SERVICE
AAU ARMY &I9 DEFE5SE
AAU»B ARMY AIR DEFENSE BOARD
AADC ARMY AIK DEFENSE COMMAND
AAlKP ARMY AlK DEFENSE COMMAND POST
AAUS ARMY Alri DEFENSE SCHOOL
AAt AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF ENGINEERS
AAfc 1 ABORT ADVISORY EQUIPMENT
AAtE AIRPLANE & ARMAMENT EXPERIMENTAL ESTAB.
AAtSWB ARMY AIRBORNE ELECTRONICS & SPECIAL WARFARE BOARD
AAF ARMY AIR FORCES
AAFB AUXILIARY AIR FORCE BASE
AAFE ADVAficEo APPLICATION FLIGHT EXPERIMENT
AAFSS ADVANCED AERIAL FIRE SUPPORT SYSTEM
AAi AIR-TO-AIR IDENTIFICATION
AAI 1 AIRCRAFT ARMAMENTS*INC.
AAIB AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION BOARD
AAiE AMERICAN ASSOC. OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS
ARCTIC AEROSPACE LABORATORY
1 AVIATlOiM ARMAMENT LABORATORY
2 AMES AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY
3 ARCTIC AEROMEDICAL LABORATORY
AUTOMATIC AZIMUTH LAYING THEODOLITE
ANTI-AIRCRAFT MISSILE
1 AIR TO AIR MISSILE
ARMY AVIATION MATERIEL COMMAND
ARMY AVIATION MATERIALS LABORATORY
ftRMY ARTILLERY & MISSILE SCHOOL
ASTRONAUT ACTIVITIES OHFICE CMSC1
ANTI-AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS CENTER
APOLLO APPLICATIONS PROGRAM
1 ALLIED ADMINISTRATIVE PUBLICATION
2 ANALOG AUTO PILOT
AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT REPORT
AIR AUGMENTED ROCKET PROPULSION SYSTEM
ABORT ADVISORY SYSTEM
1 AMERICAN ASTRONAUTICAL SOCIETY
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF STATE HIGHWAY OFFICIALS
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN STEEL MANUFACTURERS
AIRPORT & AIRWAYS SURVEILLANCE RADAR
ARMY AVIATION TEST BOARD
APOLLO APPLICATIONS TEST REQUIREMENTS
ARMY AIR TRAFFIC REGULATION AND IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM
AIRBORNE ASSAULT VEHICLE
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF VARIABLE STAR OBSERVER
ARMY ATOMIC WEAPON SYSTEMS SAFETY COMMITTEE
AUTO BEACON
1 AIR BEARING
AMERICAN BOAHD ASSOC.
AIR BATTLE ANALYSIS DIVISION
ADVANCED BATTERY ACQUISITION RADAR
ABBREVIATE
ADVANCED BIOMEDICAL CAPSULE
1 AUTOMATIC BRIGHTNESS CONTROL
AIR BLAST CIRCUIT BREAKER
ATOMIC BOMB CASUALTY COMM.
AIRBORNE BALLISTICS DIVISION CNASA3
AIRBORNE BOMBING EVALUATION
1 AIR BREATHING ENGINE
AIR BREATHING ENGINE SYSTEM
AIRBORNE ELECTRICAL TEST SET
ALLEGHENY BALLISTICS LABORATORY
1 ARMY BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY
2 AUTOMATED BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY
3 ABLATIVE
ABLATIVE
ACTIVITY BALANCE LINE EVALUATION
AIR BEARING LIFT PAD
ANTI BALLISTIC MISSILE
ARMY BALLISTICS MISSILt AGENCY
AIR BALLISTICS MISSILE DIVISION
ADVANCED BALLISTIC MISSILE DEFENSE AGENCY
ANTI-BALLIbTIC MISSILE EARLY WARNING SYSTEM
ASMS ADVANCED BALLISTIC MISSILE SYSTEMS
ABN AIRBORNE
ABNCP AIRBORNE COMMAND POST
ABOM ASSISTANT BAbE OPERATIONS MANAGER
A8PS AIR BREATHING PROPULSION SYSTEM
ABOSS ADVANCED BOMBARDMENT SYSTEM
ABKES ADVANCED BALLISTIC RE-ENTRY SYSTEM
ABb AMERICAN BUREAU OF SHIPPING
ABb CLG ABSOLUTE CEILING
ABbAP AIR-BORNE bEARCH & ATTACK PLOTTER
ABT ATLANTIC BOObTER TEST
AC ALTERNATING CURRENT
AC 1 AIR CONDITIONING
AC 2 AC DIVISION ^GENERAL MOTORSn
AC 3 ATLAS CENTAUR
AC 4 ATTITUDE CONTROL
AC 5 ASPHALT COMPOSITION
ACA AUSTRALIAN COUNCIL FOR AERONAUTICS
ACA 1 ATTITUDE CONTROLLER ASSEMBLY
ACAMR ASSOCIATE COMMITTEE ON AVIATION MEDICAL RES.
ACb AIR CIRCUIT BREAKER
ACbWS AUTOMATIC CHEMICAL BIOLOGICAL WARNING SYSTEM
ACC ADMINISTRATIVE COMMITTEE ON COORDINATION
ACC 1 ADMIRALTY CORROSION COMMITTEE
ACC 2 AIR COORDINATING COMMITTEE
ACC 3 ALLIED CHEMICAL CORPORATION
ACC 4 AMERICAN CYANAMID COMPANY
ACC 5 AIR COMPONENT COMMAND
ACCC ALTERNATE COMMAND AND CONTROL CENTER
ACCD AEROSPACE COMMUNICATION g CONTROLS DIV.
ACCEL AUTOMATED CIRCUIT CARD ETCHING LAYOUT
ACCESS AIRCRAFT COMMUNICATIONS ELECTRONIC SIGNALING SYSTEM
ACCESS 1 AUTOMATIC COMPUTER-CONTROLLED ELECTRONICS SCANNING SYSTEM
ACCESS 2 ACCESSORY
ACCL ARMY COATING AND CHEMICAL LABORATORY
ACCL 1 AMERICAN COUNCIL OF COMMERCIAL LABORATORIES
ACCML ARMY CHEMICAL CORPS MEDICAL LABORATORIES
ACCO AMERICAN CYANAMID CO.
ACCPT ACCEPTANCE
ACCRY ACCESSORY
ACtS AUTOMATIC CHECKOUT AND CONTROL SYSTEM
ACtT ACCOUNT
ACCUM ACCUMULATE
ACUA AVIATION COMBAT DEVELOPMENT AGENCY
ACDA 1 ARMS CONTROL AND DISARMAMENT AGENCY
ACDEC ARMY COMBAT DEVELOPMENT EXPERIMENTATION CENTER
ACE AUTOMATIC CHECKOUT EQUIPMENT
ACE 1 ACCEPTANCE CHECKOUT EQUIPMENT
ACE 2 AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION
ACE-S/C ACCEPTANCE CHECKOUT EQUIPMENT - SPACE CRAFT
ACED AC ELECTRONICS CORPORATION DIV.r G.M.
ACEL AIR CRErf EQUIPMENT LABORATORY
ACERP ADVANCED COMMUNICATIONS ELECTRONICS REQUIREMENTS PLAN
ACt.S AIR COLLECTION ENGINE SYSTEM
ACES 1 AIR COLLECTION & ENRICHMENT SYSTEM
ACF AMERICAN CAR ft FOUNDRY
ACFE ACF ELECTRONICS
ACFT AIRCRAFT
ACb AIR CARGO GLIDER
ACi ALLOCATED CONFIGURATION IDENTIFICATION
AC1C AERONAUTICAL CHART 8 INFORMATION CENTER
AC1C 1 APOLLO CONTRACTOR INFORMATION CENTER
ACID AIRCRAFT IDENTIFICATION
ACIO AIR COMBAT INTELLIGENCE OFFICE
ACIR ADVISORY COMMISSION ON INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS
ACK ACKNOWLEDGE
ACL AERONAUTICAL COMPUTERS LAB.
ACLO AGENA CLASS LUNAR ORBITER
ACLS AUTOMATIC CARRIER LANDING SYSTEM
ACLS 1 AIR CUSHION LANDING SYSTEM
ACM ACTIVE COUNTER MEASURES
ACMD AUVANCED CONCEPTS AND MISSION DIVISION
ACME AUTOMATIC CONTROL AND MANEUVERING ELECTRONICS
ACME 1 ATTITUDE CONTROL 4 MANEUVERING ELECTRONICS
ACMS ADVANCED CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
ACN ASCENSION ISLAND USB STATION CMSFN3
ACO ADMINISTRATIVE CONTRACTING OFFICER
ACOC AREA COMMUNICATIONS OPERATIONS CENTER
ACOE AUTOMATIC CHECKOUT EQUIPMENT
ACOUS ACOUSTIC
ACP ACCEPTANCE CHECKOUT PROCEDURE
ACP 1 AZIMUTH CHANGE PULSE
ACPL ATLAS CREW PROCEDURES LABORATORY
ACPM ATTITUDE CONTROL PROPULSION MOTORS
ACPU AUXILIARY COMPUTER POWER UNIT
ACW ACQUIRE
ACU 1 ACQUISITION
ACPS ATTITUDE CONTROL PROPULSION SYSTEM
ACK AUXILIARY COMPUTER ROOM
ACKC AUDIO CENTER - RECEIVER
ACKE AUTOMATIC CHECKOUT & READINESS EQUIP,
AC*E-FT ACRE-FOOT
ACRES AIR-BORNE COMMUNICATION RELAY STATION
ACkH ARGONNE CANCER RES. HOSPITAL
ACKL AERO CHfcM RESEARCH LABb,» INC.
ACKMA AIR CONDITIONING 8 REFRIGERATING MACHINERY ASSOCIATION
ACKV AUDIO CENTER - RECEIVER
ACb AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY
ACb 1 APOLLO COMMAND SYSTEMS
ACb 2 ATTITUDE CONTROL AND STABILIZATION
ACb 3 AUTOMATIC CONTROL SYSTEMS
ACb H ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEMS
ACS 5 ASTRO COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
ACb 6 ATMOSPHERE CONTROL SYSTEM
ACbB APOLLO CREW SYSTEMS BRANCH
ACbC AIR COMMAND STAFF COLLEGE
ACbP AC SPARK PLUG
ACbT ACOUSTIC
ACT AUTOMATIC CHECKOUT TECHNIQUES
ACl 1 ACTUAL
ACT 2 ACTUATE
ACT 3 ACTIVATION
ACT U ACTUATOR
ACTG ACTUATING
ACT IV ARMY CONCEPT TEAM IN VIETNAM
ACTM AUDIO CENTER - TRANSMITTER
AC1P ADVANCED COMPUTER TECHNIQUES PROJECT
ACIR ACTUATOR
AC1V ACTIVATE
ACV AIR CUSHION VEHICLES
ACwL ARMY CHEMICAL WARFARE LAB.
ACwS AIRCRAFT CONTROL A WARNING SYSTEM
AD APOLLO DEVELOPMENT
AD 1 AVALANCHE DIODE
AD 2 ASTIA DOCUMENT
ADA AUTOMATIC DAMPER ARM
ADAI APOLLO DOCUMENTATION ADMIN INSTRUCTION
ADALINE ADAPTIVE LINEAR CLASSIFIER
ADAM AIR DEFLECTION AND MODIFICATION
ADAP ADAPTOR
ADAP 1 ADAPTIVE INTERCOMMUNICATION ROUTINE
ADAPT AVCO DATA ANALYSIS AND PREDICTION TECHNIQUES
ADAR ADVANCED DESIGN ARRAY RADAR
ADAS AUXILIARY DATA ANNOTATION SYSTEM
ADASP AUTOMATIC DATA AND SELECT PROGRAM
ADAT AUTOMATIC DATA ACCUMULATION & TRANSFER
ADb APOLLO DATA BANK
ADC AIR DEFENSE COMMAND
ADC 1 AEROSPACE DEFENSE COMMAND
ADC 2 AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER
ADL 3 AUTHORIZED QATA CHAIN
ADC <* AUTOMATIC DRIFT CONTROL
ADC 5 AIRBORNE DIGITAL COMPUTER
ADC 6 ANALOG-TO-UIGITAL CONVERTER
ADC 7 AEROPHYSICS DEVELOPMENT CORP,
ADC 6 AIR DATA COMPUTER
ADCC AIR DEFENSE CONTROL CENTER
ADLN ADVANCED DRAWING CHANGE NOTICE
ADu ADDITION
ADD 1 ADDENDUM
ADUAC ANALOG DATA DISTRIBUTOR AND CONTROL
ADDER AUTOMATIC DIGITAL-DATA-ERROR RECORDER
ADUL ADDITIONAL
ADDPEP AERODYNAMIC DEPLOYABLE DECELERATOR PERFORMANCE EVALUATION PROGRAM
ADuRI APOLLO DOCUMENT DISTRIBUTION REQUIREMENTS INDEX
ADUS APOLLO DATA DESCRIPTION STANDARDS
ADuS 1 APOLLO DOCUMENTATION DESCRIPTION STANDARDS
ADL»T ALL DIGITAL DATA TAPE
ADt ARMAMENT DESIGN ESTABLISHMENT
ADLC AIKEN OAHLGREN ELEC. CALCULATOR
ADtG AUXILIARY DISPLAY EQUIPMENT GROUP
ADLM ADAPTIVELY DATA EQUALIZED MODEM
ADcPT AUTOMATIC DATA EXTRACTOR 8 PLOTTING TABLE
ADF AUTOMATIC DIRECTION FINDING CEQUIP.U
ADF 1 AUTOMATIC DIRECTION FINDER
-b-
AOFO ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FLIGHT OPERATIONS [HOUSTON}
ADh ADHESIVE
ADI APOLLO DOCUMENT INDEX
ADI 1 ATTITUDE DIRECTOR INDICATOR
ADiZ AIR DEFENSE IDENTIFICATION ZONE
ADJ ADJUST tMENTJ
ADL ARTHUR l)» LITTLE* INC.
ADh AIR DEFENSE MISSILE
ADM 1 APOLLO DATA MANAGER
ADMIN ADMINISTRATION
ADO ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVE
ADOBE ATMOSPHERIC DIFFUSION OF BERYLLJUM PROGRAM
ADOPE AUTOMATIC DECISIONS OPTIMIZING PREDICTED ESTIMATES
ADP ACCEPTANCE DATA PACKAGE
ADP 1 ADMINISTRATIVE DATA PROCESSING
ADP 2 APOLLO DYNAMIC PROGRAMS
ADP 3 AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING
AOPLL ALL DIGITAL PHASE LOCKED LOOP
ADPS APOLLO DOCUMENT PREPARATION STANDARDS HANDBOOK
ADPS 1 AUTOMATIC UATA PROCESSING SYSTEMS
ADPT ADAPTER
ADK AVIATION DESIGN RESEARCH
ADK 1 ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT REPORT
ADRAN ADVANCED DIGITAL RANGING SYSTEM
ADKES ARMY DATA RETRIEVAL ENGRG. SYSTEM
ADKN ADVANCE DRAWING RELEASE NOTICE
ADKN 1 ADVANCED DOCUMENT REVISION NOTICE
ADS AUTOMATIC DOOR SEAL
ADS 1 ADVANCED DATA SYSTEM
ADbA ATOMIC DEFENSE SUPPORT AGENCY
ADSEP AUTOMATIC DATA SET EDITING PROGRAM
ADSID AIR DEFENSE SYSTEMS INTEGRATION DEV.
ADbMO AIR DEFENSE SYSTEM MANAGEMENT OFFICE
ADbS AIRCRAFT DAMAGE SENSING SYSTEM
ADT ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT TECHNOLOGY
ADTIC ARCTIC' DESEKTr TROPIC INFORMATION CENTER
AD1U AUXILIARY DATA TRANSLATOR UNIT
ADV ADVANCED
ADVS ADVISE
ADYN AMPLIDYlME
AE AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT
AEA ABORT ELECTRONIC ASSEMBLY
AEAA ASCENT ENGINE ARMING ASSEMBLY
AEfc> AFT EQUIPMENT BAY
AEC AIRSHIP EXPERIMENTAL CENTER
AEC 1 ARMY ELECTRONICS COMMAND
AEC 2 ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
AECL ATOMIC ENERGY OF CANADA LIMITED
AEU AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
AEU 1 AMMUNITION ENGINEERING DIRECTORATE
AEbB APOLLO ENGINEERING DOCUMENTATION BOARD
AEDC ARNOLD ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT CENTER
AEDS ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRIC DETECTION SYSTEM
AEUU ADMIRALTY EXPERIMENTAL DIVING UNIT
AEEC AIRLINES ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING COMMITTED
-7-
AEtL AERONAUTICAL ELECTRONICS ft ELECTRICAL LAB.
AEHA ARMY ENVIRONMENTAL HYGIENE AGENCY
A£L ADMIRALTY ENGINEERING LABORATORY
AEL 1 AEROSPACE ELECTRONICS LABORATORY* U.S.
AEL 2 ARMY ELECTRONICS LABORATORIES
AEL 3 AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY
AELD ASCENT ENGINE LATCHING DEVICE
AELRO ARMY ELECTRONICS LOGISTICS RESEARCH OFFICE
AEMC AMERICAN ELECTRO METAL CORP.
AEfiSA ARMY ELECTRONICS MATERIAL SUPPORT AGENCY
AEN ADVANCE EVALUATION NOTE
AEPG ARMY ELECTRONIC PROVING GROUND
AEPS ADVANCED EXTRAVEHICULAR PROTECTIVE SYSTEM
AER AZIMUTH ELEVATION RANGE
AEHD ATOMIC ENERGY RESEARCH DEPARTMENT
AEKDL ARMY ENGINEERS RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES
AEKE ATOMIC ENERGY RES. ESTABLISHMENT
AEKL AERO-ELASTIC RESEARCH LABORATORY
AEKL I AVCO-EVEKETT RESEARCH LABORATORY
AEKNO AERONAUTICAL EQUIPMENT REFERENCE NUMBER
AERODYM AERODYNAMIC
AES AMERICAN ELECTROCHEMICAL SOCIETY
AES 1 APOLLO EXPERIMENT SUPPORT
AES 2 APOLLO EXTENSION SYSTEMS
AES 3 ARTIFICIAL EARTH SATELLITE
AEbOP ARTIFICIAL EARTH SATELLITE OBSERVATION PROGRAM
AE1C ACCESSORY & EQUIPMENT TECH. COMMITTEE
AETI APOLLO ENGINEERING A TECHNOLOGY INDEX
AEV AEROTHERMODYNAMIC ELASTIC VEHICLE
AEW AIRBORNE. EARLY WARNING
AE*ES ARMY ENGINEERS WATERWAYS EXPERIMENT STATION
AF AIRFRAME
AF 1 AIR FORCE
AF 2 AUDIO FREQUENCY
AFM AIR FORCE ACADEMY
AFA 1 ARMY FLIGHT ACTIVITY
AFAADS ADVANCED FORWARD AREA AIR DEFENSE SYSTEM
AFAB AIR FORCE AUDIT BRANCH
AFAC AIR FORCE ARMAMENT CENTER
AFAFC AIR FORCE ACCOUNTING & FINANCE CENTER
AFAL AIR FORCE AVIONICS LABORATORY
AFAPL MR FORCE AERO PROPULSION LABORATORY
AFASD AIR FORCE AERONAUTICAL SYSTEMS DIVISION
AFATL AIR FORCE ARMAMENT TECHNOLOGY LABORATORY
AFb AIR FORCE BASE
AFdM AIR FORCE BALLISTIC MISSILE
AFbMA ANTI-FRICTION BEARING MFG. ASSOC.
AFdMD AIR FORCE BALLISTIC MISSILE DIVISION
AFuSD AIR FORCE BALLISTIC SYSTEMS DIVISION
AFC APOLLO FLIGHT CONTROL
AFC 1 AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY CONTROL
AFCCDD AIR FORCE COMMAND 6 CONTROL DEVELOPMENT DIVISION
AFLE AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL EQUIPMENT
AFCEA ARMED FORCES COMMUNICATIONS ELECTRONICS ASSOC.
AFCO AUTOMATIC FUEL CUTOFF
-F-AFCRC AIR FORCE CAMBRIDGE RESEARCH CENTER
AFCRL AIR FORCE CAMBRIDGE RESEARCH LABORATORY
AFCS ADAPTIVE FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
AFCS 1 AIR FORCE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
AFCS 2 AUTOMATA FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
AFL; ASSISTANT FLIGHT DIRECTOR
AFOMP AIR FORCE DIRECTORATE OF MATERIALS « PROCESSES
AFDP ARMY FORCE DEVEL. PLAN
AFt. AIR FORCE IN EUROPE
AFtMS AIR FORCE EQUIPMENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
AFLOAR AIR FORcE EUROPEAN OFFICE OF AEROSPACE RESEARCH
AFLSD AIR FORCE ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS DIVISION
AFLTR AIR FORcE EASTERN TEST RANGE
AFF ARMY FIELD FORCES
AFFDL AIR FORCE FLIGHT DYNAMICS LABORATORY
AFFTC AIR FORCE FLIGHT TEST CENTER CEDWARDS AFB» CALIF.D
AFFTD AIR FORCE FOREIGN TECHNOLOGY DIVISION
AFGE AMERICAN FEDERATION OF GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES
AFH AIR FORCE HOSPITAL
AFHRL AIR FORcE HUMAN RELATIONS LABORATORY
AFI AMERICAN FILM INSTITUTE
AFIC AIR FORCE INTELLIGENCE CENTER
AFIP ARMED FORCES INSTITUTE OF PATHOLOGY
AF1PS AMERICA^ FEDERATION INFORMATION PROCESSING SOCIETIES
AFAT AIR FORCE INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
AFLC AIR FORCE LOGISTICS COMMAND
AFLMC AIR FORcE LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT CENTER
AFM ANTI-FRICTION METAL
AFNt 1 AIR FORCE MANUAL
AFMDC AIR FORCE MISSILE DEVELOPMENT CENTER
AFMDC 1 AIR FORCE MACHINABILITY DATA CENTER
AFML AIR FORCE MATERIALS LABORATORY
AFML 1 ARMED FORCES MEDICAL LIBRARY
AFMTC AIR FORCE MISSILE TEST CENTER
AFO ANNOUNCEMENT OF FLIGHT OPPORTUNITY
AFOAO AIR FORCE OPERATIONS ANALYSIS OFFICE
AFOAR AIR FORCE OFFICE OF AEROSPACE RESEARCH
AFOSR AIR FORCE OFFICE OF SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
AFP AIR FORCE PAMPHLET
AFPC AIR FORCE PROCUREMENT CIRCULAR
AFPi AIR FORCE PROCUREMENT INSTRUCTION
AFPL AIR FORCE PACKAGING LAB
AFPP AIR FORCE PROCUREMENT PROCEDURES
APPRO AIR FORCE PLANT REPRESENTATIVE OFFICE
AFPTRC AIR FORCE PERSONNEL « TRAINING RESEARCH CENTER
AFv*A AIR FORCE QUALITY ASSURANCE
AFK AIR FORCE REGULATION
AFHAMS AIR FORCE RECOVERABLE ASSEMBLY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
AFKD AIR FORCE RESEARCH DIV.
AFKD 1 AIR FORCE RESEARCH DIRECTORATE
AFRM AIR FRAME
AFHOASI AUTHORITY FOR REMOVAL OF ACCEPTED SPACECRAFT INSTALLATIONS
AFKPL AIR FORCE ROCKET PROPULSION LABORATORY
AFKTS ARMED FORCES RADIO & TELEVISION SERVICE
AFS ADVANCED FIGURE SENSOR
-7-AFSAMSO AIR FORcE SPACE AND MISSILE SYSTEMS ORGANIZATION
AFSC AIR FORCE SYSTEMS COMMAND
AFSCF AIR FORCE SATELLITE CONTROL FACILITY
AFSS AIR FORCE SECURITY SERVICE
AFSSC ARMED FORCES SUPPLY SUPPORT CENTER
AFSSD AIR FORCE SPACE SYSTEMS DIVISION
AFbTC ARMY FOREIGN SCIENCE TECHNICAL CENTER
AFSTRIKE U.S. AIR FORCE STRIKE COMMAND
AFSWC AIR FORCE SPECIAL WEAPONS CENTER
AFbWP ARMED FORCES SPECIAL WEAPONS PROJECT
AFT AFTER
AFTO AIR FORCE TECHNICAL ORDER
AFTOSB AIR FORCE TECHNICAL ORDER STANDARDIZATION BOARD
AFwL AIR FORCE WEAPONS LAB. CFORMERLY SWC3
AFWTR AIR FORCE WESTERN TEST RANGE
AG ATLAS GEMINI
AGA AERO GEO ASTRO CORP
AGACS AUTOMATIC GROUND-AIR COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
AGANI APOLLO GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION INFORMATION
AGAP ATTITUDE GYKO ACCELEROMETER PACKAGE
AGARD ADVISORY GROUP FOR AERONAUTICAL RESEARCH 4 DEVELOPMENT
AGAVE AUTOMATIC GIMBALLED ANTENNA VECTORING EQUIP.
AGC AEROJET GENERAL CORP
AGC 1 APOLLO GUIDANCE COMPUTER
AGC 2 AUTOMATIC GAIN CONTROL
AGCA AUTOMATIC GROUND-CONTROLLED APPROACH
AGCM AUTOMATIC GAIN CONTROL CALIBRATION PROGRAM
AGCS AUTOMATIC GROUND CHECKOUT SYSTEM
AGCS 1 AUTOMATIC GROUND CONTROL STATION
AGCS 2 AUTOMATIC GROUND COMPUTER SYSTEM
AGCSC AUTOMATIC GROUND CONTROL SYSTEM COMPUTER
AGCU ATTITUDE GYRO COUPLING UNIT
AGfc. AEROSPACE GROUND EQUIPMENT
AGE 1 AUTOMATIC GUIDANCE ELECTRONICS
AGfc: 2 APOLLO GUIDANCE EQUIPMENT
AGtP ADVISORY GROUP ON ELECTRONIC PARTS
AGtT ADVISORY GROUP ON ELECTRONIC TUBES
AGF ARMY GROUND, FORCES
AGGD APOLLO GUIDANCE GROUND DISPLAY
AGliR AGGREGATE
AG1 AMERICA^ GEOGRAPHICAL INSTITUTE
AGM AIR-TO-GROUND MISSILE
AGMA AMERICAN GEAR MFG. ASSOC.
APOLLO GUIDANCE « NAVIGATION INDUSTRIAL SUPPORT
SANTIAGO TRACKING STATION
AMMUNITION GROUP - PICATINNY ARSENAL
ADVISORY GROUP ON RELIABILITY OF ELECTRONIC EQUIP.
AMERICAN GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY
i ABORT GUIDANCE SECTION
2 ABORT GUIDANCE SYSTEMS
3 ASCENT GUIUANCE & CONTROL SYSTEM
AVIATION GAS TURBINE
AMPERE HOUK
ARMY HUMAN ENGINEERING LABORATORIES
AUTO HOuD FIHE
AGO
AGPA
AGKEE:
AGS
AGS
AGb
AGS
AGT
AH
AHhL
AHF-
-so-
AHi AUGMENTED HUMAN INTELLECT
AHi 1 AERODYNAMIC HEATING INDICATOR
AHftU AVIATION HUMAN RES. UNIT
AHb AMERICAN HELICOPTER SOCIETY
AHT ACOUSTIC HOMING TORPEDO
AI ATOMICS INTERNATIONAL
AI 1 ATTITUDE INDICATOR
AIA AEROSPACE INDUSTRIAL ASSOCIATION
AIAA AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF AERONAUTICS « ASTRONAUTICS
AIAE ASSOCIATE INSTITUTE OF AUTOMOBILE ENGRS*
AIAOS ACADEMIC INSTRUCTOR & ALLIED OFFICER SCHOOL
AIAR AMERICAN INST. OF AEROLOGICAL RES.
AIAS ARMY INST. OF ADVANCED STUDIES
AIBS AMERICAN INS! . OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
AIC AIRCRAFT INDUSTRY CONFERENCE
AICA LIASSOClATION INTERNATIONALE POUR LE CALCUL AMALOGIQUE
AICBM ANTI-INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC MISSILE
AICE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERS
AID AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
AIu 1 AIR INFORMATION DIVISION
AID 2 ATTACHED INFLATABLE DECELERATOR
AIUA AUTOMATIC INSTRUMENTED DIVING ASSEMBLY
AIDE AEROSPACE INbTALLATIQN DIAGNOSTIC EQUIPMENT
AIDS AIRCRAFT INTEGRATED DATA SYSTEMS
AIDS 1 ABORT INERTIAL DIGITAL SYSTEM
AIEE AMERICAN INST. QF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS CNOW IEEE!
AIENDF ATOMICS INTERNATIONAL EVALUATED NUCLEAR DATA FILES
AltTA AIRBORNE INFRARED EQUIP, FOR TARGET ANALYSIS
All APOLLO IMPLEMENTING INSTRUCTIONS CNAA» S«IDD
AIIE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS
AIL AIRBORNE INSTRUMENTS LABORATORY
AILAS AUTOMATIC INSTRUMENT LANDING APPROACH SYSTEM
AILS AUTOMATIC INSTRUMENT LANDING SYSTEM
AIM ARMY INSTALLATION MANAGEMENT
AIM 1 ADVANCE INFORMATION MEMO
AIMME AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF MINING & METALLURGICAL ENGINEERS
AIMP ANCHORED INTERPLANETARY MONITORING PLATFORM
AIMS ARMY INTEGRATED METEOROLOGICAL SYSTEM
AIMS 1 ADVANCED INTERCONTINENTAL MISSILE SYSTEM
AIOC ASSISTANT INSTRUMENTATION OPERATIONS COORDINATION
AIP ACCEPTANCE INSPECTION PACKAGE
AIK AMERICAN INSTITUTE FOR RESEARCH
AIH COND AIR CONDITION
AIK HP AIR HORSEPOWER
AIKCO AIR REDUCTION COMPANY
AIRCOM AEROSPACE COMMUNICATIONS COMPLEX
AlKCOM 1 AIRWAYS COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
AIKEW AIRBORNE INFRARED EARLY WARNING
AIKL AUTOMATION INDUSTRIES RESEARCH LABORATORY
AIKS ABLATOR INbULATED RAMJET STUDY
Alb ACADEMIC INSTRUCTORS SCHOOL
Alb 1 ARMY INTELLIGENCE AND SECURITY
Alb 2 ADVANCE IN SCHEDULE
Alb 3 ARMY INFANTRY SCHOOL
Alb «* APOLLO INSTRUMENTATION SHIP
AlbC AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF STEEL CONSTRUCTION
AISE ASSOCIATION OF IRON ft STEEL ENGINEERS
AISI AMERICAN IRON & STEEL INSTITUTE
AITC AMERICAN INST. OF TIMBER CONSTRUCTION
AIU ABORT INTERFACE UNIT
AJ ANTI-JAM
AJA AGBABIAN-JACOBSEN ASSOCIATES
AK APOGEE KICK
AKM APOGEE KICK MOTOR
AL AIR LOCK
AL 1 ALUMINUM
AL 2 ANTENNA LABORATORY
ALA AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
ALA80L ALGORITHMITIC AND BUSINESS ORIENTED LANGUAGE
ALARM AIR-LAUNCHED ADVANCED RAMJET MISSILE
ALARR AIR LAUNCHED' AIR RECOVERABLE ROCKET
ALART ARMY LOW-SPEED AIR RESEARCH TASKS
ALbl AIR-LAUNCHED BALLISTIC INTERCEPT
ALbM AIR LAUNCHED BALLISTIC MISSILE
ALC ALCOHOL
ALC 1 AUTOMATIC LIGHT CONTROL
ALC 2 AUDIO LOAD COMPENSATOR
ALC 3 ASTRO LAUNCH CIRCUIT
ALCAL ALLOY COATED ALUMINUM
ALCAPP AUTOMATIC LIST CLASSIFICATION AND PROFILE PRODUCTION
ALCC AIRBORNE LAUNCH CONTROL CENTER
ALCOA ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA
ALCOM ALASKAN COMMAND
ALD AMERICAN LIBRARY DIRECTORY
ALD 1 ACTIVITY LEVEL DEPENDENT
ALDS APOLLO LAUNCH DATA SYSTEM
ALC.MS APOLLO LEM SENSORS
AL£P AUDIO LINGUAL EDUCATION PRESS
ALtRT ACUTE LAUNCH EMERGENCY RELIABILITY TIP
ALFA AIR LUBRICATED FREE ATTITUDE
ALFMED APOLLO LIGHT FLASH MOVING EMULSCON DETECTOR
ALtoM AIR LAUNCHED GUIDED MISSILES
ALGN ALIGNMENT
ALGOL ALGORITHMIC LANGUAGE
ALHT APOLLO LUNAR HAND TOOLS
ALhTC APOLLO LUNAR HAND TOOL CARRIER
ALI ACTIVITY LEVEL INDEPENDENT
ALIAS ALGEBRAIC LOGIC INVESTIGATIONS OF APOLLO SYSTEMS
ALIGN ALIGNMENT
ALIM AIR-LAUNCHED INTERCEPT MISSILE
ALK ALKALINE
ALLOW ALLOWABLE
ALLOW 1 ALLOWANCE
ALLS APOLLO LUNAR LOGISTIC SUPPORT
ALM AEROPHYsICb LAB. MEMORANDUM
ALMC ARMY LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT CENTER
ALMOO AMPLlTUoE « LATENCY MEASURING INST. WITH DIGITAL OUTPUT
ALO ALBUQUERQUE OPERATIONS OFFICE
ALOC AIR LlNt OF COMMUNICATION
ALOC i APOLLO LAUNCH OPERATIONS COMMITTEE
ALOFT
ALOP
ALOS
ALOIS
ALP
ALPAC
ALPHA
ALPS
ALKC
ALRH
ALKI
ALb
ALS
ALbA
ALSCC
ALbD
ALSE
ALbEP
ALSRC
ALSS
ALSTA
ALT
ALT
ALTDS
ALTER
ALTM
ALTR
ALTR
ALTS
ALVRT
ALwL
AM
AM
AM
AM NIT
AMA
AMA
AMA
AMA
AMA
AMA
AMAL
AMARS
AMb
A MB
AMfaRL
AMC
AMC
AMC
AMCL
AMCM
AMCR
AMCS
AMU
AMU
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
3
4
5
1
1
2
A LANGUAGE ORIENTED TO FLIGHT ENGINEERING AND TESTING
APOLLO LAUNCH OPERATION PANEL
APOLLO LUNAR ORBITAL SCIENCE
AIRBORNE LIGHTWEIGHT OPTICAL TRACKING SYSTEM
AUTOMATED LEARNING PROCESS
AUTOMATIC LANGUAGE PROCESSING ADVISORY COMMITTEE
AUTOMATED LITERATURE PROCESSING HANDLING AND ANALYSIS SYSTEM
ADVANCED LIQUID PROPULSION SYSTEM
AEROJET LIQUID ROCKET COMPANY
APOLLO LUNAR RADlOISOTORE HEATER
AIRBORNE LONG-RANGE INPUT
ALLEGHENY LUDLUM STEEL
AUTOMATIC LANDING SYSTEM
ASTRONAUT LIFE SUPPORT ASSEMBLY
APOLLO LUNAR SURFACE CLQSEUP CAMERA
APOLLO LUNAR SURFACE DRILL
APOLLO LUNAR SOUNDER EXPERIMENT
APOLLO LUNAR SURFACE EXPERIMENTS PACKAGE
APOLLO LUNAR SAMPLE RETURN CONTAINER
APOLLO LOGISTICS SUPPORT SYSTEM
ALL STATIONS
ALTERNATOR
ALTITUDE
APOLLO LAUNCH TRAJECTORY DATA SYSTEM
ALTERNATE
ALTIMETER
ALTERNATE
ALTERNATOR
ADVANCED LUNAR TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS
AIR-LAUNCHER LOW VOLUME RAMJET
ARMY LIMITED WAR LABORATORY
AMPLITUDE MODULATION
AIRLOCK MODULE
AMBIENT
AMMONIUM NITRATE
ACOUSTIC MATERIALS ASSOCIATION
AIR MATERIALS AREA
AMERICAN MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION
AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
ANALYTICAL MECHANICS ASSOCIATES
AUTOMATIC MALFUNCTION ANALYSIS
AVIATION MED. ACCELERATION LAB,
AIR MOBILE AIRCRAFT REFUELING SYSTEM
ANTI-MOTOR BOAT
AIRWAYS MODERNIZATION BOARD
ARMY MEDICAL BIOMECHANICAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
ARMY MUNITIONS COMMAND
ARMY MATERIEL COMMAND
ARMY MISSILE COMMAND
AIR MATERIAL COMMAND LETTER
AIR MATERIAL COMMAND MANUAL
AIR MATERIAL COMMAND REGULATION
AIRBORNE MISSILE CONTROL SYSTEM
AEROSPACE MEDICAL DIV, [SEE* MRL1
ACCIDENT MODLL DOCUMENT
AMt ANGLE MEASURING EQUIPMENT
AME.RADC AKNIY MOBILITY EQUIPMENT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER
AMF AMERICAN MACHINE AND FOUNDRY CO,
AM6 ANGLE OF MIDDLE GIMBAL
AMMTS AUTOMATED MULTIPHASING HEALTH TESTING ft SERVICES
AMi ADVANCED MANNED INTERCEPTOR
AML ADMIRALTY MATERIALS LABORATORY
AML 1 AERONAUTICAL MATERIALS LABORATORY
AML 2 AERO-MEQlCAL LABORATORY
AMLLV ADVANCED MULTIPURPOSE LARGE LAUNCH VEHICLES
AMM AMMUNITION
AMM 1 ANTI-MISSILE MISSILE
AMMIP AVIATION MATERIEL MANAGEMENT IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
AMMP APOLLO MASTER MEASUREMENTS PROGRAM
AMMP 1 ADVANCED MANNED MISSIONS PROGRAM
AMMRC ARMY MATERIALS AND MECHANICS RESEARCH CENTER
AMNH AMERICAN MUStUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
AMO AIR MASS ZERO
AMOCOM ARMY MOBILITY COMMAND
AMOO AEROSPACE MEDICAL OPERATIONS OFFICE
AMOS ACOUSTIC* METEROLOGICAL ft OCEANOGRAPHIC SURVEY
AMP AMPLIFIER
AMP 1 ACCELERQMETER MONITORING PROGRAM
AMP 2 APOLLO MISSION PROGRAMS
AMP HR AMPERE HOURLS3
AMP MIN AMPERE MINUTE
AMPC AUTOMATIC MtbSAGE PROCESSING CENTER
AMPDS ADVANCED MISSILE PROPULSION DEFINITION STUDY
AMPH AMPHIBIAN-AMPHIBIOUS
AMPHENOL AMERICAN PHENOLIC CORP.
AMPL AMPLIFIEH
AMPS AUTOMATIC MESSAGE PROCESSING SYSTEM
AMPS 1 AMPERES
AMPS 2 ADVANCE MANEUVERING PROPULSION SYSTEM
AMPSS ADVANCED MANNED PENETRATOR STRIKE SYSTEM
AMPT ADVANCED MANEUVERING PROPULSION TECHNOLOGY
AMPTF APOLLO MISSION PLANNING TASK FORCE
AMCi ANALOG MULTIPLEXER OUANTITIZER
AMR ALTITUDE MARKING RANGE
AMK 1 ATLANTIC MISSILE RANGE
AMKA ARMY MATERIALS RESEARCH AGENCY
AMHAC ANTI-MISSILE RESEARCH ADVISORY COUNCIL
AMKC ADVANCED METALS RES. CORP.
AMKI ASSOCIATION OF MISSILE A ROCKET INST»
AMKL ARMY MEDICAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
AMRL 1 AEROSPACE MEDICAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
AMRNL ARMY MEDICAL RES. ft NUTRITION LAB.
AMKO ATLANTIC MISSILE RANGE OPERATIONS CMSC3
AMKV ASTRONAUT MANEUVERING RESEARCH VEHICLE
AMb ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
AMS 1 ARMY MANAGEMENT SCHOOL
AMS 2 ARMY MAP SERVICE
AMb 3 AERONAUTICAL MATERIAL SPECIFICATION
AMS H APOLLO MISSION SIMULATOR
AMS 5 ADVANCED MISSION STUDIES
AMb
AMb
AMbA
AM^AA
AMbAM
AMSC
AMbGS
AMbL
AMT
AMTB
AMTI
AMTIDE
AMTR
AMTRANS
AMU
AMU
AMU
AMU
AMUCOM
AMW
AN
AN
AN
ANA
ANA
ANAL
ANC
ANC
ANt
AND
ANF
ANo
ANHYD
ANiP
ANL
ANL
ANL
ANLG
ANN
ANNA
ANOM
ANP
ANPO
ANPOD
ANS
ANb
ANSER
ANbl
ANSIC
ANT
ANT
ANTILOG
AN1S
AN*
ANwG
6 AEROSPACE MATERIAL SPECIFICATION
7 ARTICULATED MIRROR SYSTEM
ADVANCED MANNED STRATEGIC AIRCRAFT
ARMY MATERIEL SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AGENCY
ANTI-MISSILE SURFACE-TO-AIR MISSILE
ARMY MATERIAL SUPPLY COMMAND
ARMY MEDICAL SERVICE GRADUATE SCHOOL
APPLIED MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS LAB.
AMOUNT
ANTI-MOTOR TORPEDO BOAT
AREA MOVING TARGET INDICATOR
AIRCRAFT MULTIPURPOSE TEST INSPECTION & DIAGNOSTIC EQUIP,
ATLANTIC MISSILE TEST RANGE
ARMY MISSILE TRANSPORT SYSTEMS
ARMY MEDICAL UNIT
1 ASTRONAUT MANEUVERING UNIT
2 AVERAGE MONTHLY USAGE
3 ATOMIC MASS UNIT
ARMY MUNITION COMMAND
ANGULAR MOMENTUM WHEEL
AIR FORCE-NAVY
ALPHANUMERIC
AUTONETlCS
ARMY NAyY AERONAUTICAL
1 AIR FORCE-NAVY AERONAUTICAL
ANALYZE
AIR FORCE - NAVY CIVIL
1 ASSISTANT NETWORK CONTROLLER
2 AEROJET NUCLEAR COMPANY
AIR FORCE-NAVY DESIGN
AIR NAVIGATION FACILITY
AIR NATIONAL GUARD
ANHYDROUS
ARMY-NAVY INSTRUMENTATION PROGRAM
ANNEAL
1 ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY
2 ARMY NATlCK LABORATORIES
ANALOG
ANNUNCIATOR
ARMY-NAvY-NASA-AlR FORCE SATELLITE
ASSISTANT NETWORK OPERATIONS MANAGER
AIRCRAFT NUCLEAR PROPULSION
AIRCRAFT NUCLEAR PROPULSION OFFICE
ANTENNA POSITIONING DEVICE
APOLLO NETWORK SIMULATIONS
1
2
ANALYTIC SERVICES INCf
AMERICAN NATIONAL STANDARDS INSTITUTE
AEROSPACE NUCLEAR SAFETY INFORMATION CENTER
ANTENNA
1 ANTIGUA STATION 91
ANTILOGARITHM
ANY TAPL SEARCH COMPUTER PROGRAM
AHOLLO NETWORK
APOLLO NAVIGATION WORKING GROUP
-/£'-
AO AOMlNlSlRATlVE AND OVERHEAD
AO 1 ADMINISTRATIVE OPERATIONS
AOA AMERICAN ORDNANCE ASSOC,
AOA 1 ANGLE OF ATTACK
AOC AIR OPERATIONS CENTER
AOC 1 AVERAGE OPERATING COST
AOLP AIRCRAFT OUT-QF-COMMISSJON FOR PARTS
AOD AIRFIELD OPERATIONS DESIGNATOR
AQuS AN ORDNANCE UESTRUCT SYSTEM
AOh APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK
AOK ALL SYSTEMS OPERATIONAL AND READY
AOL ATLANTIC OCEAN LINE
AOLO ADVANCED ORBITAL LAUNCH OPERATIONS
AOMC ARMY ORDNANCE MISSILE CENTER
AOti AVERAGE OUTGOING QUALITY
AOUL AVERAGE OUTGOING QUALITY LIMIT
AOKD ASTRONAUT OPERATIONS REQUIREMENT DOCUMENT
AOKL APOLLO ORBITAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
AOS ACQUISITION OF SIGNAL
AOb 1 ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATORY SATELLITE
AObML ARMY ORDNANCE SUBMARINE MINE LAB.
AObO ADVANCED ORBITING SOLAR OBSERVATORY
AObP ACTIVE QPTICb SIMULATION PROGRAM
AOSS ACTIVE OPTICS SIMULATION SYSTEM
A07 ALIGNMENT OPTICAL TELESCOPE
AOTT ALL-ORDNAfJCE THRUST TERMINATION
AP ACCELEROMETER PACKAGE
AP 1 AIR POLLUTION
AP 2 AUTO PILOT
AP 3 ALPHA PARTICLE SPECTROMETER
AP4D ADVANCED PLANNING AND DESIGN
APA ABORT PROGRAMMER ASSEMBLY
APAC ANTENNA POINTING ANGLE CHANGE
APAR AUTOMATIC PROGRAMMING AND RECORDING
APAS AUTOMATIC PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS SYSTEM
APATS AUTOMATIC PROGRAMMER & TEST SYSTEM
APC AUTOMATIC PHASE CONTROL
APC 1 AMCEL PROPULSION COMPANY
APC 2 APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY CORP,
APCC APOLLO PROGRAM CONTROL CENTER
APCHE AUTOMATIC PROGRAMMED CHECKOUT EQUIP.
APuI AIR PRODUCTS 8 CHEMICALS INC
APCON APPROACH CONTROL
APCR APOLLO PROGRAM CONTROL ROOM
APCS AIR PHOTOGRAPHIC 4 CHARTING SERVICE
APCS 1 ATTlTUDt AND POINTING CONTROL SYSTEM
APD AUXILIARY POWER DISTRIBUTION
APb 1 APOLLO PROGRAM DIRECTIVE
APuA ATOMIC POWER DEVELOPMENT ASSOC.r INC.
APbP APOLLO PROGRAM DEFINITION PHASE
APtL AERONAUTICAL PHOTOGRAPHIC EXPERIMENTAL LAB.
APLRS ANTIPERSONNEL
APt» ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND
APb 1 ARMY PLANNING GROUND
APli 2 AZIMUTH PULSE GENERATOR
AP6/BRL ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND/BALLISTIC RESEARCH LABS.
APb/OBDC ABERDEEN PROVING GROUNU/ORD BOMB DISPOSAL CENTER
APb/OTC ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND/ORQ TRAINING COMMAND
APGC AIR PROVING GROUND CENTER
APGS APOLLO PROPELLANT GAGING SYSTEM
APrlFFF AMES PROTOTYPE HYPERSONIC FREE FLIGHT FACILITY
API AMERICAN PETROLEUM INSTITUTE
APA 1 AIR POSITION INDICATOR
API 2 ALIGNMENT PROGRESS INDICATOR
APXC APOLLO PARTS INFO. CENTER
APICON AIRCRAFT POSITION INFORMATION CONVERTER
APiCS AIR POLLUTION INFORMATION g COMPUTER SYSTEM
AP1P APOLLO PERSONNEL IDENTIFICATION PROGRAM
APiP 1 APOLLO PERSONNEL INVESTIGATION PROGRAM
APJ AMERICAN POWER JET COMPANY
ACCELEROMETER PACKAGE
AIRPLANE
1 ADVANCED PROCUREMENT LIST
ARMY PROPULSION LABORATORY « CENTER
APOLLO PROGRAM LOGIC NETWORK
ANTI-PERSONNEL MISSILE
ACCOUNTABLE PROPERTY OFFICER
1 APOLLO PROGRAM OFFICE
APOLLO PREFLIGHT OPERATIONS PROCEDURES
AUTOMATIC POSITIONING TELEMETERING ANTENNA
APPARATUS
1 ACCESS POINT PACE
2 ADVANCE PLANETARY PROBE
APPROVED
APPROXIMATE
APPENDIX
APRIL
1 APOLLO PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS
ARMY PULSE RADIATION FACILITY
ARMY PROSTHETIC RES. LAB.
ARMY PERSONNEL RES. OFFICE
ARMY PERSONNEL RES. SERVICE
APPROVECO;]
APPROVAL
APOLLO PROGRAM SPECIFICATIONS
1 ACTA POLYTECH SCANDINAVIA
2 AIRBORNE POWER SUPPLY
3 APPLIED PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES
<+ ASCENT PROPULSION SYSTEM
5 ACCESSORY POWER SUPPLY
6 AUXILIARY PROPULSION SYSTEM
AMMUNITION PROCUREMENT 6 SUPPLY AGENCY
AUTOMATIC PICTURE TRANSMISSION
1 /SUTOMATJC POSITION TELEMETERING
2 AUTOMATIC PROGRAMMED TOOLING
3 APOLLO PAD TEST
<4 APARTMENT
AIR POLLUTION TECHNICAL INFORMATION CENTFR
APOLLO PART TASK TRAINER
AUXILIARY POWER UNIT
APu
APL
APLC
APLN
APM
APO
APO
APOP
APOTA
APP
APP
APP
APPD
APPROX
APPX
APK
APR
APKF
APKL
APKO
APKS
APRVCDJ
APKVL
APS
APS
APS
APb
APb
APb
APSA
APT
APT
APT
API
APT
APTIC
APTT
APu
77-
APU 1 ACCESSOKY POWER UNIT
AQ APOLLO QUALIFICATION
AQL ACCEPTABLE QUALITY LEVEL
AQREC ARMY QUARTERMASTER RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING COMMAND
AQuIS ACQUISITION
AR ACQUISITION RADAR
AR 1 ARMY REGULATION
AR 2 ASPECT wATIO
AR 3 ADVANCED REACTOR
ARA AUXILIARY RECOVERY ANTENNA*
ARA 1 AEROSPACE RESEARCH ASSOCIATES
ARA 2 AIRBORNE RADAR APPROACH
ARA 3 AUTOMATIC RETAILERS OF AMERICA
ARA 1 ALLIED RESEARCH ASSOCIATES
ARAD ALPHA RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
ARAP AERONAUTICAL RES. ASSOC, OF PRINCETON* INC.
ARAP 1 ASTRONAUT RESCUE AIR PACK
ARb ASTIA REPORT BIBLIOGRAPHY
ARbBA AMERICAN RAILWAY BRIDGE & BUILDING ASSOCIATION
ARC AMES RESEARCH CENTER
ARC 1 AIR REDUCTION CENTER
ARC 2 AMERICAN RED CROSS
ARC 3 ASTRO RESEARCH CORPORATION
ARC »+ ATLANTIC RESEARCH CENTER
ARC 5 ATLANTIC RESEARCH CORPORATION
ARC 6 AERONAUTICAL RESEARCH COUNCIL
ARC 7 AIKEN RELAY CALC
ARC/W ARC WELD
ARCAS ALL PURPOSE ROCKET FOR COLLECTING ATMOSPHERIC SOUNDINGS
ARCAS 1 AUTOMATIC RADAR CHAIN ACQUISITION SYSTEM
ARU ADVANCED RESEARCH DIVISION
ARQC AIR RESEARCH a DEVELOPMENT CENTER
ARuC 1 AIR RESEARCH 6 DEVELOPMENT COMMAND
ARL-E ARMAMENT RES. & DEV. ESTABLISHMENT
ARE APOLLO RELIABILITY ENGINEERING
ARtA AMERICAN RAILWAY ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION
ARLE APOLLO RELIABILITY ENGINEERING ELECTRONICS
ARLLEM ARITHMETIC ELEMENT PROGRAM
ARENTS ADVANCED RESEARCH ENVIRONMENTAL TEST SATELLITE
ARF AUBURN RESEARCH FOUNDATION
ARF 1 ARMOUR RESEARCH FOUNDATION
ARoMA ARMY ROCKET GUIDED MISSILE AGENCY
ARi AERONAUTICAL RADIO INC.
ARIA APOLLO RANGE INSTRUMENTATION AIRCRAFT
ARiES ADVANCED RADAR INFORMATION EVALUATION SYSTEM
AR1NC AERONAUTICAL RADIO INC.
ARiP AUTOMATIC ROCKET IMPACT PREDICTOR
AR1S ADVANCED RANGE INSTRUMENTATION SHIPS
ARlS 1 ADVANCED RANGE INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEMS
ARL ACCEPTABLE RELIABILITY LEVEL
ARL 1 AEROMEDJCAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
ARL ? AERONAUTICAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
ARL 3 AEROSPACE RESEARCH LABORATORY
ARM APOLLO REQUIREMENTS MANUAL
ARM 1 ARMATURE
ARM-PL ARMOR PLATE
ARMD ARMORED
ARMS ADVANCED RECEIVER MODEL SYSTEM
ARMS 1 ARMY READER MICROFILM SYSTEM
ARMS 2 AERIAL RADIOLOGICAL MEASURING SYSTEM
ARMT ARMAMENT
ARMY AEL ARMY AEROBIOLOGY AND EVALUATION LABORATORY
ARN.Y CERC ARMY COASTAL ENGINEERING RESEARCH CENTER
ARMY ECOM ARMY ELECTRONICS COMMAND
ARMY NDL ARMY NUCLEAR DEFENSE LABORATORY
ARMY TRCO ARMY TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH COMMAND
ARO ARMY RESEARCH OFFICE
ARO 1 AFTER RECEIPT OF ORDER
ARO-D ARMY RESEARCH OFFICE XDURHAMH
AROD AIRBORNE RANGING AND ORBITAL DETERMINATION
ARODS AIRBORNE RADAR ORBITAL DETERMINATION SYSTEM
ARP AERONAUTICAL RECOMMENDED PRACTICE
ARP 1 AZIMUTH REFERENCE PULSE
ARPA ADVANCED RESEARCH PROJECTS AGENCY
ARPC AIR RESERVE PERSONNEL CENTER
ARPIC AEROSPACE RADIOISOTOPE POWER INFORMATION CENTER
ARPS AEROSPACE RESEARCH PILOT SCHOOL
ARK ARRIVAL
ARK 1 ARRESTER
ARKL AERONAUTICAL RADIO « RADAR LAB.
ARKS AEROSPACE REbCUE * RECOVERY SERVICE
ARS ATTITUDE REFERENCE SYSTEM
ARb 1 ADVANCED RECONNAISSANCE SATELLITE
ARS 2 AMERICAN ROCKET SOCIETY
ARS 3 ATMOSPHERE REVITALIZATION SYSTEM
ARSP AEROSPACE RESEARCH SUPPORT PROGRAM
ARSR AIR ROUTE SURVEILLANCE RADAR
ART ADVANCED RESEARCH TECHNOLOGY
ART 1 ARTIFICIAL
ARTC AIRCRAFT RES. & TESTING COMMITTEE
ARTCC AIR ROUTE TRAFFIC CONTROL CENTER
ARTCOR ADVANCED ROCKET TECHNOLOGY
ARTG AZIMUTH RANGE AND TIMING GROUP
ARTOC ARMY TACTICAL OPERATIONS CENTER
AR1P ARMY ROCKET TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS
ARTS ADVANCEu RADAR TRAFFIC SYSTEM
ARTS 1 AUTOMATED RADAR TERMINAL SYSTEM
AR1Y ARTILLERY
ARV AEHOBALLISTIC RE-ENTRY VEHICLE
ARVN ARMY OF THE REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM
AS APOLLO SATURN
AS 1 ASCENT STAGE
AS 2 ANTI-SUBMARINE
AS 3 ADAPTER SECTION
AS H AUTOMATIC SKIN
AS/GPD ATTITUDE SET AND GIMBAL POSITION DISPLAY
AS/POT AGENA SYSTEMS/POWER ON TEST
ASA AUORT SENSOR ASSEMBLY
ASA 1 ACOUSTICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA
ASA 2 AMERICAN STANDARDS ASSOCIATION
ASM
ASA
ASA
ASACS
ASAO
ASAE
ASAIO
ASAP
ASAP
ASb
ASC
ASC
ASCATS
ASCC
ASCE
ASCO
ASCOP
ASCS
ASU
ASu
ASb
ASL>D
ASOE
ASbG
ASDTP
AStfP
ASt
ASt
AStA
ASEC
ASLP
AStSA
ASLSB
ASESS
ASF
ASFIR
ASFTS
ASO
ASH
AShRAE
ASHUR
AS1
ASi
ASI
ASi
ASIA
AS1DIC
ASiS
ASIS
ASK
ASK
ASL
ASLE
ASLIB
ASLV
5 ARMY SECURITY AGENCY
4 AUTOMATIC SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
5 AMPLIFIER ANO SWITCH ASSEMBLY
AIRBORNE SURVEILLANCE & CONTROL SYSTEM
AUTHORIZED SHORTAGES AND DISCREPANCIES
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERS
AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR ARTIFICIAL INTERNAL ORGANS
AUTOMATED STATISTICAL ANALYSIS PROGRAM
1 AUXILIARY STORAGE AND PLAYBACK ASSEMBLY
ASBESTOS
AUTOMATIC SENSITIVITY CONTROL
1 ACCELERQMETER SIGNAL CONDITIONER
APOLLO SIMULATION CHECKOUT AND TRAINING SYSTEM
AIR STANDARDIZATION COORDINATING COMMITTEE
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS
AUXILlAnY bUSTAINER CUTOFF
APPLIED SCIENCE CORP. OF PRINCETON
AUTOMATIC STABILIZATION AND CONTROL SYSTEMS
APOLLO SUPPORT DEPARTMENT
1 AERONAUTICAL SYSTEMS DIVISION
2 AEROSPACE SERVICES DIVISION
APOLLO SIGNAL DEFINITION DOCUMENT
AIRPORT SURFACE DETECTION EQUIPMENT
AIRCRAFT STORAGE & DISPOSITION GROUP
APOLLO SPACECRAFT DEVELOPMENT T£ST PLAN
ADVANCED SENbOR DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
AMERICAN SCIENTIFIC ENGINEERING
ACTIVE SEISMIC EXPERIMENT
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF ENGINEERS AND ARCHITECTS
AMERICAN STANDARD ELEVATOR CODES
AUTOMATIC SEQUENCE EXECUTION AND PROCESSOR
ARMED StRVICES ELECTRO STANDARDS AGENCY
ARMED SERVICES EXPLOSIVES SAFETY BOARD
AERO-SPACE ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION SYSTEM
ALASKAN SEA FRONTIER
ACTIVE SWEEP FREQUENCY INTERFEROMETER RADAR
AUXILIARY SYSTEMS FUNCTION TEST STAND
ADVANCED STUDIES GROUP
ASSAULT SUPPORT HELICOPTER
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF HEATING* REFRIGERATION & AIR COND. ENGINEERS
APOLLO SPACECRAFT HARDWARE UTILIZATION REQUESTS
AEROSPACE STUDIES INST.
1 AUGMENTED SPARK IGNITER
2 AUGMENTED SYSTEM IGNITER
3 AIRCRAFT SERVICE INTERNATIONAL JANITORIAL INC.
ARMY SIGNAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
ASSOCIATION OF SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION DISSEMINATION
AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR INFORMATION SCIENCEi ABORT SENSING & IMPLEMENTATION SYSTEM
ASKAt^IA THEODOLITE CAMERA
ANALOG SELECT KEYBOARD
APPLIED SCIENCE LAB.
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF LUBRICATING ENGINEERS
ASSOCIATION OF SPECIAL LIBRARIES 8 INFORMATION BUREAUX
ADVAllCEb SMALL LAUNCH VEHICLE
-3tO-
ASM ASSISTANT STAFF METEOROLOGIST
ASM 1 AIR-TO-SURFACE MISSILE
ASMA AEROSPACE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
ASMC ARMY SUPPLY 8 MAINTENANCE COMMAND
ASME AMERICAN SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
ASMS ADVANCED SURFACE MISSILE SYSTEM
ASMS 1 ATMOSPHERE SENSING AND MAINTENANCE SYSTEM
ASMSA ARMY SIGNAL MATERIAL SUPPORT AGENCY
ASMU ASTRONAUT STABILIZER MANEUVERING UNIT
ASN AVERAGE SAMPLE NUMBER
ASNE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF NAVAL ENGINEERS
ASO ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICE OFFICE
ASP AEROSPACE PLANE
ASP 1 AUTOMATIC SYNTHESIS PROGRAM
ASP 2 APOLLO SIMPLE PENETROMETER
ASP 3 ATMOSPHERIC SOUNDING PROJECTILE
ASH t* ACTIVITY SCHEDULING PROGRAM
ASP 5 AUTOMATIC SAMPLE PROCESSOR
ASHA AUXILIARY STORAGE & PLAYBACK ASSEMBLY
ASPC AEROJET SOLID PROPULSION COMPANY
ASPERS ARMED SERVICES PROCUREMENT REGULATIONS
ASPH ASPHALT
ASHI APOLLO SUPPLEMENTAL PROCEDURAL INFORMATION
ASPMIS APOLLO SPACECRAFT PARTS AND MATERIALS INFORMATION SERVICES
ASPO APOLLO SPACECRAFT PROJECT OFFICE CMSCJ
ASPO 1 APOLLO SPACECRAFT PROGRAM OFFICE
ASPR AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR PHYSICAL RES.
ASPR 1 ARMED SfcKVJCES PROCUREMENT REGULATION
ASPRL ARMAMENT SYSTEMS PERSONNEL RESEARCH LAB.
ASUC AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR QUALITY CONTROL
ASK AMERICAN SOCIETY OF ROCKETRY
ASK 1 AIRBORNE SURVEILLANCE RADAR
ASKDI AEROSPACE SAFETY RESEARCH AND DATA INSTITUTE
ASKDL ARMY SIGNAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY
ASKE ADMIRALTY SIGNAL « RADAR ESTABLISHMENT
ASKL AEKOELASTIC & STRUCTURES RES. LAB.
ASRO ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT RANGE OPERATIONS
ASkOC ANTI-SUBMARINE ROCKET
ASHPA ARMY SIGNAL RADIO PROPAGATION AGENCY
ASKS APOLLO SIMULATED REMOTE SITE
ASb AEROSPACE SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM
ASS 1 ACQUISITION bUN SENSOR
ASSB APOLLO SITE SELECTION BOARD
ASSE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF SAFETY ENGINEERS
ASSEM ASSEMBLE
ASbESMT ASSESSMENT
ASbET ASSN. OF SUPERVISORY STAFF a TECHNICIANS
ASSET 1 AEROTHERMODYNAMIC/ELASTIC STRUCTURAL SYS. ENVIRONMENTAL TEST
ASbhl ASSOCIATION
ASbOC ASSOCIATE
ASbY ASSEMBLY
AST ALL SYSTEMS TEST
ASi 1 ADVANCED SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT
ASTAS ANTIRADAR SURVEILLANCE AND TARGET ACQUISITION SYSTEM
ASTE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF TOOL ENGINEERS
ASTEC
ASTEC 1
ASH A
AS1M
ASTME
ASTP
ASTR
AS1RA
ASTRA 1
ASTR I
ASTRO
ASTROBIOL
ASTROMED
ASTROPHY
ASTROSPACE
ASv
ASM
ASwCR
ASttE
ASwEPS
:Tfcic
AT
AT
AT
AT WT
AT&T
ATA
ATA
ATAC
ATAR
ATb
ATbM
ATC
ATL
ATC
ATLA
ATCE
ATCRBS
ATCS
ATCS
ATCSS
ATu
ATUDL
ATDS
ATt
ATt
ATLC
ATKOS
ATv?
AT&AR
ATI
ATI
AT1C
ATIS
ATISC
ADVANCED SOLAR TURBO-ELECTRIC CONVERSION
AEROSPACE SYSTEM TEST AND EVALUATION COMPLEX
ARMED SERVICES TECHNICAL INFORMATION AGENCY
AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TESTING MATERIALS
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF TOOL « MFG. ENGRS.
APOLLO SOYU2 TEST PROJECT
ASTRIONICS
APPLIED SPACE TECHNOLOGY REGIONAL ADVANCEMENT
ASTRONOMICAL SPACE TELESCOPE RESEARCH ASSEMBLY
ASTRIONiCS
AIR SPACE TRAVEL RESEARCH ORGANIZATION
ASTROBIOLOGY
ASTROMEDICINE
ASTROPHYSICS
ASTRONAUTICS AND SPACE
AEROSPACE VEHICLE
ANTISUBMARINE WARFARE
AIRBORNE SURVEILLANCE WARNING & CONTROL RADAR
ADMIRALTY SURFACE WEAPON ESTABLISHMENT
ANTI-SUBMARINE WEAPONS ENVIRONMENTAL PREDICTION SYSTEM
AMERICAN STEEL AND WIRE GAGE
ARMAMENT TEST
ANTI-TANK
ATOMIC TIME
ATOMIC rtEIGHT
AMERICAN TELEGRAPH A TELEPHONE CO.
AIR TRANSPORT ASSOCIATION
ASSEMBLY AND TEST AREA
ARMY TANK AUTOMOTIVE CENTER
ANTI-TANK AIRCRAFT ROCKET
ARCTIC TEST BRANCH
AVERAGE TIME BETWEEN MAINTENANCE
AIRCRAFT TECHNICAL COMMITTEE
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
AVERAGE TOTAL COST
ATTITUDE AND TRANSLATION CONTROL ASSEMBLY
ABLATIVfc. THKUST CHAMBER ENGINE
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL RADAR BEACON SYSTEM
AIR TRAFFIC COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
ACTIVE THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEM
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL SIGNALING SYSTEM
AEROSPACE TECHNOLOGY DIVISION
AHOLLO TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION DISTRIBUTION LIST
AIRBORNE TACTICAL DATA SYSTEM
AlP-TURfaO EXCHANGER
AUTOMATIC TEST EQUIPMENT
ARMY TEST & EVALUATION COMMAND
ALIGNMENT & TEST FACILITY FOR OPTICAL SYSTEMS
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY GROUP
ANTI-TANK GUIDED AIR ROCKET
AIR TECHNICAL INDEX
AVERAGE TOTAL INSPECTION
AIR TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE CENTER
AIR TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE STUDY
AIR TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE SERVICES COMMAND
AT1WG
ATu
ATL
ATLAS
ATLIS
ATM
ATMDC
ATMOS
ATO
ATU
ATOC
ATOLL
ATP
ATP
ATP
ATR
ATH
ATR
ATKAN
ATRC
ATRID
ATS
ATS
ATS
ATb
ATbC
ATbE
ATbIT
ATSS
ATT
ATT
ATT
ATTD
ATTEN
ATTN
AT1REF
ATV
ATVC
ATift
AU
AU
AUU
AUuAR
AUb
AUL
1
I
1
2
1
2
1
2
3
1
2
1
AUIEC
AUTH
AU1H
AUTO
AUTO CV
AUTODIN
AUTO LEAN
AUIO RECL
AUTO RICH
APOLLO TEST INTEGRATION WORKING GROUPS
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY LABORATORIES
AERONAUTICAL TURBINE LABORATORIES
AUTOMATIC TAPE LOAD AUDIT SYSTEM
ARMY TECHNICAL LIBRARY IMPROVEMENT STUDIES
APOLLO TELESCOPE MOUNT
APOLLO TELESCOPE MOUNT DIGITAL COMPUTER
ATMOSPHERE
ACTION TECHNICAL ORDER
APOLLO TEST OPERATIONS
AVERAGE TOTAL OPERATING COST
ACCEPTANCE TEST OR LAUNCH LANGUAGE
ALTERNATE TARGET POINT
ACCEPTANCE TEST PROCEDURES
AUTHORITY TO PROCEED
AIR TURfcO ROCKET
APOLLO TEST REQUIREMENTS
ANALOG TAPE RECORDER
AUTOMATIC TERRAIN RECOGNITION & NAVIGATION
ARMY TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH COMMAND
AUTOMATIC TARGET RECOGNITION IDENTIFICATION S DETECTION
ASTRONOMICAL TIME SWITCH
APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE
ATLANTIC TRACKING SHIP
ATLANTIC TECHNICAL SERVICES
AIR TECHNICAL SERVICE COMMAND
ADVANCED THROTTLING SLURRY ENGINE
AUTOMATIC TECH. FOR SELECTION & IDENTIFICATION OF TARGETS
ACQUISITION AND TRACKING SUBSYSTEM
ATTACH
AMERICAN TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH CO
ADVANCED TRANSPORT TECHNOLOGY
ATTITUDE
ATTENUATOR
ATTENTION
ATTITUDE REFERENCE PROGRAM
AGENA TARGET VEHICLE
AUTOMATIC THRUST VECTOR CONTROL
AF AEROSPACE TEST WING
AIR UNIVERSITY
ASTRONOMICAL UNIT
AUDIBLE
AUTODYNE DETECTION & RANGING
AUGUST
AIR UNIVERblTY LIBRARY
AIR TO UNDERWATER MISSILE
ATLANTIC UNDERSEA TEST 8 EVALUATION CENTER
AUTHORIZE
AUTHORIZATION
AUTOMATIC
AUTOMATIC CHECK VALVE
AUTOMATIC DIGITAL NETWORK
AUTOMATIC LEAN
AUTOMATIC RECLOSING
AUTOMATIC RICH
AUTO SEQ AUTOMATIC SEQUENCE
AU10 TR AUTO-TRANSFORMER
AU10VON AUTOMATIC VOICE NETWORK
AUTRAN AUTOMATIC TARGET RECOGNITION ANALYSIS
AUwE ADMIRALTY UNDERWATER WEAPONS ESTABLISHMENT
AUX AUXILIARY
AUXBOX AUXILIARY BOX
AUXGCS AUXILIARY GROUND CONTROL .STATION
AVAIL AVAILABLE
AVAIL 1 AVAILABILITY
AVt AUTOMATIC VOLUME CONTROL
AVCO MANUFACTURING CO*
ADVANCED VIDICON CAMERA SYSTEM
AUTOMATIC VOICE DATA
AVOIRDUpOIb
AVENUE
1 AEROSPACE VEHICLE EQUIPMENT
AVERAGE
AIRBORNE VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION
ADVANCED VISUAL INFORMATION DISPLAY
AVIATION ENGINEERING CORPORATION
AVOID VERBAL ORDERS
AUTOMATIC VOICE LINK OBSERVATION
ADDRESS VERIFICATION PULSE
ADVANCE IN SCHEDULE
ARMY AVIATION & SURFACE COMMAND
AVIATION SAFETY ENGINEERING AND RESEARCH
APOLLO VEHICLE SYSTEMS SECTION
AVCO SPACE SYSTEMS DIVISION
APOLLO VALIDATION TEST
1 APPLICATIONS VERTICAL T£ST
flBOVE WATER
AIRBOKNt WARNING & CONTROL SYSTEM
AIR WAR COLLEGE
AIR WEAPONS CONTROL SYSTEM
AMERICAN WIRE GAGE
ACCOMODATION WEIGHT INVESTIGATION
ALL WEATHER LANDING SYSTEM
AMERICAN WOOD PRESERVERS ASSOCIATION
AWARENESS
AMERICAN WAR STANDARD
1 AIR WEATHER SERVICE
2 AMERICAN WELDING SOCIETY
AMERICAN WATER WORKS ASSOCIATION
AXIS
AZIMUTH
AZUSA GROUND STATION
BONDED
HACK TO BACK
. BRITISH GEAR MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
LTD. BRITISH THOMPSON HOUSTON C0.» LTD.
PELL AND BELL
B&F BELL ANQ FLANGE
B&i BASE AND INCREMENT
B&P BID AND PROPOSAL
AVtS
AVb
AVDP
AVL
AVE
AVG
AVi
AVID
AV1EN
AVO
AVOLO
AVP
AVS
AVSCOM
AVbER
AVbS
AVbSD
AVT
AVT
AW
AWACS
AWC
AWLS
AWG
AWi
AWLS
AWPA
AWKN
AWS
AWb
AWb
AWWA
AX
AZ
AZtS
B
B TO 8
B.b.M.
B.T.H.
B £ W
B/U
B/h
B/L
B/fo
B/P
B/R
B/U
B/w
BA
BA
BAAR
BAMRINC
BAb
BAbS
BAG
BAG
BAG
BAG
BAG
BAGE
BACT
BAOAS
BAUGE
BADIC
BAF
BAb
BAH
BAi
BAINS
BAK
BAL
BALL
BALLUTE
BAM
BAhBI
BAMIRAC
BAND
8ANIR
BANSHEE
BAP
BAP
BAK
BAkB
BAHN
BAKO
BARS
BAS NET
BAbE
BASW
BAT
BAT
BAIC
BAIES
PELL AND SPIGOT
BLACK 8 WHITh
BINARY TO DECIMAL
BLOCKHOUSE
BILL OF LADING
BENCH MAINTENANCE CBM is PREFERRED3
BLUEPRINT
BOOSTER REGULATOR
.BACKUP
BLACK AND WHITE
BELL AEROSYSTEMS COMPANY
1 RANK ANGLE
BOARD FOR AVIATION ACCIDENT REb,
BOOZ, ALLEN APPLIED RESEARCH* INC.
BABBITT
BEAM APPROACH BEACON SYSTEM
BELL AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
1 BEECH AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
2 BELL AEKOSYSTEMS COMPANY
3 RENDIX AVIATION CORPORATION
4 BOEING AIRPLANE COMPANY
BASIC AUTOMATIC CHECKOUT EQUIPMENT
BACTERIOLOGICAL
BINARY AUTOMATIC DATA ANNOTATION SYSTEM
BASE AIR DEFENSE GROUND ENVIRONMENT
BIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS DETECTION INSTRUMENTATION & CONTROL
BAFFLE
BALLISTIC ATTACK GAME
BOOZ-ALLEN-HAMILTON
BAIRD-ASSOCIATES* INC.
BASIC ADVANCED INTEGRATED NAVIGATION SYSTEM
BAKERY
BALANCE
BALLAST
BALLOON PARACHUTE
BUREAU OF AVIATION MEDICINE
BALLISTIC MISSILE BOOST INTERCEPT
BALLISTIC MISSILE RADIATION ANALYSIS CENTER
BANDOLIER
BOMBING & NAVIGATION INERTIAL REFERENCE
BALLOON AND NIKE SCALED HIGH EXPLOSIVE EXPERIMENT
BASE AUXILIARY POWER
1 BEST ADOPTIVE PATH
BUREAU OF AERONAUTICS REPRESENTATIVE
3ARBETTE
ROMBING & RECONN. NAVIGATION
BAROSTAT
BACKUP ATTITUDE REFERENCE SYSTEM
BASIC NETWORK
PASIC ARMY STRATEGIC ESTIMATE
BELL ALARM SWITCH
BATTERY
1 SIOASSAY TANK
BOEING ATLANTIC TEST CENTER
BALLISTIC TEST AND EVALUATION SYSTEMS
BATM BUREAU OF AIK TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
BA10 WALLOON-ASSISTED TAKE-OFF
BATS BUSINESS AIR TRANSPORT SERVICE
BATS 1 BALLISTIC AERIAL TARGET SYSTEM
BATT BATTEN
BAIT 1 BATTERY
BAW THE BABCOCK AND WILCOX CO.
BB BALL BEARING
BB 1 BREADBOARD
BB 2 BUILDING BLOCK
BB/B BODY BOUND BOLTS
BBt RRUNSWICK-BALKE & COLLENDER
BBL BARREL
BBN POLT, BfcRANEK AND NEWMAN» INC.
BBKC BALL BROTHERS RESEARCH CORP.
BBT BOMBARDMENT LPROJECTILE 3
BC BALLISTIC CAMERA
BCC BALLISTIC CAMERA CONTROL
BCC 1 RREVARD COMMUNITY COLLEGE
BCCP ROEING CONTRACT CHANGE PROPOSAL
BCD BINARY CODED DECIMAL
BCD 1 BINARY CODED DATA
BCL BARIUM CLOUD EXPERIMENT
BC6 BALLISToCARDIOGRAM
BCi BINARY-CODED INFORMATION
BCN BEACON
BCI BUSHING CURRENT TRANSFORMER
BCU BUS CONTROL UNIT
BD RASE DETONATING
BD 1 BAND
BDA BOMB DAMAGE ASSESSMENT
BOA 1 BERMUDA TRACKING STATION
BDC BONDED LiOUBLE COTTON
BDF BASE DETONATION FUSE
BDb BRIDGE
BD1AC . RATTELLE-DEFENDER INFORMATION ANALYSIS CENTER
BDL BUNDLE
BDP BONDED uOUbLt PAPER
80S BOMB DIRECTOR SYSTEM
BDbA BUSINESS & DEFENSE SERVICE ADMINISTRATION
BDU BIOMEDICAL DISPLAY UNIT
BDT BOUNDARY
BE BAND ELIMINATION
BE 1 BOOSTER ENGINE
BEA BRITISH EUROPEAN AIRWAYS
BEARA BRITISH ELECTRONIC fi APPLIED RES. ASSOC,
BEC BROWN ENGINEERING co.» INC.
BEC 1 BARNES ENGINEERING COMPANY
BEC 2 RREVARD ENGINEERING COLLEGE
BECCO BECCQ CHEMICAL DIV.
BECO BROWN ENGINEERING COMPANY
BECO 1 ROOSTER ENGINE CUTOFF
BELPER REMOTE CONTROL PILOT
BELT PEST-ESTIMATED EVALUATION TRAJECTORY
BEJ- RLUNT END FORWARD
RENDIX CORPORATION
xBlT ERROR PROBABILITY
&EST EFFICIENCY POINT
IT ERROR RATE
B E I N G SEA EXPERIMENT
[ATION
(INFERENTIAL CORRECTION PROGRAM
ESEARCH
RES. ASSQC>
IRMENT
SYSTEM
SIGNAL SIGNATURE
B^ST\ESTIMATED TRAJEfoJORY
(ILLION ELECTRON
BACK FB£D
BUREAU Of FOREIGN COMMERCE
BEAT FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR
BOILER FEE\PUMP
BUREAU OF FfcJGHT STANDARDS
BOILER FEED
BACK-GEAR
ROOSTER GAS GENERATOR
BRITISH GEAR MANUFACTURERS ASS<
BROUWER GENERAL PERTURBATIONS
ROOST GLIDE KE-ENTRY\VEHICLE
JOEING GROUND SUPPORT
HARDNESS
BLOCK HOUSE
BLOCKHOUSE COMPUTER
BULKREAU
BRlNELk HARDNESS NUMBER
BOILER HORSEPOWER
BRAKE HORSt^POWER-HOUR
PlOTECHNOLOtNT & HUMAN
BRITISH HYDROMECHANICS
BASE IGNITION
BOOST* INSERTION
BIOLOGICAL ISOLATIOf
BOOSTER INERTIAL
BUILT In HOLD
BUREAU INTERNATIONAL DE. L:
[BIOLOGICAL
PIO-INS7RUMENTAT/ON
BIOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION OF SPACE
BIOLOGICAL SATELLITE
BIPROPELLANT
BI PARTING DOORS
BUREAU OF INTELLIGENCE 8 RES.
BATTERY INTEGRATION & RADAR DISPLAY EQUIPMENT
BOLT INSTALLATION AND KEMOVAL/ TOOL
BOARD OF INSPECTION S SURVEY
BRITISH INT/tRPLANETARY SOCIETY
BUREAU QF INTER-INDUSTRIAL S/TATJSTICS A MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS
BRITISH IRON 8 STEEL RES. A^SOC,
BIO-ISOLA/TOR SUIT SYSTEM
BOEING INTERFACE SURVEILLANCE UNIT
BUILT IN TEST
BUILT IyN TEST EQUIPMENT
BRAKE
BREAKER
-36-
RENOTX CORPORATION
BIT ERROR PROBABILITY . —•
BEST EFFICIENCY POINT
PIT ERROR RATE
BERING SEA EXPERIMENT
BINARY ELECTROMAGNETIC SIGNAL SIGNATURE
BETWEEN
BEST ESTIMATED TRAJECTORY
BILLION ELECTRON VOLTS
BACK FEE.O
BUREAU OF FOREIGN COMMERCE
BEAT FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR
BOILER FEED PUMP
BUREAU OF FLIGHT STANDARDS
BOILER FEED WATER
BACK-GEAR .
BOOSTER GAS GENERATOR
BRITISH GEAR MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
BROUWER GENERAL PERTURBATIONS DIFFERENTIAL CORRECTION PROGRAM
BOOST GLIDE RE-ENTRY VEHICLE
BOEING &ROUNU SUPPORT
8KINELL HARDNESS
BLOCK HOUSE
BLOCKHOUSE COMPUTER
BULKHEAD
BRINELL HARDNESS NUMBER
BOILER HORSEPOWER y
RRAKE HORSEPOWER-HOUR
BIOTECHNOLOGY 8 HUMAN RESEARCH
BRITISH HYDROMECHANICS RES. ASSOC. .
BASE IGljITION
ROOST» INSERTION & ABORT
BIOLOGICAL ISOLATION GARMENT
BOOSTER INERTIAL GUIDANCE SYSTEM
PUILT IiM HOLD
BUREAU INTERNATIONAL OE L: HEURE
BIOLOGICAL
P10-INSTRUMENTATION
BIOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION OF SPACE
BIOLOGICAL SATELLITE
BIPROPELLANT
BI PARTING DOORS
BUREAU OF INTELLIGENCE & RES.
PATTERY INTEGRATION S RADAR DISPLAY EQUIPMENT
BOLT INSTALLATION AND KEMOVAL TOOL *
BOARD OF INSPECTION 8 SURVEY
BRITISH INTERPLANETARY SOCIETY r'
BUREAU OF INTER-INDUSTRIAL STATISTICS & MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS
BRITISH IRON « STEEL RES. ASSOC,
PIO-ISOLATOR SUIT SYSTEM
BOEING INTERFACE SURVEILLANCE UNIT
BUILT IN TEST
PUILT IN TEST EQUIPMENT
BRAKE
BREAKER - .
1
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BKS BARRACKS
BKUP BACKUP
BKWO BACKWARD . -
BL BLUE - ""
BLAM BALLISTJCALLY LAUNCHED AERODYNAMIC MISSILE
BLC BOUNDARY LAYtR CONTROL
BLoG BUILDING
BLLU BLIND LANDING EXPERIMENTAL UNIT
BLIMP BOUNDARY LAYtR INTEGRAL MATRIX PROCEDURE
BLIP BACKGROUND-LIMITED INFRARED PHOTOCONDUCTOR
BLK BLACK
BLKHD BULKHEAD
BLO BLOWER
BLOM BOOSTER LIFT OFF MASS
BLOW BOOSTER LIFT OFF WEIGHT
BLH RASIC LAUNCH PLAN
BLK BOILER
BLS BUKEAU QF LABOR STATISTICS
BLSTG PWD BLASTING POWDER
BL1 BORROWED LIGHT
BLU RLUE
BL*R BLOWER
BM BEAM
BM 1 BASE MAINTENANCE
BM 2 BENCH MARK
BMAG BODY-MOUNTED ATTITUDE GYRO
BMU BALLISTIC MISSILE DEFENSE
8Mb 1 BALLISTIC MISSILE DIVISION
BML BENCH MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT
BMcP BRAKE M£AN EFFECTIVE PRESSURE
BMEWS BALLISTIC MISSILE EARLY WARNING SYSTEM
BMi BATTELLt MEMORIAL INST.
BMKR BOILER MAKER
BMhD BODY MASS MEASUREMENTS DEVICE
BMOC BALLISTIC MISSILE ORIENTATION COURSE
BMKC BROOKHAVEN MEDICAL RES. CENTER
BMKS BALLISTIC MISSILE REENTRY SYSTEM
8Mb BUREAU QF MEDICINE S SURGERY
BM1D BALLISTIC MISSILE TERMINAL DEFENSE
BMtoS BALLISTIC MISSILE WEAPON SYSTEM
BN BATTALION
BNCHBD BENCHBOARD
BNu BAND
BNUDIS BAND DISPLAY
BN6S BOMB NAVIGATION GUIDANCE SYSTEM
BNH BURNISH
BNL BROOKHAvEN NATIONAL LAB,
BNP BUREAU OF NAVAL PERSONNEL
BNw PUREAU OF NAVAL WEAPONS
BN*L BATTELLt-NORTHWEST LABORATORY
80 PURNOUT
BOA BROAD OCEAN AREA
BOAC BRITISH OVERSEAS AIRWAYS CORP.
BOb BUREAU QF THE BUDGET
BOb 1 BOBBIN
BOt
BOCK
BOu
BOu 1
BOU 2
BOL
BOLS
BOM
BOMROC
80SN
BOSS
BObS-WEOGE
BOSU
BOT
BP
BP 1
BP 2
BP 3
BP 4
BPA
BPA 1
BPC
BPt 1
BPU
BPF
BPh
BPMS
BPi*
BPKF
BPS
BPi>S
BQAP
BR STD
BRA8
BRAD
BRASS
BRAZ
BRC
BRC 1
BRU
BRDG
BRI-G
BRFP
BRb
BR1L
BRK
BRKT
BRL
BRLP
BRM
BRN
BRO
BRU 1
BROOM
BRPRA
BLOWOUT COIL
BIBLIOGRAPHIC ONLINE ORGANIZED KNOWLEDGE
BASE OPERATIONS DIVISION
BENEFICIAL OCCUPANCY DATE
BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN DEMAND
BIOTECHNOLOGY ORBITAL LABORATORY
BOLSTER
BASE OPERATIONS MANAGER
BOMBARDMENT ROCKET
BOATSWAIN
BIO-ASTRONAUTIC ORBITING SPACE STATION
BOMB ORBITAL STRATEGIC SYSTEM-WEAPON DEVELOPMENT GLIDE ENTRY
BIOASTRQNAUTICS OPERATIONAL SUPPORT UNIT
BOTTOM
BINDING POST
BOILERPLATE
BIOPACK
BLOOD PRESSURE
BARBER POLE
BLANKET PURCHASE AGREEMENT
RLOOD PRESSURE ASSEMBLY
RACK PRESSURE CONTROL
BOOST PROTECTIVE COVER
BENDIX PRODUCTS DIV.
BAND PASS FILTER
BARRELS PER HOUR
BLOOD PRESSURE MEASURING SYSTEM
BREAKDOWN PULSE NOISE
BULLET-pROOF
BITS PER SECOND
RIOPACK SUBSYSTEM
BILEVEL QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM
BRITISH STANDARD
BUILDING RESEARCH ADVISORY BOARD
BUREAU OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
BOTTOM REFLECTION ACTIVE SONAR SYSTEM
RRAZIER
BURLINGAME RtS. CENTER
*ROWN 8 ROOT-NORTHROP
BRAID
BRIDGE
BRIEFING
BASELINE REFERENCE FLIGHT PLAN
BEARING
BRILLIANCE
BREAK
BRACKET
BALLISTIC RESEARCH LABORATORY
BURLAP
BASELINE REFERENCE MISSION
RROWN
BROACH
BROADBAND REMOTE OCULOMETER
BALLISTIC RECOVERY OF ORBITING MAN
BRITISH RUBBER PROD. RES. ASSOC.
BRhS RANANA RIVER REPEATER STATION
BRb BRASS-
BRS>0 BERMUDA RANGE SAFETY OFFICER
BRf BRIGHT LNESSJ . .
BRU RKAYTON ROTATING UNIT
BRi BRONZE
BR*G BRAZING
BS BORESIGHT
BS 1 BASE SUPPLY
BSA BUREAU OF SUPPLIES & ACCOUNTS
BSD BENOIX SYSTEMS DIVISION
BSD 1 BALLISTIC SYSTEMS DIVISION
BSt. BOOSTER SYSTEMS ENGINEER
BS1 BRITISH STANDARDS INSTITUTION
BSKT BASKET
BSLSS BUDDY SfcCONDARY LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM
BSM BATTERY SHOP MAINTENANCE
BSKL POEING SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH LAB.
BS7 BOOSTER TEST DEPARTMENT
BS'I i BRIEF SYSTEMS TEST
BSTR BOOSTER
BT BUS TIE
BT 1 BURN TIME
BTU BURN TO DEPLETION
BTFLY VLV BUTTERFLY VALVE
BTL BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES
BTL 1 BEACON TRACKING LEVEL
BTLS BREADBOARD TERMINAL LANDING SYSTEM
BTMS BODY TEMPERATURE MEASURING SYSTEM
BTKY BATTERY
BTb BOEING TEST SUPPORT
BT ST BILLET STEEL
BTU BRITISH THERMAL UNIT
BU BUREAU
BU 1 BACKUP
BU 2 BOSTON UNIVERSITY
BU 3 BUILDUP
BU STD BUREAU (jf STANDARDS
BUAER BUREAU OF AERONAUTICS LNAVY3
BUAIR BUREAU OF AERONAUTICS
BUb BUBBLE
BUbUD BUREAU OF THt BUDGET
BUDOCKS BUREAU OF YARDS & DOCKS
BUiC RACK UP INTERCEPTOR CONTROL SYSTEM
BUM RREAK-Up MISSILE
BUMED BUREAU OF MEDICINE
BUN BLOOD UREA NITROGEN
BUORD BUREAU OF ORDNANCE
SUPERS BUREAU OF NAVAL PERSONNEL
BUbANOA BUREAU OF SUPPLIES ft ACCOUNTS
BUbH BUSHING
BUbHlPS BUREAU <jF SHIPS
BUbS RIOMEDICAL URINE SAMPLING SYSTEM
BUV BACKSCATTER ULTRAVIOLET
BUhEPS BUREAU OF WEAPONS
--2O-
BUYARD BUREAU OF YARDS & DOCKS
BV BEVERAGE
BVb BUREAU OF VI FAL STATISTICS
BVb 1 BUOYANT VENUb STATION
BW BLACK AND WHITE PRINTS
BW I BAND WIDTH
BW 2 BODY WING
BWA BACKWARD WAVE AMPLIFIER
BWto BIRMINGHAM WIRE GAGE
BWO BACKWARD WAVt OSCILLATOR
BWHA BACKWARD WAVE POWER AMPLIFIER
BWKA BRITISH WELDING RESEARCH ASSOCIATION
BWT BOEING WIND IUNNEL
BWV BACK WATER VALVE
BYP BY-PASS
C CARBON
C 1 CONFIDENTIAL
C 2 VELOCITY OF LIGHT
C 3 CENTIGRADE
C H CELSIUS C CENTIGRADE!)
C AIR C CARIBBEAN AIR COMMAND
C TO C CENTER TO CENTER
C&AD COMPUTATION AND ANALYSIS DIVISION
C&D COMMUNICATION AND DATA
C & D I CONTROL ft DISPLAY
C&DSS COMMUNICATIONS & DATA SUBSYSTEMS
C&GS COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY
C&i COMMUNICATION AND INSTRUMENTATION
C&1S COMMUNICATION AND INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM CCIS IS PREFERRED]
CSW CAUTION & WARNING
C&rtS CAUTION & WARNING SYSTEM
C-D CATALYTiC-DOW
C-HR CANOLE-hOUK
C/A CORRECTIVE ACTION
C/b CIRCUIT BREAKER
C/C COMMAND CONTROL
C/D COUNTDOWN
C/F CENTER FREQUENCY
C/L CENTERLINE
C/L 1 CHECKLIST
C/fo COMMAND MODULE
C/U CUTOFF
C/0 1 CHECK OUT
C/h COMMAND RECEIVER
C/b COMMAND SYSTEM
C/T CRAWLER-TRANSPORTER
c/i i CABLE TKAY
C/T 2 CENTRAL TIMING
C/f 3 COMMAND TRANSMITTER
C/w CRAWLER WAY
C2F2 CREW COMPARTMENT FIT AND FUNCTION
CA CALCIUM
CA 1 CRITICALlTY ANALYSIS
CAn CAMBRIDGE ACOUSTICAL ASSOClATESi INC.
CAM 1 CIVIL ALRONAUTICS ADMINISTRATION
CAb CABINET
CAb 1 CIVIL AtRONAUTICS BOARD
CAL CONTINENTAL AIR COMMAND
CALON CARGO CONTAINER
CAL) CORRECTIVE ACTION DISPOSITION
CAU 1 CADMIUM
CAUAI CENTER APOLLO DOCUMENTATION ADMINISTRATION INSTRUCTIONS
CAuC CONTINENTAL AIR DEFENSE COMMAND
CAUDAC CENTRAL ANALOG DATA DISTRIBUTING AND CONTROLLING SYSTEM
CAUDS CENTER APOLLO DOCUMENT DESCRIPTION STANDARDS
CADF CENTRAL AIR DEFENSE FORCE
CADFISS COMPUTATION AND DATA FLOW INTEGRATED SUBSYSTEM TEST
CADI CENTER APOLLO DATA INDEX
CAbIC COMPUTEK-AIDtD DESIGN OF INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
CAUL COMMUNICATIONS AND DATA LINK
CAUM CENTER APOLLO DATA MANAGER
CADO CENTRAL AIR UOC. OFFICE
CAUS CELLULAR ABSORBED DOSE SPECTROMETER
CAL CONTINENTAL AVIATION ENGINEERING CORP,
CAt> COMBINED ARMS GROUP
CAhDRT CENTER AD HOC DATA REVIEW TEAM
CAI COMPRESSED AIR INSTITUTE
CAi 1 COMPUTER APPLICATIONS INC.
CAi 2 COMPUTEK ASSISTED INSTRUCTION
CAI 3 CONTROL AND ACQUISITION INTERFACE
CAiN CATALOGING S INDEXING SYSTEM
CAiR COST ANALYSIS INFORMATION RPT.
CAiRC CARIBBEAN AIR COMMAND
CAJ CALKED JOINT
CAL CALORIE
CAL 1 COMPONENT ACTION LIST
CAL 2 CALIBRATE
CAL 3 CORNELL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY
CAL/CERT CALIBRATION/CERTIFICATION
CALC CALCULATE
CALC 1 CALCULATION
CALIB CALIBRATE
CALIB 1 CALIBRATION
CALlPS CALIBRATED PRESSURE SWITCH
CAuIT CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
CALM COLLECTED ALGORITHMS FOR LEARNING MACHINES
CALOGSIM COMPUTEK ASSISTED LOGISTICS SIMULATION
CALTECH CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
CAM CAMERA
CAM 1 CONTINGENCY ANALYSIS MODEL
CAto 2 COMPUTEK ADDRESS MATRIX
CAMESA CANADIAN MILITARY ELECTRONICS STANDARDS AGENCY
CAMP CABIN AIR MANIFOLD PRESSURE
CAN CANAVERAL
CANDO CANAVERAL DISTRICT OFFICE XCORPS OF ENGINEERSn
CANDO 1 CONSOLIDATED ACCELERATED NAVY DOCUMENTATION ORGANIZATION
CAORE CANADIAN ARMY OPERATIONAL RESEARCH ESTABLISHMENT
CAP CIVIL AIR PATROL
CAP 1 CAPITAL
CAP 2 CONTRACTOR ACQUIRED PROPERTY
CAP 3 CONTROL & AUTHORIZATION PROCESS
CAP 4 COMMAND ANALYSIS PATTERN
CAPAB CAPABILITY
CAPCOM CAPSULE COMMUNICATOR
CAPCON CAPSULE CONTROL
CAPER COMPUTERS AIDED PATTERN EVALUATION AND RECOGNITION
CAPO CENTER APOLLO PROGRAM OFFICES
CAPRI CODED ADDRESS PRIVATE RADIO INTERCOM.
CAPS CRITICAL ANGLE PRISM SENSOR
CAK CORRECTIVE ACTION REQUEST
CAR 1 CIVIL AIR REGULATIONS
CAK 2 CLOUD ALTITUDE RADIOMETER
CARA CURRENT AEROSPACE RESEARCH ACTIVITIES
CAKB CARBURUE
CAKD COMPUTER AIDED RADAR DESIGN
CAKDE CANADIAN ARMAMENT RESt 8 DEVEL. ESTAB.
CAKDS CARD AUTOMATED REPRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
CARR CUSTOMER ACCEPTANCE READINESS REVIEW
CAHR 1 CARRIER
CARS COMBAT ARMS REGIMENTAL SYSTEM
CAS COLLISION AVOIDANCE SYSTEM
CAS i CABLE ASSEMBLY SET
CAS 2 CHEMICAL ABSTRACTS SERVICE
CAb 3 CALIBRATED AIR SPEED
CAb 4 COOPERATIVE APPLICATIONS SATELLITE
CAbE COORDINATED AEROSPACE SUPPLIER EVALUATION
CAbF COMPOSITE AIR STRIKE FORCE
CASI CANADIAN AERONAUTICS AND SPACE INSTITUTE
CASP CREW ACTIVITIES SCHEDULING PROGRAM
CASRS COUNTDOWN AND STATUS RECEIVING STATION
CAbS CLUSTER ACTIVATOR SYSTEMS SPECIALIST
CASTS COUNTDOWN AND STATUS TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
CAT CLEAR AlR TURBULENCE
CAT i CONFIGURATION AND TRACEABILITY
CA1 2 CONTROL ATTENUATOR TIMER
CAI 3 CATALOG
CAT 4 CATAPULT
CAI 5 CATEGORY
CAT 6 COMPLEMENTARY ANALYSIS TEAM
GATE CURRENT ARDC TECHNICAL EFFORTS
CATF COST ANALYSIS TASK FORCE
CAVORT COHERENT ACCELERATION'S VELOCITY OBSERVATIONS IN REAL TIME
CB COMMON BATTERY
CB 1 CIRCUIT BREAKER
CB 2 CENTER OF BUOYANCY
CBA CHESAPEAKE BAY ANNEX
CBAL COUNTERBALANCE
CBC COMPLETE BLOOD COUNT
CBCS C-BAMD CHECKOUT SYSTEM
CBL CARLYLE BARTON LAB.
CBL 1 CABLE
CBMPP CARGO BAY MODULE PERSONNEL PROVISIONS
CBORE COUNTER&ORE
CBPF CENTRO BRAS1LIERO DE PESQUISAS FISICAS ^BRAZILIAN CENTER FOR
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CBK CHEMICAL-BACTERIOLOGICAL-RADIOLOGICAL
CBK 1 CALIFORNIA BLARING RATIO
CBKM CHARGER BATTERY RELAY MODULE
CB^ COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM* INC.
CB* CONSTANT BANDWIDTH
CBX C-BAND TRANSPONDER
cc CHIEF COUNSEL
CC 1 CENTRAL CONTROL
cc 2 CLOUD COVER
CC 3 CONTROL CENTER
CC 4 CONTROL COMPUTER
CC 5 COMBUSTION CHAMBER
cc 6 CUBIC CENTIMETER
CC 7 CONTACT CLOSURE
CC CO CATALYTIC CONSTRUCTION CO.
CC&S CENTRAL COMPUTER AND SEQUENCER
CCA CONFIGURATION CONTROL ACTION
CCA 1 CONTRACT CHANGE AUTHORIZATION
CCA 2 COMMUNICATION CARRIER ASSEMBLY
CCATS COMMUNICATIONS* COMMAND AND TELEMETRY SYSTEM
CCB CONFIGURATION CONTROL BOARD
CCbD CONFIGURATION CONTROL BOARD DIRECTIVE
CCC CAMBRIDGE COMMUNICATION CORPORATION
CCC 1 COMMAND CONTROL CONSOLE
CCC 2 COMPLEX CONTROL CENTER
CCC 3 CATALYTIC CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
CCC 4- CENTRAL COMPUTER COMPLEX
CCt 5 GALLERY CHEMICAL COMPANY
CCCB CONFIGURATION CHANGE CONTROL BOARD
CCCO CATALYTIC CONSTRUCTION CO.
CCCU CREW COMPARTMENT COOLING UNIT
CCU CONFIGUKATION CHANGE DIRECTIVE
CCUC CENTRAL CONTROL AND DISPLAY CONSOLE
CCuD COMMAND & CONTROL DEVELOPMENT DIVISION
CCDS CHARGE-COUPLED DEVICES
CCt COMMAND CONTROL EQUIPMENT
CCF CONVERTS COMPRESSOR FACILITY
CC6 CONSTRUCTION COORDINATION 6ROUP
CCoE COLD-CATHODE-GAGE EXPERIMENT
CCiG COLD CATHODE ION GAUGE
CC1R COMMITTED CHANGE INCORPORATION RECORD
CCiS COMMAND CONTROL INFORMATION SYSTEM
CCIS 1 COLD CATHODE ION SOURCES
CCLS COMPUTER CONTROLLED LAUNCH SET
CCM CONTROLLED CARRIER MODULATION
CCM 1 CREW CARGO MODULE
CCMD CHRYSLER CORPORATION MISSILE DIVISION
CCMR CENTRAL CONTRACT MANAGEMENT REGION
CCMRD COORDINATING COMMITTEE ON MATERIALS RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
CCtoTA CAPE CANAVERAL MISSILE TEST ANNEX
CCMTC CAPE CANAVERAL MISSILE TEST CENTER
CCN CONTRACT CHANGE NOTIFICATION
CClM 1 CLASSIFICATION CHANGE NOTICE
CCP CONFIGURATION CHANGE PLAN
CCP 1 CONTRACT CHANGE PROPOSAL
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CCPC
CCH
CCnC
CCb
CCS
CCS
CCS
CCS
CCSD
CCSG
CCT
CCTS
CCTV
ecu
ecu
CCW
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD PL
CDfcSC
CD&SC
COAA
CDAS
CDC
CDC
CDC
CDC
CDC
CDCE
CDtEC
CDuC
CDDT
CDE.C
CDLE
CDLVC
CDF
CDF
CDFCHB
CDH
CDHC
CDuH
CDP
CDP
CDPC
CDK
CDK
CDK
CDK
CDKD
COKE
CDKL
CDKS
CDS
1
2
3
4
1
1
2
3
1
1
2
3
H
1
1
1
2
3
CONTROL CENTER PROGRAMING CENTER
COMPLEX CONTROL ROOM
CHEMICAL CORPS. RES. 8 DEVELOP. COMMAND
COMPUTER COMPLEX
CAMERA CONTROL SYSTEM
COMBINED CHIEFS OF STAFF
COMMAND COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
CONFIGURATION CONTROL SECRETARIAT
CHRYSLER CORPORATION SPACE DIVISION
COMPUTER COMPONENTS & SYSTEM GRQUP
CONSTANT CURRENT TRANSFORMER
CANAVERAL COUNCIL OF TECHNICAL SOCIETIES
CLOSED-CIRCUIT TELEVISION
CREWMAN COMMUNICATIONS UMBILICAL
CENTRAL CONTROLLER UNIT
COUNTERCLOCKWISE
CALIBRATION DEVICE
COUNTDOWN
CHlLLDOwN
CALENDAR DAY
CADMIUM PLATE
CENTRAL DATA fi SWITCHING CENTER
COMMUNICATIONS»DISTRIBUTION & SWITCHING CENTER
CENTRAL DATA ANALYSIS AREA
CENTRAL DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
CONTROL DATA CORPORATION
COUNTDOWN CLOCK
CRYOGENICS DATA CENTER
COMPUTER DEVELOPMENT CENTER
COMMAND DECODER COAX
CtNTRAL DATA CONVERSION EQUIPMENT
COMBAT uEVEL. COMMITTEE EXPERIMENTATION CENTER
CENTER DATA DESCRIPTIONS CATALOG
COUNTDOWN DEMONSTRATION TEST
COMBAT DEVELOPMENT EXPERIMENTATION CENTER
CHEMICAL DEFENSE EXPERIMENTAL ESTABLISHMENT
COMPUTEK DEVELOPMENT CENTER
CONFINED DETONATING FUSE
CONTROL DETONATING FUSES
COMMAND DATA FORMAT CONTROL HANDBOOK
CONSTANT DELTA HEIGHT
COMMAND AND DATA HANDLING CONSOLE
COUPLING DISPLAY OPTICAL. HAND CONTROLLER
COMPRESSOR DISCHARGE PRESSURE
COMMAND DATA PROCESSOR
CENTRAL DATA PROCESSING COMPUTER
COUNTDOWN DEVIATION REQUEST
COMMAND DESTRUCT RECEIVER
CRITICAL DESIGN REVIEW
COMMANDER
COMPUTATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION DIVISION CMSC3
CHEMICAL DEFLNSE RES. ESTAB.
CONTRACT DATA REQUIREMENTS LIST
COMPUTEK DATA RECORDING SYSTEM
COMMAND DEbTKUCT SYSTEM
CDb 1 CIRCADIAN DATA SYSTEM
CDbC COMMUNICATIONS DISTRIBUTION AND SWITCHING CENTER
COT CENTRAL DAYLIGHT TIME
CDU COUPLINb DISPLAY UNIT
CDU 1 CONTROLS AND DISPLAYS UNIT
CDU 2 COUPLING DATA UNIT
CDWG COUNTDOWN WORKING GROUP '-. "
CS CORPS OF ENGINEERS
C£ 1 COMMUNICATIONS ELECTRONICS
CEA CAMBRIDGE ELECTRON ACCELERATOR
CEA 1 CONTROL ELECTRONICS ASSEMBLY
CEbM COROMAr EDDY CURRENT* BETA RAYr MICROWAVE
CECL CIVIL ENGRG. COMPUTER LAB.
CECM COMPOSITE ENGINEERING CHANGE MEMO
CECO CENTER ENGINt CUTOFF
CEU COMMITTEE FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
CEO 1 COST ESTIMATE DISPERSION
CEF COMPUTER EXECUTE FUNCTION
CEi CONTRACT END ITEM
CE1 1 COMMUNICATIONS ELECTRONICS INSTRUCTION
CEi 2 CORRECT END ITEM
CE1DD COMMITTEE ON THE ECONOMIC IMPACT OF DEFENSE AND DISARMAMENT
CEL CRYOGENICS ENGRG. LABt
CELESCO CELESTIAL RES. CORP.
CELESCOPE CELESTIAL TELESCOPE
CEM CEMENT
CEM 1 COMMUNICATIONS-ELECTRONICS-METEOROLOGICAL
CEMF COUNTER ELECTROMOTIVE FQRCE
CEMS CENTRAL ELECTRONIC MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
CEN CENTAUR
CEND COMBUSTION ENGRG. NUCLEAR DIV.
CEiMT CENTAUR
CENT 1 CENTIGRADE
CENT 2 CENTRIFUGAL
CENTO CENTRAL TREATY ORGANIZATION
CEO CHEMICAL ENGRG. OPERATIONS
CEF CIRCLE OF EQUAL PROBABILITY
CEH 1 CIRCULAR ERROR PROBABILITY
CEPE CENTRAL EXPERIMENTAL & PROVING ESTAB.
CEPE 1 CYLINDRICAL tLECTROSTATJC PROBE EXPERIMENT
CEPS COMMAND MODULE ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM
CER CAPITAL EXPENDITURE REQUEST
CEK 1 COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIP
CErtC COASTAL ENGINEERING RES, CENTER
CEKE COMPUTER ENTRY AND READOUT EQUIPMENT
CEKEL CIVIL ENGRG. & EVALUATION LAB.
CEKL CAMBRIDGE ELECTRONIC RESEARCH LAB,
CEKMET CERAMIC METAL
CERN EUROPEAN ORGANIZATION FOR NUCLEAR RESEARCHCEhT CERTIFICATION
CERT 1 COMPOSITE ELECTRICAL READINESS TEST
CEb CENTRAL ELECTRONICS SYSTEM
CEb 1 CREW ESCAPE SYSTEM
CEb 2 CONTROL ELECTRONICS SECTION
CEbL CAMP EVANS SIGNAL LABORATORY
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CETEX CONTAMINATION BY EXTRATERRESTRIAL EXPLORATION
CEU COUPLER ELECTRONICS UNIT
CEV COMBAT ENGINEER VEHICLE
CEVM CONSUMAbLE ELECTRODE VACUUM MELTING
CEVT CONTINGENCY EXTRAVEHICULAR TRANSFER
CEX CIVIL EFFECTS EXERCISE
CF CENTRIFUGAL FORCE
CF i CUBIC FEET
CFA CROSSED FIELD AMPLIFIER
CFAE CONTRACTOR FURNISHED AERONAUTICAL EQUIPMENT
CFAR CONSTANT FALSE ALARM RATE
CFU CONTRACTOR FUNCTIONAL DEMONSTRATION
CFD 1 CUMULATIVE FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION
CFfc. CENTRAL FIGHTER ESTABLISHMENT
CFL 1 CONTRACTOR FURNISHED EQUIPMENT
CFH CUBIC F£ET/HOUR
CFhT CONTINUOUS-FLOW HYPERSONIC TUNNEL
CFM CUBIC FEET PER MINUTE
CFP CONTRACTOR FURNISHED PROPERTY
CFP 1 CONCENTRIC FLIGHT PLAN
CFH CODE OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS
CFKE CONTRACT FINANCIAL REQUIREMENTS ESTIMATE
CFS CUBIC FEET PER SECOND
CFb 1 COMPONENT FAILURE SUMMARY
CFSTI CLEARINGHOUSE FoR FEDERAL SCIENTIFIC & TECHNICAL INFORMATION
CFSTR CONTINUOUS FLOW STIRRED TANK REACTOR
CG COMMANDING GENERAL
CQ 1 CENTER OF GRAVITY
CGb CERAMICS S GRAPHITE BRANCH
CGIC CERAMIC & GRAPHITE INFOR. CENTER
C6LTG CLOUD TO GROUND LIGHTNING
CGS COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY
CGSC COMMAND & GENERAL STAFF COLLEGE
CGSS CRYOGENIC GAS STORAGE SYSTEM
CH CONDUCTOR HEAD
CH 1 CLOCK HOUR
CH 2 CHANNEL
CH<+ METHANE
CHttP CREW HABITABILITY AND PROTECTION
CH-X CONDENSATE HEAT EXCHANGER
CHAL CHALLENGE
CHAN CHANNEL
CHAP CHARRING ABLATION PROGRAM
CHAR CHARACTER
CHARACT CHARACTERISTICS
CHARM CAA HIGH ALTITUDE REMOTE MONITORING
CHC CHOKE CoIL
CHD CHORD
CHLCIT CHEMICAL ENGINEERING CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
CHLM CHEMICAL
CHt. CHARGE
CHbCB CHANGE CONTROL BOARD
CHILD COGNITIVE HYBRID INTELLIGENT LEARNING DEVICE
CHK CHECK
CHI- CENTRAL HEATING PLANT
-37-CHT CHUTE
CHV CHECK VALVE .-**
Cl CAST IRON .
CI 1 COMMUNICATIONS AND INSTRUMENTATION
CIA CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
ClnP CLIMATIC IMPACT ASSESSMENT PROGRAM
CIt COMBAT INFORMATION CENTER
Clii CABLE INTERCONNECTION DIAGRAM
CID 1 CABLING INTERFACE DRAWINGS
CIF COST INSURANCE AND FREIGHT
Clf- 1 CENTRAL INDEX FILE
GIF 2 CENTRAL INSTRUMENTATION FACILITY
ClM COMPUTER INPUT N'.ATRIX .
Clft 1 COMPUTER INPUT MULTIPLEXER
CIMS CONRANT INST. OF MATH SCIENCE
CINC COMMANDER IN CHIEF
CIND COMPUTER INDEX NEUTRON DATA .
CINE CINETHEODOLUE
CIP CAST IRON PIPE -'.-."'•' -
Clh CHANGE INITIATION REQUESTS
CIKA COSPAR INTERNATIONAL REF» ATMOSPHERE
CIKC CIRCULATE
CIRCUM CIRCUMFERENCE
ClkVlS COMMUNICATIONS INSTRUCTIONS REPORTING VISUAL INTELLIGENCE SIGHTINGS
CIS CENTER OF INIERNATIONAL STUDIES
Clb 1 CENTER FOR INFORMATION SCIENCES
Clb 2 COMMUNICATIONS AND INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM
ClbE CENTRO 1NFORMAZIONI STUQI EXPERIEN2F. CCENTER OF INFORMATION STUDIES^
ClbR CONFIGUnATION INDEX AND STATUS REPORT
ClbS COMMUNICATION AND INSTRUMENTATION SUPPORT SERVICES
CIT 1 COMMAND INTERFACE TEST . ,
CIT 2 CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE 0? TECHNOLOGY
CITE CURRENT INFORMATION TAPES FOR ENGINEERS
ClU COMMAND INTERFACE UNIT .
CIU 1 COMPUTER INTERFACE UNIT
CK CHECK
CK 1 CAPE KENNEDY
CKAFS CAPE KENNEDY AIR FORCE STATION
CKFF CAPE KENNEDY FORECAST FACILITY
CKMTA CAPE KENNEDY MISSILE TEST ANNEX
CKHT COCKPIT
CKKSO CAPE KENNEDY RANGE SAFETY OFFICER
CKbNI CAPE KENNEDY SPACE NETWORK* INC,
CKI CIRCUIT
CKT BKR CIRCUIT BREAKER * "
CKfCS3 ClRCUITb
CL CHLORINE
CL 1 CLOSED LOOP '
CLA CENTER LINE AVERAGE
CLH i COVER LAYER ASSEMBLY
CLAM CHEMICAL LOW ALTITUDE MISSILE
CLASP COMPOSITE LAUNCH « SPACECRAFT PROGRAM
CLASP 1 COMPUTER LANGUAGE FOR AERONAUTICS AND SPACE PROGRAMING
CLASS COMPUTER-BASED LABORATORY FOR AUTOMATED SCHOOL SYSTEM
CLAW CLUSTERED ATOMIC WARHEAD
CLHIC
CLb
CLK
CL*G
CLM
CLMS
CUM
CLK
CLSM
CLJ
CLTC
CLU
CLV
CLVP
CM
CM
CM
CM
CM
CLtAR COMPONENTS LIFE EVALUATION AND RELIABILITY
CARGO LUNAR EXCURSION MODULE _^,
CENTER LAUNCH AND FLIGHT INSTRUMENTATION CENTER
CEILING
CLOCK
CALKING
CIKCUMLUNAK MISSION
CLUSTER MISSION SIMULATOR
CLEARANCE
CLEAR
CREW LIFE SUPPORT MONITOR
CARGO LEFT TKAILER
CHIEF LAUNCH VEHICLE TEST CONDUCTOR
CLUSTER
CLEVIS
CRAFT» LANDINGr VEHICLE. - PERSONNEL
COMMAND MODULE
1 CREWMAN
2 CENTIMETER . ' • • -
3 CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT
•+ CONTAMINATION MODE
CONTACT MAKING AMMETER ' „
CMb CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT BRANCH
CMC COMMAND MODULE COMPUTER
CMU COMMAND
CMbB COMPOSITE-MODIFIED DOUBLE BASE %PROPELLANTSn
Cf.',i> CONTROL MOMENT GYRO
CMbA CONTROL MOMENT GYRO ASSEMBLY
CMOS CONTROL MOMENT GYRO SUBSYSTEM
CMu CHICAGO MIDWAY LAO.
CMHDA COMMAND MODULE MULTIPLE DOCKING ASSEMBLY
CMO CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT OFFICE
CMP CO-MAND MODULE PILOT
CMHS COMMAND MODULE PROCEDURES SIMULATOR
CMHTR COMPUTER
CMK COMMUNICATIONS MOON RELAY
CMb COMMAND MODULE SIMULATOR
CMbE CENTER FOR MATERIALS SCIENCE & EMGRG.
CMII CELESTIAL MOVING TARGE! INDICATOR
CMU COMPATIBILITY MOCKUP
CMVM CONTACT-MAKING VOLTMETER
CN CHANGE NOTICE
CNA CENTER FOR NAVAL ANALYSIS
CNATT CHIEF OF NAVAL AIR TECH. TRAINING
CNB CANBERRA
CNJ COfJOUIT . .
CNL-R CCNSIGLIO NAZIONALE DELLE RICERCHE CNATlONAL RES. '^COUNCIL OF ITAL*!J
CNUS CONDEMSATE ' „ ,
CNtN COMITATu NAZIONALE PER L:ENERGIA NUCLEARE CNATL, NUCLFAR ENERGY COMM3
CNLS CENTRE NATIONAL DIETUDLS SPATIALES CNATL. CENTER FOR SPACE STUDIES}
CNLT CENTRE NATIONAL DtETuots DF.S TELECOMMUNICATIONS
CNl COMMUNICATION-NAVIGATION-IDENTIFICATION
CNiPTG COMMUNICATIONS* NETWORKS & INFORMATION PROCESSING THEORY GROUP
CNW CHIEF OF NAVAL MATERIALS
CNU CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATION ' '
-.1
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CNK CARBOXr NITROSO RUBBER
CNk 1 COMPOSITE NOISE RATING ^
CNKS CENTRE NATIONAL DE LA KECHERCHE SCIENTIFIQUE CNATL. SCI. KES. CENTER!
CNbL CONSOLE
CNT CANTON ISLAND
CN1L CONTROL
CNTR CONTAINER
CNV CAPE CANAVERAL %
CNVR CONVEYOR
CO CUT OUT
CO 1 CHANGE ORDER
CO 2 CONTRACTING OFFICER
CO 3 CHECKOUT
CO* CARBON DIOXIDE , .
CO-STAR COMBAT-SERVICE TO THE ARMY
COA COLLEGE OF AERONAUTICS
COAS CREW OPTICAL ALIGNMENT SUBSYSTEM
COAS 1 CREWMAN OPTICAL ALIGNMENT SIGHT
COAT COHERENT OPTICAL ARRAY TECHNIQUES •
COAX COAXIAL
COBOL COMMON faUSINESS-ORIENTEO LANGUAGE
COG COMBAT OPERATIONS CENTER UNORAD3 - ' .
COCODE COMPRESSED COHERENCY DETECTION CRADAR TECHNIQUE]
COCS CAMERA OVERRIDE CONTROL SYSTEM
COU CARRIER ONBOARD DELIVERY CC-2A3
COD 1 CASH ON DELIVERY
COiJ £ COLLECT ON DELIVERY - , .
COD 3 COMMUNICATIONS OPERATING DIRECTIVE
COu «* CHEMICAL OXYGEN DEMAND
CODAM CONTRACTOR-ORIENTED DATA ABSTRACT MODULES
CObAR CORRELATION DISPLAY ANALYSING & RECORDING
COUASYL CONFERENCE ON DATA SYSTEMS LANGUAGE
CODED COMPUTER DESIGN OF ELECTRONIC DEVICES
COUIC COMPUTER-DIRECTED COMMUNICATIONS
CODIPHASE COHERENT DIGITAL PHASED ARRAY SYSTEM
CODN COMPONENT OPERATIONAL DATA NOTICE .
COt. CAB OVER ENGINE .
COt 1 CORPS OF ENGINEERS
COLD COMPUTER OPERATED ELECTRONIC DISPLAY
COtF COEFFICIENT
COESA U.S. COMMITTEE ON EXTENSION TO THE STANDARD ATMOSPHERE
COF CONSTRUCTION OF FACILITIES
COFI CHECKOUT AND FAULT ISOLATION
COFS CHIEF OF STAFF
COFW CERTIFICATION OF FLIGHT WORTHINESS *
COt»S CONTINUOUS ORBITAL GUIDANCE SYSTEM ; .
CO! CONTINGENCY ORBIT INSERTION ''
COI 1 COMMUNICATIONS OPERATION INSTRUCTION
COIN COMMITTEE ON INFORMATION NEEDS
COL COLUMN
COLA COMMITTEE ON LIBRARY AUTOMATION
COLL COLLECTOR
COLOG COLOGARlTHM
COIS COMMANDING
COM 1 CHANGE ORDER MODIFICATION •
CNK
CNK
CNKS
CNbL
CNT
CNIL
CNTR
CNV
CNVR
CO
CO
co
CO
co*
CO-STAR
COA
COAS
COAS
COAT
COAX
COBOL
coc
COCODE
cocs
COu
cou
COU
COD
cou
CODAM
COl/AR
CODASYL
CODED
CODIC
CODIPHASE
CODN
COt.
COt
COLD
COLF
COESA
COF
COFI
COFS
COFW
COtoS
COX
COI
COIN
COL
COLA
COLL
COLO
COM
COh
ENTIFIQUE CNATL, SCI. HES. CENTER 3
CARBOXY NITROSO'RUBBER
COMPOSITE-NOISE RATING
CENTRE/NATIONAL DE LA RECHERCHE
CONSOLE
CANTON ISLAND
CONTROL
CONTAINER
CAPE CANAVERAL
CONVEYOR
CUT k)UT
CHANGE ORDER
CONTRACTING OFFICER
CHECKOUT
CARBON DIOXIDE
COMBATVSERVICE TO THE ARMY
COLLEGE OF AERONAUTICS
CREW OPTICAL ALIGNMENT SUBSYSTEM
CREWMAN OPTICAL ALIGNMENT SIGHT
COHERENT ^ PTICAL ARRAY TECHNIQUES
COAXIAL \
COMMON BUSINESS-ORIENTED LANGUAGE
COMBAT OPERATIONS CENTER CNORAD3
 f
COMPRESSED COHERENCY DETECTION CRADA,R" TECHNIQUE
CAMERA OVERRIDE CONTROL SYSTEM y
CARRIER ONBOARd\DELIVERY CC-2A3
CASH ON DELIVERY^ /
COLLECT ON DELIVER^ //
COMMUNICATIONS OPE^RATINS DIRECTIVE
CHEMICAL OXYGEN DEMAND /
CONTRACTOR-ORIENTED DATA ABSTRACT MODULES
CORRELATION DISPLAY A^LY^SING & RECORDING
CONFERENCE ON DATA SYSTflfe LANGUAGE
COMPUTER DESIGN OF ELECTRONIC DEVICES
COMPUTER-DIRECTED COMMUNICATIONS
COHERENT DIGITAL PHASED AR«AY SYSTEM
COMPONENT OPERATIONAL DATA\IOTICE
CAB OVER ENGINE/
CORPS OF ENGINEERS
COMPUTER OPERATED ELECTRONIC DISPLAY
COEFFICIENT/
U.S. COMMITTEE ON EXTENSION TO \HE STANDARD ATMOSPHERE
CONSTRUcJ/lON OF FACILITIES
CHECKOU/ AND FAULT ISOLATION
CHIEF/OF STAFF
CERTIFICATION OF FLIGHT WORTHINESS
CONTINUOUS ORBITAL GUIDANCE SYSTEM
CONTINGENCY ORBIT INSERTION
tlMMUNlCATIONS OPERATION INSTRUCTION
COMMITTEE ON INFORMATION NEEDS
COLUMN
COMMITTEE ON LIBRARY AUTOMATION
COLLECTOR
COLOGARlTHM
COMMANDING
CHANGE ORDER MODIFICATION
COh 2
COMAIRPAC
COM AT
COMD
CONOR
COMDT
COMET
COMGEN
COML
COMM
COMMAND
COMNF.ED
COMP
COMP 1
COMPACT
COMPAR
COMPAT
COMPL
COMPLI
COMPOOL
COMPR
COMPT
COMSAT
COhSEC
CON
CONAC
CONAD
CONARC
COND
COND 1
CONELRAD
CONF
CONF 1
CONF 2
CONFIG
CONN
CONOPS
CONSTR
CON5TRANS
CONT
CONT 1
CONT 2
CONT HP
CONTAM
CONTG
CONTMRCS3
CONTR
CONTR 1
CONTRL
COhTRO
CONUS
CONV
CONVAIR
COO
COORD
COMPUTEK-OUTPUT-MICROFILM
COMMANDtR* AIR PACIFIC FLEET
CHARACTERISTICS OF MATERIALS
COMMAND
COMMANDLR
COMMANDANT
COMPUTER OPERATED MANAGEMENT EVALUATION TECHNIQUES
COMMON SPECIFICATIONS STATEMENTS GENERATOR
COMMERCIAL
COMMUNICATIONS
COMMAND MODEL FOR ANALYSIS & DESIGN
COMMUNICATIONS NEED
COMPENSATE
COMPENSATING
COMPUTER PROGRAMMED AUTOMATIC CHECKOUT Si TEST SYSTEM
COMPARATOR
COMPATIblLITY
COMPLETtC IONJ
COMPLIANCE
COMMON POOL OF DATA
COMPRESSION
COMPARTMENT
COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE
COMMUNICATIONS SECURITY
CONTROL
CONTINENTAL AIR COMMAND
CONTINENTAL AIR DEFENSE COMMAND
CONTINENTAL ARMY COMMAND
CONDITIONER J
CONDUCTOR
CONTROL OF ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION
CONFERENCE
CONFIDENCE
CONFIDENTIAL
CONFIGUKATION
CONNECTOR
CONTINENTAL UNITED STATES OPERATIONS
CONSTRAINT
CONCEPTUAL THOUGHT RANDOM NET SIMULATION
CONTROLLER
CONTACT
CONTINUE
CONTINENTAL HORSEPOWER
CONTAMINATED
CONTINGENCY
COMTAINERCS3
CONTRACTOR
CONTAINER
CONTROL
CONTRACTING OFFICER
CONTINENTAL UNITED STATES
CONSOLIDATED VULTEE AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
CHICAGO OPERATIONS OFFICE
COORDINATELOR3
COP CELESCOpE OPTICAL PACKAGE
COP PL COPPER PLATE .--*•
COPS CHRYSLER OPTICAL PROCESSING SCANNER
C0(* CERTIFICATE OF QUALIFICATION
COK CORNER
C O K 1 CONTRACTING OhFICERS REPRESENTATIVE . . .
COKDS COHERENT-ON RESCUE DOPPLER SYSTEM
COKE COHERENT-ON-HECEIVE
COKG COMBAT OPERATION RES. GROUP
COKP CORPORATION
CORPAL CONTROL ROOM PATCHING AND LABELING
COKR CORRECT
COhR 1 CORROSION
COKR 2 CORRELATION
COb COSINE -
COb I CUTOFF SIGNAL
COSAR COMPRESSION bCANNING ARRAY RADAR
CObATI COMMITTEE ON SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION
CObI COMMITTEE ON SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION
COblP COLLEGE SCIENCE IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM «NSF*»
CObMIC COMPUTEK SOFTWARE MANAGEMENT AND INFORMATION CENTER
CObNOSTpA COMPUTEk ORIENTED SYS-NEWLY ORGANIZED STORAG£-TO-RETRIEVAL APPARATUS
CObPAR COMMITTEE ON SPACE RESEARCH
CObPUP COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE & PUBLIC POLICY
CO! COTANGENT
COT WEB COTTON wEBBlNG
COTAR CORKLLATEQ ORIENTATION TRACKING H RANGING SYSTEM
COIR CONTRACTING OFFICERQS TECHNICAL REPRESENTATIVE
COVER CUT-OFF VELOCITY * RANGE
COhL COWLING
COwRR COMMITTEE ON WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH
CP COLD PUNCHED
CP 1 CANDLE POWER
CP 2 CHANGE PROPOSAL
CP 3 CIRCULAK POLARIZED
CP t COMMAND POST
CP 5 CONTROL PANEL
CP 6 COMMAND PILOT
CP 7 COMMUNICATIONS PROCESSOR
CP 8 COLDPLATE
CP 9 CONTROL POINT
CPA COST PLANNING S APPRAISAL
CPAF COST PLUS AWARD FEE
CPAO CANOOA PARK AREA OFFICE
CPU CHEMICAL PROPULSION DIV,
 4
CPU 1 CENTER PROGRAM DIRECTOR
 :
CPD ? CHEW PASSIVE DOSIMETER
C P L COMPDTEH PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT ' ' • . ' . .
CPL 1 CONTRACTOR PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
CPLO CPE ENGINEERING ORDER
CPF COMPLETE POWER FAILURE
CPf-F COST PLUS FIXED FEE .
CPriE COMMON PERSONAL HYGIENE EQUIPMENT
CPi CLOSED PORE INSULATION . .
CP1A CHEMICAL PROPULSION INFORMATION AGENCY .
r~
COP
COP PL
COPS
co<*
COK
COK
COKDS
COKE
COKG
COKP
CORPAL
COKR
COHR
COKR
COS
COS
COSAR
COSATI
CObI
COblP
COSMIC
CObNOSTpA
CObPAR
CObPUP
COT
COT WEB
COTAR
COTR
COVER
COWL
COWRR
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CPA
CPAF
CPAO
CPU
CPU
CPD
CPL
CPL
CPLO
CPF
CPFF
CPHE
CPi
CP1A
CELESCOPE OPTI-CAL PACKAGE
COPPER PLATE/
CHRYSLER OlfflCAL PROCESSING .SCANNER
CERTIFICATE OF QUALIFICATION
CORNER /
1 CONTRACTING OFFICERS REPRESENTATIVE
COHERENT-ON RESCUE DOPPLER SYSTEM
COHERENT-ON-RECEIVE
COMBAT OPERATION RES. GROUP
CORPORATION
CONTROL ROOM PATCHING AND LABELING
CORRECT \
1 CORROSION \
2 CORRELATION\
COSINE \
1 CUTOFF SIGIMAL\
COMPRESSION SCANNING ARRAY RADAR
COMMITTEE ON SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION
COMMITTEE ON SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION /
COLLEGE SCIENCE^MPROVEMENT PROGRAM KNSFn
COMPUTER SOFTWARE^ MANAGEMENT ANp INIrORMATjON CENTER
COMPUTER ORIENTED\SYS-NEWLY ORGANIZED STORAGE-TO-RETRIEVAL APPARATUSCOMMITTEE ON SPACE\RESEARCH
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE « PUBLIC PO/ICYCOTANGENT
COTTON WEBBING
CORRELATED ORIENTATION\TRACK
CONTRACTING OFFICEROS %CHNjtAL
CUT-OFF VELOCITY * RANG^v /
COWLING V
COMMITTEE ON WATER RESogRCES RESEARCH
COLD PUNCHED
1 CANDLE POWER
2 CHANGE PROPOSAL
3 CIRCULAR POLARIZED
H COMMAND POST
5 CONTROL PANEL
6 COMMAND PILOT
7 COMMUNICATIONS/PROCESSOR
8 COLDPLATE
9 CONTROL POIN
COST PLANNI/fG fi APPRAISAL
COST PLUS XWARD FEE
CANOOA PARK AREA OFFICE
CHEMICAl/PROPULSION DJV,
1 CENTER/PROGRAM DIRECTOR
?. CREW/ASSIVE DOSIMETER
COMBOTEK PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT
1 CONTRACTOR PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
CPE ENGINEERING ORDER
PLETE POWER FAILURE
'COST PLUS FIXED FEE
COMMON PERSONAL HYGIENE EQUIPMENT
CLOSFO PORE INSULATION
CHEMICAL PROPULSION INFORMATION AGENCY
G A RANGING SYSTEM
REPRESENTATIVE
CP1AF COST PLUS INCENTIVE AWARD FEE
CPIF COST PLUS INCENTIVE FEE
CP1P COMPUTER PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS
CPL COUPLE
CPLEE CHARGED PARTICLE LUNAR ENVIRONMENT EXPERIMENT
CPLG COUPLING
CPLR COUPLER
CPM CYCLES PER MINUTE
CPM 1 CRITICAL PATH METHOD
CPM 2 CENTER PROGRAM MANAGER
CPM 3 CARGO PROPULSION MODULE
CPO CENTRAL PLANNING OFFICE CMSFC3
CPPM COMMUNICATION PREDICTION PROGRAM
CPPS CRITICAL PATH PLANNING S SCHEDULING
CPR COMPONENT PILOT REWORK
CPKV CABIN PRESSURE RELIEF VALVE
CPb CRITICAL PATH SCHEDULE
CPS 1 CYCLES PER SECOND
CPbA CANADIAN POLITICAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION
CPSF CANDLE POWER/SQUARE FOOT
CPT CREW PROCEDURES TRAINERS
CPT 1 COMPATIBILITY
CPT 2 CLOCKt PROGRAMING AND TIMING
CPU CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT COF A COMPUTERD
CPUNCH COUNTERPUNCH
CQ CREW QUARTERS
CR CHROMIUM
CR 1 CABLE RACK
CR 2 CHANGE REQUEST
CR 3 CONTRACTOR REPORT
CR H COMPRESSION RATIO
CRA CREW RECEPTION AREA
CRAF CIVIL RESERVt AIR FLEET
CRAM CARD RANDOM ACCESS MEMORY
CRAM i COMPUTERIZED RELIABILITY ANALYSIS METHOD
CRAW COMBAT KEADINESS AIR WING
CRAW 1 CRAWLER
CRb CHANGE REVIEW BOARD
CRC CAMBRIDGE RES. CENTER
CRC 1 COLLINS RADIO COMPANY
CRtS CENTER RANGE CONTROL STATION
CRCT CIRCUIT
CRU CONTROLLED RELEASE DEVICE
CRD 1 COSMIC KAY DETECTOR
CRDC COLUMBIA RESEARCH ft DEVELOPMENT CORP.
CRuF CATHODE-RAY DIRECTION FINDER
CRuL CHEMICAL RESEARCH 5 DEVELOPMENT LAB.
CRuU COMMAND RELAY DRIVER UNIT
CRL CORROSION RESISTANT
CRL 1 COMMAND RECEIVER EQUIPMENT
CRtS CORROSION RESISTANT STEEL
CRtSS COMBINED RE-ENTRY EFFORT IN SMALL SYSTEMS
CRb CONTROL RATE GYRO
CRiS CALIBRATION RECALL INFORMATION SYSTEMS
CR1T CRITICAL
CRIT 1 CRITERIA
CRK CKANK
CRKC CRANKCAbE
CRL CAMBRIDGE RESEARCH LAB.
CR MOLY CHROME MOLYBDENUM
CRMS CENTER FOR RES. IN MANAGEMENT SCIENCE
CRU CANARVON TRACKING STATION
CRO 1 CATHODE RAY OSCILLOSCOPE
CROW COMBINED ROCKET WARHEAD
CRP COMMAND READ PULSE
CRF 1 COMPUTER RESET PULSE
CRPL CENTRAL RADIO PROPAGATION LAB.
CRK CHURCHILL RES. RANGE
CRKEL COLD REGIONS RES. & ENGRG. LAB.
CRb COLD ROLLED STEEL
CRbS RANGE SAFETY SUPERVISOR CCALL SIGN3
CRT CATHODE-RAY TUBE
CR? 1 COMPOSITE READINESS TEST
CRTV COMPOSITE RE-ENTRY TEST VEHICLE
CRUIS CRUISING
CRV DWG CURVE DRAWING
CR VAN CHROME VANADIUM
CRW CARRIER WAVE
CRYOG CRYOGENIC
CS COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
CS 1 CENTRAL SUPPLY
CS 2 CREW STATION
CS 3 CAMERA SITE
CS *f CENTISTOKES
CS 5 CONTINGENCY SAMPLE
CS/T COMBINED STATION/TOWER
CSA CANADIAN STANDARDS ASSOCIATION
CSA 1 CONTRACTOR SUPPORT AREA
CSAR CONFIGURATION STATUS ACCOUNTING REPORT
CSC CARTRIDGE STORAGE CASE
CSC 1 CENTRAL SWITCHING CONCERT
CSC 2 CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION
CSC 3 COMMONWEALTH SCIENTIFIC CORPORATION
CSC <+ COMPUTER SCIENCES CORPORATION
CSC 5 CAPE SUPPORT COORDINATOR
CSC 6 COMPLEX SUPPORT CONTROLLER
CSC 7 COSECANT
CSu COMPUTER SYSTEMS DIRECTOR
CSU 1 CREW SYSTEMS DIVISION
CSUD CLUSTER SYSTEMS DESCRIPTION DOCUMENT
CSL COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS FNGINEER
CSt.D CO-ORDINATED SLIP ELECTRONIC DESIGN
CSfe CASING
CSh COMMUNICATIONS SOFT HAT
CS1 CONCENTRIC SEQUENCE INITIATE
CSi 1 COELIHTIC SEQUENCE INITIATION
CSK COUNTERSINK
CSK-0 COUNTERSINK OTHER SIDE
CSL COLES SIGNAL LAB%
CSL 1 CONSOLE
CSu 2 CONTROL AMD STATUS LOGIC
CSM COMBUSTION STABILITY MONITOR
CSK 1 COMMAND SERVICE MODULE XAPOLLOn
CSM 2 COLORADO SCHOOL OF MINES
CShlTH COPPERSMITH
CSO COMPLEX SUPPORT OFFICE
CSK CENTER FOR SPACE RESEARCH
CSR i CHECK STATUS REPLY
CSKE CLOSED SYSTEM RESPIRATOR EVALUATOR
CSRM CONTROLLED SOLID ROCKET MOTORS
CS«0 CHIEF* SUPERINTENDENT RANGE OPERATIONS
CSb CRYOGENJC STORAGE SYSTEM
CSS 1 CURRENT STEERING SWITCH
CSSD COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM STATUS DISPLAY
CSbG COMBAT SERVICE & SUPPORT GROUP
CST COMBINED SYSTEMS TEST
CST I CENTRAL STANDARD TIME
CSTAR CONFIDENTIAL SCIENTIFIC & TECHNICAL AEROSPACE RPT.
CSTG CASTING
CSTR CANISTER
CSTU COMBINED SYSTEM TEST UNIT
CSU COMBINEu SHAFT UNIT
CSVC CORE SAMPLE VACUUM CONTAINER
CSwY CAUSEWAY
CT COMPONENT TEST
CT 1 CALIBRATION TECHNICIAN
CT 2 CURRENT TRANSFORMER
CT/MSS CRAWLER/TRANbPORTER/MOBILE SERVICE STRUCTURE
CTA COMPATIblLITY TEST AREA
CTC CAPSULE TEST CONDUCTOR
CTCl CONTRACTOR TECHNICAL COMPLIANCE INSPECTION
CTCL COUNT CuOCK
CTCS CONSOLIDATED TELEMETRY CHECKOUT SYSTEM
CTD COATED
CTbN COUNTDOWN
CTt CABLE TERMINATION EQUIPMENT
CTE 1 CENTRAL TIMING EQUIPMENT
CTE 2 COMPONENT TEST EQUIPMENT
CTEC COMMUNICATION TECHNICAL EVALUATION CONSOLE
CTFM CONTINUOUS-TRANSMISSION FREQUENCY MODULATED CSONAR
CTfo COUNTING
CTG 1 CARTRIDGE
CT1S CRAWLER/TRANSPORTER INTERCOM SYSTEM
CTL COMPONENT TEST LABORATORY
CTL 1 CAGE TEST LANGUAGE
CTLI CONFIDENCE TRAINING LAUNCHING INSTRUMENTATION
CTM CARDIOTACHOMLTER
CTN CERTIFICATION TEST NETWORK
CTOC CORPS TACTICAL OPERATIONS CENTER
CTOCU CENTRAL TECHNICAL ORDER COORDINATION UNIT
CTOL CONVENTIONAL TAKEOFF AND LANDING
CTH CO.MFIOEuCE TEST PROGRAM
CTK CERTIFICATION TEST REQUIREMENTS
CTK 1 CENTER
CTR 2 COUNTER
CTb
CTb
CTb
CTbC
CTbS
CTU
CTWT
CU
CU
cu FT
cu IN
cu M
CU MM
cu YD
CUL
CUL
CUM
CUu
CUPID
CUK
CUK
CUKFCOE
CUKV
CUbA
CU1C
CV
cv
CV
CVA
CVAC
CVU
CVD
CVfc.
CVK
CVb
CVTS
CVU
CW
CW
CW
CW
CA'
ClVA
CWC
CWL
CWt
CWtA
CWLR
CWN
CWO
CWb
Cwb
CW1
CERTIFICATION TEST SPECIFICATION
1 CONTINGLNCY TRANSFER SYSTEM
2 COMMUNICATION TEST STATION
TEST SUPPORT CONTROLLER CCALL SIGN3
COMPATIBLE TIME SHARING SYSTEM
CENTRAL TIMING UNIT
COUNTERWEIGHT
CONTROL UNIT
1 COPPER
CUBIC FtET
CUBIC INCH
CUBIC METER
CUBIC MILLIMLTERCS3
CUBIC YARD
COMMAND UP LINK
1 TWX-CALL YOU LATER
CUMULATIVE
COPPER OXIDE
COMPUTER FOR UPRANGE POINT-OF-IMPACT DETERMINATION
CURRENT
1 COMMAND UPLINK REQUEST
COMMON USAGE RF CHECKOUT EQUIPMENT
CABLE-CONTROLLED UNDERWATER RECOVERY VEHICLE
CENTRIFUGAL URINE SEPARATOR ASSEMBLY
IU TEST CONDUCTOR CCALL SIGN 3
SINGLE COTTON VARNISHi CHECK VALVE
2 COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION
CHANGE-VOUCH! AIRCRAFT
CONSOLIDATED VULTEE AIRCRAFT CORP.
COMMUNICATION VALVE DEVELOPMENT
1 CHEMICAL VAPOR DEPOSITION
COMPLEX VEHICLE ERECTOR
CONVAIR ASTRONAUTICS DIVISION
CONTINUOUS VLNT SYSTEM
TEST SUPERVISOR CCALL SIGNJ
CONSTANT VOLTAGE UNIT
CLOCKWISE
1 CARRIER WAVE
2 CRAWLER&AY
3 CONTINUOUS WAVE
1 CONSTANT WEAR
CONTRACTOR WORK AUTHORIZATION
CURTISS-WRIGHT CORP.
CURRENT WORKING ESTIMATE
I CAUTION AND WARNING EQUIPMENT
CAUTION 8 WARNING ELECTRONICS ASSY
CONSTANT-WEAR GARMENT
CHEMICAL WARFARE LABS.
CONTRACT WORK NOTIFICATION
CONTINUOUS WAVE OSCILLATOR
CIRCULATING WATER PUMP
CHEMICAL WARFARE SERVICE
1 CENTER WORK SYSTEM
HUNDREDWEIGHT
CWU CAUTION AND DARNING UNIT
CX COMPLEX
CX-HLS CARGO/TKANSPORT EXPERIMENTAL-HEAVY LOGISTICS SYSTEM
CY CALENDAR YEAH
CY i CUBIC YARD
CYbORG CYBERNETIC ORGANISM
CYi CANARY ISLANDS
CYL CYLINDER
CYL L CYLINDER LOCK
CYN CYANIDE
CZK CAMERA EXPERIMENTAL RIBBON FRAME
CZR 1 HIGH SPEED METRIC CAMERA
D DOUBLE
D 1 DELTA
DSC DISPLAY AND CONTROL
D&PS DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION
D-C DIRECT-CURRENT CAS ADJECTIVEJ
D-HAT DRUM PROGRAMMED AUTOMATIC TESTER
D/A DIGITAL TO ANALOG
D/B DECIMAL TO BINARY
D/C DATA CONVERSION
D/F DIRECTION FINDER
D/L DATA LINK
D/0 DROP OUT
D/K HOWN RANGE
D/K 1 DATA RECEIVER
D/S DESCENT STATE CLEM3
D/w DIRECT WRITING
DA DOUBLE AMPLITUDE
DA 1 DEPLOYMENT ASSEMBLY
DAA DEPT. OF AERO, ft ASTRO.
DAC DIGITAL-TO-ANALOG CONVERTER
DAC 1 DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT COMPANY
DAC 2 DATA ACQUISITION CAMERA
DACL DYNAMIC ANALYSIS & CONTROL LAB.
DALOR DATA CORRELATOR
DACT DEACTIVATE
DAu DOUBLE AMPLITUDE DISPLACEMENT
DADE DIGITAL ACQUISITION AND DOCUMENTATION EQUIPMENT
DAUIC DATA DICTIONARY
DAL DATA ACQUISITION EQUIPMENT
DALMON DATA ADAPTIVE EVALUATOR AND MONITOR
DAF DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
DAI DISCRETE ACTIVITY INDICATOR
DAIS DEFENSE AUTOMATIC INTEGRATED SWITCH
DALO DISCONNECT AT LIFT-OFF
DAMP DOWNRAN&E ANTI-MISSILE MEASURING PROGRAM
DAMS DEFENSE AGAINST MISSILES SYSTEM
DAh DUAL AREA NOZZLE
DAP DIGITAL AUTO PILOT
DAuC DATA ACQUISITION CENTER
DAK DEVIATION APPROVAL REQUEST .
DAKD DATA ACQUISITION REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT
DARE DOVAP AUTOMATIC REDUCTION EQUIPMENT
DAKL DOUGLAS ADVANCED RESEARCH LABS.
DAKS CIGITAL ATTITUDE a RATE SYSTEM
DAkT DIRECTOR AND RESPONSE TESTER
DAKT 1 DECOMPOSED AMMONIA RADIOISOT.OPE THRUSTER
DAb DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
DAS 1 DATA AMPLIFICATION SHEET
DAb 2 DATA AUTOMATION SYSTEM
DAb 3 DATA ACQUIS1HON SUBSYSTEM
DAb 4 DIGITAL ADDRESS SYSTEM
DAb 5 DATA AUTOMATION SUBSYSTEM
DAbA DEFENSE ATOMIC SUPPORT AGENCY
DAbC DEFENSE AUTOMOTIVE SUPPLY CENTER
DAbD DATA ACfcUISII ION SUPPORT DOCUMENT
DASH DRONE ANTI-SUB HELICOPTER
DAbOP DEMONSTKATION AND SHAKEDOWN OPERATION PIGGYBACK CKIT3
DAI DESIGN ACCEPTANCE TEST
DATAC DEFENSE « TACTICAL ARMAMENT CONTROL
DATAR DIGITAL AUTOMATIC TRACKING a REMOTING
DAHCO DIGITAL AUTOMATIC TAPE INTELLIGENCE CHECK-OUT
DATP DETAILED ACCEPTANCE TEbT PROCEDURE
DATR DESIGN APPROVAL TEST REPORT
DATS DYNAMIC ACCURACY TEST SET
DAIS 1 DETAILED ACCEPTANCE TEST SPECIFICATION
DAU DATA ACQUISITION UNIT
DAVC DELAYED AUTOMATIC VOLUME CONTROL
DAVID DEFENSE OF AIRBORNE VEHICLES IN DEPTH
DB DECIBEL
DB 1 DF.ADBANU
DB 2 DESIGN BURST
DBCU DATA BUS CONTROL UNIT
DBFS DULL BLACK FINISH SLATE
DBL DOUBLE
DBLR DOUBLER
DBH DECIBEL METEK
DBH DESCENT BAITLRY PACK
DBh DECIBELS WITH RESPECT TO ONE WATT
DC DATA CENTER
DC i DIRECT CURRENT
DC 2 DISPLAY CONSOLE
DC 3 DISCREPANCY CHECK
DC 4 DEGREES CELSIUS
DC 5 DIRECTION COSINE
DCA DESIGN CHANGE AUTHORIZATION
DCA 1 DEFENSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY
DC* 2 DIGITAL COMMAND ASSEMBLY
DCAA DEFENSE CONTROL AUDIT AGENCY
DCAS DEPUTY COMMANDER AEROSPACE SYSTEM
DCASR DEFENSE CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION SERVICE REGIONS
DCC DOW CHEMICAL CO.
DCC 1 DESIGN CHANGE CONTROL
DCC 2 DISPLAY CONTROL CONSOLE
DCLS DIGITAL COMMAND COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
DCCU DECOMMUTATOR CONDITIONING UNIT CPACE3
DCUR DECODER
DCUS DOUBLE COTTON DOUBLE SILK
DCtO DEFENSE COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING OFFICE
DCi DOCUMENTATION CHANGE INSTRUCTION
DC1 1 DELIVERABLE CONTRACT ITfvi
DC1B DATA COMMUNICATION INPUT BUFFER
DCiC DEFENSE CERAMIC INFORMATION CENTER
DCL DIGITAL COMPUTER LAB.
DCiM DRAFT CHANGE NOTICE
DCN 1 DOCUMENT CONTROL NUMBER
DCN 2 DATA CHANGE NOTICE
DCOS DATA COMMUNICATION OUTPUT SELECTOR
DCP DISASTEK CONTROL PLAN
DCPG DEFENSE COMMUNICATIONS PLANNING GROUP
DCHS DYNAMIC CRLW PROCEDURES SIMULATOR
DCH DECREASE
OCR 1 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW
DCH 2 DESTRUCT COMMAND RECEIVER
OCR 3 DESIGN CHANGE REQUEST
DCRP DEPT. OF CITY & REGIONAL PLANNING
DCS DOUBLE COTTON SINGLE SILK
DCS 1 DESIGN CONTROL SPECIFICATION
DCS 2 DIGITAL COMMAND SYSTEM
DCS 3 DAMAGE CONTROL SYSTEM
DCS/C DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF* COMPTROLLER
DCb/D DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF* DEVELOPMENT
DCb/INT DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF INTELLIGENCE
DCS/M DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF* MATERIEL
DCb/0 DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF* OPERATIONS
DCb/P DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF* PERSONNEL
DCSC DEFENSE CONSTRUCTION SURPLY CENTER
DCbL DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF FOR LOGISTICS
DCT DISASTER CONTROL TEAM
DCTL DIRECT COUPLED TRANSISTOR LOGIC
DCU DIGITAL CONTROL UNIT
DCU 1 DATA COMMAND UNIT
DCV DOUBLE COTTON VARNISH
DD DEEP DRAWN
DDA DRAWING DEPARTURE AUTHORIZATION
DDA 1 DIGITAL DIFFERENTIAL ANALYZER
DDAS DIGITAL DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
DOC DEFENSE DOCUMENTATION CENTER
DDC 1 DATA DISTRIBUTION CENTER
DDCS DIGITAL DATA CALIBRATION SYSTEM
ODD DIRECT DISTANCE DIALING
DDL) 1 DIGITAL DISPLAY DRIVER
DDL DIRECTOR DESIGN ENGINEERING
DD1S DOCUMENT DATA INDEXING SET
DDL DOCUMENTATION DISTRIBUTION LIST
DDMS DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE MANNED SPACE FLIGHT SUPPORT PLANNING OFFICE
DON DOCUMENTATION DEVELOPMENT NOTIFICATION
DDP DATA DISTRIBUTION PANEL
DDR&E DIRECTOR OF DEFENSE RESEARCH 8 ENGRG.
DDHB HANISH DEFENSE RESEARCH BOARD
DDKC DRAWING DATA REQUIRED FQ.R CHANGE
DDKS DIGITAL DATA RECORDING SYSTEM
DDb DATA DISPLAY SYSTEM
DDT DIGITAL DEMODULATION TECHNIQUES
DOTS
DDU
DDV
DE
DE 1
DE 2
DE 3
DE/Q
DEM
DEACT
DEC
DECA
DECA 1
DECEO
DECOM
DECON
DECONTN
DEU
DEUA
DEL
DEL 1
DEL 2
DELR
DEF
DEF 1
DEF T
DEFCON
OEFL
DEFREPNAMA
DEfa
DEI
DEI 1
DEL
DEL 1
DEL P
DELTA
DEL V
DEM
DEMO
DEMOD
DEP
DEPL
DEPT
DEK
DEb
DEb
DEbC
DEbCR
DEbIG
DEbS
DEbT
DEI
DET
DEI
DIGITAL DATA TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
DIGITAL DIbPLAY UNIT
DECK DRAIN VALVE
DISPLAY ELECTRONICS
DESCENT ENGINE
DESIGN ENGINEERING
DIRECT LNCOUNTER
DESIGN EVALUATION/QUALIFICATION
DISPLAY ELECTRONICS ASSEMBLIES
DEACTIVATION
DECIMAL
DISPLAY/AGAP ELECTRONIC CONTROL ASSEMBLY
DESCENT ENGINE CONTROL ASSEMBLY
DEFENSE COMMUNICATION ENGRG. OFFICE
TELEMETRY DECOMMUTATORb
DECONTAMINATION
DECONTAMINATION
DESIGN ENGINEERING DIRECTORATE
DATA ENTRY & DISPLAY ASSEMBLY
DlSCRETt. EVENT EVALUATOR
DIGITAL EVENTS EVALUATOR
PIGITAL EVALUATION EQUIPMENT
DIRECTIONAL EXPLOSIVE ECHO RANGING
DEFINECQ3
DEFENSE
DEFINITE TIME
DEFENSE READINESS CONDITION
DEFLECT
DEFENSE REPRESENTATIVE NORTH ATLANTIC AND MEDITERRANIAN AREA
DEGREE
DEFENSE ELECTRONICS* INC.
DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERING INSPECTION
DELETE
DELIVER
DELTA PKESSUKE
DETAILEU LABOR & TIME ANALYSIS
DELTA VELOCITY
DEMODULATOR
DEMONSTKATION
DEMODULATION COR]
DEPOT
DEPLETION
DEPLOY
DEPARTMENT
DISTRIBUTED ENERGY RELEASE
DESCENT
DESIGNATOR
DEFENSE ELECTRONICS SUPPLY CENTER
DESCRIBE
DESIGNATION
DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS 8 SOCIAL SCIENCE
DESTRUCT
DETACHMENT
DETECTOK
DETERMINATION
-.so-
DEI 3 CESI&N LVALUATION TEST
DEI 4 DIGITAL EVENT TIMER
DE1EC DETECTION
DETER DETERMINATION
DEV DEVICE
DEV 1 DEVELOPMENT
OEV 2 DEVIATION
DEw DISTANT EARLY WARNING
DEW 1 DEWPOINT
DEWIZ DISTANT EARLY WARNING IDENTIFICATION ZONE
DF DROP FOKGE
OF 1 DIRECTION FINDER
DF 2 DISTRIBUTION FRAME
DF 3 DEGREES FAHRENHEIT
DF i* DIRECT FLIGHT
DFaW DIRECT FIRE ANTI-TANK WEAPON
DFC DUAL-FELD COUPLER
DPI DEVELOPMENTAL FLIGHT INSTRUMENTATION
DFMSR DIRECTORATE OF FLIGHT « MISSILE SAFETY RES.
DFO DEPUTY FOR FLIGHT OPERATIONS
DFC 1 DIRECTOR FLIGHT OPERATIONS
DFK DUAL FREQUENCY RECEIVER
DFHL DIFFERENTIAL RELAY
DFS DYNAMIC FLIGHT SIMULATOR
DFSR DIRECTORATE OF FLIGHT SAFETY RESEARCH
DF1 DE-AERATING FEED TANK
DFT 1 DIRECT FLIGHT TEST
OFT 2 DESIGN FEASIBILITY TEST
DF1G DRAFTING
OF7SMN DRAFTSMAN
DG DOUBLE GROOVE CINSULATORS}
DGb DISK-GAP-BONU
DGbC DIGITAL GEO BALLISTIC COMPUTER
DGUP DOUBLE GROOVE, DOUBLE PETTICOAT CINSULATORS!
DGG DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY 8 GEOPHYSICS
DGS DATA GROUND STATION
DGbC DEFENSF. GENERAL SUPPLY CENTER
DGU DIRECTIONAL GYRO UNIT
DH DESIGN HANDBOOK
DHL DATA HANDLING CENTER
DHUD DIGITAL HIGH DEFINITION DISPLAY
DHLW OEPT. OF HtALTH» EDUCATION & WELFARE
DHP DEVELOPED HORSEPOWER
DI DtMAND INDICATOR
DI 1 DISCRETE INPUT
DlA DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
DIA 1 DIAMETER
DIAG DIAGRAM
DIAGE DEFEKSE INDUSTRY ADVISORY GROUP EUROPE
DIAM PIAMETEK
DIANE DIGITAL INTEGRATED ATTACK & NAVIGATION EQUIPMENT
DlAPH DIAPHRAGM
DIC DOCUMENT IUENTIFIER COUE
DIG 1 DATA INSERTION CONVERTER
DItON DIGITAL COMMUNICATION THROUGH OR3ITING NEEDLES
DIU PIV1SION OF ISOTOPES DEVELOPMENT
DIU 1 DATA ITEM DESCRIPTION
DIDS DEFENSE INTEGRATED DATA SYSTEMS
OIL DOCUMENT OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
DILA DICTIONARY OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING ABBREVIATIONS
DIF DIFFERENTIAL
DIKF DIFFERENCE
DIFF TR DIFFERENTIAL TIME RELAY
DIo COM DIGITAL COMPUTER
DI6ACC DIGITAL GUIDANCE AND CONTROL COMPUTER
DIGICOM PIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
DIGITAC DIGITAL TACTICAL AUTOMATIC CONTROL
DIbS DEPUTY INSPECTOR GENERAL FOR SAFETY
DIbS 1 HELTA INERTIAL GUIDANCE SYSTEM
DIGTL DIGITAL
DIM DESIGN INFORMATION MANUAL
DIM 1 DIMENSION
DILATE DEPOT-INSTALLED MAINTENANCE AUTOMATIC EQUIPMENT
DIMES DEFENSE INTEGRATED MANAGEMENT ENGINEERING SYSTEM
DIMUS DIGITAL MULTIBEAM STEERING
DIN DIGITAL INPUT
DIO DIODE
DIOB DATA INPUT/OUTPUT BUFFER
DIUI DATA INPUT OUTPUT INTERFACE
DIOI 1 DIGITAL INPUT OUTPUT INTERFACE
DIPEC DEFENSE INDUSTRIAL PLANT EQUIP. CENTER
DlK DOCUMENT INFORMATION RECORD
DIR 1 DIRECTOR
DIK CONN DIRECT CONNECTED
DIHCOL DIRECTION COblNE LINKAGE
DIb DISPLAY
DIS 1 DISCRETb
DIS 2 DATA INPUT SUBSYSTEM
DIbASSY DISASSEMBLY
DISC DISCONNECT
DIbC 1 DEFENSE INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY CENTER
DISC 2 DISCRETE
DIbCO DEFENSE INDUSTRIAL SECURITY CLEARANCE OFFICE
DIbCOM DIGITAL SELECTIVE COMMUNICATIONS
DISCON DISCONNECT
DISCR DISCRIMINATOR
DIbD DATA 8 INFORMATION SYSTEMS DIVISION
DIbP DISPLAY
DIbT DISTRIBUTOR
DIbT 1 DISTRIBUTED TIME
DIbTRAM DIGITAL SPACE TRAJECTORY MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
DITU DIGITAL INTERFACE TEST UNIT
DIU DIGITAL INTERFACE UNIT
DIV DIVERTEK
DIVID DRESSEK INDUSTRIAL VALVE & INSTRUMENT DIV.CFORMERLY
DK DECA
DK 1 DOCKED
DK 2 DEGREES KELVIN
DKG COCKING .
DKM DECAMETER -
DL DOUBLE ACETATF
DL 1 DATA LIUK
DLaE DESIGN LIMIT AND ENDURANCE
DLA DECLINATION OF LAUNCH ASYMPTOTE
DLC DYNAMIC LOAD CHARACTERISTICS
DLtA DOUBLE LEG ELBOW AMPLIFIER
DLK DATA LIi\|K
DLO DEPUTY FOR LAUNCH OPERATIONS
DLO I DIRECTOR LAUNCH OPERATIONS
DLSC DEFENSE LOGISTICS SERVICES CENTER
DLblE DEFENSE LOGISTICS STUDIES INFORMATION EXCHANGE
DLY DELAY
DM DATA MANAGEMENT
DM I DECIMETER
DM 2 DESIGN MANUAL
OMAN DATA MANAGER
DMC DATA MANAGEMENT COMPUTER
DME DISTANCE MEASURING EQUIPMENT
DMM DROP MAN-HOLE
DMIC DEFENSE METALS INFORMATION CENTER
DMiRR Dt-MAND MODE INTEGRAL ROCKET RAMJET
DML DEMOLITION
DMN DEFECTIVE MATERIAL NOTICE
DM0 DATA MANAGEMENT OFFICE
DMPI DESIRED MEAN POINT OF IMPACT
DMHR DAMPER
DMb DEFENSE MISSILE SYSTEMS
DMS 1 DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
DM^C DEFENSE MEDICAL SUPPLY CENTER
DMSP DATA MANAGEMENT SUMMARY PROCESSOR
DMSR DIRECTOR OF MISSILE SAFETY RESEARCH
DMU DUAL PURPOSE MANEUVERING UNIT
DMUP DEFENSE MATERIAL UTILIZATION PROGRAM
DMY DUMMY
ON DOWN
DN 1 OATA NUMBER
DNAME DEPT. OF NAVAL ARCHITECTURE * MARINE ENGRG.
DNCCC DEFENSE NATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS CONTROL CENTER
ONE DEPT. OF NUCLEAR ENGRG.
DNFST DEPT. OF NUTRITION* FOOD SCIENCE & TECH,
DNK DOWNRANGE
DNS DOPPLER NAVIGATION SYSTEM
DNSR DIRECTOR OF NUCLEAR SAFETY RESEARCH
DO DRAW OUT
DO 1 OROPOUT
DO 2 DISCRETE OUTPUT
DO 3 DcSIRABLE OBJECTIVE
DOB DISCRETE OUT BLOCKHOUSE
DOC DOCUMENTATION}
DOC 1 DIRECT OPERATING COST
DOD PEVELOPMENT OPERATIONS DIVISION
DOU 1 DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
DOU 2 DEPTH OF DISCHARGE
DOUCI DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE COMPUTER INSTITUTE
DOOD DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE DIRECTIVE
-S3-
DOUDAC DEPT. OF DEFtNSE DAMAGE. ASSESSMENT CENTER
DODISS DEPT. OF DEFENSE INDEX OF SPECIFICATION 8 STANDARDS
DOF DIRECTION OF FLIGHT
DOI-L DIAMOND ORDNANCE FUZE LAB.
DOI DIFFERENTIAL ORBIT IMPROVEMENT
DOi 1 DESCENT ORBIT INSERTION
DOM DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
DOM DATA OUTPUT MULTIPLEXER
DOP DOPPLER
OOP 1 DETAILED OPERATING PROCEDURES
DOT DEPARTMENT Of- TRANSPORTATION
DOUSER DOPPLER UNBEAMED SEARCH RADAR
DOV DISCRETL OUT VEHICLE
DOVAP DOPPLER VELOCITY & POSITION
DO^ . DOZEN
DP DIAMETRAL PITCH
DP 1 DOUBLE POLE
DP 2 DESCRIPTION PATTERN
DP 3 DUPQNT
DP SW DOUBLE POLE SWITCH
DPC DATA PROCESSING CENTER
DPC 1 DATA PROCESSING CONTROL
DPQC DOUBLE PAPER DOUBLE COTTON
DPDM DOUBLE pULbE DURATION MODULATION
DPUT DOUBLE-POLE DOUBLE-THROW
DPL DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
DPF DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE FEEDBACK
DPbR DUGWAY PROVING GROUND
OPL DIPOLE
DPLCS DIGITAL PROPELLANT LEVEL CONTROL SYSTEM
DPLY DEPLOY
DPM DISINTEGRATION PER MINUTE
DPM 1 DUAL PURPOSE MISSILE
DPO DROP-OUT CRELAY]
OPPE DATA PROCESSING PROJECT ENGINEER
DPK DEPT. OF PHYSICAL RESEARCH
DPS DESCENT POWER SYSTEM
DPS 1 DATA PROCESSING STANDARDS
DPb 2 DATA PROCESSING SYSTEMS
DPb 3 DESCENT PROPULSION SYSTEMS
DPbC DEFENSE PETROLEUM SUPPLY CENTER
DPbT DOUBLE ROLE SINGLE THROW
DPU DESIGN PROOF UNIT
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FA FULLY AUTOMATIC
FA 1 FRANKFORD ARSENAL
FA 2 FAILURE ANALYSIS
FAA FEDERAL AVIATION AGENCY
FAB FABRICATION
FAbMDS FIELD A«MY BALLISTIC MISSILE DEFENSE SYSTEM CNOW AADS3
FAbU FUEL ADDITIVE BLENDER UNIT
FAC FACILITY
FACI FIRST ARTICLE CONFIGURATION INSPECTION
FAI 1 FLIGHT ANOMALY INVESTIGATION
FACS FACSIMILE
FACT FLIGHT ACCEPTANCE COMPOSITE TEST
FACT 1 FLEXIBLE AUTOMATIC CIRCUIT TESTER
FAL FINAL APPROACH EQUIPMENT
FA&C FAST AUTOMATIC GAIN CONTROL
FAh FAHRENHLIT
FAI FIRST ARTICLE INSPECTION
FAi 1 FLIGHT ANOMALY INVESTIGATION
FAIL FAILURE
FAIR FOCUS ON ARMS INFORMATION 8 REASSURANCE
FA1S FORCE AIR INTELLIGENCE STUDY
FAL FUNCTION OF ASTRONAUT LOCATION
FAME FORECASTS AND APPRAISALS FOR MANAGEMENT EVALUATION
FAMS FARFIELU ACOUSTIC MEASURING SYSTEM
FAMU FUEL ADjITlVE MIXTURE UNIT
FAG FINISH ALL OVER
FAG 1 FLIGHT ACTIVITIES OFFICER
FAR FORTRAN ASb:Y PROGRAM
FAP 1 FLIGHT ACCEPTANCE PROFILE
FAvj FAIR AVERAGE QUALITY
FAK FAILURE ANALYSIS REPORT
FAKADA FAILURE RATE DATA PROGRAM
FAKC FAST ACCURATE REFRACTION CORRECTION
FAKET FAST REACTOR EXPERIMENT TFST
FAb FLIGHT ASSISTANCE SERVICE
FAb i FIXED AIRLOCK SHROUD
FASCOM FIELD ARMY SUPPORT COMMAND
FASEB FEDERATION OF AMERICAN SOCIETIES FOR EXPERIMENTAL BIOLOGY
FAST FAST AUTOMATIC SHUTTLE TRANSFER
FAbT 1 FLUORESCENT ANTIBODY STAINING TECHNIQUE
FAbT-VAL FORWARD AIR STRIKE EVALUATION
FASTAR FREQUENCY ANGLE SCANNING* TRACKING & RANGING
FASTI FAST ACCESS TO SYSTEMS TECHNICAL INFORMATION
FAI FACTORY ACCEPTANCE TEST
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FA1E FUZINGr ARMING TEST EXPERIMENT
FA* FLEET AIR WING
FA*S FLIGHT ADVISORY WEATHER SERVICE
FAX FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION
FAX 1 FUEL AlK EXPLOSIVES
FB FUSE BLOCK
FBI FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
FEET BOARD MEASURE CBOARD FEET 3
1 FLEET BALLISTIC MISSILE
FLEET BALLISTIC MISSILE WEAPON SYSTEM
FIBER
FLY BY *IRE
FALSE CAPE
1 FIXED CAMERA
2 FLIGHT CONTROLCLER3
3 FUEL CELL
FREQUENCY CONTROL/ETR SXTE AT KSC
FREQUENCY CONTROL ANALYSIS
1 FIELD CHANGE ANALYSIS
2 FUEL CAPSULE ASSEMBLY
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
1 FLIGHT COORDINATION CENTER
2 FLIGHT CONTROL COMPUTER
FLIGHT CHANGE CONTROL ORDER
FLIGHT CONTROLLER CONFIDENCE TEST
FLIGHT CONTROL DIVISION
FEDERAL CIVIL DEFENSE ADMINISTRATION
FACILITY CONTRACT END ITEM
FACILITY CHANGE GROUP
FLIGHT CONTROLLER :S HANDBOOK
FUNCTIONAL CONFIGURATION IDENTIFICATION
FAIRCHILD CAMERA AND INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
FACILITY CHANGE INITIATION REQUEST
FRICK CHEMICAL LABORATORY
1 FUEL CELL
FLIGHT COMBUSTION MONITOR
FIRE COMMAND
FLIGHT CREW MISSION SIMULATOR
FOOT CONTROLLED MANEUVERING UNIT
FIELD CHANGE NOTIFICATION
FUNCTIONAL CHECKOUT
FLIGHT CREW OPERATIONS BRANCH CNASAD
FLIGHT CREW-OPERATIONS DIRECTORATE
FLIGHT CONTROLLERS OPERATIONS HANDBOOK
FACILITY CHECKOUT VEHICLE
FUEL CELL POWER PLANT SYSTEM
FINAL CONFIGURATION REVIEW
FECAL COLLECTION RECEPTACLE ASSEMBLY
FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
i FECAL CONTAINMENT SUBSYSTEM
FCSD FLIGHT CREW SUPPORT DIVISION CMSCD
FCSLE FORECASTLE
FCSM FLIGHT COMBUSTION STABILITY MOTOR
FCST FORECAST
FCST 1 FEDERAL COUNCIL FOR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
FBfo
FQMWS
FBK
FBW
FC
FC
FC
FC
FC/KSC
FCA
FCA
FCA
FCC
FCC
FCC
FCCO
FCCT
FCu
FCDA
FCLI
FCC.
FCH
FC1
FCIC
FCiR
FCL
FCL
FCM
FCMD
FCMS
FChU
FCN
FCU
FCUB
FCOD
FCOH
FCOV
FCPPS
FCK
FCRA
FCS
FCT FACTORY
FCT 1 FLIGHT CREW TRAINER
FCTB FLIGHT CREW TRAINING BUILDING
FCiS FLIGHT CREW TRAINER SIMULATOR
FCV FACILITY CHECKOUT VEHICLE
FD FLIGHT DIRECTOR CNASA1
FDAI FLIGHT DIRECTOR ATTITUDE INDICATOR
PDAS FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS SHEET
FOB FORCED DRAFT BLOWER
FOB 1 FULL DATA BLOCK
FOB 2 FLIGHT DYNAMICS BRANCH
FOB 3 FAHRENHEIT DRY BULB
FDC FIRE DEPARTMENT CONNECTION
FDD FOREIGN DOCUMENT DIVISION
FDDL FREQUENCY DIVISION DATA LINK
FDLC FLUIDYNE ENGINEERING CORPORATION
FDG FLIGHT DYNAMICS GROUP
FDI FLIGHT DIRECTOR INDICATOR
FDL FLIGHT DYNAMIC LABORATORY
FDLH FLIGHT DETERMINATION LAfl.» HOLLQMAN AFB
FDM FREQUENCY DIVISION MULTIPLEX
FDN FOUNDATION
FDO FLIGHT DYNAMICS OFFICER
FOP FLIGHT DATA PROCESSING
FDK FEEDER
FDKG FLUID DYNAMICS RES. GROUP
FDRI FLIGHT DIRECTOR RATE INDICATOR
FDKL FLUID DYNAMIC RES. LABt
FDKY FOUNDRY
Fob FLUID DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
FDb 1 FLARE DETECTION SYSTEM
FOX FULL DUPLEX
FE IRON CFERRUMJ
FEA FAILURE EFFECT ANALYSIS
FEAT FINAL ENGINEERING ACCEPTANCE TEST
FEb FLIGHT EVALUATION BOARD
FEfaS FUNCTIONAL ELECTRONIC BLOCKS
FEC 1 FEDERAL ELECTRIC CORPORATION
FED FEDERAL
FED 1 FLIGHT EVENTS DEMONSTRATION
FE1A FLIGHT ENGINEERSQ INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION
FEW FEMALE
FEW 1 FLYABLE ENGINEERING MODEL
FEMS FACILITIES & ENVIRONMENTAL MEASURING SYSTEMS
FEO FIELD ENGINEERING ORDER
FEK FORWARD ENGINE ROOM
FEb FINE ERROR SENSOR
FEI FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS
FETO FACTORY EQUIPMENT TRANSFER ORDER
FE*G FLIGHT EVALUATION WORKING GROUP
FEX FLEET EXERCISE
FF FLORIDA FACILITY
FFA PREFIX* AERONAUTICAL RtS. INST. OF SWEDEN
FFAR FORWARD FIRING AIRCRAFT ROCKET
FFAR 1 FOLDING-FIN AIRCRAFT ROCKET
FFC FEDERAL FIRE COUNCIL
FFL 1 FINAL FLIGHT CERTIFICATION
FFi FUEL FLOW INDICATOR
FFP FIRM FIXED PRICE
FFP 1 FAST FIELD PROGRAM
FFS FLIGHT FOLLOWING SERVICE
FFSA a c FIELD FUNCTIONAL SYSTEM ASSEMBLY AND CHECKOUT
FFTF FAST FLuX TEST FACILITY
FFTV FREE FLIGHT TEST VEHICLE
FGE FACTORY GROUND EQUIPT
FGK FINGER
FH PLAT HEAD
FHC FIRE HOSE CABINET
FHC 1 FAIRCHILD HILLER CORPORATION
FHF FIRST HQRI20NAL FLIGHT
FHP FRICTION HORSEPOWER
FHK FIRE HOSE RACK
FHS FORWARD HEAT SHIELD
FHSS FORWARD HEAT SHIELD SEPARATION
FHY FIRE HYDRANT
FIC FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE CONTROL
PICA FEDERAL INSURANCE CONTRIBUTIONS ACT
FICO FORD INST. COMPANY* INC,
FIDO FLIGHT DYNAMICS OFFICER
FIFO FIRST IN-FIRST OUT ^SEQUENCE OF ROTATING CREWMAN}
Fit, FIGURE
FUG FEDERAL ITEM IDENTIFICATION GUIQE
FUN FEDERAL ITEM INVESTIGATION NUMBER
FIL FILAMENT
FILS FLARESCAN INSTRUMENT LANDING SYSTEM
FILUP FRANKLIN INSTITUTE LABORATORIES UNIVERSAL PULSER
FIM FIELD ION MICROSCOPE
FIMATE FACTORY-INSTALLED MAINTENANCE AUTOMATIC TEST EQUIPMENT
FIN FINISH
FIP FUEL INJECTION PRESSURE
FIPS FEDERAL INFORMATION PROCESSING STANDARDS
FIR FUEL INDICATOR READING
FIK 1 FULL INDICATOR READING
FIKE FLIGHT INVESTIGATION RE-ENTRY EVALUATION
FIKEX FIRE EXTINGUISHING SYSTEM
FIKL THE FRANKLIN INSTITUTE RESEARCH LABORATORIES
FIRST FABRICATION OF INFLATABLE RE-ENTRY STRUCTURES FOR TESTS
FIS FLIGHT INFORMATION SERVICE
FIST FAULT ISOLATION BY SEMIAUTOMATIC TECHNIQUES
FIT FLORIDA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
FI1H FIRE IN THE HOLE
FIUO FOR INTERNAL USE ONLY
FRANK J. SILER RES. LAB,
FLUID
1 FUEL
2 FLAME
3 FLOW LINE
»» FULL LIFT
FUNCTIONAL LINE DIAGRAM
FORWARD LAUNCHED AERODYNAMIC MISSILES
FL
FL
FL
FL
FL
FL DIAG
FLAM
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FLARE FLIGHT ANOMALIES REPORTING
FLC FLIGHT CREW
FLU FIELD
FLU 1 FUNCTIONAL LINE DIAGRAM
FLLA FLUX LOGIC ELEMENT ARRAY
FLfcX FLEXIBLE
FLEXF.M FLEXIBLE ENERGY MANAGEMENT
FL«» FLOORING
FLHLS FLASHLESS
FLIMBAL FLOATED INERTIAL MEASUREMENT BALL
FLIOP FLIGHT OPERATIONS PLANNER
FLiP FLOATING INSTRUMENT PLATFORM
FLIP 1 FLIGHT LAUNCHED INFRARED PROBE
FL1R FORWARD LOOKING INFRARED SYSTEMS
FLO FUNCTIONAL LINE ORGANIZATION
FLOLS FRESNEL LENS OPTICAL LANDING SYSTEM
FLOS FIXED LINE OF SIGHT
FLOSOST FLUORINE-ONE STAGE ORBITAL SPACE TRUCK
FLOT FLOTATION
FLUX FLUORINE-LIQUID OXYGEN
FLP FAULT LOCATION PANEL
FLK FORWARD LOOKING RADAR
FLSC FLEXIBLE LINEAR SHAPED CHG,
FL1 FLIGHT
FLUOR FLUORESCENT
FM FREQUENCY MODULATION
FM i FIELD MANUAL
FM 2 FLOWMETfcR
FM-CW FREQUENCY MODULATION-CONTINUOUS WAVE
FMA FAILURE MODE ANALYSIS
FMA 1 FOOD MANAGEMENT AREA
FMAD FLIGHT MISSION ASSIGNMENTS DOCUMENT
FMC FOOD MACHINERY & CHEMICAL CORP.
FMC 1 FOOD MANAGEMENT COMPARTMENT
FMC 2 FORWARD MOTION COMPENSATION
FMCW FREQUENCY MODULATED CONTINUOUS WAVE
FMD&C FLIGHT MECHANICS* DYNAMICS* AND CONTROL
FMLA FAILURE MODE AND EFFECT ANALYSIS
FMECA FAILURE MOUE* EFFECTS AND CRITICALITY ANALYSIS
FMtS FULL MISSION ENGINEERING SIMULATOR
FMFB FREQUENCY MODULATION WITH FEEDBACK
FMO FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT OFFICE
FMOF FIRST MAN-ORBITING FLIGHT
FMP FLUID MOTION PANEL* ARC
FMPR FEDERAL PROPERTY MANAGEMENT REGULATION
FMK FAILURE & MALFUNCTION KEPORT
FMRD FLIGHT MISSION RULES DOCUMENT
FMS FOOD MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
FMS 1 FECAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
FMS 2 FORCE MEASURING SYSTEM
FMSC FILM MAGAZINE STORAGE CONTAINER
FMSL FORT MONMOUTH SIGNAL LABORATORY
FMTA FLASH MASS THERMAL ANALYSIS
FMTS FIELD MAINTENANCE TEST STATION
FMU FUNCTIONAL MOCKUP
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FMU 1 FORCE MEASURING UNIT
FMA FM TRANSMITTER
FN FLAT NOSE tPROJECTILES
FNA FUMING NITRIC AGIO
FNUG FUNDING
FNH FLASHLESS NON-HYGROSCOPE
FNP FUSION POINT
FNPO FOR NASA PERSONNEL ONLY
FNb FAILURE NOTIFICATION SHEET
FO FUEL OIL
FO 1 FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVE
FO 2 FAIL OPERATION
FOB FREE ON BOARD
FOb 1 FIBER OpTICS BOARD
FOB 2 FLIGHT OPERATIONS BUILDING
FOC FOCUS
FOCSL FLEET ORIENTED CONSOLIDATED STOCK LIST
FOD FLIGHT OPERATIONS DIRECTORATE
FOIF FREE OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTRUMENT FLOAT
FOiR FIELD Op INTEREST REGISTER
FOM FIGURE OF MERIT
FOMCAT FOREIGN MATERIAL CATALOG
FOMR FLIGHT OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT ROOM
FOP FINANCIAL OPERATING PLAN
FOP 1 FLIGHT OPERATIONS PLAN
FPOT FACILITr POWER OUT TEST
FORDS FLOATING OCEAN RESEARCH g DEV. STATION
FOKTRAN FORMULA TRANSLATION
FOb FLIGHT QPNS SUPPORT
FObDIC FILM OPTICAL SENSING DEVICE FOR INPUT TO COMPUTFRS
FObO FLIGHT OPERATIONS SCHEDULING OFFICE CHOUSTON3
FOV FIELD OF VIEW
FP FIXED PRICE
FP 1 FLIGHT PROGRESS
FP*D FACILITY PLANNING DESIGN
FPfcL FLORIDA POWER AND LIGHT
FPA FLIGHT PATH ANGLE
FPAC FLIGHT RATH ANALYSIS AND COMMAND
FPb FUEL PREBUKNEK
FPC FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION
FPE FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM ELEMENT
FPEC FEDERAL PACIFIC ELECTRIC CO.
FPF FINE POINTING FACILITY
FPi FUEL PRESSURE INDICATOR
FPIF ' FIXED-PRICE-INCENTIVE-FEE
FPiS FORWARD PROPAGATION IONOSPHERIC SCATTER
FPL FOREST PRODUCT LAB.
FPM FEET PER MINUTE
FPu FUTURE PROJECTS OFFICE CMSFC3
FPK FLIGHT PERFORMANCE PROPELLANT RESERVE
FPH 1 FAN PRESSURE RATIO
FPRC FLY IMG PERSONNEL RES. COMM»
FPKF FIREPROOF
FPb FEET PER SECOND
FPS 1 FRAMES PER SECOND
FPbV
FPTS
FO
FQML
FQK
FQT
FQTR
FR
FR 1
FR 2
FR BEL
FRAC
FRAG
FRAM
FRAP
FRC
FRC 1
FRC 2
FRO
FRD 1
FRDC
FRQI
FRLDI
FREEBD
FRfcL
FRtQ
FRLSCANNAR
FRF
FRI
FRKLN
FRL
FRM
FROST
FRQMULT
FRR
FRK 1
FRbS
FRT
FRT 1
FRfcK
FS
FS 1
FS 2
FS 3
FSAR
FSbL
FSC
FSC 1
FSU
FSL
FSL 1
FSL 2
FSI
FSK
FSL
FLOW PATH SELECTOR VALVE
FORWARD PROPAGATION TROPOSPHERIC SCATTER
FLIGHT QUALIFICATION
FORT WORTH QUALIFIED MATERIAL LIST
FLIGHT QUALIFICATION RECORDER
FORMAL QUALIFICATION TEST
FLIGHT QUALIFICATION TARE RECORDER
FIRING ROOM
FAILURE REPORT
FRAME
FROM BELOW
FRACTIONAL
FRAGMENT
FLEET RtHABILITATlON S MODERNIZATION
FIRE RESCUE AIR PACK
FLIGHT KESEARCH CENTER
FEDERAL RECORDS CENTER
FREDERICK RESEARCH CENTER
FAILURE RATE DATA
FLIGHT READINESS DEMONSTRATION
FLORIDA RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
FLIGHT RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT INSTRUMENTATION
FLIGHT RANGE AND ENDURANCE DATA INDICATOR
FREEBOARD
FELTMAN RES. & ENGRG. LAB.
FREQUENCY
FREQUENCY SCAN RADAR
FLIGHT READINESS FIRING
FRIDAY
FRANKLIN
FELTMAN REb. LAB.
FIBER REINFORCED MATERIALS
FOOD RESERVES ON SPACE TRIPS
FREQUENCY MULTIPLIER
FLIGHT READINESS REVIEW
FAILURE REPORTING REVIEW
FLIGHT REFERENCE STABILIZATION SYSTEMS
FLIGHT RATING TEST
PLIGHT READINESS TEST
FRAMEWOnK
FORESIGHT
FIELD SERVICE
FIRE SWITCH
FULL SCALE
FINAL SAFETY ANALYSIS REPORT
FUSIBLE
FINAL SYSTEMS CHECK
FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASSIFICATION
FLIGHT SUPPORT DIVISION CHOUSTON3
FACTORY SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
FIELD SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
FLIGHT SUPPOHT EQUIPMENT
FEDERAL STOCK ITEM
FREQUENCY SHIFT KEYING
FEDERAL STOCK LISTINGS
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FSMWO FIELD SERVICE MODIFICATION WORK ORDER
FSN FEDERAL STOCK NUMBER
FSN 1 FRENCH SPEAKING NATIONS
FSK FLIGHT SUPPORT REQUEST
FSK i FIELD SERVICE. REPORT
FSH 2 FINAL SfSTEM RUN
FSRD FLORIDA STATE ROAD DEPARTMENT
FSKT FLIGHT SYSTEMS REDUNDANCY TEST
FSb FLIGHT SERVICE STATION -
FSb 1 FINE SUN SENSOR
FST FORGED STEEL
FSIC FOREIGN SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY CENTER
FSTV FULL SCALE TEST VEHICLE
FSU FULL SCALE UNIT
FSU 1 FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY
FT FEET
FT 1 FUNCTIONAL TtST
FT LB FOOT-POUNDLSJ
FT-C FOOT-CANDLE
FT-L FOOT-LAMBERT
FTA FLIGHT JEST ARTICLE
FTB FILM TRANSFER BOOM
FTC FAST TIME CONSTANT
FTC 1 FLIGHT TEST CENTER
FTC 2 FLORIDA TEST CENTER
FTCA FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT
FTCP FLIGHT TEST CHANGE PROPOSAL
FTCSS FLIGHT TRACE CONTAMINANT SENSOR SYSTEM
FTL) FLIGHT TEST DIRECTIVE
FTQIP FLIGHT TEST L)IV.» INTERNAL PROJECT
FTE. FACTORY TEST EQUIPMENT
FTO FOOTING
FTL FEDERAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS LAB.
FTM FLIGHT TEST MISSILE
FTU FIELD TEST OPERATIONS
FTO 1 FUNCTIONAL TEST OBJECTIVE
FTO 2 FLIGHT TEST OBJECTIVE
FTP FLIGHT TEST PROCEDURE
FTH i FIXED THROTTLE POINT
FTP 2 FUNCTIONAL TEST PROCEDURE
FTP 3 FULL THKOTTLE POSITION
FTK FACTOR
FTK 1 FINAL TEST RACK
FTKM FLIGHT TEST REQUEST MEMORANDUM
FTb FEDERAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
FTS 1 FEDERAL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
FTb 2 FREQUENCY & TIMING SUBSYSTEM
FTb 3 FLIGHT TELEMETRY SUBSYSTEM
FTb <* FUNCTIONAL TEST SPECIFICATION
FTT FUEL TRANSFER TOOL
FTU FACTORY TRAINING UNIT
FTU 1 FLIGHT TEST UNIT
FTU 2 FUEL TRANSFER UNIT
FTV FLIGHT TELEVISION
FTwG FLIGHT TEST WORKING GROUP
FU
FUNCT
FUNCT LINE
FUKN
FUS
FUb 1
FV
FVV
FW
FWA
FWB
FWO
FWDT
FWt
FWMAF
FWS
FX
FXD
FY
FYFSFP
G
6 d A
G & C
6 a CC
G & N
G VS T
G VS V
G&CEP
Gat
G&NS
G-CAL
G-METER
G/P
G/b
GA
GA 1
GA 2
GA 3
GA **
GAATV
GAc
GAC 1
GAEC
GAI-S
GAINS
GAiT
GAL
GAL 1
GALCIT
GALS
GALV
GALVWG
GAM
GAMA
GAO
FIRIUG UNIT
FUNCTION
FUNCTIONAL LINE DIAGRAM
FURNISH CES» ED» ING3
FUSELAGE
FAR ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROMETER
FLUSH VALVE
FLIGHT VERIFICATION VEHICLE
FEED WATER
FORWARD WAVE AMPLIFIER
FAHRENHEIT WET BULB
FORWARD
FLIGHT WORTHINESS DEMONSTRATION TEST
FACILITIES WORKING GROUP
FREE WORLD MILITARY ASSISTANCE FORCES
FILTER WEDGE SPECTROMETER
FACSIMILE
FIXED
FISCAL YEAR
FIVE-YEAR FORCE STRUCTURE AND FINANCIAL PROGRAM
ACCELERATION t DUE TO GRAVITY]
GENERAL & ADMINISTRATIVE OVERHEAD
GUIDANCE AND CONTROL
GUIDANCE AND CONTROL COUPLER
GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION
DECELERATION UNITS OF GRAVITY VERSUS TIME
DECELERATION UNITS OF GRAVITY VERSUS VELOCITY
GUIDANCE AND CONTROL EQUIPMENT PERFORMANCE
GROUND ft ENVIRONMENTAL
GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION SYSTEM
GRAM-CAuORIE
GRAM-METER
GREEN PHONE
GRAVITY PER bECOND
GEMINI AGENA
GENERAL ATOMIC
GOVERNMENT AGENCY
GAGE
GIMBAL ANGLE
GEMINI ATLAS AGENA TARGET VEHICLE
GOODYEAR AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
GRUMMAN AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
GRUMMAN AIRCWAFT & ENGINEERING CORP.
GENTILE AIR FORCE STATION
GIMBALLESS ANALYTIC INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM
GOVERNMENT AND INDUSTRY TEAM
GALACTIC
GUGGENHEIM AERONAUTICAL LAB. LCALIF. INST. OF TECH. 3
GENERAL AERODYNAMIC LIFTING SURFACE
GALVANOMETER
GEMINI AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLE WORKING GROUP
GUIDED AIRCRAFT MISSILE
GAS APPLIANCES MANUFACTURERS: ASSOCIATION
GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE
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GAK GUIDED AIRCRAFT ROCKET
GAKD GENERAL AMERICAN RESEARCH DIVISION
GAKP GLOBAL ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH PROGRAM
GAS GEN GAS GENERATOR
GASKET GRAPHIC SURFACE KINETICS CCOMPUTER PROGRAM3
GASL GEN. APPLIED SCIENCE LAB.
GASP GRAND ACCELERATED SPACE PLATFORM
GASP 1 GENERALIZED AEROSPACE PROGRAM
GASP 2 GLOBAL ATMOSPHERIC SAMPLING PROGRAM
GASTA GIMBAL ANGLE SEQUENCING TRANSFORMATION ASSY
GAT GROUND/AIR TRANSMITTER
GAT 1 GEMINI AGENA TARGET
GAT 2 GOODYEAR ATOMIC CORPORATION
GATC GENERAL AMERICAN TRANSPORTATION CORPORATION
GATU GEOPHYSICAL AUTOMATIC TRACKER UNIT
GATV GEMINI AGENA TARGET VEHJCLE
GB/L GOVERNMENT BILL OF LADING
GBI GRAND BAHAMA ISLAND
GBL GOVERNMENT BILL OF LADING
GBS GAS BEARING SYSTEM
GBS 1 GAS BIOASSAY SYSTEM
GC GIGACYCLES L100Q MEGACYCLES!
GC 1 GIMBAL CASE
GC 2 GUIDANCE COMPUTER
GCA GROUND CONTROL APPROACH
GCA 1 GEOPHYSICS CORPORATION OF AMERICA
GCM 2 GROUND CONTROL APPROACH
GCAT GUIDANCE AND CONTROL ANALYSIS TEAM
GCD GREATEST COMMON DIVISOR
GCF GROUND COMMUNICATIONS FACILITY
GCFAP GUIDANCE & CONTROL FLIGHT ANALYSIS PROGRAM
GCI GROUND CONTROL INTERCEPTOR
GCO GEORGETOWN COLLEGE OBSERVATORY
GCK GROUND-CONTROLLED RADAK
GCS GROUND COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
GCSC GUIDANCE*CONTROL AND SEQUENCING COMPUTER
GCI GREENWICH CIVIL TIME
GCTA GROUND CONTROLLED TELEVISION ASSEMBLY
GCTS GROUND COMMUNICATIONS TRACKING SYSTEM
GCU GYRO COUPLING UNIT
GD/A GENERAL DYNAMICS/ASTRONAUTICS
GD/C GENERAL DYNAMICS/CONVAIR
GD/EB GENERAL DYNAMICS/ELECTRIC BOAT DIVISION
GD/FW GENERAL DYNAMICS/FORT WORTH
GD/GA GENERAL DYNAMICS/GENERAL ATOMIC
GDA GIMBAL U«IVE ASSEMBLY
GDL GYRO DISPLAY COUPLER
GDF GAS DYNAMICS FACILITY
GDHS GROUND DATA HANDLING SYSTEM
GDO GUIDANCE OFFICER
GDOP GEOMETRIC DILUTION OF PRECISION
GDS GOLDSTONE» CAL.
GE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
GE 1 GERMANIUM
GE/ASD GENERAL ELECTRIC/APOLLO SUPPORT DIVISION
GEAR
GECO
GEUA
GEtSE
GEO
GEM
GEN
GEN
GENESYS
GEO
GEOREF
GEOS
GEP
GEk
GEREP
GERT
GESAC
GETI
GFC
GFK
GFST
GET
GETO
GETOL
GETS
GETS
GEV
GEVIC
GFA
GFAE
GFAE
GFD
GF£
GFF
GFK
GFS
GFSP
GFST
GG
GG
GGC,
GGL
GGSE
GGv
GH
GH2
GHAT
GHC
GHE
GHE
GHN2
GI
GI
GENERAL ELECTRIC ATOMIC POWER
GENERAL ELECTRODYNAMICS COMPANY
GUIDANCE ENGINE CUTOFF
GROUND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING INSTALLATION AGENCY
GENERAL ELECTRIC ELECTRONIC SYSTEM EVALUATION
GASEOUS EJECTION
GEMINI PROGRAM
GENERAL
1 GENERATOR
GRADUATE ENGINEERING EDUCATION SYSTEM
GEOTECHNlCAL CORPORATION
WORLD GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE SYSTEM
GEODETIC EARTH ORBITING SATELLITE
GODDARD EXPERIMENTAL PACKAGE
GOODYEAR ENGINEERING RPT.
GENERALIZED EQUIPMENT RELIABILITY EVALUATION PROCEDURE
GRAPHICAL EVALUATION AND REVIEW TECHNIQUES
GENERAL ELECTRIC SELF ADAPTIVE CONTROL SYSTEM
GROUND ELAPSED TIME OF IGNITION
GAS FILTER CORRELATION
i GLASS FIBER REINFORCED
GROUND FUEL START TANK
GROUND ELAPSED TIME
GROUND EQUIPMENT TURN OFF
GROUND EFFECT - TAKE-OFF & LANDING
GROUND EQUIPMENT TEST SET
1 GENERAL TRACK SIMULATION
GROUND EFFECT VEHICLE
GENERAL ELECTRIC VARIABLE INCREMENT COMPUTER
GOVERNMENT FURNISHED ARTICLES
GOVERNMENT FURNISHED AEROSPACE EQUIPMENT
1 GOVERNMENT FURNISHED AIRBORNE EQUIPMENT
GOVERNMENT FURNISHED DOCUMENTATION
GOVERNMENT FURNISHED EQUIPMENT
GOVERNMENT FURNISHED PROPERTY
GAS FILLED RECTIFIER
GOVERNMENT FURNISHED SERVICES
GOVERNMENT FURNISHED SUPPORT PROPERTY
GROUND FUEL START TANK
GAS GENERATOR
1 GRAVITY GRADIENT
GROUND GUIDANCE COMPUTER
GRAVITY-GRADIENT LIBRATION
GRAVITY GRADIENT STABILIZATION EXPERIMENT
GAS GENERATOR VALVE
GEMINI HATCH
GASEOUS HYDROGEN
GROUND HANDLING AND TRANSPORTATION
GROUND HALF COUPLING
GASEOUS HELIUM
1 GROUND HANDLING EQUIPMENT
GASEOUS NITROGEN
GIGA HERTZ
GALVANIZED IKON
1 GOVERNMENT ISSUE
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GIuEP GOVERNMENT INDUSTRY DATA EXCHANGE PROGRAM
GIGS GEMINI INERTIAL GUIDANCE SYSTEM
GIM8 GIMBAL
GIMRADA GEODESY, INTELLIGENCE 6 MAPPING RES. ft DEV. AGENCY
GIMU GlMBALLfcSS INERTIAL MEASURING UNIT
GIN GIMBALED INTEGRAL NOZZLE
GIPSE GRAVITY INDEPENDENT PHOTO SYNTHETIC GAS EXCHANGER
GIKLS GENERALIZED INFORMATION RETRIEVAL 4 LISTING SYSTEM
GIRLS 1 GENERAL INDEXING IN RECIPROCAL LATTICE SPACE
Gib GENERAL INSTALLATION SUBCONTRACTOR
GISS GODDARD INST. OF SPACE STUDIES
GIT GEORGIA INST. OF TECH.
GITP GROUND INTEGRATION TEST PROGRAM
GJP GALACTIC JUPITER PROBE
GL GRADE LINE
GLANCE GLOBAL LIGHTWEIGHT AIRBORNE NAVIGATION COMPUTER EQUIPMENT
GLC GENERAL LEARNING CORP.
GLDS GEMINI LAUNCH DATA SYSTEM
GLt GOVERNMENT LOANED EQUIPMENT
GLiPAR GUIDE LINE IDENTIFICATION PROGRAM FOR ANH-MISSILE RES.
GLO GROUND LOGISTICS OPERATIONS
GLOBECOM GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
GLOCOM GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
GLOM GROSS LIFT OFF MASS
GLOMEX GLOBAL METEOROLOGICAL EXPERIMENT
GLOPAC GYROSCOPIC LOW-POWER ATTITUDE CONTROL
GLOTRAC GLOBAL TRACKING CETR UPRANGE SYSTEMS!
GLOW GROSS LIFT-OFF WEIGHT
GLP GOVERNMENT LOANED PROPERTY
GL1 GUIDE LIGHT
GLV GEMINI LAUNCH VEHICLE
GLt GLYCOL
GM GRAM
GM GEIGER-MUELLER
GMA GAS METAL ARC
GMC GUIDED MISSILE COMMITTEE
GMCF GODDARD MISSION CONTROL FACILITY
GMDD GUIDED MISSILE DEVELOPMENT DIVISION
GMURL GENERAL MOTORS DEFENSE RESEARCH LABORATORY
GML GIMBAL MOUNTED ELECTRONICS
GMIL GSFC USB STATION AT KSC CCALL SXGN3
GMP GEMINI MANAGEMENT PANEL
GMK GROUND MAPPING RADAR
GMKD GUIDED MISSILE RANGE DIVISION
GMRWG GUIDED MISSILE RELAY WORKING GROUP
GMS GEMINI MISSION SIMULATOR
GMS 1 GROUND MAINTENANCE SUPPORT
GM1 GREENWICH MEAN TIME
GN GREEN
GN2 GASEOUS NITROGEN
GNC GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION COMPUTER
GNC 1 GODDARD NETWORK CONTROL
GNCS GUIDANCE' NAVIGATION AND CONTROL SYSTEM
GND GROUND
GNL GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION ELECTRONICS
GNLC GENERAL NUCLEAR ENGRG. CORPORATION
GNF GOOD NEiGHBOK FUND
GNOS GODDARD NETWORK OPERATIONS SUPPORT
GNP GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT
GNbO GODDARD NETWORK SUPPORT OPERATIONS COFFICE3
GNT GROUND TEST
GO GENERAL ORDERS
GOAS GUIDANCE OPTICAL ALIGNMENT SHELTER
GOCO GOVERNMENT-OWNED CONTRACTOR OPERATED
GOfc. GROUND OPERATIONAL EQUIPMENT
GOES GEOSTATIONARY OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL SATELLITE
GObO GOVERNMENT OWNED* GOVERNMENT OPERATED
GOM GOVERNMENT OWNED MATERIAL
GOK GENERAL OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
GOKP GROUND OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS PLAN
GObS GROUND OPERATIONAL SUPPORT SYSTEM
GOST GODDARD SATELLITE TRACKING
GOV GOVERNOR
GOVT GOVERNMENT
GOX GASEOUS OXYGEN
GP GROUP
GP 1 GENERAL PURPOSE
GP 2 GENERAL PUBLICATION
GPAD GALLONS PER ACRE PER DAY
GPAS GENERAL PURPOSE AIRBORNE SIMULATOR
GPATS GENERAL-PURPOSE AUTOMAIJC TEST SYSTEM
GPU GIMBAL POSITION DISPLAY
GPU 1 GALLONS PER DAY
GPtS GROUND PROXIMITY EXTRACTION SYSTEM
GP6 GRAINS PER GALLON
GPH GALLONS PER HOUR
GPI GIMBAL POSITION INDICATOR
GPi 1 GENERAL PRECISION* INC.
GPi 2 GROUND POSITION INDICATOR
GPJ 3 GENERAL PURPOSE INVERTER
GPu GENERAL PURPOSE LABORATORY
GPL 1 GEOGRAPHIC POSITION LOCATOR
GPM GALLONS PER MINUTE
GPO GEMINI PROGRAM OFFICE
GPO 1 GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
GPPB GEMINI PROGRAM PLANNING BOARD
GPS GALLONS PEK SECOND
GPSS GENERAL PROCESS SIMULATION SYSTEM
GPT GEMINI PAD TEST
GR GRAIN
GR 1 GRADE
GR 2 GRAM
GR 3 GAMMA RAY SPECTROMETER
GRACE GRAPHIC ARTS COMPOSING EQUIPMENT
GRAD GRADUATE
GRARD GODDARD RANGE & RANGE DATA
GRASERS GAMMA RAY AMPLIFICATION BY SIMULATED EMISSION OF RADIATION
GRASP GENERALIZED HEENTRY APPLICATION SIMULATION PROGRAM
GRASP 1 GENERAL RESOURCE ALLOCATION & SELECTION PROGRAM
GRE GRADUATE RELIABILITY ENGINEERING
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GRtB GALACTIC RADIATION EXPERIMENT BACKGROUND SATELLITE
GRtMEX GODDARD RESEARCH ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT EXERCISE
GRINS GENERAL RETRIEVAL INQUIRY NEGOTIATION STRUCTURE
GRIT GRADUATED REDUCTION IN TENSIONS
GRM GLOBAL RANGE MISSILE
GRN GREEN
GRUM GROMMET
GRP GROUP
GRP i GLASS REINFOKCED PLASTIC «" ' '
GRP 2 GROUND RELAY PANEL
GRR GUlDANCt REFERENCE RELEASE
GR7G GRATING
GRv GROOVE
GRwT GROSS WEIGHT
GS GALVANIZED STEEL
GS 1 GROUND SPEED
GS 2 GROUND STATION
GSA GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION
GSA 1 GRAHAM* SAVAGE AND ASSOCIATES* INC.
GSC GIANNINI SCIENTIFIC CORP.
GSCU GROUND SUPPORT COOLING UNIT
GSDB GEOPHYSICS » SPACE DATA BULLETIN
GSbS GOLDSTONE DUPLICATE STANDARD CSTANDARD DSIF EQUIPMENT!
GSE. GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
GSFC GODDARO SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
GSi GOVERNMENT SOURCE INSPECTION
GSKT GASKET
GSOP GUIDANCE SYSTEMS OPERATION PLAN
GSH GUIDANCE SIGNAL PROCESSOR
GSP-R GUIDANCE SIGNAL PROCESSOR-REPEATER
GSPO GEMINI SPACECRAFT PROJECT OFFICE
GSR GALVANIC SKIN RESPONSE
GSS GLOBAL SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM
GSS 1 GROUND SUPPORT SYSTEMS
GSS 2 GROWTH SPACE STATION
GSSC GROUND SUPPORT SIMULATION COMPUTER CIMCC3
GSV GUIDED SPACE VEHICLE
GSWR GALVANISED STEEL WIRE ROPE
GT GEMINI TITAN
GT 1 GROUND TRANSMIT
GTA GEMINI flTAN AGENA
GTA 1 GAS TUNGSTEN ARC
GTt. GROUND TRANSPORT EQUIPMENT
GTG GAS TURblNE GENERATOR
GTI GRAND TURK ISLAND
GTK GRAND TuRK
GTL GAS TURBINE LAB.
GTM GROUND TEST MISSILE
GTOW GROSS TAKE-OFF WEIGHT
GTP GENERAL TEST PLAN
GTS GENERAL TECHNICAL SERVICES* INC.
GTS 1 GROUND TELEMETRY SUBSYSTEM
GTS 2 GIMBAL TRIM SYSTEM
GTV GROUND TEST VEHICLE
<5TW GROSS TAKE-Of-F WEIGHT
GUiD
GUI DO
GUSTO
GVL
GVN
GWM
GWU
GY
GYi
GYM
GYP
GYRO
GZ
GZ
H
H
H
H20
H2S
H&U
H&S
H £ T .
H-S
H/A
H/C
H/CQ
H/U
H/t
H/£X
H/K
H/0
H/S
H/X
HA
HA
HAA
HAAW
HAb
HAD
HAC
HAD
HA&C
HAQD
HADES
HAUES
HAFB
HALCON
HAO
HAP
HAP
HAPO
HAKA
HARN
HAKP
HASL
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
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GUIDANCE
GUIDANCE OFFICER
GUIDANCE USING STABLE TUNING OSCILLATIONS
GRAVEL
GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM
GUAM
GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
GRAY
GRAND CANARY ISLAND CREMOTE SITED
GUAYMAS, MEXICO CREMOTE SITE!
GYPSUM
GYROSCOPE
RIGHTING ARM
GROUND ZERO
HARD
HORIZONTAL
HYDROGEN
WATER
HYDROGEN SULFIDE
HARDENED AND DISPERSED
HEADQUARTERS 8 SERVICE
HANDLING AND TRANSPORTATION
HORIZON SCANNER
HAZARDOUS AREA
HAND CARRY
HABITABILITY/CREK QUARTERS
HALF DUPLEX
HEAT EXCHANGER
HEAT EXCHANGER
HUMAN FACTORS
HARD OVER
HEAT SHIELD
HEAT EXCHANGER
HECTARE
HIGH ALTITUDE
HIGH ALTITUDE ABORT
HEAVY ANTI-TANK ASSAULT WEAPON
HAZARDS ANALYSIS BOARD
HORIZONTAL ASSEMBLY BUILDING
HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY
HEAT ACTUATED DEVICE
HOLLOMAw AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER
HAWAIIAN AIR DEFENSE DIV.
HYPERSONIC AIR DATA ENTRY SYSTEM
HYPERSONIC AIR DENSITY ENTRY SYSTEM
HOLLOMAN AIR FORCE BASE
HIGH ALTITUDE LONG-FOCUS CONVERGENT MAPPING SYSTEM
HIGH ALTITUDE OBSERVATORY
HYDROXYLAM1NE PERCHLORATE
HIGH ALTITUDE PLATFORM
HANFORD ATOMIC PRODUCTS OPERATION
HIGH ALTITUDE RADAR ALTIMETER ANTENNA
HARNESS
HIGH ALTITUDE RESEARCH PROGRAM
HEALTH AND SAFETY LAB.
HC
HC
HC
HCF
HC»_
HCO
HCKO
HCb
HCb
HCU
HAbP HIGH ALTITUDE. SAMPLING PLANE
HAbP 1 HIGH ALTITUDE SOUNDING PROJECTILE
HATS HIGH ALTITUDE TERRAIN CONTOUR DATA SENSOR
HATS 1 HOUSTON AREA TEST SITE
HAV HAVERSINE
HA« HAWAII
HAZ HAZARDOUS
HB HIGH BAY
HB 1 HIGH BAND
HBGM HYPERSONIC BOOST-TGLIDE MISSILE
HBN HAZARD bEACON
HBK HIGH BIT RATE
HBW HOT BRIUGEWIKE
1 HIGH SPEED BLACK AND WHITE FILM
HAND CONTROL
1 HEXACHORETROKE
2 HIGH CARBON
HARDENED COMPACTED FIBER
HORIZONTAL CENTER LINE
HARVARD COLLEGE OBSERVATORY
HIGH CROSS RANGE ORBITER
HYDROMECHANICAL CONTROL SYSTEM
1 HIGH CARBON bTEEL
HYDRAULIC CYCLING UNIT
HOUSE COMMITTEE ON UN-AMERICAN ACTIVITIES
HD HEAD: ING 3
HD 1 HIGHLY DESIRABLE
HD WHL HAND WHEEL
HDA HOLDDOWN ARM
HDA 1 HIGH DENSITY ACID
HDAC HEADACHt
HDBK HANDBOOK
HOC HOLSTON DEFENSE CORP.
HDU HIGH DENSITY DATA
HDb HEADING
HDu HANDLE
HDL 1 HARRY DiAMOND LABORATORIES
HOLS HEADLESS
HDN HARDEN
HDK HOME DOCKYARD REGULATIONS
HD] HALF DUPLEX TELETYPE
HDw HARDWARE
HDX HALF DUPLEX
HE HELIUM
HE i HEAVY EQUIPMENT
HE 2 HIGH EXPLOSIVE
HE 3 HANDLING EQUIPMENT
HE * HUMAN ENGINEERING
HEADCOM HEADQUARTERS COMMAND
HEAO HIGH ENERGY ASTRONOMY OBSERVATORY
HEAR HUMAN ERROR ACTION REPORT
HFAS HIGH FREQUENCY ANTENNA SYSTEM
HEOCC HUMAN ERROR DATA CONTROL CENTER
HEuL HANFORD ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY
HEP HIGH ENERGY FORMING
1 HIGH ENERGY f-UEL
HIGH ENfc.RGY IGNITION
HUMAN ENGINEERING INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS SERVICE
HIGH-EXPLOSIVE INCENDIARY WITH TRACER
HUMAN ENGINEERING LAB.
HETEROPOWERED EARTH-LAUNCHED INTER-ORBITAL SPACECRAFT
HELICOPTER
HIGHLY ECCENTRIC ORBITING SATELLITE
1 HIGHLY ELLIPTICAL ORBIT SATELLITE
HIGH EFFICIENCY PARTICULATE AIR
HYDROELECTRIC POWER COMMISSION OF ONTARIO
HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS LAB,
HIGH ENERGY RATE FORMING
HAZARDS OF ELECTROMAGNETIC RAD. TO ORDNANCE
HIGH ENERGY SQUIB SIMULATORS
HIGH ENVIRONMENT TEST SYSTEM
HYPER-ENVIRONMENTAL TEST SYSTEM
HEALTH* EDUCATION* AND WELFARE
HEXAGON
1 HEAT EXCHANGER
HIGH FREQUENCY
1 HOLD FIRE
HELIUM FLOW CONTROL VALVE
HIGH FREQUENCY DIRECTION-FINDER
HUMAN FACTORS OPERATION RES. LAB.
HEAT FLOW EXPERIMENT
HUMAN FACTORS RESEARCH* INC.
HIGH FREQUENCY RECOVERY ANTENNA
HORIZONTAL FLIGHT TESTING
HIGH FREQUENCY TRANSCEIVER
MERCURY
1 HAND GENERATOR
HIGH GAIN ANTENNA
1 HEAT GENERATOR ASSEMBLY
HEMOGLOBIN
HAZARDOUS GAS DETECTION SYSTEMS
HANGAR
HOT GAS RADIATING FACILITY
HEIGHT
HANDHOLE
HOGSHEAD .
HAND-HELD MANEUVERING UNIT
HIGH
HIGH ALTITUDE
HIGH PRESSURE
HANDBOOK OF INSTRUCTIONS FOR AIRCRAFT DESIGNERS
HANDBOOK OF 1MST. FOR GROUND SUPPORT EQUIP. DESIGNERS
HIGH IMPULSE BOOSTER EXPERIMENTS
HARDWARE INDENTURE CODE
1 HUMIDITY INDICATOR CONTROLLER
HIGH ALTITUDE CLEAR AIR TURBULENCE
HASTINGS INSTRUMENT COMPANY
HlGH-ABbORPTION INTEGRATED DEFENSE ELECTROMAGNETIC WARFARE SYSTEM
HIGH INTEGRATING GYROSCOPE
HIGH GASSERHIGH GEOGRAPHIC AERO-SPACE SEARCH RADAR
HE1
HE1AS
HE1 T
HEL
HELIOS
HELO
HEOS
HEOS
HEPA
HEPC
HEPL
HERF
HEKO
HESSES
HETS
HETS
HEw
HEX
HEX
HF
HF
HFCV
HFDF
HFORL
HFt
HFR
HFRA
HFT
HFX
HG
HG
HGA
HGA
HGB
HGDS
HGH
HGKF
HGT
HH
HHU
HHMU
HI
HI ALT
HI PR
HIAD
HIAGSED
HIbEX
HIC
HIC
HICAT
HICO
HIDE
HIHAT
HIPAR
HIHERNAS
HIPERTHINO
HIPOT
HIPR
HIKAN
HIKD
HIKES
HIVAC
HIVOS
HJ
HL
HL 1
HL 2
HL 3
HLk
HM
HMCC
HMK
HM6
HMb
HMS 1
HN
HNET
HN6R
HNi
HO
HObS
HOC
HOFCO
HOI
HOJ
HOL
HOLM
HOK
HOk 1
HOSC
HOSP
HOlft
HP
HP 1
HP 2
HP 3
HP-DHA
HP-HR
HPAG
HPC,
HPF
HPFP
HPfa
HP I
HPlM
HPOX
HIGH RESOLUTION HEMISPHERICAL REFLECTOR ANTENMA TECHNIQUE
HiGH-POfcER ACQUISITION RADAR .
HIGH PERFORMANCE NAVIGATION SYSTEM
HIGH PEKFORMANCE THROTTLEABLE INJECTOR
HIGH POTENTIAL TEST
HIGH PRESSURE
Hl-PREClSION SHORT RANGE ELECTRONIC NAVIGATION
HIGH INTENSITY RADIATION DEVICE
HYPERSONIC IN-FLIGHT REFUELING SYSTEM
HIGH VALVE ASSET CONTROL SYSTEM
HIGH-VACUUM ORBITAL SIMULATOR
HOSE JACKET
HORIZONTAL LANDING
HIGH LOrt
HIGH LEVEL
HYDRODYNAMICS LAB.
HOLDER
HECTOMETER
HOUSTON MISSION CONTROL CENTER
HORIZONTAL MATING FACILITY
HEAVY MACHINE GUN
HAZARDS MONITORING SYSTEM
HELMET MOUNTED SIGHT
HOLMES AND NARVER» INC.
HOUSTON NETWORK CONTROLLER
HANGAR
HOLMES & NARVER» INC.
HYDROGRAPHIC OFFICE [CHANGED TO 003
HIGH ORfclTAL BOMBARDMENT SYSTEM
HURHICAtME OPERATIONS CENTER
HORIZONTAL FUNCTION CHECKOUT
HEADQUARTERS OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
HOME ON JAMMING
HIGHER O^DER LANGUAGE
HIGHER ORDER LANGUAGE MACHINE
HELIOCENTRIC ORBIT RENDEZVOUS
HORIZON
HUNTSVILLE OPERATIONS SUPPORT CENTER
HOSPITAL
HOWITZEK
HORSEPOWER
HIGH POwER
HIGH PRESSURE
HORIZONTAL POLARIZATION
HIGH PURITY DUAL HARDNESS ARMOR
HORSEPOWER-HOUR
HIGH PERFORMANCE AIR TO GROUND
HERCULES POWDER COMPANY/RESEARCH CENTER
HIGH PASS FILTER
HIGH PRESSURE FUEL PUMP
HIGH PRESSURE GAS
MIGH PERFORMANCE TNSULATION
HEAVY PRIMARY NUCLEI
S-'^GII pRtSsuRE OXYGEN
ijioH PRESSURE RFLIEF VAL.VE
HPu
HQ
HY-.)i<,u.iLic POWFR SYSTEM
PUMPING UNIT
HR
HR
HRAF
HRt>
HRt
HRAR
URL
HRP
HRKC
HRRO
HRb
MRS
HRi
HRV
HS
HS
HS
HS
HS/C
HSb
HSD
HSU
HSDL
HSGT
HS1
HSi
HSK
HSM
HSMHA
HSH
HSti
HSK
HSb
HSS
HT
HT
HT TR
HTB
HTC
HTC
HTCI
HTfa
HTL
HTO
HTUHL
HTPB
HTK
HTKS
HTS
HTS
HE4UGUAKTFRS COMMAND
HEADQUARTERS DATA
1 f :OU5K Op REPRESENTATIVES
HUM A'-: RELATIONS AREA FILES* INC,
»~'ALLFR» RAYMOND, * BROWM
"-'YPERSOwlC RESEARCH ENGINE
HIGH RESOLUTION IMFPARE? RA^
"UGHFS K^SEARCH LABORATORIES
HUMAN RELIABILITY PROGRAM
HUXAM RESOURCFTS RESEAPC^ CENTER
HUMAN RESOURCES RfTSFARCM OFFICE
MOT :>oLuEO STEEU
HIGH RESOLUTION TRACKER
HYPERSONIC Kt5E/,RCH VEHJCLE
HE AT SHIELD
1 HAMILTON STANDARD DIVISION
2 HIGH SPfc.ED3 HA3ITABILITY SYSTEM
HOUSE SPACECRAFT
HELMET STOWAGE BAG
HIGH SPEED DATA
1 HAMILTON STANDARD DIVISION
HIGH SP£EO DATA LINE
HIGH SP£ED GROUND TRANSPORTATION
HORIZONTAL SITUATION INDICATOR
1 HIGH SPtED INTERFEROMETER
HONEYSUCKLE CREEK TRACKING STATJON
HIGH SP£.ED MEMORY
HEALTH SERVICES AND MENTAL HEALTH ADMIN.
HIGH-SPEED PRINTER
HEATSHI&LD QUALIFICATION
HUMAN SCIENCES RESEARCH, INC.
HlGH-SPtED STEEL
1 HABITABILITY SUPPORT SYSTEM
HEAT
1 HIGH TENSION
HEAT-TRE.ATCED3CMENT3
HYPERGOLlC TEST BUILDING
HARRIS TRANSDUCER CORPORATION
1 HAND TOOL CARRIER
HiGH-TENSILE CAST IRON
HEATING
HEAT TECHNOLOGY LABORATORY, INC.
HORIZONTAL TAKE-OFF
HORIZONTAL TAKEOFF HORIZONTAL LANDING
HYDROXY-TERMINATED POLYBUTADIENE
HEATER
HEATERS
HIGH-TENSILE STEEL
1 HEAT TRANSPORT SECTION
HITS HYDROQUENCH THRUST TERMINATION SYSTEM
HTV HYPERSONIC TEST VEHICLE .
HTXGR HEAT EXCHANGER
HUD HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT
HUD 1 HEADS UP DISPLAY V
HUOD HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT -
HUGO HIGHLY UNUSUAL GEOPHYSICAL OPERATION
HUMRRO HUMAN RtSOURCES RESEARCH OFFICE
HV HIGH VOLTAGE
HVAC HEATING,VENTILATION'AIR CONDITIONING
HVAP HYPERVELOCITY* ARMOR PIERCING
HVAR HIGH VELOCITY AIRCRAFT ROCKET
HVC HARDENED VOICE CHANNEL
HVPS HIGH VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY
HVRL HIGH VOLTAGE RES. LAB.
HVTP HYPERVELOCITY, TARGET PRACTICE
HW HOT WIRE
HW I HEADWIND
HWC HOT WATER* CIRCULATING
HWL HIGH-WATER LINE
HWT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL
HWY HIGHWAY
HX HEAT EXCHANGER
HYU HYDRAULIC
HYDAC HYBRID DIGITAL-ANALOG COMPUTER
HYDRO HYDROSTATIC
HYFAC HYPERSONIC RECORD FACILITY STUDY
HYGL HYPERGOLIC
HYLA HYBRID LANGUAGE ASSEMBLER
HYPERIGN HYPERGOLIC IGNITION
HZ HERTZ CCYCLESJ
I IODINE
I & C ' INTEGRATION AND CHECKOUT
I H R INTERCHANGEABILITY AND REPLACEABILITY
I & RS INSTRUMENTATION AND RANGE SAFETY
I.E. THAT IS
I&C INSTRUMENTATION AND COMMUNICATIONS CABLE SYSTEM
I«M INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE
I/C INTERCOM
I/F INTERFACE
I/O INPUT/OUTPUT
I/P IMPACT PREDICTOR
IA INPUT AxIS .
IA 1 IMPLEMENTING AGENCY
IA 2 ISSUING AGENCY
IA 3 INVERTER ASSEMBLY
IAA INTERNATIONAL ACADEMY OF ASTRONAUTICS
JAAC INTERNATIONAL ASSOC. FOR ANALOGUE COMPUTING
IAC INTERMEDIATE AIR COMMAND
IAC 1 INTEGRATIONr ASSEMBLY AND CHECKOUT
IAC 2 INFORMATION ANALYSIS CENTRE
IACB INTERNATIONAL ASSOC, OF CONVENTION BUREAU
IACS INTERNATIONAL ANNEALED COPPER STANDARD
IAD INTERFACE ANALYSIS DOCUMENT
IAD 1 INTERNATIONAL ASTROPHYSXCAL DECADE
IAD
I ADC
IAEA
IAF
IAIES
IAM
IANEC
IAP
IAS
IAS
IAS
IAS
IAS
IATA
IATC
IAU
IAVC
IAMR
IB
IB
IBBM
IBECO
IBIT
IBM
1C
1C
1C
1C
1C
1C
1C
1C
IC&C
ICA
ICA
ICAF
ICAF
ICAO
ICAR
ICARUS
ICAS
ICAS
ICBM
ICBT
ICC
ICC
ICC
ICC
ICO
ICD
I COL
ICDU
ICL
ICE
ICED
2
1
2
3
4
1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
1
1
1
1
2
3
1
1
INTERFACE AGREEMENT DOCUMENT
INTER-AMERICAN DEFENSE COLLEGE ' . . . ' . .
INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY
INTERNATIONAL ASTRONAUTICAL FEDERATION
INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED INTERDISCIPLINARY ENGRG. STUDIES
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MACHINISTS
INTER. AMERICAN NUCLEAR ENERGY COMM.
INTERNATIONAL ACADEMY OF PATHOLOGY
INDICATED AIR SPEED
INSTITUTE OF THE AERONAUTICAL SCIENCES
INSTITUTE OF THE AEROSPACE SCIENCES
INTERNAL ALIGNMENT SENSQR
INFORMATION ACQUISITION SYSTEM 1
INTERNATIONAL AIR TRANSPORT ASSN.
INTERNATIONAL ASSOC. OF TOOL CRAFTSMEN :
INTERNATIONAL ASTRONOMICAL UNION
INSTANTANEOUS AUTOMATIC VOLUME CONTROL
INSTITUTE OF AIR WEAPONS RES.
INSTRUCTION BOOK
INERT BUILDING
IRON BODY BRONZE MOUNTED
INBOARD BOOSTER ENGINE CUTOFF
ICBM BLAST INTERFERENCE TEST
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES
INTERCOMMUNICATIONS
INFORMATION CENTER
INTERIM CHANGE .
INSTRUMENTATION CONTROLLER
INERTIAL COMPONENT
INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
INCREMENTAL COST
INTERCOMPUTER CHANNEL
INSTALLATION CALIBRATION AND CHECKOUT
ITEM CHANGE ANALYSIS
INVESTIGATIVE AND CORRECTIVE ACTION
INDUSTRIAL COLLEGE OF THE ARMED FORCES
INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE ON AERONAUTICAL FATIGUE
INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AVIATION ORGANIZATION
INVESTIGATION* CORRECTIVE ACTION REPORT
INTER-CONTINENTAL AEROSpACECRAFT-RANGE UNLIMITED SYSTEM
INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE AERONAUTICAL SCIENCES
INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF AEROSPACE SCIENCES
INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC MISSILE
INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC TRANSPORT
INSTALLATION CHECKOUT « CALIBRATION
INSTRUMENT CONTROL CENTER
INTERNATIONAL CONTROL COUNCIL
INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
INTERFACE CONTROL DOCUMENT
INSTRUMENTATION CONTROL DOCUMENT
INTERFACE CONTROL DOCUMENTATION LOG
INERTIAL COUPLING DISPLAY UNIT
INSTRUMENT CHECKOUT EQUIPMENT
INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE
INTERFACE CONTROL ENVELOPE DRAWINGS
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ICG INFLIGHT COVERALL GARMENT
ICbM INTERCONTINENTAL GLIDE MISSILE
ICM INSTRUMENTATION AND COMMUNICATION MONITOR
ICMR INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION & MAINTENANCE RECORD
ICO INTERAGENCY COMMITTEE ON OCEANOGRAPHY
ICOS INTEGRATED CHECKOUT SYSTEM
ICP INVENTORY CONTROL POINT
ICR INSTITUTE FOR COOPERATIVE RESEARCH
ICH 1 ION CYCLOTRON RESONANCE
ICRPG INTERAGENCY CHEMICAL ROCKET PROPULSION GROUP
ICS INTERCOMMUNICATION CONTROL STATION
ICS 1 INSTRUMENTATION AND COMMUNICATION SUBSYSTEM
ICS 2 INTEGRATED CHECKOUT SYSTEM
ICS 3 INTERCOMM SYSTEM
ICSU INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF SCIENTIFIC UNIONS
ICTC INERTIAL COMPONENTS TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER
ICTE INERTIAL COMPONENT TEST EQUIPMENT
ICw INTERRUPTED CONTINUOUS WAVE
ICWG INTERFACE CONTROL WORKING GROUP
ICWGA INTERFACE CONTROL WORKING GROUP ACTION
ID INSIDE DIAMETER
ID i IMAGE DISSECTOR
ID 2 IDENTIFICATION
IDA INSTITUTE FOR DEFENSE ANALYSIS
IDA 1 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION
IDAP INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
IDB INERTIAL DATA BOX
IDBA INDIRECT BOMB DAMAGE ASSESSMENT
IDC INFORMATION DYNAMICS CORPORATION
IDC 1 INTRANSIT DATA CARD
IDCN INTERCHANGEABILITY DOCUMENT CHANGE NOTICE
IOCS IMAGE DISSECTOR CAMERA SYSTEM
IDCSP INITIAL DEFENSE COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE PROGRAM
IDL INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT EQUIPMENT
IDENT IDENTIFICATION
IDEP INTERSERVICE DATA EXCHANGE PROGRAM
IDES INTEGRATED DEFENSE SYSTEM
IDF INTERMEDIATE DISTRIBUTING FRAME
IDG INDIVIDUAL DROP GLIDER
IDO IDAHO OPERATIONS OFFICE
IDOE INTERNATIONAL DECADE OF OCEAN
IDP INTEGRATED DATA PRESENTATION
IDP 1 INDENTURE PARTS LIST
IDR INSPECTION DISCREPANCY REPORT
IDSCM INITIAL DEFENSE SATELLITE COMMUNICATION
IDSCS INITIAL DEFENSE SATELLITE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
IDT INSPECTION DISCREPANCY TAG
IOWA INTERDIVISIONAL WORK AUTHORIZATION
IE THAT IS
IE 1 INSPECTION ERROR
IEC INTERSTATE ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
IECO INBOARD ENGINE CUTOFF
IEL INSTITUTE OF ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERS
IEEE INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL « ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS
IEEP INCAPACITATED EMERGENCY EGRESS PRACTICE
IENF
IEK
IEK
IERC
IES
IESD
IEU
IF
IFB
IFC
IFOS
IFF
IFIPS
IFLOT
IFM
IFPM
IFR
IFRB
IFKU
IFS
IFT
IFTA
IFTM
IFTS
IFV
IG
16
IGA
I6A
I6C6
IGM
IGN
IGOR
IGPA
IGS
IGY
IHAS
IHCOS
IMF
IMP
IMP
IHP-HR
IHSB
IHTU
HAILS
II
III
HUE
IIP
IIP
IIP
IIT
IITRI
IKU
IL
INSTITUTO ELECTROTECHNICO NAZIONALE FERRARIS
INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING RES.
INTERFACE EVALUATION REPORT
INTERNATIONAL ELECTRONIC RESEARCH CORP.
ILLUMINATING ENGINEERING SOCIETY
INSTRUMENTATION AND ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS DIVISION CMSC1
INTERFACE ELECTRONICS UNIT
INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY
INVITATION FOR BIDS
INFLIGHT CALIBRATION
INERTIAL FLIGHT DATA SYSTEM
IDENTIFICATION* FRIEND OR FOE
INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION OF INFORMATION PROCESSING SOCIETY
INTERMEDIATE FOCAL LENGTH OPTICAL TRACKER
IN-FLIGHT MAINTENANCE
IN-FLIGHT PERFORMANCE MONITORING
INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES
INTERNATIONAL FREQUENCY REGISTRATION BOARD
IN-FLIGHT REPLACEABLE UNIT
INFORMATION FLOW STANDARDS
IN-FLIGHT TEST
INFLIGHT THRUST AUGMENTATION
IN-FLIGHT TEST AND MAINTENANCE
IN-FLIGHT TEST SYSTEM
IGNITER FUEL VALVE
INNER GIMBAL
INERTIAL GUIDANCE
INNER GIMBAL AXIS
INNER GIMBAL ASSEMBLY
INERTIAL GUIDANCE & CALIBRATION GROUP
ITERATIVE GUIDANCE MODE
IGNITION
INTERCEPT GROUND OPTICAL RECORDER
IGOR-PATRICK AIR FORCE BASE
INERTIAL GUIDANCE SYSTEM
INTERNATIONAL GEOPHYSICAL YEAR
INTEGRATED HELICOPTER AVIONICS SYSTEM
ISOTOPE - HEATED CATALYTIC OXIDIZER SYSTEM
INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE FOUNDATION OF AMERICA
INDICATED HORSEPOWER
INSTRUMENTATION HABITABILITY POWER
INDICATED HORSEPOWER-HOUR
INFLIGHT HELMET STOWAGE BAG
INTERSEKVICE HOVERCRAFT TRIALS UNIT
INTERIM INTEGRATED AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTATION ft LETDOWN SYSTEM
IMAGE INTENSIFIER
INFORMATION INTERNATIONAL INC.
INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN EXPEDITION
INSTANTANEOUS IMPACT POINTS
INSTANTANEOUS IMPACT PREDICTOR
INSTANTANEOUS IMPACT PLOTS
ISRAEL INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
ILLINOIS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
INTERFACE KEYING UNIT
INERTIAL LAB CNASA3
IL 1 INSIDE
ILAAS INTEGRATED LIGHT ATTACK AVIONICS SYSTEM
ILAS INSTP.UMk.NT LANDING APPROACH SYSTEM
ILCA INVERTER LIGHT CONTROL ASSEMBLY
ILCC INTEGRATED LAUNCH CONTROL AND CHECKOUT
ILCCS INTEGRATED LAUNCH CONTROL AND CHECKOUT SYSTEM
ILLEP INTERLAdORATORY COMMITTEE ON EDITING AND PUBLISHING
ILLUM ILLUMINATE
ILLUS ILLUSTRATE
ILO INTERNATIONAL LABOUR ORGANISATION
ILKV INTEGRAL LAUNCH AND RE-ENTRY VEHICLE
ILHV 1 INTEGRAL LAUNCH AND RECOVERY VEHICLE
ILRVS INTEGRAL LAUNCH & RECOVERY VEHICLE SYSTEM
ILb INSTRUMENT LANDING SYSTEM
iLbMT INTEGRATED LOGISTIC SUPPORT MANAGEMENT TEAM
ILSO INCREMENTAL LIFE SUPPORT OPERATIONS
IM INTERCEPTOR MISSILE
IM 1 INSTRUMENTATION MANAGER
IM 2 IMPULSE MODULATION
IM 3 INTERMEDIATE MOISTURE
IM ** INTERMOuULATlON
IMBLMS INTEGRATED MEDICAL BEHAVIORAL LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS SYSTEMS
IML IMAGE MOTION COMPENSATION
IMCC IMAGE MOTION COMPENSATION AND CALIBRATION
IMCC 1 INTEGRATED MISSION CONTROL CENTER
IMEO INERTIAL MASS IN EARTH ORBIT
IMG INERTIAL MEASUREMENT GROUP
IMH INLET MANHOLE
IML INITIAL MEASUREMENT LIST
IMto INDEPENDENT MANNED MANIPULATOR
IMP IMPULSE
IMH 1 IMPEDANCE
IMP 2 INTERPLANETARY MONITORING PLATFORM
IMP 3 INTERPLANETARY MONITORING PROBE
IMH <* IMPACT
IMPACT IMPLEMENTATION* PLANNING « CONTROL TECH,
IMHG IMPREGNATE
IMS INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE
IMS 1 INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM1Mb 2 INSTITUTE OF MATERIALS SCIENCE
IMSIM INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SIMULATION
IMSR INTERPLANETARY MISSION SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
iMbS IN-FLIGHI MEDICAL SUPPLY SYSTEM
IMU INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNIT
IN INDIUM
IN 1 INCH
IN 2 IDAHO NUCLEAR CORPORATION
IN 3 INTERNAL NOTE
IN. HG. INCHES OF MENCURY
IN. H20 INCHES OF WATER
IN. LB INCH-POUNDLS3
INA INDIVIDUAL NONREXURRENCE ACTION
iNbD INBOARD
INt INCORPORATED
INC i ID<\HO NUCLEAR CORPORATION
INC 2 INSTALLATION NOTICE CARD
INC 3 INCOMING
INCAND INCANDESCENT
INCL INCLUDING
INCO INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY
INCR INCREASE
IND INDUSTRIAL
IND 1 INDICATE
INUIGO INTELLIGENCE DIVISION GAMING OPERATION
INDOC INDOCTRINATION
INER INERTIAL
INF INTERFACE
INF 1 INTERFERENCE
INFL INFLAMMABLE
INFO INFORMATION
INFOES IN FLIGHT OPERATIONAL EVALUATION OF A SPACE SYSTEM
INIT INITIALIZATION
INU INJECTOR
ZNL INLET
INPH INTERPHONE
INRT INERTIA
INS INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM
INS 1 IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE
iNb 2 INFORMATION SYSTEMS
INSATRAC INTERCEPTION WITH SATELLITE TRACKING
INSITE INTEGRATED SENSOR INTERPRETATION TECHNIQUES
INSP INSPECTION
INT INTERIOR
INT 1 INTERNAL
INTCHG INTERCHANGEABLE
INTELSAT INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE CONSORTIUM
INTER INTERNAL
INTERCOM INTERCOMMUNICATIONS
INTERCON INTERCONNECTION
INTERDEPT INTERDEPARTMENTAL
INTEREGEN INTERNAL REGENERATIVE
INTFR INTERFERENCE
INTGL INTEGRAL
INTK INTERTANK
INTM INTERMEDIATE
INTR INTERIOR
INTR 1 INTERNAL
INTREX INFORMATION IRANSFER EXPERIMENTS
IN1RSTG INTERSTAGE
INV INVERTER
INVIT INVITATION
10 INFORMATION OFFICER
IOA INPUT OUTPUT ADDRESS
IOC INITIAL OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY
iocs INPUT OUTPUT CONTROL SYSTEM
IOUC INPUT OUTPUT DATA CHANNEL
IOP IN ORBIT PLANE
IOR INPUT OUTPUT REGISTER
IOS INDIAN OCEAN SHIP CTRACKING}
IOS 1 INPUT OUTPUT SENSE
IOS 2 INVESTOR OVERSEAS SERVICES
IOT INITIAL ORBIT TIME
IO*A INTERORoANIZATlONAL WORK AUTHORIZATION
IP IMPACT PREDICTOR
IP 1 IMPACT POINT
IP 2 INSTRUMENTATION POWER
IP 3 INITIAL POINT
IP * C INSTRUMENTATION PROGRAM AND COMPONENTS
IPA INTERMEDIATE POWER AMPLIFIER
IPAD INCOMING PROCUREMENT AUTHORIZATION DOCUMENT
iPfa ILLUSTRATED PARTS BREAKDOWN
iPtJM INTERPLANETARY BALLISTIC MISSILE
IPC INFORMATION PROCESSING CENTER
IPCEA INSULATED POWER CABLE ENGINEERS! ASSOCIATION
IPU ISSUE PRIORITY DESIGNATION
IPD 1 IMPACT PREDICTION DATA
IPt.CS INTEGRATED POWER fi ENVIRON. CONTROL SYSTEM
IPHE INDIVIDUAL PERSONAL HYGIENE EQUIPMENT
IPHM INDIVIDUAL PERSONAL HYGIENE MODULE
IPI INTEGRATED POSITION INDICATOR
IPiS INSTRUMENT PILOT INSTRUCTOR SCHOOL
IPL INFORMATION PROCESSING LANGUAGE
IPM INTERRUPTIONS PER MINUTE
IPS INSTRUMENTATION POWER SUPPLY
IPS 1 INCHES PER SECOND
IPST ISRAEL PROGRAM FOR SCIENTIFIC TRANSLATION* LTD.
IP! IN-PLANT TEST
IQSY INTERNATIONAL QUIET SOLAR YEAR
IR INFRARED
IR 1 IMMUNIZATION RATE
IR 2 INSTRUMENT HEADING
IR 3 INTELLIGENCE REPORT
IR 4 IRIDIUM
IR 5 INFRARED SCANNING RADIOMETER
IR*D INDEPENDENT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
IRAC INTERDEPARTMENTAL RADIO ADVISORY COMMITTEE
IRACO INSTRUMENTED RANGE ACQUISITION
IRAD INDEPENDENT RES. & DEV.
IRAN INSPECTION* REPAIR AS NECESSARY
IRASERS INFRARED AMPLIFICATION BY SIMULATED EMISSION OF RADIATION
IRATE INTERIM REMOTE AREA TERMINAL EQUIPMENT
IRB INSPECTION REVIEW BOARU
iRbM INTERMEDIATE - RANGE BALLISTIC MISSILE
IRC IONOSPHERE RESEARCH COMMITTEE
IRC 1 INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO.
IRCM INFRARED COUNTERMEASURES
IRU INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS DESCRIPTIONS
IRL INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS
IRFNA INHIBITED RED FUMING NITRIC ACID
IR& INERTIAL RATE GYRO
IRI INTRAVEHlCULAR REFERENCED INFORMATION
IR1A INFRARED INFORMATION & ANALYSIS GROUP
IR1G INERTIAL REFERENCE INTEGRATING GYRO
IRIG i INTER-RANGE INSTRUMENTATION GROUP
IRIS INFRARED INFORMATION SYMPOSIA
1RLS 1 INFRARED INTERFEROMETER SPECTROMETER
IRL INFORMATION RETRIEVAL LANGUAGE
IRL I INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS LIST
IRLS INTERRObATION. RECORDING AND LOCATION SYSTEM
IRM INTERIM RESEARCH MEMO
IRMFSG INTER-RANGE MISSILE FLIGHT SAFETY GROUP
IRMGSG INTER-RANGE MISSLE GROUND SAFETY GROUP
IRN INTERFACE REVISION NOTICE
IRP INERTIAL REFERENCE PACKAGE
IRK INSPECTION REJECTION REPORT
IRK 1 INSTALLATION AND REMOVAL RECORD
IRKEG IRREGULAR
IRb INTEGRATED RECORD SYSTEM
IRS 1 INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE
IRS 2 INERTIAL REFERENCE SYSTEM
IRSS INSTRUMENTATION RANGE SAFETY SYSTEM
IRSTS INFRARED SEARCH-TRACK SYSTEM
IRU INERTIAL REFERENCE UNIT
IRV INTER RANGE VECTOR
IS INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM
IS 1 INSTALLATION SUPPORT
ISA INSTRUMENT SOCIETY OF AMERICA
ISA 1 INTERNATIONAL STANDARDIZATION ASSOCIATION
ISA 2 INTERIM STOWAGE ASSEMBLY
ISAD INFORMATION SCIENCE AND AUTOMATION DIVISION
ISbD INTERNATIONAL STANDARD BIOLIOGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION
ISC IOWA STATE COLLEGE
ISC 1 INDUSTRIAL SUPPORT CONTRACTOR
ISCD INTERFACE SPECIFICATION CONTROL DOCUMENT
ISCO INITIAL SYSTEMS CHECKOUT
ISDS INADVERTENT SEPARATION DESTRUCT SYSTEM
ISE INTEGRATED SAFEGUARDS EXPERIMENT
ISF INTERNATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
ISA INSTRUMENTATION SUPPORT INSTRUCTION
ISIS INTERNATIONAL SATELLITE FOR IONOSPHERIC STUDIES
ISM INDUSTRIAL SECURITY MANUAL
ISO ISOTROPIC
ISO 1 INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS ORGANIZATION
ISOL ISOLATION
ISOM ISOMETRIC
ISOTH ISOTHERMAL
ISP IMPULSE, SPECIFIC
ISP 1 INTEGRATED SUPPORT PLAN
ISPR INTEGRATED SUPPORT PARTS REQUIREMENT
ISK INDUSTRIAL SECURITY REGULATIONS
ISK 1 INFRARED SCANNING RADIOMETER
ISb INERTIAL SUBSYSTEM
ISS 1 INERTIAL SENSOR SYSTEM
ISS 2 INITIAL SPACE STATION
ISS 3 INTERIM STOWAGE SHELF
IS! INTEGRATED SYSTEMS TEST
IS! 1 INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
1ST 2 INTER-STATION TRANSMISSION
1ST 3 INSTRUMENTATION SUPPORT TEAM
ISO IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY
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IT
IT
ITA
ITA
ITCP
ITU
ITE
ITL
ITF
ITb
ITL
ITL
ITLSA
ITM
ITMG
ITOS
ITP
ITP
ITR
ITS
ITT
ITTE
ITU
IU
IUA
IUCR
IUPAC
IV
IVA
IVALA
IVC
IVI
IVL
IVPT
IVSI
IVT
IVT
IVU
IWS
IWSM
IWbT
IYQS
J
J
Jj-box
J-FACT
J/M
JAAF
JACC
JACS
JAEIC
JALRI
JAIE6
JAN
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
INSULATING TRANSFORMER
INTERROGATOR-TRANSPONDER
INSTITUTE OF TRANSPORT AVIATION
INTEGRATED THRUSTER ASSEMBLY
INTEGRATED TEST AND CHECKOUT PROCEDURES
INTERNAL TEST DIRECTIVE
INSTITUTE OF TRAFFIC ENGINEERS
INSTRUMENTATION TEST EQUIPMENT
IMPULSE TRANSFER FUNCTION
INDUSTRY TECH. GROUP
INDUSTRIAL TLST LABORATORY
INTEGRATED TRANSFER LAUNCH
INTEGRATED TORSO LIMB SUIT ASSEMBLY
INTERCEPTOR TACTICAL MISSILE
INTEGRATED THERMAL MICROMETEOROJD GARMENT
IMPROVED TELEVISION INFRARED OBSERVATION SATELLITE
INSPECTION TEST PROCEDURE
INTEGRATED TEST PROGRAM
INVERSE TIME RELAY
INFORMATION TRANSFER SATELLITE
INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH CORPt
INST. OF TRANSPORTATION ft TRAFFIC ENGRG,
INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION
INSTRUMENT UNIT
INERTIAL UNIT ASSEMBLY
INTERNATIONAL UNION OF CRYSTALLOGRAPHY
INTERNATIONAL UNION OF PURE 4 APPLIED CHEM.
INTRAVEHlCULAR
INTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITIES
INTEGRATED VISUAL APPROACH AND LANDING AIDS
INTERVEHICULAR COMMUNICATION
INCREMENTAL VELOCITY INDICATOR
INTERVALOMETER
INTERVEHlCLE POWER TRANSFER
INSTANTANEOUS VERTICAL SPEED INDICATOR
INTERVEHICULAR TRANSFER
INFERENTIAL VALUE TESTING
INTRAVEHlCULAR UMBILICAL
INDUSTRIAL WATER SYSTEM
INTEGRATED WEAPON SUPPORT MANAGEMENT
INTEGRATED WEAPON SYSTEM TRAINING
INTERNATIONAL YEAR OF THE QUIET SUN 5KAPRIL 1964-DECEMPER 19b5n
JULIET
JACK
JOULE
JUNCTION BOX
JOINT FLIGHT ACCEPTANCE COMPOSITE TEST
JETTISON MOTOR
JOINT AKMY - AIR FORCE
JOINT AIRBORNE COMMUNICATION CENTER
JET ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM
JOINT ATOMIC ENERGY INTELLIGENCE COMMITTEE
JAPAN ATOMIC ENERGY RES, INST.
JOINT ATOMIC INFORMATION EXCHANGE GROUP
JOINT ARMY - NAVY
JANAF JOINT AKMY - NAVY - AIR FORCE
JANAIR JOINT ARMY - NAVY AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTATION RESEARCH
JANAP JOINT - ARMY - NAVY - AIR FORCE PUBLICATION
JANNAF JOINT ARMY-NAVY-NASA-AIR FORCE
JANOT JOINT ARMY - NAVY OCEAN TERMINAL
JAOC JOINT AIR OPERATIONS CENTER
JAP JAPAN
JAS JOURNAL OF AEROSPACE SCIENCE
JASC JPL ASTRONAUTICAL STAR CATALOG
JASDF JAPANESE AIR SELF DEFENSE FORCE
JA10 JET ASSISTED TAKEOFF
JB JUNCTION BOX
JBES JODRELL BANK EXPERIMENTAL STATION
JCAE JOINT COMMITTEE ON ATOMJC ENERGY
Jcc JOINT COMPUTER CONFERENCE
JCEC JOINT COMMUNICATIONS/ELECTRONIC COMMITTEEjcs JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF
JCST JOINT COMBINED SYSTEM TEST
JCT JUNCTION
JD JET DRIVER
JDC JOB DESCRIPTION CARD
JEDEC JOINT ELECTRON DEVICE ENGINEERING COUNCIL
JEEP JOINT ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS PROGRAM
JEEP 1 JOINT EFFORT EVALUATION PROGRAM
JEEP 2 JOINT EMERGENCY EVACUATION PLAN
JEFM JET ENGINE FIELD MAINTENANCE
JETEC JOINT ELECTRON TUBE ENGINEERING COUNCIL
JETT JETTISON
JFIAP JOINT FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
JFKC JAMES FgRRESTAL RES. CENTER
JGdC JOINT GUIDANCE & CONTROL
JHU JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
JI JUPITER INLET
Jit JOINT INDUSTRY CONF.
JILA JOINT INSTITUTE FOR LABORATORY ASTROPHYSICS
JIbC JAPANESE INDUSTRIAL STANDARDS COMMITTEE
JKT JACKET
JLrtPG JOINT LONG RANGE PROVING GROUND
JM JOHNS MANSVILLE CORPORATION
JMC JOINT METEOROLOGICAL COMMITTEE
JMl JACKSON « MOKELAND» INC,
JMPTC JOINT MILITARY PACKAGING TRAINING CENTER
JMbPo JOINT METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE PROGRAM OFFICE
JNACC JOINT NUCLEAR ACCIDENT COORDINATING CENTER
JNL JOURNAL
JO JOB ORDER
JOA JOINT OPERATING AGREEMENT
Joe JOINT OPERATIONS CENTER
JOINT OCCUPANCY DATE
JOINT OPERATING PROCEDURE
JOP i JOINT OBSERVING PROGRAM
JOK JOB ORDER REQUEST
JObS JOHNNIAC OPEN SHOP SYSTEM
JP JET PROpELLANT
JP-1 HYDRAULIC OIL
JP-4 KF.ROSENE-BAStD LIQUID FUEL
JPL JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
JPRS JOINT PUBLICATIONS RESEARCH SERVICE
JPTF JOINT PARACHUTE TEST FACILITY
JR JUNCTION RACK
JSC JOHNSON SPACE CENTER
JSSPG JOB SHOP SIMULATION PROGRAM GENERATOR
JS'» JOINT SYSTEMS TEST
JSTPS JOINT STRATEGIC TARGET PLANNING STAFF
JT JOINT
JTAC JOINT TECHNICAL ADVISOHY COMMITTEE
JTfcTF JOINT TEST EVALUATION TASK FORCE
JTR JOINT TRAVEL REGULATIONS
JTS JOB TRAINING STANDARD
JTb i JOINT TRAINING STANDARDS
JUP JUPITER
JV JANESBURY VALVE
JW JACKET WATER
JOINT WORKING GROUP MEETING
KILO
1 KELVIN SCALE
2 ONE THOUSAND
KAMAN AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
KAISER ALUMINUM AND CHEMICAL CORPORATION
KIRTLAND AIR FORCE BASE
KNOLLS ATOMIC POWER PLANT
1 KENNEDY APPROVED PARTS LIST
KENNEDY ATHLETIC RECREATION ft SOCIAL
KILO BITS PER SECOND
KILOCYCLECSJ
KILOCYCLES PER SECOND
KILOCALQRIE
KREISINGER DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY
KIT ENGINEERING CHANGE PROPOSAL
KILO ELECTRON VOLT
KILOGRAMtS3
KILOGRAM-CALORIE
KILOGRAMS PER CUBIC METER
KILOGRAM-METER
KILOGRAMS PER SECOND
KILOHERTZ
KSC HANDBOOK
KOLLSMAN INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
1 POTASSIUM IODIDE
KA-INERTIAL LAUNCH 8 LEAVE SYSTEM
TWX BREAK OR ERROR
KILOLITER
KILOMETER: SD
KILOMEGACYCLE
KSC MANAGEMENT INSTRUCTION
KILOMETERS PER SECOND
KNOT
i KAMAN NUCLEAR CORPORATION
2 KENNEDY NOTICE
KNOCKOUT
K
K
K
KAC
KACC
KAFB
KAPL
KAPL
KAKS
KBS
KC
KC/S
KCAL
KDL
KECP
KEV
KG
KG-CAL
KO/CUM
KG-M
KGPS
KHZ
KHb
KI
KI
KILLS
KKK
KL
KM
KMC
KMi
KMPS
KN
KM
KO
C;
KOH POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE
KOI KENNEDY OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
KP KICK PLATE
KP&D KICK PLATE a DRIP
KPNO KITT PEAK NATIONAL OBSERVATORY
KPpS KILOPULSES PER SECOND
KPS ONE THOUSAND PULSES PER SECOND
KR KRYPTON
KSC KENNEDY SPACE CENTER
KST KEYSEAT
KSU KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY
KT KILOTON
KTTC KEESLER TECHNICAL TRAINING CENTER
KUTD KEEP UP TO DATE
KV KILOVOLTCSJ
KVA KILOVOLT AMPERECSD
KVAH KILOVOLT-AMPERE HOUR
KVAR KILO VOLT AMPERE REACTIVE
KVDC KILLOVOLTS* DIRECT CURRENT
KW KILOWATTCS3
KWHR KILOWATTHOUR
KW1C KEYWORD-IN-CONTEXT
KWR KILOWATTS REACTIVE
KWY KEYWAY
KYTOON BALLON KITE LMETEOROLOGICAL]
L LEFT [PREFERABLE TO SPELL OUT 3
L 1 LAUNCH
L 2 LIMA
L 3 LUMEN
L <* LEVEL
LaA LANDING AND ASCENT
LaR LANDING AND RECOVERY
L- DAYS BEFORE LAUNCH
L-0 DAY LAUNCH DAY
L-l DAY DAY PRECEDING LAUNCH DAY
L/A LAUNCH ABORT
L/b LIFT-DRAG RATIO
L/D 1 LENGTH/uIAMElER
L/L LAUNCH ESCAPE CLE IS PREFERRED:
L/L 1 LAUNCH ENCOUNTER
L/F LAUNCH FACILITY
L/H LOCAL HORIZONTAL
L/I LINE ITEM
L/L LOW LEVEL
L/0 LIFT-OFF
L/R LOCUS OR RADIUS
L/R 1 LIFE/REVISIT
L/S LANDING SITE
L/S i LUNAR SURFACE
L/SW LIMIT SWITCH
L/V LAUNCH VEHICLE
L/V i LOCAL VERTICAL
LA LAUNCH ABORT
LA 1 LANTHANUM
LA 2 LAUNCH ANALYST
LA 3 LAUNCH AREA
LA i» LOS ALAMOS
LA 5 LAUNCH AZIMUTH
LA 6 LASER ALTIMETER
LA 7 LEFT AXILLA
LAA LOW ALTITUDE ATTACK
LAAR LIQUID AIR ACCUMULATOR ROCKET
LAAW LIGHT ASSAULT ANTI-TANK WEAPON
LAB LABORATORY
LABS LOW ALTITUDE BOMBING SYSTEM
LAC LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
LACB LOOK ANGLES OF CELESTIAL BODIES
LACE LIQUID AIR CYCLE ENGINE
LACE 1 LUNAR ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION EXPERIMENT
LAD LOS ANGELES DIVISION
LAF LAMINAR AIRFLOW
LAET LIMITING ACTUAL EXPOSURE TIME
LAGEDS LASER GEODYNAMICS SATELLITE
LAGS LASER ACTIVATED GEODETIC SATELLITE
LAHS LOW-ALTITUDE* HIGH-SPEED
LAINS LOW ALTITUDE INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM
LAL LANGLEY AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY
LALO LOW ALTITUDE OBSERVATION
LAM LAMINATE
LAMA LEAD AIR MATERIEL AREA
LAMP LOW ALTITUDE MANNED PENETRATOR
LAMP 1 LUNAR ANALYSIS AND MAPPING PROGRAM
LAMPF LOS ALAMOS MESON PHYSICS FACILITY
LAMPS LIGHT AIRBORNE MULTI-PURPOSE SYSTEM
LAMS LOAD ALLEVIATION AND MOQE STABILIZATION
LANABS LIGHT-ATTACK TACTICAL NAVIGATION AND BOMBING SYSTEM
LANNET LARGE ARTIFICIAL NERVE NET
LAOAR LATIN AMERICAN OFFICE OF AEROSPACE RESEARCH
LAPES LOW ALTITUDE PARACHUTE EXTRACTION SYSTEM
LAG LACQUER
LARA LIGHT* ARMED RECONNAISSANCE AIRCRAFT
LARC LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
LAS LABORATORIES OF APPLIED SCIENCES
LASA LARGE APERTURE SEISMIC ARRAY
LASER LIGHT AMPLIFICATION BY STIMULATED EMISSION OF RADIATION
LASH LASER ANTI-TANK SEMI-ACTIVE HOMING
LAbL LOS ALAMOS SCIENCE LAB*
LAbRM LOW ALTITUDE SHORT RANGE MISSILE
LAbSV LAND & APPROACH SYSTEM FOR SPACE VEHICLES
LAbV LOW ALTITUDE SUPERSONIC VEHICLE CFORMERLY SLAM3
LAT LATITUDE
LAT 1 LATERAL
LAV LAVATORY
LAW LIGHT ANTI-TANK WEAPON
LAW 1 LIGHT ASSAULT WEAPON
LB POUND IbJ
LB 1 LOW BAY
LB 2 LIFEBOAT
LB 3 LOAD BANK
LB FT POUND-FEET
LB-IN POUND-INCH
LBNP LOWER BODY NEGATIVE PRESSURE
LBP LENGTH BETWEEN PERPENDICULARS
LBK LUMBER
LBR 1 LOW BURNING HATE
LBK 2 LOW-BIT RATE
LBT POUNDS [THRUST 3
LBU LAUNCH BOOSTER UNIT
LC LAUNCH COMPLEX
LC 1 LAUNCH COUNT
LC 2 LEESONA CORPORATION
LC 3 LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
LC 4 LOW CARBON
LC 5 LOWER CASE
LC 6 LEFT CHEST
LC-39 LAUNCH COMPLEX 39
LCA LAUNCH CONTROL ANALYST
LCA 1 LIGHTING CONTROL ASSEMBLY
LCA 2 LOCAL COMMUNICATIONS AREA
LCAO LINEAR COMBINATION OF ATOMIC ORBITALS
LCAR LAUNCH COMPLEX ASSESSMENT REPORT
LCC LAUNCH CONTROL CENTER
LCC 1 LITTLE CARTER CAY
LCCMS LAUNCH CONTROL CENTER MEASURING STATION
LCD LM CHANGE DIRECTIVE
LCD 1 LAUNCH CONTROL DESIGN
LCD 2 LEAST COMMON DENOMINATOR
LCE LAUNCH COMPLEX ENGINEER
LCE 1 LAUNCH COMPLEX EQUIPMENT
LCE. 2 LOW COST EXPENDABLE LAUNCH VEHICLE
LCEB LAUNCH CONTROL EQUIPMENT BUILDING
LCF LAUNCH CONTROL FACILITY
LCF 1 LOW CYCLE FATIGUE
LC6 LIQUID-COOLED GARMENT
LCL LOWER CONTROL LIMIT
LCLV LOW COST LAUNCH VEHICLE
LCM LEAST CQMMON MULTIPLE
LCMS LOGISTICS COMMAND MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
LCMS 1 LAUNCH CONTROL & MONITORING SYSTEM
LCNR LIQUID CORE NUCLEAR ROCKET
LCU LAUNCH CONTROL OFFICER
LCP LANDING CRAFT - PERSONNEL
LCP 1 LEFT CIRCULAR POLARIZATION
LCR LOGISTIC CHANGE REPORT
LCKO LOW CROSS-RANGE ORBITER
LCRU LUNAR COMMUNICATIONS RELAY UNIT
LCS LAUNCH CONTROL SYSTEM
LCS 1 LINCOLN CALIBRATION SPHERE
LCS 2 LIQUID CONTROLLED SOLID
LCSB LAUNCH CONTROL SUPPORT BUILDING
LCSI LAUNCH CRITICAL SUPPORT ITEMS
LCSPL LAUNCH CRITICAL SPARE PARTS LIST
LCSSP LAB. OF CHEM. & SOLID-STATE PHYSICS
LCT LAUNCH CONTROL TRAILER
LCU LAUNCH CONTROL UNIT
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LCU 1 LANDING CRAFT UTILITY
LO " LUNAR DRILL
LD 1 LAUNCH DIRECTOR
LD 2 LOAD
LD 3 LUNAR DAY
LDb LIMITED DATA BLOCK
LOU LOW DENSITY DATA
LOU 1 LUNAR DUST DETECTOR '
LD6 LANDING
LDb GR LANDING GEAR
LDbE LEW DUMMY GUIDANCE EQUIPMENT
LDMK LANDMARK
LDP LOCAL DATA PACKAGE
LDk LOW DATA RATE
LDK 1 LEADER
LDb LANDING, DESERVICING AND SAFING
LDb 1 LAUNCH DATA SYSTEM
LOT LEVEL DETECTOR
LDU LINE DRIVER UNIT
LE LAUNCH ESCAPE
LE 1 LEADING EDGE
LE 2 LIFTING EYE
LE 3 LOW EXPLOSIVE
LE ** LIMIT OF ERROR
LEA LONG ENDURANCE AIRCRAFT
LEA 1 LAUNCH ESCAPE ASSEMBLY
LEAM LUNAR EjECTA AND METEORITES
LEAP LUNAR ESCAPE AMBULANCE PACK
LEB LOWER EQUIPMENT BAY
LEG LAUNCH ESCAPE CONTROL
LEC 1 LOCKHEED ELECTRONICS COMPANY
LEC 2 LUNAR EQUIPMENT CONVEYOR
LECA LAUNCH ESCAPE CONTROL AREA
LFH LUNAR FAR HORIZON
LEJ LONGITUDINAL EXPANSION JOINT
LEL LOWER EXPLOSIVE LIMIT
LEM LUNAR EXCURSION MODULE
LEM 1 LAUNCH ESCAPE MOTOR
LEMDE LUNAR EXCURSION MODULE DESCENT ENGINE
LEO LOW EARTH ORBIT
LEO 1 LIBERATING EQUIDISTANT OBSERVER
LEPS LAUNCH ESCAPE PROPULSION SYSTEM
LEPT LONG ENDURANCE PATROLLING TORPEDO
LERC LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
LEb LAUNCH ESCAPE SYSTEM
LES 1 LINCOLN EXPERIMENTAL SATELLITE
LEb 2 LUNAR ESCAPE SYSTEMS
LEbA LUNAR EXPLORATION SYSTEM FOR APOLLO
LEbC LAUNCH ESCAPE SYSTEM CONTROL
LESS LUNAR ESCAPE SYSTEMS
LET LAUNCH ESCAPE TOWER
LET 1 LINEAR ENERGY TRANSFER
LETS LINEAR ENERGY TRANSFER SPECTROMETER
LEV LAUNCH ESCAPE VEHICLE
LEV 1 LUNAR EXCURSION VEHICLE
LEVA LUNAR EXTRAVEHICULAR VISOR ASSEMBLY
LEWA LUNAR EXTRAVEHICULAR VISOR ASSEMBLY
LF LOW FREQUENCY
LF 1 LAUNCH FACILITY
LF 2 LOAD FACTOR
LF 3 LIFE FLOAT
LFC LAMINAR FLOW CONTROL
LFC 1 LUNAR FACSIMILE CAPSULE
LFM LANDING FORCE MANUAL
LFMS LAMINATED FERRITE MEMORY SYSTEM
LFO LOW FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR
LFPL LEWIS FLIGHT PROPULSION LABORATORY
LFSS LAUNCH FACILITY SECURITY SYSTEM
LFSW LANDING FORCE SUPPORT WEAPON
LFU LUNAR FLYING UNITS
LG LONG
LG 1 LANDING GEAR
LGC LEW GUIDANCE COMPUTER
LGC 1 LUNAR GEOLOGICAL CAMERA
LGCP LEXICAL-GRAPHICAL COMPOSER PRINTER
LGL LEM GUIDANCE EQUIPMENT
LGE 1 LUNAR GEOLOGICAL EQUIPMENT
LGO LAMONT GEOLOGICAL OBSERVATORY
LH LEFT-HAND
LHA LOCAL HOUR ANGLE
LHLB LEFT-HAND EQUIPMENT BAY
LHFEB LEFT-HAND FORWARD EQUIPMENT BAY
LHSC LEFT-HAND SIDE CONSOLE
LHSC 1 LIQUID HYDROGEN SYSTEM COMPLEX
LHSSC LEFT-HAND SIDE STORAGE CONTAINER
LHT LUNAR HAND TOOLS
LH2 LIQUID HYDROGEN
LI LITHIUM
LI 1 LINE ITEMS
LIC LICENSE
Lie i LUNAR INSTRUMENT CARRIER
LICOR LIGHTNING CORRELATION
LID LIFT TO DRAG RATIO
LIDAR LIGHT DETECTION AND RANGING
LIEF LAUNCH INFORMATION EXCHANGE FACILITY
LIFMOP LINEARLY FREQUENCY MODULATED PULSE
LIFO LAST-IN-FIRST-OUT
LIFT LINK INTELLECTUAL FUNCTIONS TESTER
LUG LOGISTICS ITEM IDENTIFICATION GUIDE
LIL LUNAR INTERNATIONAL LAS,
LILOC LIGHT LYNE OPTICAL CORRELATION
LIM LIMIT
LIM i LUNAR INSERTION MOTOR
LIMIRIS LASER INDUCED MODULATION OF INFRARED IN SILICON
LIMP LUNAR INTERPLANETARY MONITORING PLATFORM
LIMS LIMB MOTION SENSOR
LIN LINEAR
LIN FT LINEAR FOOT
LINC LABORATORY INSTRUMENT COMPUTER
LINS LIGHTWEIGHT INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM
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LIOH LITHIUM HYDROXIDE
LIw LIQUID
LIK LABORATORY FOR INSULATION RESEARCH
LIh 1 LOST ITfcM REPLACEMENT
LIS LM INTERFACE CONTROL SPECIFICATION
LITHO LITHOGRAPH
LITVC LIQUID INJECTION THRUST VECTOR CONTROL
LIV LOW INPUT VOLTAGE
LIVE LUNAR IMPACT VEHICLE
LJ • LITTLE JOE
LJ 1 LIFE JACKET
LJED LARGE JET ENGINE DEPARTMENT
LK LINK
LK 1 LEAK
LK CK LEAK CHECK
LKD LOCKED
LKG LOCKING
LKR LOCKER
LL LOW-LEVEL
LL i LUNAR LANDING
LL 2 LEASED LINE
LL 3 LOWER LIMIT
LL 4 LANDLINE
LLL LAND LOCOMOTION LABORATORY
LLL 1 LAWRENCE LIVERMORE LABORATORY
LLL 2 LOW-LIGHT-LEVEL
LLM LUNAR LANDING MODULE
LLOS LANDMARK LINE OF SIGHT
LLR LOAD LIMITING RESISTOR
LLKF LUNAR LANDING RESEARCH FACILITY
LLRV LUNAR LANDING RESEARCH VEHICLE
LLS LUNAR LOGISTICS SYSTEM
LLS 1 LOW-LEVEL SENSOR
LLSV LUNAR LOGISTICS SYSTEM VEHICLE
LLTV LUNAR LANDING TRAINING VEHICLE
LLV LUNAR LANDING VEHICLE
LLV 1 LUNAR LOGISTICS VEHICLE
LM LANDMARK
LM 1 LUNAR MODULE
LM 2 LIST OF MATERIAL
LM&SS LUNAR MAPPING AND SURVEY SYSTEM
LMA LUNAR MQDULE ADAPTER
LMC LARGE MAGELLANIC CLOUD
LME LAUNCH MONITOR EQUIPMENT
LMtC LIQUID METAL ENGINEERING CENTER
LMFBR LIQUID METAL FAST BREEDER REACTOR
LMGC LUNAR MODULE GUIDANCE COMPUTER
LMH LIGHT METAL HYDRIDES
LMI LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE
LMiC LIQUID METALS INFORMATION CENTER
LMP LM MISSION PROGRAMMER
LMP 1 LUNAR MODULE PILOT
LMR LAUNCH MISSION RULES
LMKD LAUNCH MISSION RULES DOCUMENT
LMRP LUNAR MODULE REPLACEABLE PACKAGE
LMS LEM MISSION SIMULATOR
LMb 1 LUNAR MASS SPECTROMETER
LMbC LOCKHEEu MISSILES AND SPACE COMPANY
LMbD LOCKHEED MISSILE SYSTEM DIVISION
LMSS LUNAR MAPPING AND SURVEY SYSTEM
LMT LOG MEAN TEMPERATURE
LN LIQUID NITKOGEN
LNA LOW NOISE AMPLIFIER
LNCH LAUNCH
LNUG LANDING
LN6 LIQUID NATURAL GAS
LNH LUNAR N£AR HORIZON
LNM LITHIUM NUCLEAR MICROPROBE
LNP LUNAR NEUTRON PROBE
LNb LABORATORY FOR NUCLEAR SCIENCE
LN2 LIQUID NITROGEN
LO LIFTOFF
LO 1 LOCAL OSCILLATOR
LO 2 LUNAR ORBITER
LO 3 LAUNCH OPERATIONS
LO 4 LOW
LO 5 LOCAL OSCILLATOR
LOA LENGTH OVER ALL
LOA 1 LAUNCH OPERATIONS AGENCY
LOb LAUNCH OPERATIONS BUILDING
LOb 1 LINE OF BALANCE
LOC LAUNCH OPERATIONS CENTER
LOCATE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS AUTOMATION TECHNIQUES EXCHANGE
LOtATS LOCKHEED OPTICAL COMMUNICATIONS * TRACKING SYSTEM
LOD LAUNCH OPERATIONS DIRECTIVE
L0[) 1 LAUNCH OPERATIONS DIRECTORATE
LOD 2 LAUNCH OPERATIONS DIVISION
LOt LEVEL OF EFFORT
LOFAR LOW-FREQUENCY ACQUISITION AND RANGING
LOFTI LOW-FREQUENCY TRANS-IONOSPHERE fSATELLITE 3
LOb LOGISTICS
LOG 1 LOGARITHM
LOG M LOGISTICS MODULE
LOH LIGHT OBSERVATION HELICOPTER
LOI LUNAR ORBIT INSERTION
LOLA LUNAR ORBIT 8 LANDING APPROACH CSIMULATED3
LOLEX LOW LEVEL EXTRACTION SYSTEM
LOM LUNAR ORBITAL MISSION
LOM 1 LAUNCH OPERATIONS MANAGER
LON LONGITUDE
LONG LONGITUDE
LONGN LONGERON
LOPAIR LONG PATH INFRARED SYSTEM
LOPAR LOW-POWER ACQUISITION RADAR
LOPC LUNAR ORBIT PLANE CHANGES
LPU 1 LANDING POINT DESIGNATOR
LOR LUNAR ORBIT RENDEZVOUS
LORAC LONG RANGE ACCURACY KCW NAVIGATION SYSTEMB
LORAD LONG RANGE ACTIVE DETECTION
LORAN LONG RANGE NAVIGATION
LORBI LOCKEO-ON RADAR BEARING INDICATOR
LOREC LONG RANGE EARTH CURRENT COMMUNICATIONS
LOKL LARGE ORBITAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
LOKL 1 LARGE ORBITING RESEARCH LABORATORY
LOHS LM OPTICAL RENDEZVOUS SYSTEM
LORTAN LONG RANGE & TACTICAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM
LOKV LOW OBSERVABILITY RE-ENTRY VEHICLE
LOS LOSS OF SIGNAL
LOS 1 LAUNCH OPERATIONS SYSTEM
LOS 2 LINE OF SIGHT
LOSS LUNAR ORBITAL SURVEY SYSTEM
LOS 3 LOSS OF SITE
LOT LARGE ORBITING TELESCOPE
LOTS LEM OPTICAL TRACKING SYSTEM
LOTV LAUNCH OPERATIONS AND TgST VEHICLE
LOV LIMIT OF VISIBILITY
LOV 1 LOSS OF VISION
LOV 2 LOSS OF VEHICLE
LOX LIQUID OXYGEN
L02 LIQUID OXYGEN
LP LAUNCH PAD
LP 1 LIQUID PROPELLANT
LP 2 LOW POWER
LP 3 LOW PRESSURE
LPA LOG PERIODIC ANTENNA
LPC LOCKHEED PROPULSION COMPANY
LPC 1 LINK PRIORITY CHANGE
LPO LANDING POINT DESIGNATOR
LPQ 1 LAUNCH PROCEDURE DOCUMENT
LPFP LOW PRESSURE FUEL PUMP
LPF LOW PASS FILTER
LPFR LIQUID-PHASE FLOW REACTQR
LPGE LEM PARTIAL GUIDANCE EQUIPMENT
LPH LITERS PER HOUR
LPH 1 LANDING PLATFORM HELICOPTER
LPIA LIQUID PROPELLANT INFORMATION AGENCY
LPL LM PLAN
LPLWS LAUNCH PAD LIGHTNING WARNING SYSTEM
LPM LITERS PER MINUTE
LPM i LUNAR PORTABLE MAGNITOMCTER
LPO LUNAR PARKING ORBIT
LPGX LOW PRESSURE OXYGEN
LPS LITERS PER SECOND
LPS 1 LAUNCH PROCESSING SYSTEM
LPTV LARGE PAYLOAD TEST VEHICLE
LPw LUMENS PER WATT
LR LABOR RELATIONS OFFICE
LR 1 LANDING RADAR
LR 2 LONG RANGE
LRC LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
LRC 1 LOGISTICS READINESS CENTER
LRC 2 LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
LRD LAUNCH READINESS DEMONSTRATION
LRE. LUNAR RETROGRADE ENGINE
LRHSC LARGE RADIOISOTOPE HEAT SOURCE CAPSULE
LRI LONG RANGE INTERCEPTOR
LRI 1 LEFT-RIGHT INDICATOR
LRL LIVERMORE RESEARCH LABORATORY
LRL 1 LAWRENCE RADIATION LABORATORY
LRL 2 LUNAR RECEIVING LABORATORY
LRM LUNAR RECONNAISSANCE MODULE
LRM 1 LIQUID ROCKET MOTOR
LRO LARGE RADIO OBSERVATORY
LRPGD LONG RANGE PROVING GROUND DIVISION
LRR LAUNCH READINESS REPORT
LRK 1 LAUNCH READINESS REVIEW
LRH 2 LONG RANGE RADAR
LRRR LASER RANGE RETROREFLECTOR
LRSM LONG RANGE SEISMOGRAPH MEASUREMENTS
LRU LINE REPLACEMENT UNIT
LRU 1 LINK RETRACTION UNIT
LRV LUNAR ROVING VEHICLE
LRWE LONG RANGE WEAPONS ESTABLISHMENT
LS LAUNCH SITE
LS 1 LOW SPEED
LS 2 LANDING SITE
LS 3 LUNAR SURFACE
LS U LEFT SACRUM
LSAT LAW SCHOOL ADMISSION TEST
LSB LOWER SIDEBAND
LSb i LEAST SIGNIFICANT BIT
LSb 2 LUNAR SURFACE BASE
LSC LINEAR-SHAPED CHARGE
LSCE LAUNCH SEQUENCE A CONTROL EQUIP,
LSD LAUNCH SYSTEMS DATA
LSD 1 LAUNCH SUPPORT DIVISION
LSD 2 LOW SPEED DATA
LSD 3 LANDING SITE DETERMINATION
LSD f LANDING SHIP DOCK
LSfc LAUNCH SEQUENCER EQUIPMENT
LSE 1 LAUNCH SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
LSE 2 LIFE SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
LSE.ED LAUNCH SUPPORT EQUIPMENT-ENGINEERING DIVISION CNASA3
LSEP LUNAR SURFACE EXPERIMENT PACKAGE
LSF LAUNCH SUPPORT FACILITY
LSF 1 LUNAR SCIENTIFIC FACILITY
LSG LUNAR SURFACE GRAVIMETER
LSI LARGE SCALE INTEGRATION
LSIC LARGE SCALE INTEGRATED COMPONENTS
LSL LIFE SCIENCES LABORATORY
LSL 1 LOGISTICS SPARES LIST
LSM LOGISTICS SUPPORT MANAGER
LSM 1 LUNAR SURFACE MAGNETOMETER
LSO LIFE SYSTEMS OFFICER
LSOP LUNAR SURFACE OPERATIONS PLANNING
LSP LM SPECIFICATION
LSPE LUNAR SEISMIC PROFILE EXPERIMENT
LSPO LUNAR SURFACE PROJECT OFFICE
LSR LAUNCH SITE RECOVERY
LSH 1 LAUNCH SUPPORT REQUIREMENT
LSK 2 LUNAR SuFFACt RENDEZVOUS
LSKC LUNAR SURFACE RETURN CONTAINER
LSKC 1 LAUNCH SITE RECOVERY COMMANDER
LSKO LIFE SCIENCES RESEARCH OFFICE • - ' ' ' "
LSS LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM »
LSS 1 LAUNCH SUPPORT SYSTEM
LSb z LUNAR SURVEY SENSOR
LSS 3 LUNAR SQlL STIMULANT
LSSM LOCAL SCIENTIFIC SURVEY MODULE
LST LANDING SHIP* TANK
LSI 1 LAUNCH SUPPORT TEAM
LST 2 LOCAL STANDARD TIME
LST 3 LIQUID STORAGE TANK
LST <4 LARGE STELLAR TELESCOPE
LST 5 LARGE SpACE TELESCOPE
LSTO LUNAR SATELLITE TRACKING DATA
LSTS LUNAR SURFACE THERMAL SIMULATOR
LSU LOUISIANA STATE U.
LSU 1 LIFE SUPPORT UMBILICAL
LSU 2 LIFE SUPPORT UNIT
LSV LUNAR SURFACE VEHICLE
L/T LEAD TIME
LT LOW-TOR(iUE
LT 1 LIGHT
LT 2 LOW TENSION
LTA LEM TEST ARTICLE
LTC LAUNCH VEHICLE TEST CONDUCTOR
LTC 1 LOAD TAp CHANGING
LTC 2 LUNAR TOPOGRAPHIC CAMERA
LTD LOCAL TEST DtSK
LTD 1 LAUNCH TEST DIRECTIVE
LTIJ 2 LIMITED
LTDS LAUNCH TRAJECTORY DATA SYSTEM
LTDT LANGLEY TRANSONIC DYNAMICS TUNNEL
LTE LOCAL THERMODYNAMIC EQUILIBRIUM
LT6 LIGHTNING
LT6 LUNAR TRAVERSE GRAVIMETER
LTHR LEATHER
LTiRF LOWELL TECHNOLOGICAL INST. RES. FOUND.
LTiV LUNAR TRAJECTORY INJECTION VEHICLE
LTP LEM TEST PROCEDURE
LTP 1 LIBRARY TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM
LTR LETTER
LThI LIGHTNING AND TRANSIENTS RESEARCH INSTITUTE
LTb LIGHTING TEST SET
LTV LING TEMCO VOUGHT
LTVAC LTV AEROSPACE CORPORATION
LUb LUBRICATE
LUb 1 LUBRICATION
LUB 2 LUBRICANT
LUCOM LUNAR COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
LUF LOWEST USABLE FREQUENCY
LUO LIGHT UTILITY GLIDER
LULS LUNAR LOGISTIC SYSTEM
LUM LIVING UTILITY MODULE
LUN LUNAR
LUPWT LANGLEY UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL
LUT LAUNCH UMBILICAL TOWER
LUTT LAUNCHER UMBILICAL TOWtR TRANSPORTER
LV LAUNCH VEHICLE
LV 1 LOW VOLTAGE
LVAR LAUNCH VEHICLE ASSESSMENT REVIEY
LVAR 1 LAUNCH VEHICLE ASSESSMENT REPORT
LVU LOW VELOCITY DROP
LVD 1 LOW VELOCITY DETONATION
LVUA LAUNCH VEHICLE DATA ADAPTER
LVDA 1 LAUNCH VEHICLE DEPLOYMENT ASSEMBLY
LVDC LAUNCH VEHICLE DIGITAL COMPUTER
LVDC 1 LAUNCH VEHICLE DATA CENTER
LVUC/DA LAUNCH VEHICLE DIGITAL COMPUTER/DATA ADAPTER
LVET LEFT VENTRICULAR EJECTION TIME
LVGSE LAUNCH VEHICLE GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
LVIS LAUNCH VEHICLE INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEMS
LVL LEVEL
LVMS LIMB VOLUME MEASURING SYSTEM
LVO LAUNCH VEHICLE OPERATIONS CMSFC1
LVOD LAUNCH VEHICLE OPERATIONS DIVISION
LVPD LAUNCH VEHICLE PRESSURE DISPLAY
LVHS LOW VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY
LVK LOW-VOLTAGE RELEASE
LVSG LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDY GROUP
LVT LANDING VEHICLE TRACKED
LVT 1 LINEAR VELOCITY TRANSDUCER
LVTC LAUNCH VEHICLE TEST CONDUCTOR
LW LAUNCH WINDOW
LWU LEFT WING DOWN
LWL LOAD WATER LINE
LWOP LEAVE WITHOUT PAY
LWP LEAVE WITH PAY
LWP 1 LANGLEY WORKING PAPER
LWK LOWER
LWS LIGHTNING WARNING SYSTEM
M METER
M 1 MERCURY
M 2 MANDATORY
M 3 MASS
M«L»V MAP & DATA VIEWER
M&F MALE « FEMALE
M 6k I MODIFICATION AND INSTALLATION
M&IR MANUFACTURING AND INSPECTION RECORD
M&O MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION
M«S MATERIALS & SERVICES
M4SS MAPPING AND SURVEY SYSTEM
M & TE MEASUREMENT AND TEST EQUIPMENT
M&TP MANUFACTURING AND TESTING PROCESS
M- TIME IN DAYS BEFORE MOVE OPERATION
M-KG METER-KILOGRAM
M-K-C MARLIN ROCKWELL CORPORATION
M/A MAINTENANCE ANALYSIS
M/C MAIN CHAMBER
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M/i MECHANICAL IMPULSE
M/l 1 MINIMUM IMPULSE
M/L MOBILE LAUNCHER
M/M MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM
M/K MIXTURE RATIO
M/b MINOR SUPPORT
M/S 1 MAINSTAGE
M/U MOCKUP CMU Ib PREFERRED] . ..%
M/fc MICROWAVE
M/w 1 METHANOL WATtR
MA MASTER
MA 1 MAINTENANCE ABILITY
MA 2 MATERIAL AUTHORIZATION
MA 3 MILLIAMPERES
MA ** METABOLIC ANALYZER
MA 5 MISSED APPROACH
MA 6 MIKE AMPLIFIER
MA SW MASTER SWITCH CpREFERABLE TO SPELL OUT MASTER3
MAA MATHEMATICAL ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
MAA6 MILITARY ASSISTANCE ADVISORY GROUP
MAAT MAC ACQUISITION AND ATTACK TRAINER
MAb MECHANICAL AUTOMATION BREADBOARD
MAti 1 MATERIALS ADVISORY BOARD
MAd 2 MISSILE ASSEMBLY BUILDING
MAC MEAN AERODYNAMIC CHORD
MAC 1 MILITARY AIRLIFT COMMAND
MAC 2 MILITARY ARMISTICE COMMISSION
MAC 3 MULTI-ACCESS COMPUTER
MAC <* MAINTENANCE ADVISORY COMMITTEE
MACH MACHINE
MACS MARINE AIR CONTROL SQUADRON
MACS 1 MCDONNELL AUTOMATIC CHECKOUT SYSTEM
MACV MILITARY ASSISTANCE COMMAND* VIETNAM
MAU MADRID
MAU 1 MISSION ANALYSIS DIVISION
MADCAP MAMMOTH DECIMAL ARITHMETIC PROGRAM
MADRE MAGNETIC DRUM RADAR EQUIP.
MAL MCDONNELL AIRBORNE EVALUATOR
MAECON MID-AMERICA ELECTRONICS CONFERENCE
MAtT MISSILE ACCIDENT EMERGENCY TEAM
MAP MIXED AMINE F-UEL
MAF i MAJOR ACADEMIC FIELD
MAF 2 MANPOWER AUTHORIZATION FILE
MAF 3 MICHOUD ASSEMBLY FACILITY
MAFB MALMSTROM AIR FORCE BASE
MAG MAGNETIC
MAG 1 MAGNITUDE
MAG 2 MAGNETO
MAG AMPL MAGNETIC AMPLIFIER
MAI MILITARY ASSISTANCE INSTITUTE
MAI 1 MACHINE-AIDED INDEXING
MAIDS MULTIPURPOSE AUTOMATIC INSPECTION & DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM
MAIDS 1 MANAGEMENT AUTOMATED INFORMATION DISPLAY SYSTEM
MAINT MAINTAIN
MA1R MANUFACTURING a INSPECTION RECORD
MAJ MAJORCITYD
MAL MALFUNCTION
MAL 1 MATERIAL ALLOWANCE LIST
MAL.F MALFUNCTION
MALL MALLEABLE
MALLAR MANNED LUNAR LANDING 6 RETURN
MAM MILITARY ASSISTANCE MANUAL
MAMOS MARINE AUTOMATIC METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVING STATION
MAN MICROWAVE AEROSPACE NAVIGATION
MAN 1 MANUAL
MANF MANIFOLD
MANIAC MATHEMATICAL ANALYZER NUMERICAL INTEGRATOR AND COMPUTER
MANPWR MANPOWER
MANTRAC MANUAL ANGLE TRACKING CAPABILITY
MANUV MANEUVERING
MAO MANNED APOLLO OPERATIONS
MAP MISSED APPROACH POINT
MAP 1 MESSAGE ACCEPTANCE PULSE
MAP 2 MILITARY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
MAP 3 MAINTENANCE ANALYSIS PROGRAM
MAPCHE MOBILE AUTOMATIC PROGRAMMED CHECKOUT EQUIP.
MAPS MONITORING OF AIR POLLUTION BY SATELLITES
MAR MARCH
MAR 1 MATERIAL AVAILABILITY REPORT
MAKC MACHINE-READABLE CATALOGUING
MARC 1 MATERIAL ACCOUNTABILITY RECOVERY CODE
MARCO MARTIN COMPANY
MARKAR MAPPING & RECONNAISSANCE KU-BAND AIRBORNE RADAR
MARS MAGNETIC AIRBORNE RECORDING SYSTEM
MARS 1 MANNED ASTRONAUTICAL RESEARCH STATION
MARS 2 MILITARY AFFILIATE RADIO SYSTEM
MAKS 3 MANNED AERODYNAMIC REUSABLE SPACES
MARS 4 MOBILE ATLANTIC RANGE STATION
MART MOBILE AUTOMATIC RADIATION TESTER
MARV MANEUVERING ANTI-RADAR VEHICLE
MASD MOBILE AIR & SPACE DEfENSE
MASE MCDONNELL AIRBORNE SIDEWINDER EVALUATOR
MASER MICROWAVE AMPLIFICATION BY SIMULATED EMISSION OF RADIATION
MASS MANNED ACTIVITY SCHEDULING SYSTEM
MAST MODEL ASSEMBLY STERILIZER FOR TESTING
MATCON MICROWAVE AEROSPACE TERMINAL CONTROL
MATE MCDONNELL AIRBORNE TRAINER AND EVALUATOR
MATE 1 MISSION ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE FOR EXPERIMENTS
MATH MATHEMATICS LICAL3
MAFICO MACHINE APPLICATIONS TO TECHNICAL INFORMATION CENTER OPERATIONS
MATL MATERIAL
MATS MILITARY AIR TRANSPORT SERVICE
MATSCIT MATERIALS SCIENCE* CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
MATTS MULTIPLE AIRBORNE TARGET TRAJECTORY SYSTEM
MASP MODULAR ATMOSPHERE SIMULATION PROGRAM
MAST MAGNETIC ANNULAR SHOCK TUBE
MAST 1 MISSILE AUIOMATIC SUPPLY TECHNIQUE
MASTIF MULTI-AXIS SPIN TEST INERTIAL FACILITY
MAT MATERIEL DEPARTMENT
MAT 1 MOBILE ARMING TOWER
MAUTEL MICROMINIATURIZED AUTONETICS TELEMETRY
MAVAR MODULATOR AMPLIFIER USING VARIABLE RESISTANCE
MAVES WANNED MARS & VENUS EXPLORATION STUDIES
MAw MARINE AIR MING
MA* 1 MEDIUM ASSAULT WEAPON
MAX MAXIMUM
MAY MAYAGUANA ISLAND
MB MOTOR BOAT
MB 1 MILLIBAR
MBC MAXIMUM BREATHING CAPACITY
MBD MISSION BASELINE DESCRIPTION
MBDR MAKE-OR-BUY DATA RECORD
MBGE MISSILE BORNE GUIDANCE EQUIPMENT
MBL MOBILE
MBK MISSION BRIEFING ROOM
MBRV MANEUVERABLE BALLISTIC RE-ENTRY VEHICLE
MBS MAIN BANG SUPPRESSOR
MBT MAIN BATTLE TANK
MB* MEDIUM BLACK AND WHITE FILM
MC MAIN CHUTE
MC 1 MAGNETIC COURSE
MC 2 MILITARY CONSTRUCTION
MC 3 MEGACYCLE
MC 4 MISSION CONTROLCLER3
MC 5 MAPPING CAMERA
MC 6 MEDICAL CORPS
MC * G MAPPING, CHARTING AND GEODESY
MC * W MASTER CAUTION AND WARNING
MCA MAIN CONSOLE ASSEMBLY
MCAFB MCCONNELL AIR FORCE BASE
MCb MODULE CONTROL BLOCK
MC&F MEAN CYCLE BETWEEN FAILURES
MCC MAINTENANCE CONTROL CENTER
MCC 1 MERCURY CONTROL CENTER
MCC 2 MISSION CONTROL CENTER
MCC 3 MIDCOURSE CORRECTION
MCC-H MISSION CONTROL CENTER* HOUSTON
MCC-K MISSION CONTROL CENTER* CAPE KENNEDY
MC& METALS a CERAMICS DlVt
MCD/SLV MINIMUM COST DESIGN/SPACE LAUNCH VEHICLE
MCDB MINIMUM COST DESIGN BOOSTER
MCDP MICRO-PROGRAMMED DATA PROCESSOR
MCfcB MILITARY COMMUNICATIONS ELECTRONICS BOARD
MCtN MODIFIED CURRENT EXPENDABLE LAUNCH VEHICLE
MCF THOUSAND CUBIC FEET
MCGS MICROWAVE COMMAND GUIDANCE SYSTEM
MCF 1 MAINTENANCE AND CHECKOUT FACILITY
MCL MASTER CONFIGURATION LIST
MCL I MID-CANADA LINE
MCM THOUSAND CIRCULAR MILLS
MCN MASTER CHANGE NOTICE
MCO MISSION CONTROL OPERATIONS
MCOP MISSION CONTROL OPERATIONS PANEL
MCOV MAIN CHAMBER OXIDIZER VALVE
MCP MASTER CHANGE PROPOSAL
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MCP 1 MASTER COMPUTER PROGRAM
MCP 2 MEASUREMENTS CONTROL PROCEDURE
MCP 3 MISSION CONTROL PROGRAMMER
MCK MASTER CHANGE RECORD
MCS MISSILE CONTROL SYSTEM
MCS 1 MEASUREMENTS CALIBRATION SYSTEM
MCb 2 MEGACYCLES PER SECOND
MCbS MICROSCOPIC CAMERA SUBSYSTEM
MCTI METAL CUTTING TOOL INST.
MCTS MASTER CENTRAL TIMING SYSTEM
MCW MODULATED CONTINUOUS WAVE
MD MISSION DIRECTOR
MD 1 MICRODOT
MDA MAINTAINABILITY DESIGN APPROACH
MDA 1 MULTIPLE DOCKING ADAPTER
MDA 2 MECHANICALLY DESPUN ANTENNA
MDAC MCDONNELL DOUGLAS ASTRONAUTICS COMPANY
MDAP MUTUAL DEFENSE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
MDAR MALFUNCTION DETECTION ANALYSIS AND RECORDING
MDAS METEOROLOGICAL DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
MDAS 1 MEDICAL DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
MDC MAIN DISPLAY CONSOLE
MDC 1 MISSILE DEVELOPMENT CENTER
MDC 2 MISSION DUTY CYCLE
MDC 3 MISSION DIRECTOR CENTER
MDCS MAINTENANCE DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM
MDCS 1 MASTER DIGITAL COMMAND SYSTEM
MDCS 2 MATERIAL DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM
MDDA MECHANICSBURG DEFENSE DEPOT ACTIVITY
MDDC MANHATTAN DISTRICT DECLASSIFIED CODE
MDt. MAC DESIGN EQUIPMENT
MDL 1 MISSION DEPENDENT ELEMENTS
MDE. 2 MISSION DEPENDENT EQUIPMENT
MDL 3 METEOROID DETECTION EXPERIMENT
MDF MAIN DISTRIBUTING FRAME
MDF 1 MILD DETONATING FUSE
MDFNA MAXIMUM DENSITY FUMING NITRIC ACID
MDFRR MISSION DIRECTORS FLIGHT READINESS REVIEW
MD1 MISS-DISTANCE INDICATOR
MDiU MANNED DATA INSERTION UNIT
MDL MASTER DATA LIBRARY
MOP MASTER DISPLAY PANEL
MDK MISSION DATA REDUCTION
MDK i MAJOR DESIGN REVIEW
MDR 2 MINOR DISCREPANCY REPAIR
MDRD MISSION DATA REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT
MDb MASTER DEVELOPMENT SCHEDULE
MDS 1 MALFUNCTION DETECTION SYSTEM
MDb 2 MINIMUM DISCERNIBLE SYSTEM
MDSPR MODE SUPPRESSOR
MOSS MISSION DATA SUPPORT SYSTEM
MDT MOUNTAIN DAYLIGHT TIME
MDT 1 MEAN DO*N TIME
MOV MAP AND DATA VIEWER
MDXDCR MODE TRANSDUCER
ME MANAGEMENT ENGINEERING
ME 1 MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT
ME 2 MAIN ENGINE . -
ME« MAIN ELECTRONICS ASSEMBLY ' '
MEARS MAINTENANCE ENGINEERING ANALYSIS RECORDS
MEAS MEASURING
MEC MANUAL EMERGENCY CONTROLS
MECH MECHANICAL
MECO MAIN ENGINE CUTOFF
MECR MAINTENANCE ENGINEERING CHANGE REQUEST
MED MEDIUM
MED 1 MEDICAL
MED 2 MANUAL ENTRY DEVICE
MEDAL MICRO-MECHANIZED ENGINEERING DATA FOR AUTOMATED LOGISTICS
MEDAS METEOROLOGICAL DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
MEDCAT MEDICAL CIVIC ACTION TEAMS
MEDCOM MEDITERRANEAN COMMUNICATIONS
MEDLARS MEDICAL LITERATURE ANALYSIS AND RETRIEVAL SYSTEM
MEE MISSION ESSENTIAL EQUIPMENT
MEED MICR08IAL ECOLOGY EVALUATION DEVICE
MEED 1 MICROBIAL ENVIRONMENT EXPOSURE DEVICE
MEF MARINE EXPEDITIONARY FORCE
MEF 1 MAXIMUM EXPIRATORY FLOW
MEG MEGOHM
MEGA MILITARY EVALUATION OF GEOGRAPHIC AREAS
MEIG MAIN ENGINE IGNITION
ME1MN MULTI-END ITEM MODIFICATION NOTICE
MEL MARINE ENGINEERING LAB*
MEL 1 MINIMUM EQUIPMENT LIST
MELAB MECHANICAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY (MSFC)
MELI MASTER EQUIPMENT LIST INDEX
MEM MARS EXCURSION MODULE
MEMB MEMBRANE
MEML MOLECULAR ENGINEERING ft MATERIAL LAB.
MEMO MEMORANDUM
MENEX MAINTENANCE ENGINEERING EXCHANGE
MEO MAINTENANCE ENGINEERING ORDER
MEOP MAXIMUM EXPECTED OPERATING PRESSURE
MEP MEAN EFFECTIVE PRESSURE
MEP 1 MANAGEMENT ENGINEERING PROGRAM
MEP 2 MINUTEMAN EDUCATION PROGRAM
MEK MANNED EARTH RECONNAISSANCE
MER 1 MULTIPLE EJECTOR RACK
MEK 2 MERIDIAN
MERC MERCURY PROJECT
MEKGV MARTIAN EXPLORATORY ROCKET GLIDE VEHICLE
MEKM MATERIAL EVALUATION ROCKET MOTOR
MERTS MICROPOUND EXTENDED RANGO THRUST STAND
MERU VILLI-EARTH RATE UNIT co.ois DEGREES/HOUR^
MES MAIN ENGINE START
MESA MANNED ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS ASSESSMENT
MESA 1 MODULARIZED EQUIPMENT STORAGE ASSEMBLY
MESC MASTER EVENT SEQUENCE CONTROLLER
MEiC 1 MISSION EVENTS SEQUENCE CONTROLLER
MET MISSILE ESCORT TEAM
MET 1 MODULAR EQUIPMENT TRANSPORTER
MET 2 MISSION ELAPSED TIME
MET 3 MISSION EVENT TIMER
MET <* METEOROLOGICAL
METOP MAXIMUM EXPECTED TAKEOFF POWER
MEV MILLION ELECTRON VOLTS
MEW MICROWAVE EARLY WARNING
MEWS MISSILE EARLY WARNING STATION
MEZZ MEZZANINE
MF MEDIUM FREQUENCY
MF i MOTOR FIELD
MF 2 MAGNETOMOTIVE FORCE
MFAP MANNED FLIGHT AWARENESS PROGRAM
MFC MASTER FILE COPY
MFCO MANUAL FUEL CUTOFF
MFCV MODULATING FLOW CONTROL VALVE
MFD MANUFACTURED
MFb MAJOR FUNCTIONAL GROUP
MFIC MILITARY FLIGHT INFORMATION CENTER
MFL MISSILE FIRING LABORATORY
MFLD MANIFOLD
MFOD MANNED FLIGHT OPERATIONS DIRECTIVE
MFPS MODULAR FORCt PLANNING SYSTEM
MFK MANUFACTURER
MFb MULTIFUNCTION SENSOR
MFbK MULTIPLE FREQUENCY SHII-T KEYED
MFT MEAN FLIGHT TIME
MFV MAIN FUEL VALVE
MG MAGNESIUM
MG 1 MOBILE GENERATOR
MG 2 MOTOR GENERATOR
MG 3 MIDDLE GlMBAL
MW 2 MCGREGOK AND WERNER
MGA MIDDLE GlMBAL ASSEMBLY
MGC MISSILE GUIDANCE COMPUTER
MGC 1 MANUAL GAIN CONTROL
MGCR MARITIME GAS COOLED REACTOR
MGD MAGNETOGASDYNAMICS
MGE MAINTENANCE GROUND EQUIPMENT
MGMT MANAGEMENT
MGK MANAGER
MGSE MAINTENANCE GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
MHCP MEAN HORIZONTAL CANDLEPOWER
MHD MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICS
MHfc. MATERIALS HANDLING EQUIPMENT
MHf- MIXED HYDRAZINE FUEL
MHI- 1 MEDIUM HIGH FREQUENCY
MHT MEAN HIGH TIDE
MHw MEAN HIGH WATER
MHZ MILLION CYCLES PER SECOND
MHZ 1 MEGA HERTZ
MI MERRITT ISLAND
MI 1 MELLON INSTITUTE.
MI 2 MODIFICATION INSTRUCTIONS
MI 3 MALLEABLE IKON
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MI/I MICROINCHES HER INCH
MURR MATERIAL INSPECTION AND RECEIVING REPORT CFORM 00-2503
Mlb MINIMUM IMPULSE BIT
MIL MICROMETER
MKR MAGNETIC INK CHARACTER RECOGNITION
MKROMET MICROMETEOROID
MILS MANAGEMENT INFORMATION AND CONTROL SYSTEMS
MIUAS MISSILE DEFENSE ALARM SYSTEM
MIDAS 1 MODIFIED INTEGRATION DIGITAL ANALOG SIMULATOR
MIDAS 2 METEOROLOGICAL & LIGHTNJNG DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
MIDES MISSILE DETECTION SYSTEM
MIDOT MULTIPLE INTERFEROMETER DETERMINATION OF TRAJECTORIES
MIUS MANAGEMENT INFORMATION DISPLAY SYSTEM
MIF MAXIMUM iNbPIRATORY FLOW
MIF 1 MASTER ITEM FILE
MIFI MISSILE FLIGHT INDICATOR
METAL INERT GAS
MERRITT ISLAND INDUSTRIAL AREA
MICROPHONE
MICROBALANCE INVERTED KNUDSEN EFFUSION RF-COIL
MERRITT ISLAND USB STATION CMSFN3
MILITARY SPECIFICATION
MILITARY STANDARD
MERRITT ISLAND LAUNCH AREA
MILITARY COMMUNICATIONS ELEC. SYS. TECH,
MILITARY INDUSTRY LOGISTICS DATA INTERCHANGE PROCEDURES
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION LISTING PROGRAM APOLLO SPACECRAFT
MISSILE IMPACT LOCATOR SYSTEM
MILLIRAQIANS
MILITARY STANDARD CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION PROCEDURES
MILITARY SPECIFICATIONS
MILITARY STANDARD ACTIVITY ADDRESS
MILITARY STANDARD TRANSPORTATION & MOVEMENT PROCEDURES
MILITARY AGENCY FOR STANDARDIZATION
MILITARY SUPPLY AND TRANSPORTATION EVALUATION PROCEDURES
MILITARY STANDARD ITEM CHARACTERISTICS COOING STRUCTURE
MILITARY STANDARD TRANSACTION REPORTING ft ACCOUNTING PROCEDURES
MILITARY TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE GROUP
MISSION MODES AND SPACE ANALYSIS
MINUTE
MIN 1 MINIMUM
MINI MINIATURE
MINOX MINIMUM OXIDIZER
MINS MARE ISLAND NAVAL SHIPYARD '
MINS I MINIATURE INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM
MINT MATERIAL IDENTIFICATION & NEW CONTROL TECH.
MIP MISSILE IMPACT PREDICTION
MIP 1 MANDATORY INSPECTION POINT
MIH 2 MODIFICATION INSTRUCTION PACKAGE
MIPE MAGNETIC INDUCTION PLASMA ENGINE
MIPIR MISSILE PRECISION INSTRUMENTATION RAOAR CC-BANO RAOAR3
MIK MALFUNCTION INVESTIGATION REPORT
Mlh 1 MIRROR
MIHAGE MICROELECTRONIC RADAR INDICATOR FOR GROUND EQUIPMENT
MIROS MODULATION INDUCING RETRO-DIRECTIVE OPTICAL SYSTEM
MI1A
MIKE
MlKER
MIL
MIL SPEC
MIL STD
MILA
MILCEST
MILDIP
MILPAS
MILS
MILS
MILSCAP
MILSPEC
MILSTAAD
MlLSTAMp
MILSTAN
MILSTEP
MlLSTICCS
MILSTRAP
MlLTAG
MIMOSA
MIKV
MIKVS
MIS
MIS
MISA
MISC
MISER
MISL
MISS
MISS
MISTRAM
MIT
MITE
MITM
MITE
MHO
MITOC
MITRE
MITTS
Mlo
MIV
MIX
MIX
MK
MKR
ML
ML
ML
ML
MLD
MLbAS
MLUG
MLLP
MLF
MLF
ML6
ML1
MLUP
MLLW
MLS
MLSE
MLT
MLT
MLw
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MMC
MMD
MMD
MULTIPLE INDEPENDENT RE-ENTRY VEHICLE
MULTIPLE INDEPENDENTLY TARGETABLE REENTRY VEHICLES
MILITARY INTELLIGENCE SERVICE
1 MAN IN SPACE
MILITARY INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY AGENCY
MISCELLANEOUS
MANNED INTERCEPTOR SAGE EVALUAT, ROUTINE
MALFUNCTION INVESTIGATION SUPPORT LABORATORY
MISSILE INTERCEPT SIMULATION SYSTEM
1 MISSION
MISSILE TRAJECTORY MEASUREMENT
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
MISSILE INTEGRATION TERMINAL EQUIPMENT
MILITARY INDUSTRY TECHNICAL MANUAL
1 MASTER INSTRUMENTATION TIMING EQUIPMENT
MINIMUM INTERVAL TAKE OFF
MULTIPLE INTERCOMMUNICATIONS TECHNICAL OPERATIONS COMMUNICATIONS
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY RAND ENGINEERING
MOBILE INTERMEDIATE TRACKING TELESCOPE SYSTEM
MOBILE INSPECTION UNIT
MOBILE INSTRUMENTATION VAN
MAGNETIC IONIZATION EXPERIMENT
1 MIXTURE
MARK
MARKER
M«LD LINE
1 MISSILE LAUNCHER
2 MOBILE LAUNCHER
3 MILLILITER
MOLDED
METEOROLOGICAL AND LIGHTING DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
MOLDING
MANNED LUNAR EXPLORATION PROGRAM
MANNED LIFTING ENTRY VEHICLE
MULTILATERAL FORCE
1 MOBILE LAUNCHER FACILITY
MAIN LANDING GEAR
MULTILAYER INSULATION
MANNED LUNAR LANDING PROGRAM
MEAN LOwER LOW WATER
MICROWAVE LANDING SYSTEM
MECHANICAL LAUNCH SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
MEAN LOW TIDE
1 MANNED LUNAK TEST
MAIN LOX VALVE
MEAN LOW WATER
MILLIMETER
2 MANAGEMENT MANUAL
3 MARINER MARS
<* MEMORY MODULE
5 MATH MOuEL
6 MISSION MODULE
MARTIN MARIETTA CORPORATION
MATERIEL MANAGEMENT DIVISION
1 MEAN MISSILE DURATION
-11.5-
MML MATERIAL MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT
MMF MICROELECTRONICS MANUFACTURING FACILITY
MMF 1 MAGNETOMOTIVE FORCE
MMH MONOMETHYLHYDRAZINE CFU£L3
MMHG MILLIMETERS OF MECURY
MMhO MEGAMHO . ,' "
MMM MANNING,MAXWELL & MOORE CO.CNOW DIVIDD
MMM 1 MEASURING MONITORING MODULE
MMM 2 MINNESOTA MINING AND MANUFACTURING COMPANY
MMM 3 MARS MISSION MODULE
MMM «* MULT i-MIssiON MODULE
MMMIS MAINTENANCE & MATERIAL MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM
MMMS MAINTENANCE AND MATERIAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
MMOS MOBILE MlCROMETEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATION SYSTEM
MMP MOMENTUM MANAGEMENT PR00RAW
MMKBM MOBILE MID-RANGE BALLISTIC MISSILE
MMKEM MOBILE MEDIUM RANGE BALLISTIC MISSILE
MMS MAC MATERIAL SPEC.
MMSS MULTIMOQULE SPACE STATION
MMT MANUFACTURING METHODS & TECHNOLOGY
MMU MIDCOURSE MEASUREMENT UNIT
MMU 1 MODULAR MANEUVERING UNIT
MN MANGANESE
MN A MAIN BUS A
MN B MAIN BUS B
MND MARTIN NUCLEAR DIVISION
MNEE MISSION NONESSENTIAL EQUIPMENT
MNFLD MANIFOLD
MNT MOUNT
MNVR MANEUVER
MO MOLYBDENUM
MO 1 MONTH
MO 2 MARS ORBITER
MO 3 MAJOR OBJECTIVE
MOA MANUAL-OFF-AUTOMATIC
MOBIDIC MOBILE DIGITAL COMPUTER
MOC MISSION OPERATIONS COMPLEX
MOt 1 MASTER OPERATIONS CONTROL
MOC 2 METHOD OF CHARACTERISTICS
MOCOM MOBILITY COMMAND
MOCR MISSION OPERATIONS CONTROL ROOM CIMCCD
MOCS MASTER OPERATIONS CONTROL SYSTEM
MOD MANPOWER 4 ORGANIZATION DIVISION
MOD 1 MISSION OPERATIONS DIRECTOR
MOD 2 MODEL
MOD 3 MODIFICATION
MOD U MODULATION
MOO 5 MODULE
MOD II S-BAND RADAR CMODIFIED SCR-5843
MOD IV X-BAND RADAR HIGH RESOLUTION TRACKER [MODIFIED NIKE-AJAX1
MOUAP MODIFIED APOLLO
MObEM MODULATOR DEMODULATOR
MODEST MISSILE OPTICAL DESTRUCTION TECHNIQUE
MODICON MODULAR-DISPLRSED-CONTROL
MOblF MODIFICATION
MODS MANNED ORBITAL DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
MODS 1 MILITARY ORBITAL DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
MOF MISSION OPERATIONS FACILITY
MOHATS MODULAR OVERLAND HANDLING & TRANSPORT SYSTEM
M01 MOMENT OF INtRTIA
M01 1 MARS ORfalT INSERTION
MOPS 1 MISSION OPERATIONS PLANNING SYSTEM
MOIST MACRO OUTPUT SYSTEM
MOL MANNED ORBITAL LAUNCH
MOL 1 MANNED ORBITAL LABORATORY
MOLAB SKYLAB MOBILE LABORATORY
MOLDS MANAGERIAL ON-LINE SYSTEMS
MOM MCDONNEuL ORGANIZATION MANUAL
MON MONDAY
MON 1 MONITOR
MON 2 MIXED OXIDES OF NITROGEN COXIDIZER3
MONO MONAURAL
MOO MISSILE OPERATIONS OFFICER
MOON MEETING OUR OPERATIONAL NEEDS
MOOSE MAN OUT OF SPACE EASIEST
MOP MISSION OPERATIONS PLAN
MOPA MASTER OSCILLATION POWER AMPLIFIER
MOPS MISSILE OPERATING PHONE SYSTEM
MOK MARS ORBITAL RENDEZVOUS
MOR 1 MISSIONS OPERATIONS REPORT
MOKL MANNED ORBITAL RESEARCH LAB.
MORS MILITARY OPERATIONS RESEARCH SYMPOSIA
MOS MISSION OPERATIONS SYSTEM
MOS i METAL-OXIDE SILICON
MOSAIC MOBILE SYSTEM FOR ACCURATE ICBM CONTROL
MOSAR MODULATION SCAN ARRAY RECEIVER
MOSS MANNED ORBITAL SPACE STATION
MOT MANNED ORBITAL TELESCOPE
MOTOR MOBILE ORIENTED TRIANGULATION OP RE-ENTRY
MOTP MANUFACTURING OR TESTING PROCESS
MOTS MODULE TEST SET
MOTS 1 MOBILE OPTICAL TRACKING SYSTEM
MOTS 2 MINITRACK OPTICAL TRACKING SYSTEM
MOTU MOBILE OPTICAL TRACKING UNIT
MOV MAIN OXlDIZER VALVE
MOV 1 MANNED ORBITAL VEHICLE
MOW MISSION OPERATION WING
MP MICHOUD PLANT
MP 1 MEDIUM PRESSURE
MP 2 MELTING POINT
MPA MOORE-PETERSON ASSOCIATES
MPA 1 MISSION PERFORMAMCE ASSESSMENT
MPAD 1 MISSION PLANNING AND ANALYSIS DIVISION
MPb MATERIAL PERFORMANCE BRANCH
MPB 1 MAINTENANCE PARTS BREAKDOWN
MPC MANUAL POINTING CONTROLLER
MPC 1 METEOROLOGICAL PREDICTION CENTER
MPC 2 MULTISPECTRAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CAMERA
MPCD MANUFACTURING PROCESS CONTROL DOCUMENT
MPU MAGNETO-PLASMADYNAMIC
MPU 1 MATERIALS PHYSICS DIVISION
MPuC MECHANICAL PROPERTIES DATA CENTER
MPfc. MISSILE POSITIONING EQUIPMENT
MPEP METALWORKING PROCESSES AND EQUIPMENT PROGRAM
MPF MATERIALS PROCESSING FACILITY
MPF 1 MULTISPLCTRAL PHOTOGRAPHIC FACILITY
MPt> MILES PER GALLON
MPH MILES PER HOUR
MPHPS MILES PER HOUR PER SECOND
MPi MEAN POINT OF IMPACT
MPL METALS PROCESSING LABORATORY
MPL i MISSION PLANNING LABORATORY
MPL 2 MINIMUM POWER LEVEL
MPLE MULTI-PURPOSE LONG ENDURANCE cAIRCRAFT3
MPM MANUFACTURE PROCEDURE MANUAL
MPM 1 MONOCYCLE POSITION MODULATION
MPM 2 MILES PE.R MINUTE
MPMIC MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS INFORMATION CENTER
MPH WILES PER POUND
MPK MANUFACTURING PARTS RECORD
MPK 1 MATERIALS AND PROCESS REQUIREMENT
MPS MISSION PREPARATION SHEET
MPS 1 MAIN PROPULSION SYSTEMS
MPS-25 C-BAND RADAR CMOBILE FPS-163
MPT MERCURY PROCEDURES TRAINER
MPT 1 MISSION PLANNING TABLE
MPTF MISSION PLANNING TASK FORCE
MPTS MOBILE PHOTOGRAPHIC TRACKING STATION
MPX MULTIPLEX
MQh MOBILE QUARANTINE FACILITY
MR MATERIAL REQUISITION
MR 1 METEOROLOGY RESEARCH INC.
MR 2 MATERIAL REVIEW
MR 3 MIXTURE RATIO
MR H MEMORANDUM REPORT
MRAD MILLIRAQIANS
MRb MODIFICATION REQUIREMENTS BOARD
MRb 1 MATERIAL REVIEW BOARD
MRfaM MEDIUM RANGE BALLISTIC MISSILE
MRC MATHEMATICS RESEARCH CENTER
MRC 1 MISSION REQUIREMENTS CHANGE
MRCR MEASUREMENT REQUIREMENT CHANGE REQUEST
MRCS MISSILE RANGE CALIBRATION SATELLITE
MRCV MIXTURE RATIO CONTROL VALVE
MRD MISSION REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT
MRD 1 MATERIAL REVIEW DISPOSITION
MRUC MEDICAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
MRF MAINTENANCE AND REFURBISHMENT FACILITY
MRF 1 MAINTENANCE. REPAIR FACILITY
MR6 MISSION RULES GUIDLINES
MRH MISSION RELATED HARDWARE
MRi MEDICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE
MR1 1 MICROWAVE RESEARCH INSTITUTE
MRi 2 MIDWEST RESEARCH INSTITUTE
MRIR MEDIUM RESOLUTION INFRARED
MRL MANUFACTURING REFERENCE LINE
MRL 1 MEDICAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
MRL 2 MINERALS RESEARCH LABORATORY
MRN METEOROLOGICAL ROCKET NETWORK
MRO MAlNTENANCEr REPAIR. AND OPERATION
MROD MEDICAL RESEARCH AND OPERATIONS DIRECTORATE
MRUF MAINTENANCE* REPAIR* AND OPERATION OF FACILITY
MRP MALFUNCTION REPORTING PROGRAM CNAVY]
MRK MILESTONE READINESS REVIEW
MRrt 1 MATERIAL REVIEW REPORT
MRR 2 MINIMUM REPORTING REQUIREMENT
MRS MATERIAL RETURNED TO STORE
MRb 1 MODIFICATION RECORD SHEET
MRTS METEOROLOGICAL REAL-TIME SYSTEM
MRU MICROWAVE RELAY UNIT
MRU 1 MOBILE REFRIGERATION UNIT
MS MANAGEMENT SERVICES
MS 1 MASS SPfcCTROMETRY
MS 2 MACHINE SCREW
MS 3 MACHINE STEEL
MS <* MILESTONE
MS 5 MILITARY STANDARDS
MS 6 MILLISECOND
MS 7 METEOROID SHIELD
MS 8 MOTION SENSITIVITY
MSA MATERIAL STORES AREA
MSA 1 MINIMUM SURFACE AREA
MSAR MINE SAFETY APPLIANCE RESEARCH CORPORATION
MSb MATERIAL SUPPORT BRANCH
MSB 1 MOST SIGNIFICANT BIT
MSC MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER
MSCO MANNED SPACECRAFT OPERATIONS
MStO 1 MANUAL SUSTAINER CUTOFF
MSCP MEAN SPHERICAL CANDLEPOWER
MSt/ MISSILES & SPACE DIVISION
MSL MECHANICAL SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
MStC MILLISECOND LS3
MSLE MOORE SCHOOL OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
MSF MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
MSFC MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
MSFEB MANNED SPACE FLIGHT EXPERIMENTS BOARD
MSFH MANNED SPACE FLIGHT HEADQUARTERS
MSFN MANNED SPACE FLIGHT NETWORK
MSFNOC MANNED SPACE FLIGHT NETWORK OPERATIONS CENTER CGSFC3
MSFO MANNED SPACE FLIGHT OPERATIONS
MSFP MANNED SPACE FLIGHT PR00RAM
MSb MESSAGE
MSI MOON SPHERE OF INFLUENCE
MS1S MANNED SATELLITE INSPECTION SYSTEM
MSK MOBILITY SUPPORT KIT
MSK 1 MANUAL SELECT KEYBOARD
MSL MEAN SEA LEVEL
MSM MARS SURFACE MODULE
MSMTCS3 MEASUREMENT S3
MSN MANNED SPACE NETWORK
MSN 1 MISSION
MSO MANNED SPACECRAFT OPERATIONS
MSO 1 MASS SPECTROMETER OUTGASING
MSOB MANNED SPACECRAFT OPERATIONS BUILDING
MSPC MEDICAL SPECIALIST CORPS
MSK MCDONNELL SIMULATOR RECORDER
MSK 1 MISSION SUPPORT ROOM
MSh 2 MODIFICATION STATUS REPORT
MSKE MOLTEN SALT REACTOR EXPERIMENT
MSRP MISSION SUPPORT REAL PROPERTY
MSS MODE SICKNESS SUSCEPTIBILITY
MSS 1 MODE SELECTION SWITCH
MSS 2 MILITARY SUPPLY STANDARDS
MSS 3 MOBILE SERVICE STRUCTURE
MSS «* MODULAR SPACE STATION
MSb 5 MOBILITY SUBSYSTEM
MSSM MARS SPINNING SUPPORT MODULE
MSSR MARS SURPLUS SAMPLE RETURN
MSSR U MARS SURFACE SAMPLE RETURN
MSSTC MOBILE SERVICE STRUCTURE TEST CONDUCTOR
MST MOUNTAIN STANDARD TIME
MST 1 MOBILE SERVICE TOWER
MSTC MANNED SPACECRAFT TEST CENTER
MSK 1 CSM TEST CONDUCTOR CCALL SIGN]
MSTS MILITARY SEA TRANSPORTATION SERVICE
MSVD MISSILE a SPACE VEHICLE DEPARTMENT
MSW MICROSWITCH
MT MAGNETIC TAPE
MT 1 MECHANICAL TECHNICIAN
MT 2 MAXIMUM TORQUE
MT 3 MOUNT
MT «* MOUNTAIN TIME
MT 5 MASTER TIMER
MTA MASS THERMAL ANALYSIS
MTB MATERIALS TESTING BRANCH
MTbF MEAN TIME BEFORE FAILURE
MTBM MEAN TIME BETWEEN MAINTENANCE
MTbMA MEAN TIME BETWEEN MAINTENANCE ACTION
MTC MISSILE TEST CENTER
MTC 1 MISSION AND TRAFFIC CONTROL
MTCA MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT AND CIVIL AVIATION
MTCU MAGNETIC TAPE CONTROL UNIT
MTU MOUNTED
MTE MULTI-SYSTEM TEST EQUIPMENT
MTtE MISSION TIME EXTREME ENVIRONMENT
MTF MECHANICAL TIME FUSE
MTF 1 MISSISSIPPI TEST FACILITY
MTG MOUNTING
MTI MOVING TARGET INDICATORS
MT1 1 MAIN TANK INJECTION
MTL MATERIAL
MTNiTS MILITARY TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT 8 TERMINAL SERVICE
MTN MOTION
MTO MISSION, TASK, OBJECTIVE
MTO 1 MISSISSIPPI TEST OPERA!JONS
2 MODIFICATION TASK OUTLINE
MASTER TEST PLAN
1 MISSION TEST PLAN
MEAN TIME TO REPAIR
1 MISSILE TRACK RADAR
MINITRACK
MOBILE TRACKING STATIONS
1 METEOROID TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE
MILITARY JEST SPACE STATION
MEAN TIME TO FAILURE
MEAN TIME TO FIRST FAILURE
MEAN TIME TO REPAIR
MOBILE TRAINING UNIT
MANUAL THRUST VECTOR CONTROL
1 MANNED THRUST VECTOR CONTROL
MOBILE TRAINING WING
MAIL UNIT
1 MOCKUP
2 MOBILE UNIT
3 MULTIPLE UNIT
<* MANEUVERING UNIT
MAXIMUM USABLE ALTITUDE
MULTIPLE BEAM INTERVAL SCANNER
MUCHEA* AUSTRALIA C REMOTE SITED
MAXIMUM USABLE FREQUENCY
MULTIPLE
MIDWEST UNIVERSITIES RESEARCH ASSOCIATION
MULTI-SATELLITE AUGMENTATION PROGRAM
MONITOR OF ULTRAVIOLET SOLAR ENERGY
MEDICAL UNIT SELF-CONTAINED TRANSPORTABLE
MElAN UP TIME
MULTIPLIER]
MUZZLE VELOCITY
1 MILLIVOLTS
2 MULTIVIBRATOR
3 MOTORIZfcD VALVE
MANUAL VOLUME CONTROL
MAP AND VISUAL DISPLAY CUNITD
MILLIVOLTS* D.C.
MICROWAVE
1 MILLIWATT
MAJOR WORLD AIR ROUTE AREA
MULTIPLE WATER CONNECTOR
MUTUAL WEAPON DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
MUSIC WIRE GAGE
MAXIMUM WORKING PRESSURE
1 MANEUVERING WORK PLATFORM
MEAN WIijTH RATIO
MEAN WEIGHTED SKIN TEMPERATURE
MAXIMUM WORKING VOLTAGE
MULTIPLEX
MAN YEARS
NITROGEN
HYDRAZINE C FUEL 3
N204* NITROGEN TETKOXIDE
MTO
MTH
MTP
MTR
MTR
MTKK
MTS>
MTS
MTSS
MTTF
MTTFF
MTTR
MTU
MTVC
MTVC
MTw
MU
MU
MU
MU
MU
MUA
MUblS
MUt
MUF
MULT
MUKA
MUSAP
MUbE
MUST
MUT
MUX
MV
MV
MV
MV
MVC
MVQ
MVUC
MW
MW
MWARA
MWC
MWDP
MW6
MWH
MWH
MWK
MWbT
MWV
MX
MY
N
N/A
N/b
N/C
N/C
N/0
N/P
NA
NA
NA
NA
NAM
NAA
NAAF
NAAS
NAATC
NAb
NAb
NAC
NACA
NACE
NACTU
NAD
NAD
NADC
NADEVCEN
NADGE
NAUMC
NAuS
NADU
NA£
NALC
NAECON
NALS
NALSU
NAF
NAIr
NAF
NAKB
NAFEC
NAFI
NAFS
NAb
NAbS
NAi
NAL
NAL
NAM
NAMC
NAMC
NAMl
NAML
NAMO
NAMRU
NAVIGATION AMD GUIDANCE CG*N IS PREFERRED!
NAVIGATION AND GUIDANCE SUBSYSTEM
NOT APPLICABLE
NARROW bANU
NO CHANGE
1 NORMALLY CLOSED
NORMALLY OPEN
NOT PROVIDED
SODIUM CNATRIUM3
1 NATIONAL AIRLINES* INC.
2 NOT APPLICABLE
3 NOT ASSIGNED
NORTH AMERICAN AVIATIONI INCORPORATED
1 NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS
NAVAL AUXILIARY AIR FACILITY
NAVAL AUXILIARY AIR STATION
NAVAL AIR ADVANCED TRAINING COMMAND
NAVAL AIR BASE
1 NUT AND BOLT WRENCH
NACELLE
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CORROSION ENGINEERS
NIGHT ATTACK COMBAT TRAINING UNJT
NAVAL AIR DEPOTi NAVAL AMMUNITION DEPOT
NAVAL AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER
NAVAL AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER
NATO AlK DEFENSE GROUND ENVIRONMENT
NAVAL AIR DEVELOPMENT ft MATERIAL CENTER
NAVAL AIR DEVELOPMENT STATION
NAVAL AIRCRAFT DELIVERY UNIT
NATIONAL AERONAUTICAL ESTABLISHMENT
NAVAL AIR ENGINEERING CENTER
NATIONAL AEROSPACE ELECTRONICS CONFERENCE
NAVAL AIR EXPERIMENTAL STATION
NAVAL AVIATION ELECTRONIC SERVICE UNIT
NAVAL AIR FACILITY
1 NAVAL AIRCRAFT FACTORY
2 NAVAL AVIONICS FACILITY
NORTON AIR FORCE BASE
NATIONAL AVIATION FACILITIES EXPERIMENTAL CENTER
NAVAL AIR FIGHTING INSTRUCTIONS
NAVAL AIR FIGHTER SCHOOL
NERVA ADVISORY GROUP
NAVAL AIR GUNNERS SCHOOL
NORTHROP AIRCRAFT* INC.
NAVAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY
1 NUMERICAL ANALYSIS LABORATORY
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACTURERS
NATIONAL AIR MATERIAL CENTER
1 NAVAL AIR MATERIAL CENTER
MAVAL AEROSPACE MEDICAL INSTITUTE
NATIONAL APPLIED MATH. LABORATORY
NAVAL AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE ORDERS
NAVAL AIRCRAFT MEDICAL RESEARCH UNIT
NAMSO NATO MAINTENANCE AND SUPPLY ORGANIZATION
NAMTC NAVAL AIR MISSILE TEST CENTER
NAMU NAVY AIRCRAFT MODIFICATION UNIT
NANAC NATIONAL AIRCRAFT NOISE ABATEMENT COUNCIL
NAND NAVAL AMMUNITION a NET DEPOT
NANEP NAVY AIR NAVIGATION ELECTRONIC PROJ.
NAOT NAVAL AIR OPERATIONAL TRAINING
NAOTS NAVAL AVIATION ORDNANCE TEST STATION
NAHC NATIONAL AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
NAPS NIGHT AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SYSTEM
NAPU NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER UNIT
NAK NUMERICAL ANALYSIS RESEARCH
NAK i NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL
NAK 2 NARROW
NARATE NAVY RADAR AUTOMATIC TEST EQUIPMENT
NAKCO NATIONAL AERONAUTICAL CORPORATION
NARDIS NAVY AUTOMATED RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
NARF NUCLEAR AEROSPACE RESEARCH FACILITY
NAKI NUCLEAR AEROSPACE RESEARCH INSTITUTE
NAKM NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF RELAY MANUFACTURERS
NAKST NATIONAL ASSOC. FOR RESEARCH IN SCIENCE TEACHING
NAKTS NAVAL AIR ROCKET TEST STATION
NAKTU NAVAL AIR RESERVE TRAINING UNIT
NAS NATIONAL AIRbPACE SYSTEM
NAb 1 C4AVIGATION AVOIDANCE SYSTEM
NAb 2 NAVAL AlR STATION
NAb 3 NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
NAS/NRC NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCE - NAT:L. RES. COUNCIL
NAbA NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
NAbAO NAVAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE AVIATION OFFICIALS
NASAP NETWORK ANALYSIS FOR SYSTEM APPLICATION PROGRAM
NASARR NORTH AMERICAN SEARCH « RANGING RADAR '
NAbC NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE COUNCIL
NAbC 1 NATIONAL AIRCRAFT STANDARDS COMM.
NASC 2 NAVAL AlR SYSTEMS COMMAND
NAbCO NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES COMMITTEE ON OCEANOGRAPHY
NASCOM NASA GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK
NAbCOM 1 NASA WORLD-WIDE COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK
NAbCOP NASA COMMUNICATIONS OPERATIONS PROCEDURE
NAbD NAVAL AVIATION SUPPLY DEPOT
NASL NAVAL APPLIED SCIENCE LABORATORY
NAbo NAVAL AVIATION SUPPLY OFFICE
NAbPR NASA PROCUREMENT REGULATION
NAbS NAVAL AlR SIGNAL SCHOOL
NASSA NATIONAL AEROSPACE SERVICES ASSOCIATION
NAbTRAN NASA STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS COMPUTER SYSTEM
NAbWF NAVAL AlR SPECIAL WEAPONS FACILITY
NAT NASA APOLLO TRAJECTORY
NAT 1 NATURAL
NATC NAVAL AlR TEST CENTER
NATCAS NAVIGATION* AIR TRAFFICE CONTROL AND COLLISION AVOIDANCE SYSTEM
NA1CC NATIONAL AIR TRANSPORT COORDINATING COMMITTEE
NATEC NAVAL AiRSHlP TRAINING 8 EXPERIMENTAL COMMAND
NATEL NORTRONiCS AUTOMATIC TEST EQUIPMENT LANGUAGE
NAIF NAVAL AlR TEST FACILITY
NAIL
NATL 1
NATO
NATOPS
NATS
NATTS
NATU
NATWP
NAUT
NAUWS
NAV
NAV 3
NAyADCOM
NAVAIR
NAVAIRFAC
NAVAMDEP
NAVBOILAB
NAVCOM
NAVAL AERONAUTICAL TURBINE LABORATORY
NATIONAL
NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION
NAVAL AIR TRAINING AND OPERATING PROCEDURES STANDARDIZATION
NAVAL AIR TRANSPORT SERVICE
NAVAL AIR TURBINE TEST STATION
NAVAL AIRCRAFT TORPEDO UNIT
NAVAL AIR TRANSPORT WlN6» PACIFIC
NAUTICAL
NAVAL ADVANCE UNDERSEA WEAPONS SCHOOL
NAVAL OR NAVY
NAVIGATION
NAVAL ADMINISTRATIVE COMMAND
NAVAL AIR SYSTEMS COMMAND
NAVAL AIR FACILITY
NAVAL AMMUNITION DEPOT
NAVY BOILER LABORATORY
NAVAL COMMUNICATION
NAVCOSSACT NAVAL COMMAND SYSTEMS SUPPORT ACTIVITY
NAVY, BUREAU OF YARDS AND DOCKS
NAVY, EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
NAVAL FACILITY
NAVY GENERAL PUBLICATION
NAVAL GUN FACTORY
NAVY LIAISON OFFICER
NAVAL MATERIAL COMMAND
NAVY, BUREAU OF MEDICINE AND SURGERY
NAVAL MiNE DEPOT
NAVAL OBSERVATORY
MAVAL OPERATION FACILITY
NAVAL ORDNANCE PUBLICATION
BUREAU OF NAVAL PERSONNEL
NAVAL POWDER FACTORY
NAVAL PROVING GROUND
NAVAL PURCHASING OFFICE
NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
NAVIGATION SYSTEM
NAVY, BUREAU OF SUPPLIES AND ACCOUNTS
NAVIGATIONAL SATELLITE
NAVY, BUREAU OF SHIPS
NAVAL SHIP YARD
NAVAL SUPPLY OFFICE CSUPERSEDING NAVEXOSl
NAVAL SpACE SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM
NAVAL STATION
NAVTECHTRACNAVAL AlR TECH, TRAINING CENTER
NAVTORPSTA NAVAL TQRPEDO STATION
NAVTRADEVCENAVAL TRAINING DEVICE CENTER
NAVTRADISTCNAVAL TRAINING & DISTRIBUTION CENTER
NAVTRASTA NAVAL TRAINING STATION
NAVAL WAR COLLEGE
NAVAL WEAPONS BUREAU
NAVY WITH AIR FORCE
NAVY WITH ARMY
NAwAS NATIONAL WARNING SYSTEM
NB NAVAL BASE
NAVDOCKS
NAVEXOS
NAVFAC
NAVGEN
NAVGUN
NAVLO
NAVMAT
NAVMED
NAVMINDEP
NAVOBSY
NAVOPFAC
NAVORD
NAVPERS
NAVPOWFAC
NAVPROV
NAVPUR
NAVRESLAB
NAVS
NAVSANDA
NAVSAT
NAVSHIPS
NAVSHIPYD
NAVSO
NAVSPASUR
NAVSTA
NAVWARCOL
NAVWEPS
NA*AF
NB 1 NARROW bANU
NB 2 NIOBIUM
NBAA NATIONAL BUSINESS AIRCRAFT ASSOCIATION
NAVAL BASES AIR DEFENSE
NEW BRUNSWICK AREA OFFICE
NATIONAL BOARD OF BOILER & PRESSURE VESSEL INSP.
NATIONAL BROADCASTING CO.
NATIONAL BOARD OF FIRE UNDERWRITERS
NAVAL BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY
1 NEW BRUNSWICK LABORATORY
NUMBER
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS
NAVAL BOILER AND TURBINE LABORATORY
NATIONAL COARSEi NETWORK CONTROLCLER:
2 NO CHANGE
3 NORTHROP CORPORATION
U NOSE CONE
5 NORMALLY CLOSED
NATIONAL CENTER FOR ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH
1 NONCONFORMANCE AND CORRECTIVE ACTION REPORTING SYSTEM
NATIONAL CONSERVATION BUREAU
NAVAL CONSTRUCTION BATTALION CENTER
NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY
NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR CLEAN AIR TURBULENCE
NAVAL CONTRACT DISTRIBUTION CENTER
NAVAL COMBAT DEMOLITION TRAINING & EXPERIMENTAL BASE
NAVAL CIVIL ENGINEERING LABORATORY
NATIONAL CENTER FOR EDUCATION STATISTICS
NETWORK CONTROL GROUP
NATIONAL CRIME INFORMATION CENTER
NATIONAL COUNCIL ON MARINE RESOURCES AND ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT
NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICER
NITROGEN CHARGE PANEL
NETWORK CHANGE REQUEST
1 NATIONAL CASH REGISTER COMPANY
2 NONCONFORMANCE RECORD
NATIONAL CHEMICAL RESEARCH LABORATORY CPRETORIA3
NATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
NORTH CAROLINA STATE COLLEGE
NAVAL CODE & SIGNAL LABORATORY
NAVAL COMMAND SYSTEMS SUPPORT ACTIVITY
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF TECHNICAL SUPPORT INDUSTRIES
NOZZLE CONTROL UNIT
NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON WEIGHTS a MEASURES
NASA DOCUMENT
1 NEODYMIUM
NATIONAL DEFENSE ADVISORY COMM.
NATIONAL DEFENSE COUNCIL
NAVAL DRY DOCK & REPAIR FACILITY
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
NATIONAL DEFENSE EDUCATION ACT
NONDESTRUCTIVE INSPECTION
NUCLEAR DEFENSE LABORATORY
NATIONAL DEFENSE OPERATIONS SECTION
NBAO
NBoPVI
NBC
NBFU
NBL
NBL
NBK
NBS
NBTL
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NCAR
NCAR
NCb
NCbC
NCC
NCCAT
NCUC
NCDTSE
NCLL
NCLS
NCb
NCiC
NCMRED
NCO
NCR
NCK
NCR
NCK
NCKL
NCS
NCSC
NCSL
NCSSA
NCTSJ
NCU
NCWM
NO
ND
NDAC
NDC
NDU a RF
NDE
NDLA
NDi
NOL
NDOS
-/as-
NDKC
NDHE
NDb
NOT
NE
NE
NEAR
NE6A
NEC
NECAP
NEtS
NEDU
NEtP
NEtS
NE1F
NEIR
NEL
NEL
NELC
NEMA
NEMP
NEPA
NEPA
NEPCON
NEPN
NEK
NEREM
NEKO
NEKV
NEKVA
NES
NESC
NESC
NEbCO
NEbEP
NESS
NESTS
NET
NETOPS
NEUT
NEW MOONS
NFC
NFLSV
NFMSAE6
NFPA
NFPM
NFT8
NFSAIS
NG
NG
NGb
NGf-
NGb
NATIONAL DEFENSE RESEARCH COUNCIL
NORWEGIAN DEFENSE RESEARCH ESTABLISHMENT
NUCLEAR DETECTION SATELLITE
NON-DESTRUCTIVE TESTING
NEON :
NORTHEAST
NATIONAL EMERGENCY ALARM REPEATER
NASA EMPLOYEES BENEFIT ASSOCIATION
NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CODE
NAVIGATION EQUIPMENT CAPABILITY ANALYSIS
NATIONAL ELECTRIC CODE STANDARDS
NAVY EXPERIMENTAL DIVING UNIT
NUCLEAR ELECTRONICS EFFECTS PROGRAM
NAVAL ENGINEERING EXPERIMENTAL STATION
NEGATIVE.
NEAR EARTH INSTRUMENTATION FACILITY
NARRATIVE END ITEM REPORT
NAVAL ELECTRONIC LABORATORY
NAVAL EXPLOSIVE LABORATORY
NAVY ELECTRONICS LABORATORY CENTER
NATIONAL ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
NUCLEAR ELECTROMAGNETIC PULSE
NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT
NUCLEAR ENERGY POWERED AIRCRAFT
NATIONAL ELECTRONIC PACKAGING CONFERENCE
NEAR EARTH PHASE NETWORK
NONCONFQRMANCE EVENT RECORD
NORTHEAST ELEC. RESEARCH & ENGINEERING MEETING
NEAR EARTH RESCUE AND OPERATIONS
NUCLEAR EMULSION RECOVERY VEHICLE
NUCLEAR ENGINE FOR ROCKET VEHICLE APPLICATION
NAVAL EXPERIMENTING STATION
NATIONAL ELECTRIC SUPPLY CODE
NATIONAL ENGINEERING SCIENCE COMPANY
NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL SATELLITE CENTER
NATIONAL ENGINEERING SCIENCE COMPANY
NAVY ENLISTED SCIENTIFIC EDUCATION PROGRAM
NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL SATELLITE SERVICE
NON-ELECTRIC STIMULUS TRANSFER SYSTEM
NETWORK
NUCLEAR EMERGENCY TEAM OPERATIONS
NEUTRAL
NASA EVALUATION WITH MOQELS OF OPTIMIZED NUCLEAR SPACECRAFT
NO FURTHER CLEARANCE REQUIRED
NATIONAL FRONT FOR THE LIBERATION OF SOUTH VIETNAM
NAVAL FLEET MISSILE SYSTEM ANALYSIS a EVALUATION GROUP
NATIONAL FIRt PROTECTION ASSOCIATION
NUCLEAR FLIGHT PROPULSION MODULE
NAVAL FLEET TRAINING BASE
NATIONAL FEDERATION OF SCIENCE ABSTRACTING A INDEXING SERVICES
NARROW GAGE
NO GOOD
NATIONAL GUARD BUREAU
NAVAL GUN FACTORY
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY
NGSP
NGTE
NHA
NHA
NHb
NHiC
NHLA
NHO
NI
NI-SIL
NIAC
Nib
NIC
NIC8
NIH
NILS
NIMA
NIMIT
NIMPHE
NIO
NIOBE
NIOSH
NIP
NIPA
NIS
NI1INOL
NITRO TET
NITROS
NIU
NK
NL
NLt
NLCO
NLo
NLL
NLM
NLMA
NLOGM
NLT
NLTE
NM
NM
NMt
MMC
NML
NMC
NMCL
NMCS
NMD
NMD
NMuL
NML
NMLL
NMFRL
NM1
NATIONAL GEODETIC SATELLITE PROGRAM
NATIONAL GAS TURBINE ESTABLISHMENT
NATIONAL HOUSING AGENCY
NEXT HIGHER ASSEMBLY
NASA HANDBOOK
NASA HAZARDS IDENTIFICATION COMMITTEE
NATIONAL HAKDWOOD LUMBER ASSOCIATION
NAVAL HYDROGKAPHIC OFFICE
NICKEL
NICKEL-SILVER
NATIONAL INFORMATION & ANALYSIS CENTER
NON-INTERFERENCE BASIS
NUT IN CONTRACT
NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL CONFERENCE BOARD* INC,
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF HEALTH
NUCLEAR INSTRUMENT LANDING SYSTEM
NATIONAL INSULATION MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATES
NIMBUS INTEGRATION AND TEST
NUCLEAR ISOTOPE MONOPRORELLANT HYDRAZlNE ENGINE
NAVAL INSPECTION OF ORDNANCE
NUMERICAL INTEGRATION OF THE BOLTZMAM TRANSPORT EQUATION
NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH
NIPPLE
NON-INTERFERENCE PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT
NAVAL INTELLIGENCE SCHOOL
NICKEL TITANIUM NAVAL ORDNANCE LABORATORY
NITROGEN TETROXIDE
NITROSTARCH
NAVAL INTELLIGENCE UNIT
NIKON CAMERA
NEON LAMP
NORDEN LABS. CORP.
NATIONAL LEAD COMPANY
NOSE LANDING GEAR
NATIONAL LENDING LIBRARY
NATIONAL LIBRARY OF MEDICINE
NATIONAL LUMBER MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
NAVY LIAISON OFFICE FOR GUIDED MISSILES
NOT LATER THAN
NON-LOCAL THERMODYNAMIC EQUILIBRIUM
NAUTICAL MILES
NONMETAi_LIC
MAVAL MATERIAL COMMAND
NAVAL MEDICAL CENTER
NAVAL MISSILE CENTER
NAVAL MISSION CENTER
NAVY MISSILE CENTER LABORATORY
NATIONAL MILITARY COMMAND SYSTEM
NAVAL MINE DEPOT
NASA MANAGEMENT DELEGATION
NAVY MINE DEFENSE LABORATORY
NATIONAL MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT
NAVY MARINE ENGINEERING LABORATORY
NAVAL MEDICAL FIELD RESEARCH LABORATORY
NASA MANAGEMENT INSTRUCTION
NMl 1 NAUTICAL MILE
NMNRU NAVY MEDICAL NEUROPSYCHJATRJC RESEARCH UNIT
NMO NORMAL MANUAL OPERATION
NMPG NEW MEXICO PROVING GROUND
NMK NATIONAL MISSILE RANGE
NMHI NAVAL MEDICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE
NMb NAVAL METEOROLOGICAL SERVICE
NMSE NAVAL MATERIAL SUPPORT ESTABLISHMENT
NMSS NATIONAL MULTIPURPOSE SPACE STATION
NMTBA NATIONAL MACHINE TOOL BUILDERS: ASSOCIATION
NMTO NAVY MATERIAL TRANSPORTATION OFFICE [FORMERLY TASD]
NNMC NATIONAL NAVAL MEDICAL CENTER
NNNN END TRANSMISSION
NO NORMALLY OPEN
NOA NATIONAL OPTICAL ASSOCIATION
NOA 1 NEW OBUGATIONAL AUTHORITY
NOAA NATIONAL OCEANIC & ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION
NOC NETWORK OPERATION CONTKOL
NOC 1 NOTATION OF CONTENT
NOu NETWORK OPERATIONS DIRECTIVE
NOUC NATIONAL OCEANOGRAPHIC DATA CENTER
Notu NAVAL OKDNANCE EXPERIMENTAL UNIT CNWEFJ
NOL NAVAL OKDNANCE LABORATORY
NOLC NAVAL ORDNANCE LABORATORY CORONA
NOM NOMINAL
NOMAD NAVY OCEANOGRAPHIC METEOROLOGICAL AUTOMATIC DEVICE
NOMSS NATIONAL OPERATIONAL METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE SYSTEM
NON ESS NONESSENTIAL
NOO NAVAL OCEANOGRAPHIC OFFICE
NOOS NUCLEAR ORBIT TO ORBIT SHUTTLE
NOP NATIONAL OCEANOGRAPHIC PROGRAM
NOP 1 NAVAL ORDNANCE PLANT
NOP 2 NON-OPERATING
NOPI NAVAL ORDNANCE PLANT INST.
NOK NORMAL
NOR-V NORTHROp-VENTURA
NOKAC NO RADIO CONTACTS
NORAD NORTH AMERICAN AIR DEFENSE COMMAND
NORC NATIONAL OPINION RESEARCH CENTER
NORC 1 NAVAL OKDNANCE RESEARCH CALCULATOR
NORM NORMAL
NOKSAR NORWEGIAN bEiSMIC ARRAY
NOS NAVAL ORDNANCE STATION
NOSC NAVAL ORDNANCE SYSTEMS COMMAND
NOSP NETWORK OPERATIONS SUPPORT PLAN
NOSS NATIONAL ORBITING SPACE STATION
NOSS 1 NIMBUS OPERATIONAL SATELLITE SYSTEM
NOTC NAVAL ORDNANCE TEST CENTER
NOT IP NORTHERN TIER INTEGRATION PROJECT
NOTS NAVAL ORDNANCE TEST STATION
NOV NOVEMBER
NOVA NOVA PROJECT
N02 NOZZLE
NP NEUROPSYCHIATRIC
NP 1 NEPTUNIUM
NPA NATIONAL PLANNING ASSOCIATION
NPC NASA PUBLICATION CONTROL
NPD NASA POLICY DIRECTIVE
NPuS NUCLEAR PARTICLE DETECTION SYSTEM
NPF NAVAL PARACHUTE FACILITY
NPF 1 NAVAL POWDER FACTORY
NPG NAVAL PKOVING GROUND
NPic NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC INTERPRETATION CENTER
NPL NATIONAL PHYSICS LABORATORY
NPL 1 NATIONAL PHYSICAL LABORATORY
NPL 2 NORMAL POWER LEVEL
NPN NEGATIVE.-POSITIVE-NEGATIVF
NPP NAVAL PROPELLANT PLANT
NPKA NAVAL PERSONNEL RESEARCH ACTIVITY
NPS NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
NPb 1 NASA PLANNING STUDIES
NPSH NET POSITIVE SUCTION HEAD
NPSP NET POSITIVE SUCTION PRESSURE
NPU NAVAL PARACHUTE UNIT
NPV NITROGEN PRESSURE VALVE
NPV 1 NON-PROPULSIVE VENT
NPV 2 NET PRESENT VALUE
NPVCE NET PRESENT VALUE FOR CURRENT EXPENDABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES
NPVNE NET PRESENT VALUE FOR NEW EXPENDABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES
NPVSH NET PRESENT VALUE FOR SRACE SHUTTLE
NPSP NET POSITIVE SUCTION PRESSURE
NQC NASA QUALITY CONTROL
NQK NUCLEAR QUADRUPLE RESONANCE
NR NUMBER
NR 1 NOT REQUIRED
NR 2 NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL
NR 3 NON RECURRING COSTS
NRA NETWORK RESOLUTION AREA
NRAG NAVAL RESEARCH ADVISORY GROUP
NRAO NATIONAL RADIO ASTRONOMY OBSERVATORY
NRb NUCLEAR REACTORS BRANCH
NRL NATIONAL RESEARCH CORPORATION
NRC 1 NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL
NRC 2 NON RECURRING COSTS
NRD NATIONAL RANGE DIVISION
NRL) 1 NAVAL RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
NRDL NAVAL RADIOLOGICAL DEFENSE LABORATORY
NRDS NUCLEAR ROCKET DEVELOPMENT STATION
NRLC NATIONAL RESOURCE EVALUATION CENTER
NRL NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
NRM NON-RECURRING MAINTENANCE
NRMC NAVAL R£SERV£ MANPOWER CENTER
NRH NORMAL RATED POWER
NRKS NAVAL RADIO HES. STATION
NRb NUCLEAR ROCKET SHUTTLE
NRT NETWORK READINESS TEST
NRT 1 NEAR REAL TIME
NR10I NATIONAL RANGE TECHNICAL OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
NRISC NAVAL RLCONNAISSANCE & TECHNICAL SUPPORT CENTER
NRU NEUROPSYCHIATRIC RES. UNIT
NRA
NR<L-C
NS
NS
NSA
NSA
NSA
NSAD
NSAM
NSb
NSC
NSCS
NSU
NSE.C
NSF
NSF
NSFD
NS1A
NSIC
NS1F
NSL
NSL
NSL
NSL
NSM
NSMC
NSMG
NSO
NSO
NSP
NSP
NSPE
NSuCRE
NSK
NSKDC
NSKDF
NSKDS
NSSDC
NSSET
NSSL
NSbP
NSbS
NST
NSY
NT
NTC
NTC
NTu
NTUC
NTDS
NTIAC
NTiS
NTNiE
NTMJ
NERV ENGINE bYSTEM
NON RETURN TO ZERO
NON-RETURN TO ZERO-TYPE C
NATIONAL EMERGENCY STEEL
1 NICKEL STEEL
NATIONAL SECURITY' AGENCY
1 NATIONAL STANDARDS ASSOCIATION
2 NAUSEA
NUCLEAR SAFETY ANALYSIS DOCUMENT
NAVAL SCHOOL OF AVIATION MEDICINE
NAVAL STANDARDIZATION BOARD
NATIONAL SAFETY COUNCIL
NAVAL SUPPLY CORPS SCHOOL
NAVAL SUPPLY DEPOT
NAVAL SHIP ENGINEERING CENTER
NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
1 NAVAL SUPERSONIC FACILITY
NOTICE OF STRUCTURAL OR FUNCTIONAL DEFICIENCY
NATIONAL SECURITY INDUSTRIAL ASSOCIATION
NUCLEAR SAFETY INFORMATION CENTER
NEAR SPACE INSTRUMENTATION FACILITY
NATIONAL SCIENCE LABORATORIES
1 NATIONAL SCIENTIFIC LABORATORY* INC.
2 NAVAL SUPERSONIC LABORATORY
3 NORTHRUP SPACE LABORATORIES
NETWORK STATUS MONITOR
NAVAL SUBMARINE MEDICAL CENTER
NAVAL SCHOOL OF MILITARY GOVERNMENT
NASA SUPPORT OPERATION
i NOISE SUPPRESSION OSCILLATOR
NASA SUPPORT PLAN
1 NETWORK SUPPORT PLAN
NATIONAL SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS
NATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON QUALITY CONTROL AND RELIABILITY IN ELECTRONICS
NOMINAL SLOW RATE
NAVAL SHIP RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER
NAVAL SUPPLY RESEARCH « DEVELOPMENT FACILITY
NATIONAL STANDARD REFERENCE DATA SYSTEM
NATIONAL SPACE SCIENCE DATA CENTER
NATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON SPACE ELECTRONICS & TELEMETRY
NATIONAL SEVERE STORMS LABORATORY
NATIONAL SEVERE STORMS PROJECT
NATIONAL SPACE SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM
NETWORK SUPPORT TEAM
NAVAL SHIPYARD
NON-TIGHT
NATIONAL TELEMETERING CONFERENCE
1 MAVAL TRAINING CENTER
NUCLEAR TEST DIRECTORATE
NAVAL TRAINING DEVICE CENTER
NAVAL TACTICAL DATA SYSTEM
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTING INFORMATION ANALYSIS CENTER
NATIONAL TECHNICAL INFORMATION SERVICE
NAVAL TECHNICAL MISSIONS IN EURQPE
NAVAL TECHNICAL MISSIONS IN JAPAN
~ /30-
NTO NITROGEN TETROXIDE COXIDIZERJ
NTP NOTICE TO PROCEED
NTP 1 NETWORK TEST PANEL
NTP 2 NORMAL TEMPERATURE « PRESSURE
NTR NEUTRON TEST REACTORS
NTS NAVIGATOR TRAINING SQUADRONS
NTS 1 NAVAL TORPEDO STATION
NTS 2 NOT TO SCALE
NTSC NATIONAL TELEVISION SYSTEM COMMITTEE
NTSO NASA TEST SUPPORT OFFICE
NTTC NAVAL TECHNICAL TRAINING CENTER
NTTF NETWORK TRAINING » TEST FACILITY
NTTR NAVAL ToRPEDO TESTING RANGE
NTU NAVAL TRAINING UNIT
NU NEBRASKA UNIVERSITY
NUC NAVAL UNDERSEA CENTER
NUDET NUCLEAR DETONATION REPORT
NUDETS NUCLEAR DETECTION & REPORTING SYSTEM
NUHELI NUCLEAR HELICOPTER LIFT INDICATOR
NULACE NUCLEAR LIQUID AIR CYCLE ENGINE
NUOS NAVAL UNDERWATER ORDNANCE STATION
NUPAD NUCLEAR POWERED ACTIVE DETECTION SYSTEM
NUS NUCLEAR UTILITY SERVICE
NUS 1 NEW UPPER STAGE
NUbL NAVAL UNDERWATER SOUND LABORATORY
NUwRES NAVAL UNDERWATER WEAPONS RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING STATION
NVb NAVIGATIONAL BASE
NVK NO VOLTAGE RELEASE
NW NASA WAIVER
NWAC NATIONAL WEATHER ANALYSIS CENTER
NWAG NAVAL WARFARE ANALYSIS OROUP
NWC NATIONAL WAR COLLEGE
NWC 1 NAVAL WAR COLLEGE
NWC 2 NAVAL WEAPONS CENTER
NWCME NATIONAL WINTER CONVENTION ON MILITARY ELECTRONICS
NWLF NAVAL WEAPONS EVALUATION FACILITIES
NWL NATIONAL WATER LIFT COMPANY
NWL 1 NAVAL WEAPONS LABORATORY
NWU NASA WASHINGTON OFFICE
NWP NAVAL WEAPONS PUBLICATIONS
NWkC NATIONAL WEATHER RECORDS CENTER
NWKF NAVAL WEATHER RESEARCH FACILITY
NWS NOSE WHEEL STEERING
NWbC NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE CENTER
NWSD NAVAL WEATHER SERVICE DIVISION
NWSI NEW WORLD SERVICES INC
NWSO NAVAL WEATHER SERVICE OFFICE
NWSS NATIONAL WEATHER SATELLITE SYSTEM
NWSSG NUCLEAR WEAPONS SYSTEM SAFETY GROUP
NWI NONWATERTIGHT
NYNS NEW YORK NAVAL SHIPYARDS
NYO NEW YORK OPERATIONS
NYU NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
0 OXYGEN
O&C OPERATIONS AND CHECKOUT
O&C BLDG OPERATIONS AND CHECKOUT BUILDING
O&t/O OPERATION AND CHECKOUT [ OSC I.S- PREFERRED 1
0
 a IR OPERATION AND INSPECTION RECORD"O&M OPERATIONS AMD MAINTENANCE
O&H OPERATIONS & PROCEDURES
O&K OVERHAUL & REPAIR
O/A ON OR ABOUT
0/b ON BOARD
0/D ON DOCK
0/K ORBITAL FLIGHT
0/F 1 OXIDIZERS TO FUEL
0/P OUT PUT
0/K OVERRIDE
0/T OVERTIME
0/T 1 OVERTEMPERATURE
OA OMNIANT^NNA
OA 1 ORBITAL ASSEMBLY
OA 2 OVER-ALL
OA 3 OUTPUT AXIS
OAC OCEANIC AIR CONTROL
OAD OPERATIONS ANALYSIS DIVISION
0AM OFFICE OF AEROSPACE MEDICINE CNASA3
0AM 1 ORBITAL ASSEMBLY MODULE
OAME ORBITAL ATTITUDE AND MANEUVERING ELECTRONICS
OAMP OPTICAL ANALOG MATRIX PROCESSING
OAtoS ORBITAL ATTITUDE AND MANEUVERING SYSTEM
OAMS 1 ORGANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC MASS SPECTROMETER
OAO ORBITAL ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATORY
OAK OFFICE OF AEROSPACE RESEARCH
OAR 1 OVERTIME AUTHORIZATION REQUEST
OAKT OFFICE oF ADVANCED RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY
OAb ORGANIZATION OF AMERICAN STATES
OASD OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFFNSE
OASF ORBITAL ASTRONOMY SUPPORT FACILITY
OASM OFFICE OF AEROSPACE MEDICINE
OASPL OVERALL SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL
OASV ORBITAL ASSEMBLY SUPPORT VEHICLE
OAT OVERALL TEST
OAwP OPERATIONS ANALYSIS WORKING PAPER
OB ONBOARD
OB 1 OPERATIONAL BASE
OBA OPTICAL BASE ASSEMBLY
08CO ON-BOARD CHECKOUT
OBt OFFICE OF BUSINESS ECONOMICS
OBECO OUTBOARD ENGINE CUTOFF
OBfaS ORBITAL BOMBARDMENT GUIDANCE SYSTEM
OBIFCO ON-BOARD-IN-HLIGHT-CHECKOUT
OBJ OBJECTtlVEJ
OBMC OUTQOUNu MIDCOURSE CORRECTION
OBK OFFICE OF BUDGETS & REPORTS
OBS OBSOLETE
OBS 1 OBSERVATION
OBS 2 OPERATIONAL BIOINSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM
OBS 3 OPERATIONAL BIOMEDICAL SYSTEMS
OC OVERCURrtENT
OC 1 OPERATING CHARACTERISTIC
OC 2 ON CENTER
OC 3 OPEN CIRCUIT
OCA OCEANIC CONTROL AREA
OCAMA OKLAHOMA CITY AIR MATERIEL AREA
OCB OIL CIRCUIT BREAKER
OCC OPERATIONS CONTROL CENTER
OCCM OFFICE OF COMMERCIAL COMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT
OCO OFFICE OF CIVIL DEFENSE
OCUMS ONBOARD CHECKOUT AND DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
OCDU OPTICS COUPLING DISPLAY UNIT CG0ND
OCL OPERATIONAL CONTROL LEVEL
OCMH OFFICE QF CHIEF OF MILITARY HISTORY
OCNO OFFICE' CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS
OCMS ONBOARD CHECKOUT AND MONITORING SYSTEM
OCP OPERATING CONTROL PROCEDURE
OCP 1 OPERATIONAL CHECKOUT PROCEDURE
OCH 2 ORBITAL CORRECTION PROGRAM
OCPS OXYGEN CABIN PRESSURIZATION SECTION
OCR OVERHAUL COMPONENT REQUIREMENT
OCS OFFICER CANDIDATE SCHOOL
OCSTL ONBOARD CHECKOUT SYSTEM TEST LANGUAGE
OCT OCTOBER
OCTI ORDNANCE CORPS TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
OD OUTSIDE DIAMETER
OD 1 OPERATIONS DIRECTIVE
ODB OPERATIONAL DATA BOOK
ODCM OFFICE DEFENSE CIVIL MOBILIZATION
ODDA OFFICE QF DEPUTY DIRECTOR FOR ADMINISTRATION CMSFC}
ODDRD OFFICE OF DEPUTY DIRECTOR FOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CMSFC3
ODO ORBIT DATA GENERATOR
ODG 1 OPERATIONAL DATA GROUP
ODM OFFICE OF DEFENSE MANPOWER
ODM 1 ONE DAY MISSION
ODM 2 OPERATIONAL DATA MANAGEMENT
ODOP OFFSET QOPPLIER
OOP ORBIT DETERMINATION PROGRAM
ODTS OFFSET DOPPLER TRACKING SYSTEM
ODVAR ORBIT DETERMINATION * VEHICLE ATTITUDE REFERENCE
OECD ORGANIZATION FOR ECONOMIC COOPERATION & DEVELOPMENT
OECO OUTBOARD ENGINE CUTOFF
OEG OPERATIONS EVALUATION GROUP
OEO OFFICE OF ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY
OEP OFFICE OF EMERGENCY PLANNING
OEkC OPTIMUM EARTH RE-ENTRY CORRIDOR
OEKL OFFICERS EDUCATION RESEARCH LABORATORY
GET OFFICE OF EMERGENCY TRANSPORTATION
OErt OPERATING EMPTY WEIGHT
OF OUTSIDE FACE
OFAS OVERSEAS FLIGHT ASSISTANCE SERVICE
OFb OPERATIONAL FACILITIES BRANCH CNASA]
OFC OPERATIONAL FLIGHT CONTROL
OFCS OPERATIONAL KLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
OFF OFFICE
OFM OFFICE OF FLIGHT MISSIONS
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OFO OFFICE OF FLIGHT OPERATIONS CNASA3
OFU 1 ORBITING FROG OTOLITH
OFP OPERATIONAL FORMAT PROGRAM
OFK OPEN FAILURE REPORT
OFSD OPERATING FLIGHT STRENGTH DIAGRAM
OFbO OVERFILL SHUTOFF SENSOR
OG OUTER GIMBAL
OGA OUTER GIMBAL AXIS
OGA 1 OUTER GIMBAL ASSEMBLY
OGL OPERATIONAL GROUND EQUIPMENT
OGl OCULOGYRAL ILLUSION
OGMC ORDNANCc GUIDED MISSILE CENTER
OGO ORIBITING GEOPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY
OGK OUTGOING REPEATER
0 GRAPH OSCILLOGRAPH
OGKC OFFICE OF GRANTS AND RESEARCH CONTRACTS
OGT OUTGOING TRUNK
OH OPERATIONAL HARDWARE
OHC OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH CENTER
OHC 1 OPTICS HAND CONTROLLER
OHU OVER THt HORIZON DETECTION
OHF OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH FACILITY
OHiA OIL HEAT INSTITUTE OF AMERICA
OHM OHMMETER
OHM-CM OHM-CENTIMETER
OHP OXYGEN AT HIGH PRESSURE
01 OIL INSULATED
oi i ORBIT INSERTION
Olb OPERATIONS INTEGRATION BRANCH CNASA3
OIC OPERATIONS INSTRUMENTATION COORDINATOR
OICC OPERATIONS INTERFACE CONTROL CHART
OICO OFFICE OF INTEGRATION AND CHECKOUT
OID OCTAL IDENTIFIER
OIKC OIL INSULATED FAN-COOLED
OIL ORDNANCE INVESTIGATION LABORATORY
OIK OPEN ITEM KEVIEW
01$ OPERATIONAL INTERCOMMUNICATION SYSTEM
OISA OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL SCIENCE ACTIVITIES
OISC OIL INSULATED SELF-COOLED
OI*C OIL IMMERSED WATER-COOLER
OJCS OFFICE OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF
OJT ON THE JOB TRAINING
OL OVERLOAD
OL 1 OPEN LOOP
OLF ORBITAL LAUNCH FACILITIES
DLLS ON - LINE LOGICAL SIMULATION SYSTEM
OLD ORBITAL LAUNCH OPERATION
OLOM ORBITER LIFT OFF MASS
GLOW ORBITER LIFT OFF WEIGHT
CLP OXYGEN LOW PRESSURE
OLS ORBITING LUNAR STATION
OLwP OFFICE OF LAUNCH VEHICLE PROGRAMS
OM OPTICAL MASTtR
OM 1 OPERATING MEMORY
DMA OPTICAL MANUFACTURING ASSOCIATION
OMA
OMo
DM^-i TUPfDl
OMCC
OMDR
0Mb
OMEGA
OMi
OML
OMNI
OMPS
OMPT
OMh
QMS
OMSF
OMU
ONH
ONERA
ONI
ONL
ONKi
ONK
ONKL
00
oou
OOK
r\n<*~uUo
OP
OP
OP
OPADEC
OPB
OPuAR
OPDEVFOR
OPE
OPE
OPL
OPLR
not- An\J"r HU
OPH
OPL
OPLSS
0PM
OPN
OPN
OPNAV
OPP
OPH CE
OPP PE
OPPLAN
OPK
OPK
OPK
OPKD
OPKM
1
1
2
1
2
1,
1
2
OPTICAL MECHANICAL ASSEMBLY
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND THE BUQGET
OBSERVATION-MEASUREMENT-BALANCING AND INSTALLATION
OLIN MATHIESON CHEMICAL CORPORATION
OPERATION & MAINTENANCE DEFICIENCY REPORT
ORBITAL MANEUVERING ENGJNE
OPERATION MODEL EVALUATION GROUP A.F,
ORDNANCE MODIFICATION INST.
ORDNANCE MISSILE LABORATORIES
OMNIDIRECTIONAL
ORBIT MANEUVERING PROPULSION SYSTEM
OBSERVED MAN POINT TRAJECTORY
OPERATION MANAGEMENT ROOM
ORBITAL MANEUVERING SYSTEM
OFFICE OF MANNED SPACE FLIGHT [NASA]
OPTICAL MEASURING UNIT
OFFICE OF NAVAL HISTORY
OFFICE NATIONAL D»ETUDESET DE RECHERCHES AEROSPATIALE^
OFFICE OF NAVAL INTELLIGENCE
OFFICE OF NAVAL LIAISON
OFFICE OF NAVAL MATERIAL
OFFICE OF NAVAL RESEARCH
OFFICE OF MAVAL RESEARCH LONDON
OCEANOGRAPHIC OFFICE
ORBITER ON DOCK
OFFICE OF ORDNANCE RESEARCH
ORBIT-TO-ORBIT SHUTTLE
OPERATIONS
OUTPUT
OPERATING PROCEDURE
OPTICAL PARTICLE DECOY
OXIDIZER PREBURNER
OPTICAL DETECTION AND RANGING
OPERATIONS DEVELOPMENT FORCES
OPERATIONS PROJECT ENGINEER
OUTER PLANETS EXPLORER
OKBITING PKIMATE EXPERIMENT
OPERATION
OUTER-PERIMETER FLEET AIR DEFENSE
OPERATIONAL PROPELLANT HANDLING
OPERATIONS PLAN
OPTIMIZED PORTABLE LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM
OFFICE OF PROCUREMENT AND MATERIAL
OPERATION
 OPEN
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS
OPPOSITE
OPPOSITE COMMUTATOR END
OPPOSITE PULLEY END
OPERATIONS PLAN
OFFICE OF PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY
OPERATE
OVERALL PRESSURE RATIO
OFFICE OF PRODUCTION RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
OFFICE OF PROGRAM REVIEW AND RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
-X35-
OPb OPERATIONAL CAGING SYSTEM
OPb 1 OPERATIONS
OPb 2 OXYGEN PURGE SYSTEM • ,
OPSCON OPERATIONS CONTROL CROOM3
OPbF ORBITAL PROPtLLANT STORAGE FACILITY
OPT OPTICAL
OPT 1 OPTIMUM
OPT 2 OPTIONAL
OPTEVFOR OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION FORCE
OQC OUTSIDE QUALITY CONTROL
OQMG OFFICE OF THE QUARTERMASTER GENERAL
OR OPERATIONAL READINESS
OR 1 OPERATIONS REQUIREMENTS
OR 2 OVERLOAD RELAY
OR 3 OUTSIDE RADIUS
ORA OFFICE OF RESEARCH ANALYSIS
ORAN ORBITAL ANALYSIS
ORATE ORDERED RANDOM ACCESS TALKING EQUIPMENT
ORAU OAK RIDGE ASSOCIATED UNIVERSITIES
ORb ORBITAL
ORC ORDNANCE ROCKET CENTER
ORC 1 OPERATIONS RESEARCH CENTER
ORC 2 ORBITAL RESEARCH CENTRIFUGE
ORC ORDNANCE
ORD 1 OPERATIONAL READINESS DATE
ORD 2 OPERATIONS REQUIREMENT DOCUMENT
PRDC ORDNANCE RESEARCH ft DEVELOPMENT CENTER
ORDCORPS ORDNANCE CORPS
ORDEAL ORBITAL RATE DRIVE ASSEMBLY
ORUEAL 1 ORBIT RATE DISPLAY EARTH AND LUNAR
ORUL OHIO RIVER DIVISION LABORATORIES
ORUN ORDNANCE:
ORDP ORDNANCE CORHS PAMPHLET
ORF ORIFICE
ORfa OPERATIONS RESEARCH GROUP
OR6DP OAK RIDGE GASEOUS DIFFUSION PLANT
ORI OPERATIONS READINESS INSPECTION
OR1 1 OPERATIONS RESEARCH INC,
ORIOE OVERRIDE
ORIENT ORIENTATION
ORINS OAK RIDGE INSTITUTE OF NUCLEAR STUDIES
ORJT OPERATIONAL READINESS INSPECTION TEAM
ORL ORBITAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
ORL 1 ORDNANCE RESEARCH LABORATORY
ORN ORANGE
ORWL OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY
ORO OAK RIDGE OPERATIONS OFFICE
ORKRC OUTDOOR RECREATION RESOURCES REVIEW COMM*
ORSA OPERATIONS RESEARCH SOCIETY OF AMERICA
ORT OPERATIONS READINESS TEST
ORV ORBITAL RESCUE VEHICLE
ORV 1 OCEAN RANGE VESSEL
OS OIL SWITCH
OS 1 OFFICE OF SYSTEMS
OS 2 OPERATIONAL SEQUENCE
OS 3 OVERSIZE
OSdY OUTSIDE SCREW ft YOKE
OSA OPTICAL SOCIETY OF AMEKICA
OSAF OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE
OSb ORDNANCE SUPPLY BULLETIN
OSb 1 OPERATIONS SUPPORT BUILDING
OSC OSCILLATOR
OSC 1 OSCILLATE
OSC 2 OSCILLATION
OSC 3 OSCILLOSCOPE
OSCAR ORBITAL SATELLITE CARRYING AMATEUR RADIO
OSD OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
OSt OPERATIONAL SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
OSF ORDNANCE STORAGE FACILITY
OSf-M OFFICE OF SPACECRAFT AND FLIGHT MISSIONS
OSFP OFFICE OF SPACE FLIGHT PROGRAMS
OSto OFFICE OF THE SURGEON GENERAL
OSHA OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH ADMINISTRATION
051 OFFICE OF SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE
OSIS OFFICE OF SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION SERVICE XNSFn
OSL OUTSTANDING LEG
OSO OKBITAL SOLAR OBSERVATORY
OSO 1 ORBITING SOLAR OBSERVATORY
OSK OPERATIONS SUPPORT ROOM
OSK 1 OFFICE OF SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
OSK 2 OPTICAL SOLAR REFLECTOR
OSKD OFFICE OF STANDARD REFERENCE DATA XNBSn
OSRO OPERATIONS SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS OFFICE
OSb ORBITAL SPACE STATION
OSb 1 OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCES
OSb 2 OFFICE OF STATISTICAL STANDARDS
OSS 3 OPERATIONAL STORAGE SITE
OSb U OPTICAL SUBSYSTEM
OSbA OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS
OSbS ORBITAL SPACE STATION SYSTEM
OST OFFICE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
OST 1 OPERATIONAL SYSTEM TEST
OSTD ORDNANCE STANDARDS
OSTF OPERATIONAL SYSTEM TEST FACILITY
OSU OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
OSV ORBITAL SUPPORT VEHICLE
osv i OCEAN STATION VESSEL
OSwD OFFICE OF SPECIAL WEAPONS DEVELOPMENT
OT OIL TIGHT
OT 1 OVERALL TEST
OT 2 OPTICAL TRACKING
OT 3 ORGANIZATION TABLE
OT <* OPERATIONAL TRAJECTORY
OTA OPTICAL TELESCOPE ASSEMBLY
OToV OXIDIZEK TURBINE BYPASS VALVE
OTC OPERATIONAL TEST CENTER
OTDA OFFICE OF TRACKING « DATA ACQUISITION
OTt. OPERATIONAL TEST EQUIPMENT
OTt OTOLITH TEST GOGGLES
OT1A ORDNANCE TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
OTiG OFFICE OF THE. INSPECTOR GENERAL
OTL OGOEN TECHNOLOGY LABORATORIES
OTL 1 OPERATING TIME LOG
OTP OPERATIONAL TEST PROCEDURE , .
OTHT OUTPUT
OTK OPTICAL TRACKING
OTKT OPERATING TIME RECORD TAG
OTS OFFICE OF TECHNICAL SERVICES
OTS 1 OFFICER TRAINING SCHOOL
OTS 2 ORBITAL TRANSPORT SYSTEMS
OTS 3 OFFICE OF TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICE
OTb <* OPTICAL TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE
OTS 5 OPERATIONAL TEST SITE
OTS 6 OXYGEN TEST STAND
OTU OPERATIONAL TEST UNIT
OTV OPERATIONAL TELEVISION
OUCH OFFLINE UNIVERSAL COMMAND HISTORY
OUD OPERATIONAL USE DATE
OULL OXFORD UNIVERSITY ENGINEERING LABORATORY
OUPT OUTPUT
OUT OUTLET
OUTBD OUTBOARD
OUTG OUTAGE
0V ORBITING VEHICLE
OVBD OVERBOARD
OVtRS ORBITAL VEHICLE RE-ENTRY SIMULATOR
OVFL OVERFLOW
OVHD OVERHEAD
OVLD OVERLOAD
OVR OVER
OVKD OVERRIDE
OVV OVERVOLTAGE
OWF OPTIMUM WORKING FREQUENCY
OWi OPEN WORK ITEMS
OWS OPERATIONAL WEATHER SUPPORT
OWS 1 ORBITAL WORKSHOP
OX OXIDIZER
OXD OXIDIZED
OXH OXYGEN HEAT EXCHANGER
OX1D OXIDIZER
OXY OXYGEN
OZ OZONE
OZ 1 OUNCE
OZ 2 OUNCES
OZ-FT OUNCE-FOOT
OZ-IN OUNCE-INCH
P PHOSPHORUS
P 1 PLUG
P 2 PORT
P 3 PITCH
P «* PLATE
P 5 POLE
P 6 PRIMARY
P 7 PRESSURE
P 8 PROGRAM
Pas
PaV
Pa«
P/L PAYLOAD
P/RCS PROPULSION AND REACTION CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
p/b PULSE SENSOR
P/T PRESSURE TEMPERATURE
PaC PROCUREMENT AND CONTRACTS CMSFC3
Pat PYROTECRNICAL & EXPLOSIVE
PaFS PARTICLES AND FIELDS SUBSATELLITF.S
PAINTS AND OILS
PORT AND STARBOARD
PROPULSION a VEHICLE ENGINEERING LABORATORY OF MSFC
PRATT AND WHITNEY
PRATT 8 WITNEY AIRCRAFT
P/A POLAR TO ANALOG
P/C POLAR TQ CARTESIAN
P/C 1 PAD COORDINATOR
P/L» PREDICTED
P/L PARTS LIST
P/N PART NUMBER
P/0 PART OF
P/P POINT To POINT
P/P 1 PEAK TO PEAK
P/U PICKUP
P-fa PACKARD-BELL
P-P PUSH-PULL
PA POWER AMPLIFIER
PA 1 PENDING AVAILABILITY
PA 2 PROBABILITY OF ACCEPTANCE
PA 3 PROGRAM AUTHORIZATION
PA <* PAD ABORT
PA 5 PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM
PA 6 PRELIMINARY ACCEPTANCE
PAA PAN AMERICAN WORLD AIRWAYS
PAC PACIFIC AIRMOTIVE CORPORATION
PACAF PACIFIC AIR FORCES
PAtC PORTABLE ARM CONTROL CONSOLE
PACCS POST ATTACK COMMAND & CONTROL SYSTEM
PACCT PERT AND COST CORRELATION TECHNIQUE
PACE PRELAUNCH AUTOMATIC CHECKOUT EQUIPMENT
PACE 1 PREFLIGHT ACCEPTANCE CHECKOUT EQUIPMENT
PACE-S/C PREFLIGHT ACCEPTANCE CHECKOUT EQUIPMENT FOR SPACECRAFT
PACE/LV PREFLIGHT ACCEPTANCE CHECKOUT EQUIPMENT-LAUNCH VEHICLE
PACER PROGRAM OF ACTIVE COOLING EFFECTS a REQUIREMENTS
PACOM PACIFIC COMMAND
PACOR PASSIVE CORRELATION AND RANGING SYSTEM
PACP PROPULSION AUXILIARY CONTROL PANEL
PACT PROGRAMMED ANALYSIS COMPUTER TRANSFER
PACT 1 PRODUCTION ANALYSIS CONTROL TECHNIQUE
PAL PROPELLANT ACTUATED DEVJCF
PAD 1 PROJECT APPROVAL DOCUMENT .
PAD 2 POLY-AP£RTURE DEVICE
PAD 3 PREADVISORY DATA
PAD U PROGRAM APPROVAL DOCUMENT
PADAR PASSIVE DETECTION & RANGING
PAuL PILOTLESS AIRCRAFT DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY
PADLOC PASSIVE DETECTION & LOCATION OF COUNTERMEASURES
PADRE PORTABLE AUTOMATIC DATA RECORDING EQUIPMENT
PADS PASSIVE-ACTIVE DATA SIMULATION
PAL PORT OF AERIAL EMBARKATION
PAK PUBLICATION AUTHORITY FORM
PAFB PATRICK AIR FORCE BASE
PAf-SC PRIMARY AIR FORCE SPECIALTY CODE '
PAGE PERT AUTOMATtD GRAPHICAL EXTENSION
PAGEOS PASSIVE GEODETIC EARTH ORBITING SATELLITE
PAL PSYCHO-ACOUSTIC LABORATORY
PAL i PARTS AUTHORIZATION LIST
PAL 2 PALLOR
PAM PULSE AMPLITUDE MODULATION
PAM i PORTABLE AMPHA MONITOR
PAMPER PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF MID-POINTS FOR EXPONENTIAL REGRESSION
PAMS PAD ABORT MEASURING SYSTEM
PANT PANTOGRAPH
PAG PUBLIC AFFAIRS OFFICE
PAPM PALL AIRCRAFT POROUS MEDIA* INC,
PAK PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS a REVIEW
PAR 1 PRECISION APPROACH RADAR
PAR 2 PARALLEL
PAK 3 PULSE ACQUISITION RADAR
PAK * PERT ANALYbIS REPORT
PAK 5 PROBLEM ACTION RECORD
PAK 6 PROBABILISTIC ANALYSIS OF RISK
PARA PARACHUTE
PARA i PARAGRAPH
PARADE PASSIVE-ACTIVE RANGING AND DETERMINATION
PAKAGL PARAGLIDER
PAKAMCS3 PARAMETE.RCSJ
PAKAMI PARSONS ACTIVE RING-AROUND MISS INDICATOR
PARC PROGRESSIVE AIRCRAFT RECONDITIONING CYCLE
PARM POST-ATTACK RESOURCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
PARR PROCUREMENT AUTHORIZATION AND RECEIVING REPORT
PARSEV PARAGLIQER RESEARCH VEHICLE
PAKSYN PARAMETRIC SYNTHESIS
PART PARTIAL
PARV PARAVANE
PAb PRIMARY ALERT SYSTEM
PAS 1 PYROTECHNICS ARMING SWITCH
PASS PROGRAM ALTERNATIVE SIMULATION SYSTEM
PASS 1 PASSAGE
PASS 2 PASSENGER
PASSIM PRESIDENT:* ADVISORY STAFF ON SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
PA1 PATRICK AIR FORCE BASE
PAT 1 PATENT
PAT 2 PRODUCTION ACCEPTANCE TEST
PAT 3 PROGRAM ANALYSIS TEAM
PATE PROGRAMMED AUTOMATIC TEST EQUIPMENT
PATH PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND TEST HISTORIES
PATS PRECISION ALTIMETER TECHNIQUES STUDY
PATT PROJECT FOR THE ANALYSIS OF TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
PAU PILOTLESS AIRCRAFT UNIT
PAX PRIVATE AUTOMATIC EXCHANGE
PB PLAYBACK
PB 1 PLOT BOARD
PB 2 PULSE BEACON
PB 3 PUSH BUTTON
PBAT PYRO BATTERY
PBtC PACKARD-BELL ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
PBHP POUNDS PER BHAKE HORSEPOWER
PBPS POST BOOST PROPULSION SYSTEM
PB STA PUSH BUTTON STATION
PBM POST BOOST VEHICLE
PROPORTIONAL BAND WIDTH
PRIVATE BRANCH EXCHANGE
POLYMER-CONCRETE
1 PITCH CONTROL
2 PARTS CATALOG
3 PRINTED CIKCUJT
PACIFIC CRANE AND RIGGING
PARTS CONTROL AREA
1 PHYSICAL CONFIGURATION AUDIT
2 POLAR CAP ABSORPTION
3 PROGRAM COUPLER ASSEMBLY
14 PYROTECHNIC CONTROL ASSEMBLY
POINT OF COMPOUND CURVE1 POLYMER-CEMENT CONCRETE
PART CARD CHANGE NOTICE
PRELIMINARY CONTRACT CHANGE PROPOSAL
PHOTOGRAPHIC CAMERA CONTROL SYSTEM
PROCUREMENT 6 CONTRACTS DIVISION
1 PNEUMATIC CONTROL DISTRIBUTORS
2 PRESSURE CONTROL DISTRIBUTOR3 PROCEDUKAL CHANGE DIRECTIVE
t PROGRAM CONTROL DOCUMENT
PAYLOAD COMMAND DECODER SUBUNIT
PAGE COMMUNICATIONS ENGJNFERS» INC.
POUNDS PER CUBIC FOOT
PLANNING & CONTROL GUIDE1 PHONOCARDIOGRAM
2 POWER CONDITIONING GROUP
PUNCH
PRODUCT CONFIGURATION IDENTIFICATION
PITCH CONTROL MOTOR
1 PULSE CODE MODULATION
2 PASSIVE COUNTER MEASURES
PULSE CODE MODULATION/NONRETURN TO ZERO
PARTICLE COUNT MONITORING DEVICE
1 PASSIVE COUNT MONITORING DEVICE
PULSE-CODE MODULATION EVENT
PHOTO-CHROMIC MICRO IMAGE
PIECE MARK
PULSE CODE MODULATION & TIMING EQUIPMENT
PROPELLANT CALIBRATION MEASURING UNIT
PRODUCTION CHANGE NUMBER
1 PROCEDURE CHANGE NOTICE
PURCHASE CHANGE ORDER
1 PROCUREMENT CONTRACTING OFFICER
PRESIDENTQS COUNCIL ON PHYSICAL FITNESS
PBX
PC
PC
PC
PC
PCdR
PCA
PCA
PCA
PCA
PCA
PCC
PCC
PCCN
PCCP
PCLS
PCD
PCD
PCD
PCD
PCD
PCDS
PCE
PCF
PCG
PCb
PCG
PCH
PCI
PCM
PCM
PCM
PCM/NRZ
PCMD
PCMD
PCME
PCMI
PC MK
PCMTE
PCMU
PCN
PCIM
PCG
PCO
PCOPF
PCOV PRECOMBUSTOR OXIDIZER VALVE
PCP PROJECT CONTROL PLAN
PCP 1 PROGRAM CHANGE PROPOSAL
PCP 2 PRESSURlZATION CONTROL PANEL
PCPL PROPOSED CHANGE POINT LINE
PCPCN PART CARD PROCUREMENT CHANGE NOTICE
PCK PROCEDURE CHANGE REQUEST
PCK 1 PNEUMATIC CHECKOUT RACK
PCh 2 PRODUCTION CONTROL RECORD
PCK 3 PROJECT COST RECORD
PCR <* PNEUMATIC CONTROL REGULATOR
PCKV PRESTRESSED CONCRETE REACTOR VESSELS
PCb PRINCIPAL COORDINATING SCIENTIST
PCS 1 PROJECT COORDINATION STAFF
PCSC POWER CONDITIONING* SWITCHING* & CONTROL
PCT PLANNING & CONTROL TECHNIQUES
PCT 1 PERCENT
PCTC PYROTECHNIC CIRCUIT TEST CONSOLE
PCU PROGRESS CONTROL UNIT
PCU 1 PRESSURE CONTROL UNIT
PCU 2 POWER COORDINATING UNIT
PCV PETTY CASH VOUCHER
PCV 1 PRESSURE CONTROL VALVE
PCVP PYRO CONTINUITY VERIFICATION BOX
PD PITCH DIAMETER
PD 1 PRELIMINARY DESIGN
PD 2 PROPELLANT DISPERSION
PD 3 PALLADIUM
PD <* POINT DETONATING
PD 5 PRESSURE DROP
PD 6 PULSE DURATION
PD 7 PROGRAM DECELERATION
PD-0 PROGRAM DIRECTIVE - OPERATIONS
PDA PRECISION DRIVE AXIS
PDA 1 PRE-DELIVERY ACCEPTANCE
PDA 2 POWER DISTRIBUTION ASSY
POM 3 PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT APPROACH
PDA 4 PUMP DRIVE ASSEMBLY
PDC PREVENTION DETERIORATION CENTER
pot 2 POWER DISTRIBUTION CONTROL
PDC 3 PRE-MISSION DOCUMENTATION CHANGE
PDCL PROVISIONING DATA CHECK LIST
PDU PHYSICAL DEFENSE DIVISION
PDF POINT DtTONATING FUSE
PDFRR PROGRAM DIRECTORS FLIGHT READINESS REVIEW
PDt PRECISION DROP GLIDER
PDfeDL PLASMA DYNAMICS * GASEOUS DISCHARGE LABORATORY
PDfaS PRECISION DELIVERY GLIDES SYSTEM
PDI POWERED DESCENT INITIATION
POL PARTS DOCUMENTATION LIST
PDM PULSE DURATION MODULATION
PDo PUBLICATIONS DISTRIBUTION OFFICER
POP PROGRAM DEFINITION PHASE
POP 1 PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT PLAN
POP 2 PROJECT DEVELOPMENT PLAN
PDK PRECISION DEHTH RECORDER
PDK 1 PRELIMINARY DESIGN REVIEW
PDK 2 PHASE DATA RECORDER
PDb PROCEDURES DEVELOPMENT SIMULATOR
PDS 1 POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
PDb 2 PROPELLANT DISPERSION SYSTEM
PDS 3 PLANNING DATA SHEET
PDS U PRODUCTION DATA SHEET
PDS 5 PHASED DEVELOPMENT SHUTTLE
PDbA PRE-DESlGN 8 SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
PDbD POINT DE.TONATING SELF-DESTROYING
PDbT PACIFIC DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME
PD1 PACIFIC DAYLIGHT TIME
PDU PRESSURE. DISTRIBUTION UNIT
PDU 1 PHOTOMULTIPHER DETECTOR UNIT
PDV PREMOOULATION PROCESSOR-DEEP-SPACE VOICE
POX PASSIVE DOSIMETER EXPERIMENT
PE PURCHASED EQUIPMENT
PEA PLATFORM ELECTRONICS ASSEMBLY
PEAP PAD EMERGENCY AIR PACK
PEC PHYSICS ENGINEERING CHEMISTRY CORPORATION
PEC 1 PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT CODE
PECAN PULSE ENVELOP CORRELATION AIR NAVIGATION
PECBI PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS CONFERENCE BOARD FOR INDUSTRY
PECS PORTABLE ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM
PED PEDESTAL
PED 1 PERSONNEL EQUIPMENT DATA
PEDN PLANNED EVENT DISCREPANCY NOTIFICATION
PEiJRO PNEUMATIC ENERGY DETECTOR WITH REMOTE OPTICS
PEF PHYSICAL ELECTRONICS FACILITY
PEl PRELIMINARY ENGINEERING INSPECTION
PEIC PERIODIC ERROR INTEGRATING CONTROLLER
PE1R PROJECT EQUIPMENT INSPECTION RECORD
PEM PRODUCTION ENGINEERING MEASURES
PEN PENETRATE
PEN 1 PROGRAM ELEMENT NUMBER
PENT PENTODE
PEP PROGRAM EVALUATION PROCEDURES
PEP 1 PHYSIOLOGICAL EVALUATION OF PRIMATES
PEP 2 PEAK ENVELOPE POWER
PEP 3 PRINCETON EXPERIMENT PACKAGE
PEHAG PHYSICAL ELECT. & PHYSICAL ACOUSTICS GROUP
PEPP PLANETArtY ENTRY PARACHUTE PROGRAM
PEPR PRECISION ENCODER & PATTERN RECOGNITION
PEttUA PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT AGENCY
PEK PERSONNEL
PEK 1 PRELIMINARY ENGINEERING REPORT
PEK 2 PERIGEE
PERC PERCUSSION
PEKEF PROPELLANT ENGINE RESEARCH ENVIRONMENTAL FACILITY
PEKF PERFORATE
PEKF 1 PERFORMANCE
PEKlM PERIMETER
PEklPH PERIPHEuY
PERIS PERISCOPE
PEKM PERMANENT
PEKP PERPENDICULAR
PEKT PROGRAM EVALUATION AND REVIEW TECHNIQUE
PEKTCO PROGRAM EVALUATION REVIEW TECHNIQUE WITH COST
PEb PHOTOELECTRIC SCANNER
PES 1 POINTING ERROR SENSOR
PET POSITION - EVENT - TIME
PET 1 POLYCETHYLENE TEREPHTHALATED
PET 2 PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION TEAM
PETE PNEUMATIC ENU TO END
PF PICOFARAD
PF i POWER FACTOR
PF 2 PROFILE
PF 3 PULSE FREQUENCY
PFAR PRELIMINARY FAILURE ANALYSIS REPORT
PFC PRELIMINARY FLIGHT CERTIFICATION
PFD PREFERRED
PFI POWER FAILURE INDICATOR
PF1AB PRESIDENTQS FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE ADVISORY BOARD
PFL PROPULSION FIELD LABORATORY CROCKETDYNE3
PFLV PRESSURt FED LAUNCH VEHICLE
PFM POWER FACTOR METER
PFM i PULSE FREQUENCY MODULATION
PFM 2 PRECISION FREQUENCY MULJIVJDER
PFN PULSE FORMING NETWORK
PFR PARTS FAILURE RATE
PFK 1 PREFLIGHT REVIEW
PFK 2 PROBLEM FAILURE REPORT
PFKS PORTABLE FIELD RECORDING SYSTEM
PFRT PRELIMINARY FLIGHT READINESS TEST
PFRT 1 PRELIMINARY FLIGHT RATING TEST
PFS PROPELLANT FEED SYSTEM
PFb 1 PERCENT FULL SCALE
PG PREGNANT GUPPY
PG 1 PYROLYTIC GRAPHITE
PG 2 PAGE
PG 3 PRESSURt GAGE
PGA PRESSURE GARMENT ASSEMBLY
PGA i POWER GENERATING ASSEMBLY
PGtWS PROFESSIONAL GROUP ON ENGINEERING WRITING a SPEECH
PGMA PULSED GAS MtTAL ARC
PGNCS PRIMARY GUIDANCE « NAVIGATION CONTROL SYSTEM
PGNS PRIMARY GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION SYSTEM
PGb POWER GENERATOR SECTION
PGb i POWER GENERATION SYSTEM
PGbU PROPELLANT GAS SUPPLY UNIT
PGU PRESSURE GAS UMBILICAL
PH ALKALlNt-ACID BALANCE
PH 1 POWER HOUSE
PH 2 PHASE
PHAMOS PREMOTE HEMODYNAMICS a METABOLISM IN AN ORBITING SATELLITE
PH BRZ PHOSPHOR BRONZE
PHt PREFLIGHT HEAT EXCHANGER
PHtN PHENOLIC
PH1N POSITION AND HOMING INERTIAL NAVIGATOR
PHM
PHN
PHO
PHOFL
PHuS
PHOS
PHOTO
PHOTOMUUT
PHOTUB
PHP
PHP
PHK
PHK
PHS
PHb
PHTC
PHYS
PI
PI
PI
PI
PI
PI
PIA
PIA
PIb
PIb
PIb
PIb
PIbAL
PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC
PICS
PIF
PIbA
PIGMA
PILO
PIM
PIN
PIO
PIO
PIP
PIP
PIPA
PIHS
PIKD
PlKN
PIKR
PIHR
PIKT
PIbH
PHASE METER
PHONE
PHILCO» HOUSTON
PHOTOFLASH
PHOSPHATE
PHOSPHORESCENT
PHOTOGRAPHY
PHOTOMULTIPLIER
PHOTOTUBE
POUNDS PER HORSEPOWER
1 PROPELLER HORSEPOWER
POUNDS PER HOUR
1 PREHEATER
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE
1 PERSONAL HYGIENE SUBSYSTEM
PNEUMATIC HYDRAULIC TEST CONSOLE
PHYSICAL
PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION
1 POINT INITIATING
2 POINT INSULATING
3 POINT OF INTERSECTION
«* PRESSURE INDICATOR
5 PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR
PREINSTALLATION ACCEPTANCE
1 PRODUCTION INVENTORY ANALYSIS
POLAR IONOSPHERE BEACON
1 POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE OF BROOKLYN
2 PYROTECHNIC INSTALLATION BUILDING
3 PROPELLANT INSPECTION BUILDING
H PAYLOAD INTEGRATION BAY
WEATHER BALLOON
POINT INITIATING BASE DETONATING
PHOTOGRAPHIC INTERPRETATION CENTER
1 PROCUREMENT INFORMATION FOR CONTRACTS
2 POLYMER-IMPREGNATED CONCRETE
3 PRE-INSTALLATION CALIBRATION
PERSONNEL INFORMATION COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
PAYLOAD INTEGRATION FACILITY
PENDULOUS INTEGRATING GYROSCOPIC ACCELEROMETER
PRESSURIZED INERT GAS MfTAL ARC
PUBLIC INFORMATION LIAISON OFFICER
PULSE INTERVAL MODULATION
P-TYPE INTRINSIC-N-TYPE
PUBLIC INFORMATION OFFICE
1 PUBLIC INFORMATION OFFICER
PREDICTED IMPACT POINT
1 PULSED INTEGRATING PENDULUM
PULSE INTEGRATING PENDULOUS ACCELEROMETER
POST INJECTION PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM
PROGRAM INSTRUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT
PRELIMINARY INTERFACE REVISION NOTICE
PARTS INSTALLATION & REMOVAL RECORD
1 PROBLEM INVESTIGATION 8 REPAIR RECORD
PRECISION INhRARED TRIANGULATION
PROGRAM INSTRUMENTATION SUMMARY HANDBOOK
PIT PRE-INSTALLATION TEST
PIV PEAK INVERSE VOLTAGE
PIV 1 PROPELLANT ISOLATION VALVE
PIX PICTURE
PJOP PRELIMINARY JOINT OPERATION PROCEDURE
PK PEAK
PKO PACKAGE ' '
PKG 1 PARKING
PKG 2 PHONOCARDIOGRAM
PKWY PARKWAY
PL PROPELLANT LOADING
PL 1 PAYLOAD
PL 2 PUBLIC LAW
PL 3 PARTS LIST
PL U PLATE
PL 5 POST LANDING
PLA PHYSIOLOGICAL LEARNING APTITUDE
PLAAR PACKAGED LIQUID AIR-AUGMENTED RQCKET
PLACE PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE FOR AUTOMATIC CHECKOUT EQUIPMENT
PLADS PARACHUTE LOW ALTITUDE DELIVERY SYSTEM
PLANET PLANNED LOGISTICS ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION TECHNIQUES
PLAS PLASTER
PLAST PROPELLANT LOADING AND ALL SYSTEMS TEST
PLASTEC PLASTIC TECHNICAL EVALUATION CENTER
PLAT PLATFORM
PLATO PROGRAMMED LOGIC FOR AUTOMATIC TEACHING OPERATIONS
PLC POWER-LINE CARRIER
PLCM PROPELLANT LOADING CONTROL MONITOR
PLCOP PRE-LAUNCH CHECKOUT PLAN
PLCU PROPELLANT LEVEL CONTROL UNIT
PLU PAYLOAD
PLUTS PROPELLANT LOADING DATA TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
PLtNCH PLIERS & WRENCH CCOMBINATIONJ
PLIM POST LAUNCH INFORMATION MESSAGE
PLL PHASE LOCKED LOOP
PLM PRELIMINARY
PLM 1 PRE-LAUNCH MONITOR
PLMB PLUMBING
PLO PROGRAM LINE ORGANIZATION
PLU 1 PACIFIC LAUNCH OPERATIONS
PLOO PACIFIC LAUNCH OPERATIONS OFFICE
PLOT PLOTTING
PLP PARTS LIST PAGE
PLPS PROPELLANT LOADING AND PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM
PLK PSYCHOLOGICAL LABORATORIES
PLR 1 PILLAR
PLS PROPELLANT LOADING SYSTEM
PLSO PROPELLANT LIFE SUPPORT AND ORDNANCE
PLbS PORTABLE LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM
PLT PILOT
PLV POST LANDING VENTILATION
PLVC POST LANDING VENT CONTROL
PM POUNDS PER MINUTE
PM 1 PHRASE MODULATION
PM 2 PULSE MODULATION
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PMAR
PMfcJ
PMC
PMtE
PMi
PMU
PML
PMM
PMMA
PMN
PMQ
PMH
PMP
PMP
PMP
PMPFR
PMPM
PMR
PMK
PMKG
PMRR
PMSS
PMT
PMU
PN
PN
PN
PN
PND
PNtU
PNGCS
PNL
PNU
PNM
PNK
PNKC
PO
PO
PO
PO
PO
PO
PO
PO
POA
PObATO
POC
POCN
POU
3
4
5
6
7
8
1
1
2
3
1
1
2
3
1
1
2
3
4
b
6
7
POST MERIDIAN
PROMETHIUM
PROPULSION MODULE
PERMANENT MAGNET
PHOTOMULTIPLIER
 PROPELLANT MANAGEMENT
PRELIMINARY MAINTENANCE ANALYSIS REPORT
PHYSICAL METALLURGY BRANCH
POST MANUFACTURING CHECKOUT
PRIME MISSION ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE INSPECTION
PARKE MATHEMATICS LABORATORIES
PEAT. MARWICK» LIVINGSTON AND COMPANY
PULSE MODE MULTIPLEX
POLYMETHYLMETHACRYLATE
PROGRAM MANAGEMENT NETWORK
PROGRAM MANAGEMENT OFFICE
PREMODULATION PROCESSOR
PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE PLAN
PROGRAM MANAGEMENT PLAN
PUMP
PROGRAM MANAGEROS PRE-FLIGHT REVIEW
PULSE MQOE PERFORMANCE MODEL
PACIFIC MISSILE RANGE
PROGRAMMED MIXTURE RATIO
PRELIMINARY MATERIALS REVIEW GROUP
PRE-MATE READINESS REVIEW
PRECISION MEASURING SUBSYSTEM
PRODUCTION MONITORING TEST
PRESSURE MEASURING UNIT
PULSE NETWORK
PART NUMBER
PRODUCTION NOTICE
PROGRAM NOTICE
PREMODULATION PROCESSOR - NEAR EARTH DATA
PNEUMATIC
PRIMARY NAVIGATION* GUIDANCE AND CONTROL SYSTEM
PANEL
PERCEIVED NOISE LEVEL
PULSE NUMBER MODULATION
POINT OF NO RETURN
POTOMAC NAVAL RIVER COMMAND
PROJECT OFFICE
PURCHASE ORDER
PROJECT OFFICER
POLARITY
POLONIUM
POWER OSCILLATOR
PRODUCTION ORDER
POWER OUTPUT
PURCHASED ON ASSEMBLY
PROPELLANT ON BOARD AT TAKE-OFF
PRODUCTION ORDER CHANGE
PURCHAbE ORDtR CHANGE NOTICE
PORT OF DEBAKKATION
POu 1 PREFLIGHT OPERATIONS DIVISION
POU 2 PNEUMATICALLY OPERATED DISCONNECT
POD 3 PURCHASE ORDER DEVIATION
POUM PRELIMINARY ORBIT DETERMINATION METHODS
PObS POST OPERATIVE DESTRUCT SYSTEM
POt. PORT OF EMBARKATION
POED PROGRAM ORGANIZATION FOR EVALUATION AND DECISION
pot»o POLAR ORBITING GEOPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY
POI PROGRAM OF INSTRUCTION CNASA 3
POi 1 PURCHASE ORDER ITEM
POI 2 PARKING ORBIT INSERTION
POINTER i PARTICLE ORIENTATION INTERFEROMETER
POISE PANEL ON IN-FLIGHT SCIENTIFIC EXPERIMENTS
POL PETROLEUM OIL LUBRICANTS
POL 1 POLARITY
POLAR POLARIZATION
POM PRINTER OUTPUT MICROFILM
POMI PRELIMINARY OPERATING ft MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTION
POP PROGRAM OBLIGATION PLAN
POP 1 PROGRAM OPERATING PLAN
POP 2 PAYLOAD OPTIMIZED PROGRAM
POP 3 PERPENDICULAR TO ORBIT PLANE
POK PURCHASE ORDER REQUEST
POKCN PRODUCTION ORDER RECORDS CHANGE NOTICE
PORT PORTABLE
POS POSITIVE
POS 1 POSITION
POSS PROTOTYPE OPTICAL SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM
POST PROGRAM TO OPTIMIZE SHUTTLE TRAJECTORIES
POT POTENTIAL
POT 1 POTENTIOMETER
POTS PRECISION OPTICAL TRACKING SYSTEM
POI W POTABLE WATER
PP PROJECT PROPOSAL
PP 1 PEAK TO PEAK
pp 2 POWER PLANT
PP 3 PRESSURE PROOF
PP U PROPULSION POWER
PP 5 PURCHASED PARTS
PP 6 PUSH-PULL
PP 7 PARTIAL PRESSURE
PP 8 PREPRODjCTION
PPb PLANNING PROGRAMMING BUDGETING
PPb 1 PARACHUTE PARAGLIDER BUILDING
PPti 2 PROVISIONING PARTS BREAKDOWN
PPtiS PLANNING* PROGRAMMING AND BUDGETING SYSTEM
PPbS 1 POSITIVE PRESSURE BREATHING SYSTEM
PPC PROGRAM PLANNING & CONTROL DEPT,
PPCE PORTABLE PNEUMATIC CHECKOUT EQUIPMENT
PPCP PROPELLANT PNEUMATIC CONTROL PANEL
PPD PROGRAM PLANNING DIRECTIVES
PPE PREMODULATION PROCESSOR EQUIPMENT
PPG "ROPULSlON & POWER GENERATION
PPH POUNDS PER HOUR
PPI PLAN POSITION INDICATOR
PPL PLASMA PROPULSION LABORATORY
PPL 1 PREFERRED PARTS LIST
PPL 2 PREDICTIVE PERIOD LASER
PPLS PROPELLANT AND PRESSURAMT LOADING SYSTEM
PPN, PULSE POSITION MODULATION
PPM 1 POUNDS PER MINUTE
PPM 2 PARTS PER MILLION
PPO PHOTOGRAPHIC PROGRAM OFFICE
PPP PHASED PROJECT PLANNING
PPK PURCHASE PARTS REQUEST
PPH 1 PRODUCTION PARTS RELEASE
PPRN PURCHASED PARTS REQUIREMENT NOTICE
PPS PULSES PER SECOND
PPS 1 PHOSPHOROUS PROPELLANT SYSTEM
PPS 2 PRIMARY PROPULSION SYSTEM
PPS 3 PARTS PROVISIONING SYSTEM
PQ PLANETARY QUARANTINE
PQC PRODUCTION QUALITY CONTROL
PQ6S PROPELLANT QUANTITY GAUGING SYSTEMS
PQP PREQUALIFICATION PROTOTYPE
PR PRINTING REQUEST
PR 1 PARACHUTE RIGGER
PR 2 PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS
PR 3 PERFORMANCE REPORT
PR <* PURCHASE REQUEST
PR 5 PROCUREMENT REGULATION
PR 6 PULSE RATE
PR 7 PRESSURE REGULATOR
PR 8 PAIR
PR 9 PRASEODYMIUM
PRA PSYCHOLOGICAL RESEARCH ASSOCIATES
PRA 1 PROGRAM READER ASSEMBLY
PRA 2 PRECISION AXIS
PRA 3 PRODUCTION READER ASSEMBLY
PRAC PRACTICE
PRb PANEL REVIEW BOARD
PRC PRODUCTS RESEARCH CORPORATION
PRC 1 PLANNING RESEARCH CORPORATION
PRC 2 PARTS RELEASE CARD
PRU PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS DATA
PRU 1 PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT
PRD 2 PERSONAL RADIATION DOSIMETER
PRE PREDECESSOR CPERT]
PRE 1 PRETORIA
PREAMP PREAMPLIFIER
PREDICT PREDICTION OF RADIATION EFFECTS BY DIGITAL COMPUTER TECHNIQUES
PREF PROPULSION RESEARCH ENVIRONMENTAL FACILITY
PREF 1 PREFERRED
PREPS PREPARATIONS
PREFAB PREFABRICATED
PREFLT PREFLIGHT
PRELIM PRELIMINARY
PREP PREPARATION
PREP 1 PREPARE
PREQUAL PREQUALlFIED
PRtSIG
PRESS
PRLSS
PRESS
PRLSS
PRLSSAR
PRLSTO
PRF
PRF
PRFL
PRG
PRGM
PRi
PRIME
PRIME
PRiN
PRINCE
PRINCE
PRISE
PRL
PRL
PRL
PRL
PRN
PRN
PRIM
PRN
PRO
PRO
PROB
PR&C
PROCUR
PROD
PROFAC
PROG
PROG
PROGDEV
PROJ
PROJ
PROJ
PROMPT
PROP
PROP
PROP
PROP
PROP
PROP
PROPOS
PROPUL
PROT
PROTECT
PROTO
PROV
PROVER
PRPLNT
PRESSURIZING
PACIFIC RANGt ELECTROMAGNETIC SIGNATURE STUDIES
1 PRESSURED
2 pKEssuRiZArioN
3 PRESSURE . V ••
PRESENTATION EQUIPMENT FOR SLOW SCAN RADAR
PROGRAM REPORTING & EVALUATION SYSTEM FOR TOTAL OPERATION
PULSE REPETITION FREQUENCY
1 PROOF
PRESSURt FtD LIQUID
PURGE
PROGRAM
PRIMARY
PRIORITY IMPROVED MANAGEMENT EFFORT
i PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION FOR MANAGEMENT EDUCATION
PRINCIPAL
PROGRAMMED REINFORCED INSTRUCTION NECESSARY TO CONTINUING EDUCATIONi PARTS RELIABILITY INFORMATION CENTER
PROGRAM FOR INTEGRATED SHIPBOARD ELECTRONICS
PLASTICS RESEARCH LABORATORY
1 PERSONAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
2 PETROLEUM REFINING LABORATORY
3 PARTS REQUIREMENT LIST
PULSE-RATE MODULATION
PARTS REQUIREMENT NOTICE
1 PSEUDO-KANDOM NOISE
2 PULSE RANGING NETWORK
PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICE
1 PLANNING RESIDENT ORDER
PROBABILITY
PROCESS
PROCUREMENT
PRODUCTION
PROPULSIVE FLUID ACCUMULATOR
PROGRAM
1 PROGRESS
PROGRAM DEVICE
PROJECT
1 PROJECTOR
2 PROJECTION
PROJECT REPORTING ORGANIZATION ft MANAGEMENT PLANNING TECHNIQUE
PROPELLANT
1 PROPELLER
2 PROPOSED
3 PLANETARY ROCKET OCEAN PLATFORM
1 PROPERTY
5 PROPORTIONAL
PROPOSAL
PROPULSION
PROTECT
PROBABILITIES RECALL OPTIMIZING THE EMPLOYMENT OF CALIBRATION TIME
PROTOTYPE
PROVIDE
PROCUREMENT* VALUE* ECONOMY* RELIABILITY
PROPELLANT
PRK
PRK
PRK
PRK
PRS
PRb
PRT
PRT
PRU
PRV
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PSA
PSA
PSAC
PSAP
PSbLS
PSC
PSC
PSC
PSCC
PSU
PSU
PSDF
PSEP
PSF
PSF
PSi
PSiA
PSID
PSiG
PSK
P SL
PS LT
PSM
PSM
PSMR
PSNS
PSO
PSO
PSO
PSP
PSP
PSPF
PSPP
PSK
PSKD
PSb
PROGRAM REQUIREMENT PROCESS SPECIFICATION
PULSE REPETITION RATE
1 PRELIMINARY REQUIREMENTS REVIEW
2 PARTS REPLACEMENT REQUEST
3 PROGRAM REVISION REPORT
POINTING REFERENCE SYSTEM
1 PRIMARY RECOVERY SITE
PULSE-REPETITION TIME
1 PRELIMINARY REFERENCE TRAJECTORY
PROGRAMS RESEARCH UNIT
PRESSURE REDUCING VALVE
POWER SOURCE
1 PAYLOAD SHROUD
2 POWER SUPPLY
3 PROPELLANT SUPPLY
4 PHOTOMETER SYSTEM
5 PRESS TO STAKT
6 PROGRAM START
7 PULSE SENSOR
POWER SERVO AMPLIFIER
1 PROGRAM STUDY AUTHORIZATION
PRESIDENTS SCIENTIFIC ADVISORY COMMITTEE
PLANE STRESS ANALYSIS AND PLOTS
PERMANENT SPACE BASED LOGISTICS SYSTEM
PERSONNEL STATUS CHANGE
1 PRESSURE SUIT CIRCUIT
2 POST STORAGE CHECKOUT
PHOTO SYSTEMS CONTROLLER CONSOLE
PHASE SENSITIVE DEMODULATOR
i POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY
PROPULSION SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT FACILITY
PASSIVE SEISMIC EXPERIMENT PACKAGE
POUNDS PER SQUARE FOOT
1 PRIME SuBFRAME
POUNDS PER SQUARE INCH
POUNDS PER SQUARE INCH ABSOLUTE
POUNDS PER SQUARE INCH {DIFFERENTIAL!)
POUNDS PER SQUARE INCH GAGE
PHASE SHIFT KEYING
PIPE SLEEVE
PORT SIDE LIGHT
PROGRAM SUPPORT MANAGEMENT
1 PROPELLANT STORAGE MODULE
PARTS SPECIFICATION MANAGEMENT FOR RELIABILITY
PUGET SOUND NAVAL SHIPYARD
PILOT SYSTEMS OPERATOR1 PAD SAFETY OFFICER
2 PLANET SENSOR OUTPUT
PLANET SCAN PLATFORM
1 PROGRAM SUPPORT PLAN
POTENTIAL SINGLE POINT FAILURES
PROPOSED SYSTEM PACKAGE PLAN
PROGRAM SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
PROGRAM SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT
PROPULSiON SUPPORT SYSTEM
PSb 1 PAD SAFETY SUPERVISOR
PSb 2 PROPELLANT SUPPLY SUBSYSTEM
PSbR PROBLEM STATUS S SUMMARY REPORT
PST PACIFIC STANDARD TIME
PS1 1 POINT OF SPIRAL TANGENT
PSU PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY
PT PLATINUM
PT 1 PACIFIC TIME
PT 2 PRESSURE TRANSDUCER
PT 3 PNEUMATIC TUBE
PT «+ POWER TRANSFER
PT 5 POINT OF TANGENT
PT 6 POTENTIAL TRANSFORMER
PT 7 PROPELLANT TRANSFER
PT fl PROPERTY TRANSFER
PTA PULSE ToRQUING ASSEMBLY
PTA 1 PROPOSED TECHNICAL APPROACH
PTC PASSIVE THERMAL CONTROL
PTC 1 PNEUMATIC TEST CONSOLE
PTC 2 PORTABLE TEMPERATURE CONTROL
PTC 3 PRESSURE 8 TEMPERATURE CONTROL
PTC U PROPULSION TEST COMPLEX
PTC 5 PROOF TEST CAPSULE
PTCR PAD TERMINAL CONNECTION ROOM
PTCS PROPELLANT TANKING COMPUTER SYSTEM
PTD PAINTED
PTtC PLASTICS TECHNICAL EVALUATION CENTER
PTI PRELIMINARY TEST INFORMATION
PT1L PARTS TEST INFORMATION LIST
PTIS PROPULSION TEST INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM
PTL PHOTOGRAPHIC TECHNOLOGY LAB.
PTM PROOF TE.ST MODEL
PTM 1 PULSE TIME MODULATION
PTM 2 PULSE TIME MULTIPLEX
PTMD PHOPELLANT TOXICITY MONITORING DEVICES
PTMU POWER & TEMPERATURE MONITOR UNIT
PTN PARTITION
PTO PORT TRANSPORTATION OFFICER
PTo i POWER TAKE-OFF
PTo 2 PROOF TEST ORBITER
PTP PREFERRED TARGET POINT
PTPS PROPELLANT TRANSFER PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM
PTn PRELIMINARY TEST REPORT
PTH 1 PRODUCTION TEST REQUIREMENTS
PTK 2 PROGRAM TROUBLE REPORT
PTKC PERSONNEL & TRAINING RESEARCH CENTER
PTS PNEUMATjC TEST SET
PTS 1 PROPELLANT TRANSFER SYSTEM
PTI PUSH-TO-TALK
PTV PARACHUTE TEST VEHICLE
PTV i PITCH THRUST VECTOR
PTVA PROPULSION TEST VEHICLE ASSEMBLY
PTVC PITCH THRUST VECTOR CONTROL
PU PICK UP
PU 1 PROPELLANT UTILIZATION
PU 2 PROPULSION UNIT
PUb PUBLICATION
PUCK PROPELLANT UTILIZATION CHECKOUT KIT
PUCS PROPELLANT UTILIZATION CONTROL SYSTEM
PUL PROPELLANT UTILIZATION EXERCISER
PUFFS PASSIVE UNDERWATER FIRE CONTROL FEASIBILITY STUDY
PUFL PUMP FED LIQUID
PUbS PROPELLANT UTILIZATION GAUGING SYSTEM
PUL PULLEY
PULV PULVERIZER
PUR PURDUE UNIVERSITY RESEARCH
PUH 1 PURIFIER
PUSS PILOTS UNIVERSAL SIGHTING SYSTEM
PV PRESENT VALUE
PV/ST PREMATE VERIf- ICATION/SYSTEM TEST
PVAC PEAK VOLTS ALTERNATING CURRENT
PVC POSITION AND VELOCITY COMPUTER
PVC 1 POLYVINYL CHLORIDE
PVC 2 PRESSURE VOLUME COMPENSATOR
PVD PHYSICAL VULNERABILITY DIVISION
PVK PRECISION VOLTAGE REFERENCE
PVS PERFORMANCE VERIFICATION SYSTEM
PVT PRESSURE VOLUME TEMPERATURE
PVT i PROBE VELOCITY TRANSDUCER
PW PULSE WIDTH
PWA PRATT 8 WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
PWb PRINTED WIRING BOARD
PWlj POWER DISTRIBUTOR
PWb 1 POWDER
PWi PROXIMITY WARNING INDICATOR
PWM PULSE WIDTH MODULATION
PWK POWER
PWK SERVO POWER AND SERVO ASSEMBLY
PWS POTABLE WATEK SYSTEM
PWT PROPULSION WIND TUNNEL
PX POST EXCHANGE
PY PROGRAM YEAR
PYPH POLYPHASE
p-r-R PITCH-YAW-ROLL
PYK PYROMETER
PYKO PYROTECHNIC
Q DYNAMIC PRESSURE
Q/A QUALITY ASSURANCE
Q/L QUICK LOOKQA QUALITY ASSURANCE
QA 1 QUICK ACTING
QAM QUALITY ASSURANCE MANUALQAP QUALITY ASSURANCE PROCEDURE
QC QUALITY CONTROL
QCDR QUALITY CONTROL DEFICIENCY REPORT
QCM QUARTZ CRYSTAL MICRO BALANCEQC1 QUESTIONABLE CORRECTIVE TASKSQD QUICK DISCONNECTQDKI QUALITATIVE DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENTS INFORMATIONQEC QUICK ENGINE CHANGE
QF QUICK FIRING
QFCI QUARTERMASTER FOOD « CONTAINER INST.
01 QUANTITY INDICATOR
GIF QUALITY INSPECTION POINTQLAP QUICK LOOK ANALYSIS PROGRAMQLUS QUICK LOOK DATA STATIONQLFD QUALIFIEDQLTY QUALITY '. 'QM QUARTERMASTER
QMC QUARTERMASTER CORPSQMR QUALITATIVE MATERIEL REQUIREMENTQMREC QUARTERMASTER RESEARCH a ENGINEERING COMMANDQMSO QUARTERMASTER SUPPLY OFFICER
GPL QUALIFIED PRODUCT LIST
QPh QUALITATIVE PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS
QQHRI QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION
OR QUALITY REVIEWQRA QUALITY & RELIABILITY ASSURANCE DEPARTMENTQRAL QUALITY AND RELIABILITY ASSURANCE LABORATORYQRC QUICK REACTION CAPABILITYQRDC QUARTERMASTER RESEARCH ft DEVELOPMENT COMMANDQRuEA QUARTERMASTER RESEARCH A DEVELOPMENT EVALUATION AGENCYQRS QUALIFICATION REVIEW SHEET
QRY QUARRY
GSL QUALIFICATION STATUS LIST
QT QUADRUPLE
QT 1 QUART
GTR QUARTER
QTKS QUARTERS
QTY QUANTITY
QUARTZ
QUEENtS UNIVERSITY
FOUR ENGINE CLUSTER
1 QUADRANT
QUALITY
QUANTITYQUASI-STELLAR OBJECTQUALITY ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS TESTQUIET EXPERIMENTAL SHORT TAKEOFF AND LANDINGQUALITY VERIFICATION TESTING
RADIUM
1 RANGE
2 ROLLOUT
3 ROUTINE
«* RANKINE
5 ROENTGENS
RED AND BLUE
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
RECEIVING AND INSPECTION
RELIABILITY & QUALITY ASSURANCE
REPORTS 8 MEMORANDUM
REMOVE AND REPLACE
RANGE AND ZERO
R/b PADAR BEACON LRB is PREFERRED D
R/C PADIO COMMAND
QU
QUMD
QUAD
QUAL
QUAN
QUASAR
QUtST
QUtSTOL
QVT
R
R
R
R
R
R
RSB
R H D
R & 1
R & QA
R&M
R&H
RA
RA
RA
RA
RA
R/L i RADIO CONTROL
R/C 2 RATE OF CLIMB
R/C 3 RANGE CLEARANCE
R/t RE-ENTRY
R/L REDLINE
R/0 READOUT
R/S REMOTE bITE
R/S i RANGE SAFETY
R/i RADIO TELEPHONE
R/T 1 REAL TIME
R/T 2 RECEIVER/TRANSMITTER
R/V RE-ENTRY VEHICLE
RIGHT OF WAY
RADAR ALTIMETER
1 REDSTONE ARSENAL
2 RAYON
3 RELIABILITY ASSESSMENT
<* RIGHT AXILLA
ROYAL AUSTRALIA AIR FORCE
"AC REPUBLIC AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
RAC 1 REPUBLIC AVIATION CORPORATION
RAC 2 RESEARCH ANALYSIS CORPORATION
RAC 3 RELIABILITY ASSESSMENT OF COMPONENTS
RACC RADIATION AND CONTAMINATION CONTROL
RACE RAPID AUTOMATIC CHECKOUT EQUIPMENT
RACEP RANDOM ACCESS & CORRELATION FOR EXTENDED PERFORMANCE
RAUC REMOTE AREA CONFLICT INFORMATION CENTER
RACOMS RAPID COMBAT MAPPING SYSTEM
RACON RADAR BEACON
RACS REMOTE AUTOMATIC CONTROL SYSTEM
RAU RADIATION
RAU 1 REQUIREMENTS ACTION DIRECTIVE
RAU 2 RADIAL
RAU 3 RADIATOR
RAU «4 RADIATION ABSORBED DOSE
RAU 5 RADIAN
RAU 6 RESEARCH AND ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT
RAU 7 REQUEST FOR APOLLO DOCUMENTS
RAuA RANDOM ACCESS DISCRETE ADDRESS
RAUAC RADAR ANALOG DIGITAL DATA AND CONTROL
RADAR RADIO DETECTION & RANGING
RAUAS RANDOM ACCESS DISCRETE ADDRESS SYSTEM
RADATA RADAR DATA TRANSMISSION 6 ASSEMBLY
RAUC ROME AIK DEVELOPMENT CENTER
RAuCC RADIOLOGICAL CONTROL CENTER
RAUCON RADAR DATA CONVERTER
RADSM RANDOM ACCESS DELTA MODULATION
RAUFAC RADIATING FACILITY
RADHAZ RADIATION HAZARDS
RAul RADIOGRAPHIC INSPECTION
RAUU RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT INFORMATION CENTER
RAUL RADIOLOGICAL
RADOT REAL TIME AUTOMATIC DIGITAL
RAUVS RADAR ALTIMETER AND DOPPLER VELOCITY SENSOR
RAt ROYAL AIRCRAFT ESTABLISHMENT
RAu
RAt
RAF
RAFB
RAbF
RAi
RAi
RAIC
RAIDS
RAILS
RAIS
RAL
RAM
RAM
RAM
RAM
RAM
RAMA
RAhP
RAO
RAP
RAPCON
RAPEC
RAPID
RAPO
RAPS
RAPT
RAR
RARDE
RARE
RAKR
RAb
RAb
RAS
RASA
RAbERS
RAbM
RASPO
RAbS
RAbSR
RAT
RATA
RAI AC
RATAN
RATCC
RATO
RATR
RATT
RATT
RB
RBA
RBC
RBC
1 RADIO ASTRONOMY EXPLORER
2 RANGE AZIMUTH ELEVATION
ROYAL AIR FORCE
RANDOLPH AIR FORCE BASE
REMOTE AIR/GROUND FACILITY
RELIABILITY ASSURANCE INSTRUCTIONS
1 ROLL ATTITUDE INDICATOR
REDSTONE ARSENAL INFORMATION CENTER
RAPID AVAILABILITY OF INFORMATION AND DATA FOR SAFETY
REMOTE AREA INSTRUMENT LANDING SENSOR
RANGE AUTOMATED INFORMATION SYSTEM
RIVERBAHD ACOUSTICAL LABORATORY
RADAR A&SORB1NG MATERIAL
1 RADIO ATTENUATION MEASUREMENTS
2 RANDOM ACCESS MEMORY
3 RESEARCH AND APPLICATION MODULE
<* REMOTE AREA MONITORING
ROME AIR MATERIEL AREA
RAPID AUTOMATIC MALFUNCTION ISOLATION SYSTEM
RAYTHEON AIRBORNE MICROWAVE
RADIO ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATORY
ROCKET ASSISTED PROJECTILE
RADAR APPROACH CONTROL CENTER
POCKET ASSISTED PERSONNEL EJECTION CATAPULT
REACTOR ANO PLANT INTEGRATED DYNAMICS ^COMPUTER PROGRAM*
RESIDENT APOLLO PROJECT OFFICE C NASA 3
RISK APPRAISAL OF PROGRAMS SYSTEM
REUSABLE AEROSPACE PASSENGER TRANSPORT
RELIABILITY ACTION REPORT
ROYAL ARMAMENT RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT ESTABLISHMENT
RAM AIR ROCKET ENGINE
REINSTALLATION AND REMOVAL RECORD
ROYAL AERONAUTICAL SOCIETY
1 THE ROYAL AERONAUTICAL SOCIETY
2 REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS SHEET
ROCHESTER APPLIED SCIENCE ASSOCIATES
RADIO AMPLIFICATION BY SIMULATED EMISSION OF RADIATION
REMOTE ANALOG SUBMULTIPLEXER
RESIDENT APOLLO SPACECRAFT PROGRAM OFFICE
RAPID AREA SUPPLY SUPPORT
RELIABLE ADVANCED SOLID STATE RADAR
RELIABILITY ASSURANCE TEST
RANKINE CYCLE AIR TURBOACCELERATOR
RADAR TARGET ACQUISITION
RADAR AuD TELEVISION AID TO NAVIGATION
RADAR AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL CENTER
ROCKET ASSIST TAKE-OFF
RELIABILITY ABSTRACTS AND TECHNICAL REVIEWS
RADIO TELETYPE
i RADIO TELETYPEWRITER
RADAR BEACON
RECOVERY BEACON ANTENNA CVHFD
ROLLER BEARING CORPORATION
1 REDUNDANT BATTERY CHARGER
RED BANK DIVISION
RBL/E RADAR BtflGHT DISPLAY EQUIPMENT
RBE RADIATION BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS
RBH RETURN BATTERY PACK
RBK RADAR BQRESIGHT RANGE
RBb RANDOM BARRAGE SYSTEM
RBb 1 RECOVERABLE BOOSTER SYSTEM
RBbS RECOVERABLE BOOSTER SUPPORT SYSTEM
RC RESISTANCE-CAPACITANCE
RC 1 REMOTE CONTROL
RC 2 RANGE CONTRACTOR
RC 3 RANGE CONTROL
RC <» REVERSE CURRENT
RC 5 PATE OF EXCHANGE
RC 6 RESISTANCE/CAPACITANCE
RC/OC REVERSE CURRENT/OVERCURRENT
RCA RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
RCAF ROYAL CANADIAN AIR FORCE
RCAP RCA PROGRAM OFFICE
RCB RADIATION CONTROL BOARD
RCC RANGE CONTROL CENTER
RCC 1 RANGE COMMANDERS COUNCIL
RCC 2 RECOVERY CONTROL CENTER
RCC 3 REACTION CONTROL CENTER
RCCA ROUGH COMBUSTION CUTOFF ASSEMBLY
RCCRA ROUGH COMBUSTION CUTOFF REPLACEABLE ASSEMBLY
RCDR RECORDER
RCLI RANGE COMMUNICATIONS ELECTRONICS INSTRUCTIONS
RCG RADIOACTIVITY CONCENTRATION GUIDE
RCI RADAR COVERAGE INDICATOR
RCI i RANGE COMMUNICATIONS INSTRUCTIONS
RCL RADIATION COUNTING LABORATORY
RCL 1 RELIABILITY CONTROL LEVEL
RCM RADAR COUNTER MEASURE
RCM 1 RECEIPT FOR CLASSIFIED MATTER
RCM 2 REFURBISHED COMMAND MODULE
RCN ROYAL CANADIAN NAVY
RCO RANGE CONTROL OFFICER
RCO 1 RANGE CONTROL OFFICE
RCP REINFORCED CONCRETE PIPE
RCP i RIGHT CIRCULAR POLARIZATION
RCP 2 REMOTE CONTROL PANEL
RCPT RECEIPT
RCS RADIO COMMAND SYSTEM
RCb 1 REACTION CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
RCb 2 REENTRY CONTROL SYSTEM
RCb 3 REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM
RCS <* REMOTE CONTROL CENTER
RCb 5 REFURBISHMENT COST STUDY
RCU REMOTE CONTROL UNIT
RCVR RECEIVE
RCVR 1 RECEIVER
RD RADIATION DETECTION
RD 1 REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT
RD 2 RESTRICTED DATA
RD 3 ROAD
RD «* RELAY DRIVER
RD 5 RUPTURE DISK
ROB RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT BOARD
RDC RELIABILITY DATA CENTER
ROD REQUIRED DELIVERY DATE
RDb 1 REFERENCE DESIGN DOCUMENT
RDF RADIO DIRECTION FINDING
RDL ROCKET DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY
RDMU RANGE-DRIFT MEASURING UNIT
RDK REJECTION DISPOSITION REPORT
RDH 1 RADAR
RDK INT RADAR INTERMITTENT
RDKBCN RADAR BEACON
RDS RENDEZVOUS AND DOCKING SIMULATOR
RDSM REMOTE DIGITAL SUBMULTIPLEXER
ROTE RESEARCH' DEVELOPMENT* TEST» 6 EVALUATION
RDY READY
RE RHENIUM
REAC REACTION
REACQ REACQUIRE
READI ROCKET ENGINE ANALYZER a DECISION INSTRUMENTATION
REASM REASSEMBLE
REC REQUEST FOR ENGINEERING CHANGE
REC 1 RESDEL ENGINEERING CORPORATION
RECAP RESOURCE AND CAPABILITIES MODEL
RECD RECEIVED
RECIP RECIPROCATE
RECIRC RECIRCULATE
RECL RECLOSlNG
RECM RECOMMEND
RECOG RECOGNITION
RECON REMOTE CONTROL
RECON 1 RETROSPECTIVE CONVERSION PILOT PROJECT
RECONN RECONNAISSANCE
RECOV RECOVERY
RECP RECEPTACLE
RECT RECTIFY
RED REDUNDANT
REDES REDESIGN
REDUC REDUCTION
REF REFERENCE
REFL REFLECT
REFR REFRIGERATE
REFSMMAT REFERENCE TO STABLE MEMBER MATRIX RADIOLOGICAL HEALTH
REto REGULATE
REto 1 PEGULATfc.0
REb 2 REGULATING
REC. 3 REGULATOR
RE6AF REGULAR AIR FORCE
REbAL RANGE & EVALUATION GUIDANCE FOR APPROACH & LANDING
REfaEN REGENERATE
REHAB REHABILITATION
REhT REHEAT
REi REUSABLE. EXTERNAL INSULATION
REIC RADIATION EFFECTS INFORMATION CENTER
REiNF REINFORCE
REiNS REQUIREMENTS ELECTRONIC IMPUT SYSTEM
REL RELIABILITY
REL 1 RELEASE
REi. 2 RELAY
RELC RELIABILITY COMMITTEE
RELOC RELOCATE
REM ROENTGEN EQUIVALENT MAN
REM 1 REMOVABLE
REM 2 RELIABILITY ENGINEERING MODEL
REM 3 RAPID EYE MOVEMENT
REM U REACTION ENGINE MODULE
REHA REFRIGERATION EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS: ASSOCIATION
REN RENEWABLE
RENA RED FUMING NITRIC ACID
REUDZ RENDEZVOUS
RElME ROCKET ENGINt/NOZZLE EJECTOR
REP REPORT
REP 1 RANGE ERROR PROBABLE
REP 2 RENDEZVOUS EVALUATION PAD
REPL REPLACE
REHLN REPLENISH
REPLN 1 REPLENISHING
REPRO REPRODUCE
REPROM REPROGRAMMABLE READ ONLY MEMORY
REti REQUISITION
REu 1 REQUEST
REUD REQUIRED
REb RESERVE
RES 1 RESEARCH
RES 2 RESIDUAL
RES 3 RESISTANCE
REb 1 PESOLVEK
RESCU RADIO EMERGENCY SEARCH COMMUNICATIONS UNIT
RESID RESIDUAL
RESID FLD RESIDUAL FIELD
REbIS RESISTANCE
REbLV RESOLVE
REbP PESPONSfc.
REbP 1 RESPIRATION
REbS RADAR ECHO SIMULATION SUBSYSTEM
REST RE-ENTRY ENVIRONMENT ft SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY
RET RETARD
RET 1 RETAIN
RET 2 RETURN
RETMA RADIO ELECTRONICS TELEVISION MANUFACTURING ASSOCIATION
RETR RETRIEVE
RETR 1 RETRACT
RETRO RETROFIKE
RE1RO 1 RETROACTIVE
RETRO 2 REGIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL TRAINING AND RESEARCH ORGANIZATION
REV RE-ENTRY VEHICLE
REV 1 REVERSE
REV 2 REVISION
REV 3 REVISE
REV 4 REVIEW
REV 5 REVOLUTION
RF RADIO FREQUENCY
RFA REQUEST FOR ACTION
RFb REQUEST FOR BID
RFC RADIO FACILITY CHARTS
RFC 1 REQUEST FOR CHANGE
RFCP RADIO FREQUENCY COMPATIBILITY PROGRAM
RFD RE-ENTRY FLIGHT DEMONSTRATION
RFfc. REQUEST FOK ESTIMATE
RFLI REQUEST FOR ENGINEERING INFORMATION
RFI RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE
RFI 1 REQUEST FOK INFORMATION
RFI 2 REMOTE FACILITY INQUIRY
RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE TESTS
REACTIVE FACTOR METER
RED FUMING NITRIC ACID
REQUEST FOK FACTORY ORDER
1 RETROFIRE OFFICER
REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL
RESERVE FORCES POLICY BOARD
REQUEST FOK QUOTATION
1 REQUEST FOR QUOTE
RF SYSTEMS TEST FACILITY
RATE GYROSCOPE
RATE GYRO ASSEMBLY
REMOTE GAS FILTER CORRELATION
RATE GYRO PACKAGE
ROGER RECEIVED AND UNDERSTOOD
ROCKET GUIDANCE SYSTEM
i RADIO GUIDANCE SYSTEM
2 RATE GYRO SYSTEM
RATE GYRO UNIT
RELATIVE HUMIDITY
1 RADIOLOGICAL HEALTH
2 RHODIUM
3 RIGHT HAND
RADAR HOMING AND WARNING
ROTATION HAND CONTROLLER
i RIGHT HAND CIRCULAR
RADIATION HAZARD EFFECTS
RIGHT HAND EQUIPMENT BAY
RHEOSTAT
RIGHT-HAND FORWARD EQUIPMENT BAY
RANGE HEIGHT INDICATOR
REHEATER
RIGHT-HAND SIDE CONSOLE
REPORT OF INVESTIGATION
ROCK ISLAND ARSENAL
ROYAL THAI AIR FORCE
REQUIREMENTS INVENTORY ANALYSIS REPORTS
RESEARCH INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDIES
RANGE INSTRUMENTATION COORDINATION
RIC 1 REQUEST FOR INSTRUMENTATION CLARIFICATION
RTCA RADIO TECHNOLOGICAL COMMISSION FOR AERONAUTICS
RFM
RFNA
RFO
RFO
RFP
RFHB
RFu
RFGi
RFSTF
RG
RGA
RGFC
RGP
R3R
RGb
RGb
RGb
RGU
RH
RH
RH
RH
RHAW
RHt
RHC
RHt
RHLB
RHLO
RHFEB
RHl
RHK
RHSC
RI
RIA
RTAF
RIAR
RIAS
KICS RAN6E INSTRUMENTATION CONTROL SYSTEM
RIF DEDUCTION IN f-ORCE
RIFT REACTOR IN-FLIGHT TEST
RIt> RADIO INERTIAL GUIDANCE:
Rii ROYCO INSTRUMENTS*INC
RiiA ROYAL INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
RIM RECEIVING INSPECTION 6 MAINTENANCE
RIME RADIO INERTIAL MONITORING EQUIPMENT
RIMS RECORD INFORMATION MOVEMENT STUDY
RIN REGULAR INERTIAL NAVIGATOR
RINAL RADAR INERTIAL ALTIMETER
RINS ROTORACE INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM
RIO PIDE-IT-OUT
RIP RECOVERABLE ITEM PROGRAM
RIPS RADIO ISOTOPE POWER SYSTEM
RIPS i RANGE INSTRUMENTATION PLANNING STUDY
RIK RELIABILITY INVESTIGATION REQUESTS
RIR 1 RECEIVING INSPECTION REPORT
RIS RANGE INSTRUMENTATION SHIP
RISE RESEARCH IN SUPERSONIC ENVIRONMENT
RIST RADAR INSTALLED SYSTEM TESTER
RITA REUSABLE. INTERPLANETARY TRANSPORT APPROACH VEHICLE
RITE RAPID INFORMATION TECHNIQUE FOR EVALUATION
RITU RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF TEMPLE UNIVERSITY
RJ RAMJET
RJB RELAY JUNCTION BOX
RJS REACTION JET SYSTEM
RKV ROSE KNOT VICTOR CETR COMMUNICATION AND TELEMETRY SHIP}
RL ROCKET LAUNCHER
RL 1 POLL LIFT
RLbM REARWARD LAUNCHED BALLISTIC MISSILES
RLC ROTATING LITTER CHAIR
RLE RESEARCH LABORATORY OF ELECTRONICS
RLF REMOTE LIFT FAN
RLHTE RESEARCH LABORATORY OF HEAT TRANSFER IN ELECTRONICS
RLMM RESEARCH LABORATORY FOR MECHANICS OF MATERIALS
RLS RADIUS OF LANDING SITE
RLVS RECOVERABLE LAUNCH VEHICLE STRUCTURE
RLY RELAY
RM ROOM
RMA RADIO MANUFACTURER ASSOCIATION
RMC RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
RM1 REACTION MOTORS* INC.
RM1 1 RADIO MAGNETIC INDICATOR
RMI 2 REACTIVE METALS* INC.
RML RADAR MICROWAVE LINK
RMO RESOURCES MANAGEMENT OFFICE
RMh REFERENCE MIXTURE RADIO
RMS ROOT-MEAN-SQUARE
RMT REMOTE
RMU REMOTE MANEUVERING UNIT
RMU 1 REMOTE MULTIPLEXER UNIT
RN REVISION NOTICE
RN 1 REYNOLDS NUMBER
RNuZ RENDEZVOUS
RNb
RNb
RNV
RO
RO
RO
RO
ROAD
ROAMA
ROb
ROBIN
RObO
ROC
ROC
ROCKET
ROCR
ROu
ROD
ROOATA
ROt
RANGE '
RtUSABLt NUCLEAR SHUTTLE
REUSABLE NUCLEAR VEHICLE
RANGE OPERATIONS
1 READOUT
2 REWORK ORDER
3 RADAR OPERATOR
REORGANIZATION OBJECTIVE ARMY DIVISION
ROME AIR MATtRlEL AREA
RECOVERY OPERATIONS BRANCH
ROCKET &ALLOON INSTRUMENT
ROCKET BOMBER
RANGE OPERATIONS CONFERENCE
1 REUSABLE ORBITAL CARRIER
RANDrS OMNIBUS CALCULATOR OF THE KINETICS OF EARTH TRAJECTORIES
RECOVERY OPERATIONS CONTROL ROOM
REQUIRED ON DOCK
1 RATE OF DESCENT
REGISTERED ORGANIZATION DATA BANK
REFLECTOR ORBITAL EQUIPMENT
RANGE OPERATIONS INSTRUCTION
ROIS RADIO OPERATIONAL INTERCOM SYSTEM
ROK REPUBLIC OF KOREA
ROL RADIOLOGICAL DEFENSE LABORATORY
ROLS RECOVERABLE ORBITAL LAUNCH SYSTEM
ROM ROUGH ORDER OF MAGNITUDE
ROMANS REMOTE MANIPULATION SYSTEMS
ROMBUS REUSABLE ORBITAL MODULE BOOSTER S UTILITY SHUTTLE
RON REMAIN OVER NIGHT
ROOST REUSABLE ONE-STAGE ORBITAL SPACE TRUCK
ROPS ROLLOVER PROTECTIVE STRUCTURES
ROSE RISING OBSERVATION SOUNDING EQUIPMENT
ROT REUSABLE ORBITAL TRANSPORT
ROT 1 ROTATION
ROTC RESERVE OFFICERS TRAINING CORP
ROTE RANGE OpTICAL TRACKING EQUIPMENT
ROT! RECORDING OPTICAL TRACKING INSTRUMENT
ROV REMOTE OPERATED VALVE
RP RELATIVE PRESSURE
RP 1 RESUPPLY PROVISIONS
RP-1 ROCKET PROPELLANT NO. 1 C KEROSENE 3
RP-1 1 REFINED KEROSENE
RPL ROCKET PROPULSION ESTABLISHMENT
RPI RADAR PRECIPITATION INTEGRATOR
RPI 1 ROLL POSITION INDICATOR
RPIA ROCKET PROPELLANT INFORMATION AGENCY
RP1E REAL PROPERTY INSTALLED EQUIPMENT
RPL RADIATION PHYSICS LABORATORY
RPL 1 POCKET PROPULSION LABORATORY
RPM RATE PER MINUTE
RPM 1 RESUPPLY PROVISIONS MODULF.
RPM 2 REVOLUTIONS PER MINUTE
RPM 3 ROLL POSITIONING MECHANISM
RPOP ROVER PREFLIGHT OPERATIONS PROCEDURES
RPRU REMOTELY PILOTED RESEARCH VEHICLE
RPb REVOLUTIONS HER SECOND
RPT REPORT
RPT 1 REPEAT
RPU RADIO PROPAGATION UNIT
RPU 1 REMOTE PROCESSING UNIT
RQ RESPIRATION QUOTIENT
RQTS REQUIREMENTS
RR ROUTINE RELAY RENDEZVOUS RADAR
RR 1 RETRO ROCKETS
RR 2 RENDEZVOUS RADAR
RR 3 ROUTINE RELAY
RR <* RAILROAD
RR 5 RAPID RECTILINEAR
RR 6 RECEIVING REPORT
RR 7 RESPIRATION KATE
RR 8 READINESS REVIEW
RR/T RENDEZVOUS RADAR/ TRANSPONDER
RRC ROCKET RESEARCH CORPORATION
RRC 1 RECEIVING REPORT CHANGE
RRfc. RADAR RESEARCH ESTABLISHMENT
RRE i ROYAL RADAR ESTABLISHMENT
RRi ROCKET RESEARCH INSTITUTE
RRi 1 RESOURCES RESEARCH* INC,
RRI 2 RANGE RATE INDICATOR
RRL ROCKET RESEARCH LABORATORIES
RRS RADIATION RESEARCH SOCIETY
RRb 1 RETROGRADE ROCKET SYSTEM
RRS 2 REACTION RESEARCH SOCIETY
RRS 3 RESTRAINT RELEASE SYSTEM
RRT REQUIREMENTS REVIEW TEAM
RRT 1 RENDEZVOUS RADAR TRANSPONDER
RRT 2 REFERENCE FOR RADIOGRAPHIC INTERPRETERS
RS RANGE SAFETY
RS 1 RELIABILITY SUMMARY
RS 2 RIGHT SACRUM
RSA REDSTONE ARSENAL
RSAC RADIOLOGICAL SAFETY ANALYSIS COMPUTER SPROGRAMn
RSb RANGE SAFETY BEACON
RSC RANGE SAFETY CONTROL
RSC 1 RANGE SAFETY COMMAND
RSCIE REMOTE STATION COMMUNICATION INTERFACE EQUIPMENT
RSCR RANGE SAFETY COMMAND RECEIVER
RSCS RATE STABILIZATION AND CONTROL SYSTEM
RSDP REMOTE SITE DATA PROCESSING
RSDS RANGE SAFETY DESTRUCT SYSTEM
RSli RATE SIGNAL GENERATOR
RSh REYNOLDS' SMITH, AND HILL
RSi RESEARCH STUDIES INSTITUTE
RSi 1 REUSABLE SURhACE INSULATION
RSi 2 ROLL STABILITY INDICATOR
RS1C REDSTONE SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION CENTER
RSL RADIO STANDARDS LABORATORY
RSM RADIATION SURVEY METER
RSN RESONATE
RSO RANGE SAFETY OFFICER
RSu
RSK
RSKA
RSS
RSS
RSS
RSS
RSS
RSbS
RST
RSTP
RSV
RSVR
RT
RT
RT
RT
RTACF
RTC
RTCB
RTCC
RTCF
RTCS
RTtS
RTU
RTD
RTDE
RTt
RTfc.
RTF
RTG
RT6
RTto
RTc»
RTl
RTM
RTMA
RTN
RTN
RTOP
RTP
RTF
RTK
RTS
RTT
RTTA
RT1D
RTTV
RTTY
RTV
RTV
RTV
RU
RU
ROLL STABILIZED PLATFORM
RESCUE
RANGE SAFETY REPORT
ROTOR SYSTEM RESEARCH AIRCRAFT
REACTANT SERVICE SYSTEM
1 REACTANTS SUPPLY SYSTEM
2 REFRIGERATION SUBSYSTEM
3 ROOT SUM SQUARE
«* RELAXED STATIC STABILITY
REUSABLE SPACE SHUTTLE SYSTEM
RESEARCH STUDY TEAM
REMOTE SITE TELEMETRY PROCESSOR
REMOVE SHUTOFF VALVE
RESERVOIR
REJECTION TAG
1 REAL TIME
2 RADIO TRACKING
3 REFERENCE TRAJECTORY
REAL-TIME AUXILIARY COMPUTING FACILITY
REAL TIME COMMAND
ROTI TRACKER - COCOA BEACH
REAL TIME COMPUTER COMPLEX
REAL TIME COMPUTER FACILITY
REAL TIME COMPUTING SYSTEM
1 REAL TIME COMPUTER SUBSYSTEM
REAL TIME DISPLAY
1 RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY DIVISION
RANGE TIME DATA EDITOR
REGENERATIVE TURBOPROP ENGINES
1 RECOVERY TECHNIQUES EVALUATION
RADIOTELEPHONE
RADIOTELEGRAPH
1 RADIOISOTOPIC THERMOELECTRIC GENERATOR
2 RADIOISoTOPE THERMAL GENERATOR3 RANGE-TO-GO
RESEARCH TRIANGLE INSTITUTE
RUNNING TIME METER
RADIO-TELEVISION MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
RETURN
1 RETAIN
RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY OPERATING PLAN
REQUIREMENT & TEST PROCEDURES
1 REVERSE TIE POINT
USNS RANGE TRACKER
RAIL TRANSFER SYSTEM
RADIOTELETYPEWRITER
RANGE TQWER TRANSFER ASSEMBLY
REAL TIME TELEMETRY DATA
PEAL TIME TELEVISION
RADIO TELETYPE
REENTRY TEST VEHICLE
1 RESEARCH TEST VEHICLE
2 RETURN TO VENDOR
RANGE USER 9
1 REFRIGERATION UNIT
RU 2 RUTHENIUM
RUUI REPORT OF- UNbATlSFACTORY OR DEFECTIVE INSTRUMENTATION
RUM REMOTE UNDERWATER MANIPULATOR
RV RE-ENTRY VEHICLE
RV 1 RELIFF VALVE
RV 2 PEAR VIEW
RV 3 RENDEZVOUS VEHICLE
RV/GC RE-ENTRY VEHICLE AND GROUND CONTROL
RVA RELIABILITY VARIATION ANALYSIS
RVAV REGULATING VALVE ACTUATING VALVE
RVM REACTIVE VOLTMETER
RVM 1 RE-ENTRY VEHICLE MODULE
RVk RUNWAY VISUAL RANGE
RWB ROBERT rf. BENSON AND ASSOCIATES! INC.
RWb RIGHT WING DOWN
RWO ROUTINE WORK ORDER
RWV PEAD-WRITE-VERFIFY
RX RECEIVER
RY RAILWAY
RZ RETURN TO ZERO
S SECRET
S 1 START
S 2 SLATE
S 3 SOUTH
S&A SAFE-ANtf-ARM
S&C STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
S&C 1 SIGNAL & CONDITIONING
S&1D SPACE AND INFORMATION DIVISION* NAA
S i M SEQUENCER AND MONITOR
S/A SPACECRAFT ADAPTER
S/A 1 STORAGE AREA
S/A 2 SUPPLEMENTAL AGREEMENT
S/AC STABILIZATION AND ATTITUDE CONTROL
S/C SPACECRAFT
s/c i SCOPE CHANGE
S/C 2 SUB CABLE
S/C 3 SUBCONTRACTOR
S/CA SPACECRAFT ADAPTER
S/CO SPACECRAFT OBSERVER
S/F SAFETY FACTOR
S/L SPACE LABORATORY
S/M SERVICE MODULE
S/IM SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO
S/N 1 SERIAL NUMBER
S/0 SWITCHOVER
S/0 1 SHUTOFF
S/P SERIAL TO PARALLEL
S/H SEND AND RECEIVE
S/S SKID STRIP
S/b 1 SECOND STAGE
S/b 2 SINGLE SIDEBAND
S/S 3 SAMPLES PER SECOND
S/T START TANK
s/*/ SPACE VEHICLE
SA SOLAR ARRAY
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SAA
SAA
SAAB
SAAO
SAAMA
SAAP
SAt>
SAb
SAb
SABOD
SABRE
SAC
SAC
SAC
SACB
SACEUR
SACL
SACL
SACMAP
SACTO
SADIE
SAUL
SADR
SAUTC
SAE
SAE
SAtF
SAF
SAF
SAP
SAGE
SAoE
SAINT
SAL
SAL
SAL
SAL
SALM
SALV
SAM
SAM
SAM
SAM
1
2
3
14
5
6
7
6
9
A
B
C
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
2
3
SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA* INC,
SPRINGFIELD ARSENAL
STANDARD A6ENA
SATURN APOLLO
SATURN STAGE
SERVICE ARM
SUPPLEMENTAL AGREEMENT
8 SUPPORT AGENCY
SWING ARM
SPEAKER AMPLIFIER
 SHAFT ANGLE
SPECTROGRAPH ASSEMBLY
SATURN APOLLO APPLICATIONS
1SOUTH ATLANTIC ANOMALY
SVENSKA AEROHLAN AKTIEBOLAGF.T
SAN ANTONIO AIR DEPOT
SAN ANTONIO AIR MATERIEL AREA
SATURN APOLLO APPLICATIONS PROGRAM
SCIENTIFIC ADVISORY BOARD
SAME AS BASIC
SITE ACTIVATION BOARD
SAME AS BASIC OPERATIONS DIRECTIVE
SECURE AIRBORNE RADAR BOMBING EQUIPMENT
STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND
SCIENTIFIC ADVISORY COMMITTEE
STANDARD AGENA CLAMSHELL
SUBVERSIVE ACTIVITIES CONTROL BOARD
SUPREME ALLIED COMMANDER OF EUROPEAN FORCES
SPACE AND COMPONENT LOG
STANDARDS AND CALIBRATION LABORATORY
SELECTIVE AUTOMATIC COMPUTATIONAL MATCHING 8 POSITIONING SYSTEMSACRAMENTO TEST OPERATIONS
SEMI-AUTOMATIC DECENTRALIZED INTERCEPT ENVIRONMENT
STERILIZATION, ASSEMBLY* AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY
SIX HUNDRED MEGACYCLE AJR DEFENSE RADAR
SHAPE AIR DEFENSE TECH. CENTER
SHAFT ANGLE ENCODER
SOCIETY OF AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERS
SPACECRAFT ASSEMBLY AND ENCAPSULATION
SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE
SAFETY
SPACECRAFT ASSEMBLY FACILITY
SEMI-AUTOMATIC GROUND ENVIRONMENT
STERILIZATION AEROSPACE GROUND EQUIPMENT
SATELLITE INTERCEPTOR
SUPERSONIC AEROPHYSICS LABORATORY
SCIENTIFIC AIRLOCK
SAN SALVADOR* STATION 5
SALINOMETER
SOCIETY OF AIR LINE METEOROLOGISTS
SALVAGE
SIGNAL ANALYSING MONITOR
SCHOOL OF AEHOSPACE MEDICINE
SCHOOL OF AVIATION MEDICINE
SOCIETY FOR ADVANCEMENT OF MANAGEMENT
SAM «* SURFACE TO AIR MISSILE "fj-'
SAM 5 STIMULI AND MEASUREMENTS
SAME SOCIETY OF AMERICAN MILITARY ENGINEERS
SAMMI SIGNATURE ANALYSIS METHODS FOR MISSION IDENTIFICATION
SAMMIE SCHEDULING ANALYSIS MODEL FOR MISSION INTEGRATED EXPFRIMFNTS
SAMOS SATELLITE & MISSILE OBSERVATION SYSTEM
SAMOS 1 SATELLITE AND MISSILE OBSERVATION SATELLITE
SAMP SAMPLING
SAMPE SOCIETY OF AEROSPACE MATERIAL & PROCESS ENGINEERS
SAMSO SPACE AuD MISSILE SYSTEMS ORGANISATION
SAMSON SUPPORT AVAILABILITY MULTI-SYSTEM OPERATIONAL MODEL
SAMSON 1 SYSTEM ANALYSIS OF MANNED SPACE OPERATIONS
SAMTEC SPACE AND MISSILE TEST CENTER
SAN SANITARY
SANOVA SIMULTANEOUS ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
SAO SMITHSONIAN ASTROPHYSKAL OBSERVATORY
SAP SEMI-ARMOR PIERCING
SAP i SINTERED ALUMINUM POWDER
SAFE SOLENOID ARRAY PATTERN EVALUATOR
SAk SEARCH AND RLSCUE
SAK 1 SYSTEMS ASSESSMENT REVIEW
SAK 2 SPECIAL ASTRONAUTICAL REQUIREMENT
SAK 3 SYSTEM ARRAY RADAR
SAKAH SEARCH AND RESCUE AND HOMING
SAKP SCHEDULING AND REVIEW PROCEDURE
SAKP 1 SCHEDULE' ANALYSIS AND REVIEW PROCEDURE
SAKP 2 SCHEDULE AND RESOURCES PROCEDURES
SAKP 3 SCHEDULING AND REPORTING PROCEDURE
SAnS SINGLE-AXIS REFERENCE SYSTEM
SAKS 1 SPARES ACCOUNTING REPLENISHMENT SYSTEM
SAb SOCIETY FOR APPLIED SPECTROSCOPY
SAS i SOLAR ARRAY SYSTEM
SAb 2 SPACE ACTIVITY SUIT
SAb 3 SMALL ASTRONOMY SATELLITE
SAb 4 SMALL APPLICATIONS SATELLITE
SAS 5 SAMPLE ARRAY SYSTEM
SAb 6 SEGMENT ARRIVAL STORAGE AREA
SAb 7 STABILITY AUGMENTATION SYSTEM
SAbS SCHEDULES AND STATUS SUMMARY
SAbT SOCIETY FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SPACE TRAVEL
SAT SATURN
SA1 1 SATISFACTORY
SA) 2 SATURATE.
SAT 3 SYSTEMS ACCEPTANCE TESTS
SATAF SITE ACTIVITY TASK FORCE
SA'IAN SENSOR FOR AIRBORNE TERRAIN ANALYSIS
SATAR SATELLITE FOR AEROSPACE RESEARCH
SATCOM ARMY SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY
SA1IF SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FACILITY
SATIN SAGE AIR TRAFFIC INTEGRATION
SATRAC SATELLITE AUTOMATIC TERMINAL RENDEZVOUS * COUPLING
SATS SHORT AIRFIELD FOR TACTICAL SUPPORT
SAVE SOCIETY OF AMERICAN VALUE ENGINEERS
SAVS STATUS AND VERIFICATION SYSTEM
SAwC SPECIAL AIR WARFARE CENTER
SA*E SOCIETY OF AERONAUTICAL WEIGHT ENGINEERS
SA*G SCHEDULE AND ALLOCATIONS WORKING GROUP
SA*S SOLAR AKRAY WING SIMULATOR
SB SELECTIVE BIBLIOGRAPHY
SB 1 S-BAND
SB ? SLEEVE BEARING
SB 3 SPLASH BLOCK
SB <* SUPPLY BULLEIIN
SB 5 SPACE BASE
SBA SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
SBA 1 STRUCTURE BORNE ACOUSTICS
SBAC SOCIETY OF BRITISH AEROSPACE CONSTRUCTION
SBAMA SAN BERNARDINO AIR MATERIEL AREA
SBILS SCANNING BEAM INSTRUMENT LANDING SYSTEM
SBM SUBMERGE
SBN SPACEBORNE
SBTT SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE. AND TELEGRAPH co.
SBUE SWITCH-BACKUP ENTRY
SBX S-BAND TRANSPONDER
SC SANDIA CORP,
SC 1 SIPPICAN CORPORATION
SC 2 SUPERVISORY CONTROL
SC 3 SUPPORT CONTROLLER
SC 4 SUPERIMPOSED CURRENT
SC 5 SHAPED CHARGE
SC 6 SPACECRAFT
SC 7 SUPPLY tORPS
sc a STRIP CHART
SCA SEQUENCE CONTROL AREA
SCA 1 SIGNAL CONDITIONING ASSEMBLY
SCA 2 SNAP CRITICAL ASSEMBLY
SCA 3 SOFTWARt CONTROL AUTHORIZATION
SCM H SPACECRAFT ADAPTER
SCALE SPACE CHECKOUT & LAUNCH EQUIP.
SCAM SUBSONIC CRUISE ATTACK MISSILE
SCAMA SWITCHING' CONFERENCE AND MONITORING ARRANGEMENT
SCAN SELF CORRECTING AUTOMATIC NAVIGATION
SCAN 1 SELECTED CURRENT AEROSPACE NOTICES
SCAN 2 SWITCHED CIRCUIT AUTOMATIC NETWORK
SCANS SCHEDULING CONTROL & AUTOMATION BY NETWORK SYSTEMS
SCAP SILENT COMPACT AUXILIARY POWER
SCAP i SPACE CHARGE ATOMIZING PRECIPITATERS
SCAPE SELF CONTAINED ATMOSPHERIC PROTECTIVE ENSEM8LF
SCAR SATELLITE CAPTURE AND RETRIEVAL
SCAR 1 SPACECRAFT ASSESSMENT REPORT
SCAT SPACE COMMUNICATION AND TRACKINGSCAT i SPEED CONTROL APPROACH/TAKEOFF
SCAT 2 SUPERSONIC COMMERCIAL AIR TRANSPORT
SCAT 3 SOLID CATALYSTS
SCATE STROMBERG-CAKLSON AUTOMATIC TEST EQUIP.
SCATS SIMULATION CHECKOUT AND TRAINING SYSTEM
SCAV SCAVENGE
SCC SUPERVISORY CONTROL CONFERENCE CNET1
scc i SPEER CARBON COMPANY
SCC 2 STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
SCL 3 SIMULATION CONTROL CENTER
SCO <* SECURITY CONTROL CENTER
SCC 5 SPACECRAFT CONTROL CENTER
SCL 6 STANDARD CUBIC CENTIMETER
SCC8 SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION CONTROL BOARD
SCCN SUBCONTRACT CHANGE NOTICE
SCCRI SWEDISH CEMENT & CONCRETE RES. XNST.
SCCU SPACECRAFT COMMAND CONTROL UNIT
scu SPACE CONTROL DOCUMENT
SCU 1 SPECIFICATION CONTROL DRAWING
SCJR SANOIA CORP. DEVELOPMENT REPORT
SCL SIGNAL CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT
SCLA SIGNAL CONDITIONING ELECTRONICS ASSEMBLY
SCLL SIGNAL CORPS ENGINEERING LABORATORY
SCFM STANDARD CUBIC FEET PER MINUTE
SCE.NIC SCIENTIFIC ENGINEERING INFORMATION CENTER
SCEP STUDY OF CRITICAL ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEM
SCERT SYSTEMS & COMPUTERS EVALUATION a REVIEW TECHNIQUE
SCF SPACECRAFT CHECKOUT FACILITY
SCF 1 SATELLITE CONTROL FACILITY
SCF 2 SEQUENCE COMPATA8ILITY FIRING
SCG SEQUENTIAL CONTROL GUIDANCE
SCGD SPECIFICATION CONTROL GROUP DIRECTIVE
SC6SS SUPER-CRITICAL GAS STORAGE SYSTEM
SCHED SCHEDULL
SCHEM SCHEMATIC
SC1A SIGNAL CORPS INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
SCiEN SCIENTIFIC
SCIM SPEECH COMMUNICATION INDEX METER
SCIM 1 STANDARD CUBIC INCH PER MINUTE
SC1P SELF-CONTAINED INSTRUMENT PACKAGE
SCL SIGNAL CORPS LABORATORY
SCL 1 SYSTEMS COMPONENT LIST
SCLEC SIGNAL CORPS LOGISTICS EVALUATION COMMITTEE
SCM SIGNAL CONDITIONING MODULE
SCM 1 StRVICE COMMAND MODULE
SCN SPECIFICATION CHANGE NOTICE
SCIM 1 SPECIAL CHANGE NOTICE
SCNR SOLID-CORE NUCLEAR ROCKET
SCO SPACECRAFT OPERATIONS
SCOMO SATELLITE COLLECTION OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS
SCOR SELF-CALIBRATING OMNI-RANGE
SCoRDES SFERICS CORRELATION DETECTION SYSTEM
SCORE SIGNAL COMMUNICATIONS BY ORBITING RELAY EQUIPMENT
SCOST SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON SPACE TECHNOLOGY
SCOT STEEL CAR OF TOMORROW
SCOTS SYSTEM CHECKOUT TEST SET
SCP SYSTEM COMM. PAMPHLET
SCH 1 SPHERICAL CANOLEPOWER
SCP 2 SPACECRAFT PLATFORM
SCR SUPPORT CONTROL ROOM
SCR 1 SILlCONt. CONTROLLED RECTIFIER
SCR 2 SELECTIVE CHOPPER RADIOMETER
SCK 3 SOLAR CoSMlC RAYS
SCR u STRIP CHART RECORDER
SCKAM SPACE CAPSULE. REGULATOR « MONITOR
SCKAMJET SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION RAMJET
SCb SECRET CONTROL STATION
SCb 1 SPACECRAFT SYSTEM
SCb 2 STANDARD COORDINATE SYSTEM
SCb 3 STABILIZATION AND CONTROL SYSTEM
SCb U SIMULATION CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
SCS 5 SIGNAL CONDI HONING SYSTEM
SCS 6 SEQUENCE CONTROL SYSTEM
SCb 7 SUIT COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
SCSCO SECURE SUBMARINE COMMUNICATIONS
SCT SCANNING TELESCOPE
SCT 1 SKYLAB COMMUNICATION TERMINAL
SCTB SANTA CRUZ TEST BASE CLOCKHEED3
SCTE S/C CENTRAL TIMING EQUIPMENT
SCTI SODIUM COMPONENTS TEST INSTALLATION
SCTP STRAIGHT CHANNEL TAPE PRINT
SC1PP STRAIGHT CHANNEL TAPE PRINT PROGRAM
SCU STATIC CHECKOUT UNIT
SCU 1 SEQUENCE CONTROL UNIT
SCUBA SELF CONTAINED UNDERWATER BREATHING APPARATUS
SD STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS
SO 1 SUPPORT DIRECTIVE
SO 2 SUPPORT DOCUMENT
SDM SHAFT DRIVE AXIS
SOAD SPECIAL DOMESTICALLY AVAILABLE DOCUMENTS
SDb STRENGTH * DYNAMICS BRANCH
SDC SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
SDC 1 SYSTEM DESIGNATION CODE
SOC 2 SIGNAL DATA CONVERTER
SDC 3 SPACECRAFT DATA SIMULATOR
SDCE SOCIETY OF DIE CASTING ENGINEERS
SDb SYSTEMS DEFINITION DIRECTIVE
SOU 1 SUBCHANNEL DATA DISTRIBUTOR
SDLG SPECIAL DOCTRINE EQUIPMENT GROUP
SDLSG STRAPDOWN ELECTRICALLY SUSPENDED GYRO
SDF SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT FACILITY
SDF 1 SINGLE DEGREE OF FREEDOM
SDi SUPPORT DIRECTIVE INSTRUCTION
SDi 1 SELECTIVE DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION
SDL SPACE DlSTURbANCES LABORATORY
SDM SELECTIVE DISSEMINATION OF MICROFICHE
SDO SCHEDULES DUTY OFFICER
SDP SITE DATA PROCESSOR
SDPL SERVOMECHANISMS ft DATA PROCESSING LABORATORY
SDK SENDER
SDR 1 SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT
SDR 2 SIGNAL DISTRIBUTION ROOM
SOS SAFETY DATA SHEET
SDS 1 SCIENTIFIC DATA SYSTEMS
SDb 2 SHOP DISTRIBUTION STANDARDS
SDb 3 SIMULATION DATA SUBSYSTEM
SDS U SYSTEM DATA SYNTHESIZER
SDb 5 SPECIAL DOCKING SIMULATOR
SDbS SELF-DEPLOYING SPACE STATION
/70
SDrt STANDING DETONATION WAVE
SE SELENIUM
SE 1 SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
SE 2 SYSTEMS ENGINEER
SE 3 SOUTHEAST
SE&I SYSTEMS ENGINEERING & INTEGRATION
SE/TD SYSTEM ENGINEERING/TECHNICAL DIRECTION
SEALS STORED ENERGY ACTUATED LIFT SYSTEM
SEALS 1 SEVERE ENVIRONMENTAL AIR LAUNCH STUDY
SEAS SEA SCHOOL
SEATO SOUTHEAST ASIA TREATY ORGANIZATION
SEB SOURCE EVALUATION BOARD
SEb 1 SCIENTIFIC EQUIPMENT BAY
SEC SUPPORT EQUIPMENT CHANGE
SEC 1 STRUCTURAL ENGINEERS COUNCILS
SEC 2 SECONDARY/SECOND
SEC 3 SECURE
SECANT SEPARATION CONTROL OF AIRCRAFT BY NONSYNCHRONOUS TECHNIQUES
SECHT SCOPING EMERGENCY COOLING HEAT TRANSFER
SECO SEQUENTIAL CONTROL
SECO 1 SUSTAlNtR ENGINE CUTOFF-
SECOR SEQUENTIAL COLLATION OF RANGE
SECPS SECONDARY PROPULSION SYSTEM
SECS SEQUENTIAL EVENTS CONTROL SYSTEM
SECT SECTION
SEU SANITARY ENGINEERING DIVISION
SEUD SYSTEMS EVALUATION AND DEVELOPMENT DIVISION CMSC1
SEDR SYSTEMS ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT REPORT
SEuS SPACE ELECTRONICS DETECTION SYSTEM
SEF SPACE EDUCATION FOUNDATION
SEFAR SONIC END FIRE FOR AZIMUTH & RANGE
SE6 SYSTEMS ENGINEERING GROUP
SE6 1 STANDARDIZATION EVALUATION GROUP
SEG 2 SEGMENT
SE1P SYSTEMS ENGINEERING IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
SEL STANFORD ELECTRONIC LABORATORY
SEL 1 SELECT
SELR SATURN ENGINEERING LIAISON REQUEST
SELT SELF-EJECT LAUNCH TECHNIQUE
SEM SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPE
SEMI SELF EVACUATING MULTILAYER INSULATION
SEMLAM SEMICONDUCTOR LASER AMPLIFIER
SEMLAT SEMICONDUCTOR LASER ARRAY TECHNIQUES
SEO SYNCHRONOUS EQUATORIAL ORBIT(ER)
SEP SUPERVISOR EXECUTIVE PROGRAM
SEP i SOLAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION
SEP 2 SEPARATE
SEP 3 SURFACE ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES
SEP ** SHARP END FORWARD
SEPI SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS* INC.
SEPR SOCIETE I):ETUDE DE LA PROPULSION PAR REACTION
SEPS SERVICE MODULE ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTFM
SEQ SEQUENCE
SEQ 1 SCIENTIFIC EQUIPMENT
SEttUlP STUDY OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY INFORMATION PROGRAMS
SEK SERIAL
SEK 1 SNAP EXPERIMENTAL REACTOR
SEHAPE SIMULATOR EOUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS FOR ACCELERATING PROCEDURAL EVOLUTIO
SEKB STUDY OF ENHANCED RADIATION BELT
SEKO SUPPORT EQUIPMENT RECOMMENDATION DATA
SEKEB SOCIETE POUR LrETUDE E LA REALISATION L ENGENS BALISTIQUES
SEKJ SPACE ELECTRIC RAMJET
SEKL SANITARY ENGINEERING RESEARCH LABORATORY
SER NO SERIAL hUMBEK
SEKPS SERVICE PROPULSION SYSTEM
SEKT SPACE ELECTRIC ROCKET TEST
SEHV SINGLE-STAGE EARTH-ORBITAL REUSABLE VEHICLE
SES STANDARDS ENGINEERS SOCIETY
SESA SOCIETY FOR EXPERIMENTAL STRESS ANALYSIS
SEbC SURFACE ENVIRONMENT SAMPLE CONTAINER
SESC i SPACE ENVIRONMENT SERVICES CENTER
SESL SPACE ENVIRONMENTAL SIMULATION LABORATORY
SET SOLAR ENERGY THERMIONIC
SE1A SIMPLIFIED ELECTRONIC TRACKING APPARATUS *
SETE SECRETARIAT FOR ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT
SETP SOCIETY OF EXPERIMENTAL TEST PILOTS
SETS SOLAR ENERGY THERMIONIC CONVERSION SYSTEM
SEU SERRO INVERTER UNIT
SEVA STANOUP EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY
SEVA 1 SKYLAB EXTRAVEHICULAR VISOR ASSEMBLY
SEWS SUN-£^u WOHK STATION <
SE* SONAR EARLY WARNING
SF SQUARE FOOT
SF 1 SECOMDAKY FAILURE
SF 2 SCALE FACTOR
SFA SUNFINDER ASSEMBLY
SFA 1 SUPPLEMENTARY FAILURE ANALYSIS
SFAL SAMUEL FELTMAN AMMUNITION LAB.
SFb STRUCTURAL FEED SACK
SFbNS SAN FRANCISCO BAY NAVAL SHIPYARD
SFC SPECIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION
SFC i SOLAR FORECAST CENTER
SFfj SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL DRAWING
SFL SOCIETY OF FIRE ENGINEERS
SFL i SCALE FACTOR ERROR
SFtA SQUIB FUSE ELECTRICAL ASSEMBLY
SFLL STANDARD FACILITY EQUIPMENT LIST : .
SFfcEP SPACE FLIGHT GROUND ENVIRONMENT PANEL
SFl SCIENCE FOR INDUSTRY INC.
SFNA STABILIZED FUMING NITRIC ACID •
SFu SERVICE FUEL OIL .1
SFOD SPACE FLIGHT OPERATIONS DIRECTOR
SFOF SPACE FLIGHT OPERATIONS FACILITY
SFP SINGLE FAILURE POINT
SFHA SINGLE FAILURE POINT ANALYSIS
SFS SYSTEM FAILURF SUMMARIES
SFbD STAR FIELD SCANNING DEVICE
SFT SIMULATED FLIGHT TEST
SG SUPER GUPPY
SG 1 STRAIN GAGE
S£K
SEK
SEKAPE
SEKB
SEKD
SEKEB
SEKJ
SEHL
SER NO
SEKPS
SEHT
SEKV
SES
SESA
SEbC
SESC
SESL
SET
SETA
SETE
SETP
SETS
SEU
SEVA
SEVA
SEWS
SEw
SF
SF
SF
SFA
SFA
SFAL
SFb
SFBNS
SFC
SFt
SFD
SFL
SFt
SFtA
SFtL
SFbEP
SF1
SFlMA
SFO
SFOD
SFOF
SFP
SFPA
SFS
SFSD
SFT
SG
SG
SERIAL
1 SNAP EXPLR1LM_tNTAL REACTQR
SIMULATOR E«TnP«EWT~-R€Qai«EMENTS FOR ACCELERATING PROCEDURAL EvOLUTIO
SpDY OF ENHANCED RADlATlOfTBrTtT
9UPPORT EQUIPMENT RECOMMENDATION DA?T
SOCIETE POUR L:ETUDE E LA REALISATION L E^GENS BALISTI&UES
PACE ELECTRIC RAMJET
SANITARY ENGINEERING RESEARCH LABORATORY
SERIAL UUMBEK
SERVICE PROPULSION SYSTEM
S\ACE ELECTRIC ROCKET TEST
SINGLE-STAGE EARTH-ORBITAL REUSABLE VEHICLE
STANDARDS ENGINEERS SOCIETY
SOCIETY FOR EXPERIMENTAL STRESS ANALYSIS
SURFACE ENVIRONMENT SAMPLE CONTAINER
i SPACE ^ ENVIRONMENT SERVICES CENTER
SPACE ENVIRONMENTAL SIMULATION LABORATORY
SOLAR ENERGY THERMIONIC
SIMPLIFIED^ ELECTRONIC TRACKING APPAR/TUS
SECRETARlATvFOR ELECTRONIC TEST EOU/PMENT
SOCIETY OF EXPERIMENTAL TEST PILOTS
SOLAR ENERGY \HERMIONIC CONVERSION SYSTEM
SERRO INVERTER\UNIT
STANDUP EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVIT'
1 SKYLAB tXTRAVEHlduLAR VISOR A<
SUN-END WORK STATll
SONAR EARLY WARNING^
SQUARE FOOT
1 SECONDARY FAILURE
2 SCALE FACTOR
SUNFINDER ASSEMBLY1 SUPPLEMENTARY
SAMUEL FELTMAN AMMUN
STRUCTURAL FEED BAC)
SAN FRANCISCO BAY /IAVAL SHIPYAI
SPECIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTIONi SOLAR FORECAST CENTER
SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL DRAWING
SOCIETY OF FIRE ENGINEERS
i SCALE FACTOR/ERROR
SQUIB FUSE ELECTRICAL ASSEMBLY
STANDARD F/CILITY EQUIPMENT LIST
SPACE FL!/HT GROUND ENVIRONMENT PANEL
SCIENCE /OR INDUSTRY INC.
STABILISED FUMING NITRIC ACID
SERVICE FUEL OIL
LIGHT OPERATIONS DIRECTOR
SPACE FLIGHT OPERATIONS FACILITY
SIMGLE FAILURE POINT
S/NGLE FAILURE POINT ANALYSIS
SYSTEM FAILURE SUMMARIES
STAR FIELD SCANNING DEVICE
SIMULATED FLIGHT TEST
SUPER GUPPY
STRAIN GAGE
ION
\
-I72--
SGA SHIRTSLEEVE GARMENT ASSEMBLY
SGC SPACE-GENERAL CORPORATION
SGC 1 SPERRY GYROSCOPE COMPANY
SGLS SPACE GROUND LINK SYSTEM
SGS SYMBOL GENERATOR AND STORAGE
SGbO SPACE GKOUND SUPPORT OPERATIONS
SHA SIDEREAL HOUK ANGLE
SH ABS SHOCK ABSORBER
SHAPE SUPREME HEADQUARTERS ALLIED POWERS EUROPE
SHAPE i SUPERSONIC HIGH ALTITUDE PARACHUTE EXPERIMENT
SHMRP SHIPS ANALYSIS AND RETRIEVAL PROJECT
SHt. SUPERCRITICAL HELIUM
SHEP SOLAR HIGH ENERGY PARTICLES
SHF SUPER-HIGH FREQUENCY
SHFT SHAFT
SHIELD SYLVANIA HIGH INTELLIGENCE ELECTRONIC DEFENSE
SHIRAN S-BAND oF HI PRECISION SHORT-RANGE ELECTRONIC NAVIGATION
SHM STAGE HANDLING MANUAL
SHORAN SHORT-RANGE AID TO NAVIGATION
SHORAN i SHORT RANGE NAVIGATION
SHK SOLAR HEAT REFLECTING
SHKAP SHRAPNEL
SHI8 SOUTH HARBOR TERMINAL BUILDING
SHVSCE SHUTTLE VS CURRENT EXPENDABLE LAUNCH VEHICLE
SHVSNE SHUTTLE VS NEW EXPENDABLE LAUNCH VEHICLE
SI SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTE
si i SCOPE INCORPORATED
SI 2 SALINITY INDICATOR
SI 3 SILICON
SI 4 SYSTEME INTERNATIONAL D»UNITES
SI 5 STUDENT INVESTIGATOR
SI/AO SMITHSONIAN 1NSTITUTE/ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY
SIA STRATEGIC INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION CFORMERLY
SIA 1 SYSTEM INTEGRATION AREA
SIA 2 SPEAKER INTERCOM ASSEMBLY
SIAM SOCIETY FOR INDUSTRIAL & APPLIED MATHEMATICS
SIAT SINGLE INTEGRATED ATTACK TEAM
Sib SUBJECT INTERFACE BOX
SIbS STELLAR-INERTIAL BOMBING SYSTEM
SIC SCIENCE INFORMATION COUNCIL
SICO SWITCHED IN FOR CHECKOUT
Slu SYNCHRONOUS IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM
SIu 1 SPACE AND INFORMATION DIVISION fcNAAn
SIJ 2 SUDDEN IONOSPHERIC DISTURBANCE
SID 3 STANDARD INSTRUMENT DEPARTURE
SIDE SUPRATHERMAL ION DETECTOR EXPERIMENT
SIUS STELLAR INEKTIAL DOPPLER SYSTEM
SIL SCIENCE INFORMATION EXCHANGE
SlL 1 SYSTEM INVESTIGATION EQUIPMENT
SIF SELECTIVE IDENTIFICATION FEATURE
SIF 1 SWITCHED IN-FLIGHT
SIG SIGNAL
Sib 1 SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP
SIi_ SPEECH INTERFERENCE LEVEL
SILS SHIPBOARD IMPACT LOCATOR SYSTEM
SIN, SCHOOL OF INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT
SIM 1 SHIP INSTRUMENTATION MANAGER
SIM 2 SIMULATED
SIM 3 SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT MODULE
SIMBAY SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTATION MODULE BAY
SIMCHE SIMULATION AND CHECKOUT EQUIPMENT
SIMICORF SIMULTANEOUS MULTIPLE IMAGE CORRELATION
SIMM SYMBOLIC INTEGRATED MAINTENANCE MANUAL
SIMPL SIMULATION IMPLEMENTATION MACHINE PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES
SIN SINE
SINA SCHEDULING INFORMATION NOT AVAILABLE
SINB SOUTHERN-INTERSTATE NUCLEAR BOARD
SINS SHIPBOARD IMPACT LOCATOR SYSTEM
SIO SCRIPPS INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHY
SIO 1 STAGED IN ORBIT
SIOP SINGLE INTEGRATED OPERATIONS PLAN
SIH STANDARD INSPECTION PROCEDURE
SIP 1 SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT PACKAGE
SIPM STAR IDENTIFICATION PROGRAM
SiPO SPACECRAFT INTEGRATION PROJECT OFFICE
SIHOP SATELLITE INFORMATION PROCESSOR OPERATIONAL PROGRAM
SIPRE SNOW, ICEr & PERMAFROST RESEARCH ESTABLISHMENT
SIR SUBMARINE INTEMEDIATE REACTOR
SIR 1 SIMULTANEOUS IMPACT RATE
SIKD SUPPORT INSTRUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT
SIKS SATELLITE INFRARED SPECTROMETER
SIS SIMULATION INTERFACE SUBSYSTEM
Sib 1 SATELLITE INTERCEPTOR SYSTEM
SIS - 2 SPEAKER INTERCOM SYSTEM
SISS SUBMARINE INTEGRATED SONAR SYSTEM
SIT SEPARATION-INITIATED TIMER EVENT
SIT 1 SOFTWARE INTEGRATION TEST
SITE SPACECRAFT INSTRUMENTATION TEST EQUIPMENT
SITS SAGE INTERCEPT TARGET SIMULATION
SI7VC SECONDARY INJECTION THRUST VECTOR CONTROL
SIXPAC SYSTEMS FOR INERTIAL EXPERIMENT PRIORITY AND ATTITUDE CONTROL
SI^ SECURITY IDENTIFICATION ZONE
SJART SAN JAClNTO ARMY TERMINAL
SL SEA LEVEL
SL 1 SAMPLE LABORATORY
SL 2 SKYLAB
SL-R SKYLAB hESCUE
SLA SPACECRAFT LM ADAPTER
SL* 1 SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION
SLA 2 SPACECRAFT LUNAR MODULE ADAPTER
SLA 3 SATURN LAUNCH ADAPTOR
SLAG SAFE LAUNCH ANGLE GATE
SLAM SPACE LAUNCHED AIR MISSILE
SLAM 1 SUPERSONIC LOW ALTITUDE MISSILE
SLAM 2 SIDE LOAD ARRESTING MECH
SLANT SIMULATOR LANDING ATTACHMENT FOR NIGHT LANDING TRAINING
SLAP SYMBOLIC LANGUAGE ASSEMBLY PROGRAM
SLATE STIMULATED LEARNING BY AUTOMATED TYPEWRITER ENVIRONMENT
SLbM SEA-LAUNCH BALLISTIC MISSILE
SLC SINGLE LAUNCH CONTRACTOR
SLC 1 STANDARD LAUNCH COMPLEX
SLCC SATURN LAUNCH CONTROL COMPUTER
SLD SIMULATED LAUNCH DEMONSTRATION
SLU 1 SLOWDOWN
SLDS SKYLAB LAUNCH DATA SYSTEM
SLLW STATIC LOAD ERROR WASHOUT SYSTEM
SL1 SEA LEVEL INDICATOR
SLOH SKYLAB OPERATIONS HANDBOOK
SLOMAR SPACE LOGISTICS* MAINTENANCE AND RESCUE
SLOS STAR LINE-OF-SIGHT
SLOS 1 SCANNING LINE OF SIGHT
SLPD SKYLAB PROGRAM DIRECTIVE
SLPO SKYLAB PROGRAM OFFICE
SLK SIDE-LOOKING RADAR
SLR 1 SKYLAB RESCUE
SLR 2 SOLAR
SLS SURFACE LABORATORY SYSTEM
SLb 1 SEA LEVEL STATIC
SLS 2 SKYLAB SIMULATOR
SLF SIMULATED LAUNCH TEST
SLv STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE
SLV 1 SATELLITE LAUNCHING VEHJCLE
SLV 2 SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLE
SLV 3 SPACE LAUNCH VEHICLE
SLV <+ SALIVATE
SLVG SPECIAL LAUNCH VEHICLE GROUP
SM STABILIZED MEMBER
SM 1 SERVICE MODULE
SM 2 STRATEGIC MISSILE
SM 3 SOLAR MAGNETOSPHERIC
SMAC SPECIAL MISSION ATTACK COMPUTER
SMAC i SUB MICRON AEROSOL COLLECTOR
SMAMA SAN MARINO AIR MATERIAL AREA
SMART SATELLITE MAINTENANCE * REPAIR TECHNIQUE?
SMLC SIMULATION MONITOR AND CONTROL CONSOLE
SMD SYSTEM MANAGEMENT DIRECTIVE
SMU 1 SYSTEMS MEASURING DEVICE
SMD 2 SAUTER MEAN DIAMETER
SMDC SUPERCONDUCTIVE MATERIALS DATA CENTER
SMUPS SERVICE MODULE DELUGE PURGE SYSTEM
SML SOCIETY OF MILITARY ENGINEERS
SML 1 SOIL MECHANICS EXPERIMENT
SMtC SPERRY MICROWAVE ELECTRONICS COMPANY
SMLSK SUMMARY MESSAGE ENABLE KEYBOARD
SMb SPACECRAFT METEOROLOGY GROUP
SMJC SERVICE MODULE JETTISON CONTROLLER
SML SKYLAB MOBILE LABORATORY
SMM SAFEGUARD AND MATERIAL MANAGEMENT
SMM 1 SPECTRAL MATRIX METHOD
SMMD SPECIMEN MASS MEASUREMENT DEVICE
SMPA SOLID MOTOR PROCESSING AREA
SMPTE SOCIETY OF MOTION PICTURES AND TELEVISION ENGINEERS
SMKCS SERVICE MODULE REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM
SMKD SPIN MOTOR ROTATION DETECTOR
SMKL SUBMARINE MEDICAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
SMb SYNCHRONOUS-ALTITUDE METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE
SMbA STANDARD METROPOLITAN STATISTICAL AREA
SMSA 1 SIGNAL MISSILE SUPPORT AGENCY
SMbAE SURFACE MISSILE SYSTEM AVAILABILITY EVALUATION
SMI SERVICE MODULE TECHNICIAN ., --
SN SERIAL uUMBER
SNAME SOCIETY OF NAVAL ARCHITECTS & MARINE ENGINEERS
SNAP SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER
SNDT SOCIETY FOR NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTING
SNE SOUTHERN NUCLEAR ENGINEERING INC.
SNL STANDARD NOMENCLATURE LIST
SNORT SUPERSONIC NAVAL ORDNANCE RESEARCH TRACK
SNPO SPACE NUCLEAR PROPULSION OFFICE
SNH SI6NAL-TO-NOISE RATIO
SNKC SEVERN NAVAL RIVER COMMAND
SNb SIMULATED NETWORK SIMULATIONS
SNS i SMALL NUCLEAR STAGE
SNbR SENSOR
SNUD STOCK NUMBER USER DIRECTORY
SO SPECIAL ORDER
SOAP SELF OPTIMIZING AUTOMATIC PILOT
SOAR SAFE OPERATING AREA
SOAR i STATE-OF-THE-ART
SOAR 2 SIMULATION OF APOLLO RELIABILITY
SOAR 3 SHUTTLE ORBITAL APPLCAHONS AND REQUIREMENTS
50C SIMULATION OPERATIONS CENTER
SOC 1 SECTOR OPERATIONS CENTER
SOC 2 SIMULATED OPERATIONAL COMPUTER
SOCO SWITCHED OUT FOR CHECKOUT
SOCOM SOLAR OPTICAL COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
SOCR SUSTAINED OPERATIONS CONTROL ROOM
SOCS SPACECRAFT-ORIENTATION-CONTROL SYSTEM
SOFAR SOUND FIXING AND RANGING
SOFCS SELF ORGANIZING FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
SOI STANDARD OPERATING INSTRUCTION
SOI 1 SPACE OBJECT IDENTIFICATION
SOi 2 SPECIFIC OPERATING INSTRUCTION
SOL SOLENOID
SOL 1 SOLAR
SOLARIS SUBMERGED OBJECT LOCATING & RETRIEVING/IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM
SOLO SELECTIVE OPTICAL LOCK ON
SOLRAD SOLAR RADIATION
SOM SHIP OPERATIONS MANAGER
SOM i STAGE OPERATING MANUAL
SONAR SOUND NAVIGATION & RANGING
SONO SONOBUOY
SONOAN SONIC NOISE ANALYZER
SOO SCHENECTADY OPERATION OFFICE
SOP SAFETY OPERATING PLAN
SOP 1 SIMULATION OPERATIONS PLAN
SOP 2 STRATEGIC ORBIT POINT
SOP 3 SAFETY OPERATING PROCEDURE
SOP «* STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE
SOP 5 SYSTEMS OPERATION PLAN
SOP 6 SECONDARY OXYGEN PACK
SDK
SOk
SOKAD
SORTI
SORTIE
SOb
SOS
SOSA
SOSE
S01IM
SOV
SOW
sox
SOX
SP
SP -
SP
SP
SP
SP
SPM
SPA
SPA
SPAC
SPAC
SPACETAC
SPAD
SPAD
SPADATS
SPADE
SPAN
SPAN
SPAN
SPANRAD
SPAR
SPAR
SPARES
SPARS
SPARSA
SPARSA
SPART
SPASUR
SPC
SPD
SPD
SPuP
SPUT
SPt.
SPfc.
SPE
SPLARS
SPE.C
SPLC
STANDARu ORBITAL PARAMETER MESSAGE
SPECIFIC OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENT -*1 STABLE ORBIT RENDEZVOUS
SONIC RANGING & DETECTION
SATELLITE ORBITAL TRACK ft INTERCEPT
SUPERCIKCULAR ORBITAL RE-ENTRY TEST INTEGRATED ENVIRONMENT
SQUADRON OFFICERS SCHOOL
1 STABILIZED OPTICAL SIGHT
5USTAINLD OPERATIONS SUPPORT AREA
SCIENCE OPERATIONAL SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
SONIC ObSERVATlON OF THE TRAJECTORY $ IMPACT OF MISSILES
SHUT OFF VALVE
STATEMENT OF WORK
SOLID OXYGEN
1 SUPERCRITICAL OXYGEN
SPECIAL PUBLICATION
1 SINGLE POLE
2 SOLID PKOPELLANT
3 SHORT PtRIOD
i* SYSTEM PARAMETER
5 START PERMISSION
SYSTEM AND PROCEDURES ASSOCIATION
i SERVO POWER ASSEMBLY
2 SIGNAL PROCESSING ASSEMBLY
SPACECRAFT PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND COMMAND
1 SPACECRAFT ANALYSIS AND COMMAND
SPACE « TACTICAL SYSTEM CORPORATION
SATELLITE PROTECTION FOR AREA DEFENSE
1 SPECIAL DOMESTICALLY AVAILABLE DOCUMENTS
SPACE DETECTION & TRACKING SYSTEM
SPERRY AIR DATA EQUIPMENT
STORED PROGRAM ALPHA-NUMERICS
1 SOLAR PARTICLE ALERT NETWORK
2 SPACECRAFT ANALYSIS
SUPERPOSED PANORAMIC RADAR DISPLAY
SEAGOING PLATFORM FOR ACOUSTICAL RESEARCH1 SPECIAL PRELAUNCH ANALYSIS REQUEST
SPACE RADIATION EVALUATION SYSTEM
SPACE PRECISION ATTITUDE REFERENCE SYSTEM
SFERICS, POSITION* AZIMUTH* RANGE* SPECTRUM ANALYZER
1 SFERICS, PULSE* AZIMUTHf RATE AND SPECTRUM ANALYZER
SPACE RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY REPORT
SPACE SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM
STORED PROGRAM CONTROL
SYSTEM PROGRAM DIRECTOR
I SKYLAB PROGRAM DIRECTIVE
STORED PROGRAM DATA PROCESSOR
SINGLE-POLE DOUBLE-THROW
SOCIETY OF PLASTICS ENGINEERS
SOLID POLYMER ELECTROLYTE
1 SYSTEM PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
2 STATIC PHASE ERROR
SATELLITE PHOTO-ELEC. ANALOG RECTIFICATION SYSTEM
STORED PROGRAM EDUCATIONAL COMPUTER
1 SPECIAL
SPLC 2
SPtCDEVCEN
SPLCCS3
SPtCT
SPLO
SPLEA
SPLEO
SPFA
SPFP
SPG
SPbG
SPH
SPHE
SPi
SPI 1
SPIA
SPIDER
SP1E
SPIN
SPIRT
SPKR
SPL
SPL 1
SPLIT
SPMS
SPO
SPO 1
SPu 2
SPO 3
SPO-V
SPP
SPK
SPK 1
SPKA
SPKAM
SPKEE
SPRINT
SPRITE
SPS
SPS 1
SPb 2
SPS 3
SPS U
SPS 5
SPb 6
SPS 7
SPS 0
SPSE
SPbT
SPT
SPU
SPUR
SPURT
SQ
so i
111-
SPECIMEN
SPECIAL DEVICES CENTER
SPECIFICATIONCS3
SPECTROMETER
SUPERSONIC PLANETARY ENTRY DECELERATOR
SEATTLE PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING EMPLOYEES ASSOCIATION
SIGNAL PROCESSING IN EVACUATED' ELECTRON DEVICES
SINGLE POINT FAILURE ANALYSIS
SINGLE POINT FAILURE POTENTIAL
SINGLE POINT GROUND
SOLID PROPELLANT GAS GENERATOR
SPACE HEATER
SOCIETY OF PACKAGING AND HANDLING ENGINEERS
STANDARD PRACTICE INSTRUCTION
SPECIAL POSITION IDENTIFICATION
SOLID PKOPELLANT INFORMATION AGENCY
SMOKELESS PROPELLANT IN .DEMONSTRATION EXPERIMENTAL ROCKET
SOCIETY OF PHOTO-OPTICAL INSTRUMENTATION ENGINEERS
STANDARD PROCEDURE INSTRUCTIONS
SHORT PATH INFRARED TESTER
SPEAKER
SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL
SPACE PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE
SPACE PROGRAM LANGUAGE IMPLEMENTATION TOOL
SOLAR PARTICLE MONITORING SYSTEM
SACRAMENTO PEAK OBSERVATORY
SYSTEM PROGRAM OFFICE
SATURN PROGRAM OFFICE
SHUTTLE PROJECT OFFICE
SATURN \l PROJECT OFFICE
SYSTEM PROGRAM PACKAGE
SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENT
SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET
SPACE PROBE RADAR ALTIMETER
SOLID PROPELLANT AIRAUGMENTED ROCKET MOTOR
SOLID PROPULSION ROCKET EXHAUST EFFECTS
SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET INTERCEPT MISSILE
SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET IGNITION TEST AND EVALUATION
SECONDARY [SERVICED PROPULSION SYSTEM
STANDARD PRESSED STEEL COMPANY
SYMBOLIC PROGRAMMING SYSTEM
SERVICE PROPULSION SYSTEM
SPACECRAFT PROPULSION SYSTEM
SAMPLES PER SECOND
STABILIZED PLATFORM SUBSYSTEM
SECONDARY POWER SYSTEM
SIGNAL PROCESSING SYSTEM
SOCIFTY OF PHOTOGRAPHIC SCIENTISTS 6 ENGINEERS
SINGLE-POLE SINGLE-THRO*
SCIENTIST-PILOT
SIGNAL PROCESSING UNIT
SPACE POWER UNIT REACTOR
SPINNING UNGUIDED ROCKET TRAJECTORY
SQUADRON
SUPERQUICK
SQ FT
SQ IN
SQK
SQUAD
SR
SR
SR
SR
SR
SR
SRA
SRM
SRAM
SRBM
SRC
SRC
SRC
SRU
SRUE
SRUL
SRLiS
SRE
SR6
SRI
SRI
SRI
SRL
SRL
SRL
SRM
SRM
SRO
SRPD
SRKC
SRS
SRS
SRS
SRS
SRS
SRS
SRSS
SRT
SRT
SRI
SRT
SRTC
SRV
SS
SS
SS
SS
SS
SS
SQUARE FOOT
SQUARE INCH
SEQUENCE RELAY
SQUADRON
STUDY REGULATION
1 SHORT RANGE
2 SUPPORT REQUEST
3 SUPPORT REQUIREMENT
4 SHUTDOWN REQUEST
5 SUNRISE
SPECIALIZED REPAIR ACTIVITY
1 SPIN REFERENCE AXIS
SHORT RANGE ATTACK MISSJLE
SHORT RANGE BALLISTIC MJSSILE
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS CODE
1 SAMPLE RECOVERY CONTAINER
2 SAMPLE RETURN CASE
SECRET RESTRICTED DATA
SIGNALS RESEARCH ft DEVELOPMENT ESTABLISHMENT
SIGNALS RESEARCH S DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY
SYSTEMS RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT SERVICE
SODIUM REACTOR EXPERIMENT
SPACE RADIATION EFFECTS LABORATORY
STATISTICAL RESEARCH GROUP
STANFORD RESEARCH INSTITUTE
1 SOUTHERN RESEARCH INSTITUTE
2 SPACE RESEARCH INSTITUTE* INC.
SAVANNAH RIVER LABORATORY CDUPONT DE NEMOURS 3
1 SEILER RESEARCH LABORATORY
2 STRESS RELIEVING LINERSTRATEGIC RECONNAISSANCE MISSILE
i SOLID ROCKET MOTOR
SUPERINTENDENT OF RANGE OPERATIONS
SYSTEM RESEARCH ft PLANNING DIVISION
SPERRY RAND RESEARCH CENTER
SPACE RECOVERY SYSTEMS
1 SECURE RANGE SAFETY
2 SIMULATED REMOTE SITES
3 SEARCH AND RESCUE SHIP
«* SMALL RESEARCH SATELLITE
5 SECONDARY RECOVERY SHIPS
SIMULATED REMOTE SITES SUBSYSTEM
SUPPORTING RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY
1 SYSTEMS READINESS TEST
2 SYSTEM REACTION TIME
3 STATION READINESS TEST
SPECIAL REAL-TIME COMMAND
SURFACE ROVING VEHICLEi SPACE RESCUE VEHICLE
SIGNAL STRENGTH
1 SCIENTIFIC SERVICES
2 SKID STKlP
3 SINGLE SIDEBAND
1 SERVICE STRUCTURE
5 SUNSET
SS 6 SUPERSENSITIVE
SS 7 SWITCH SELECTOR
SS 8 SQUAWK SHEET
SS 9 SPACE STATION
SS A STEADY STATE
SS B SUBSOLAR
ss c SPACE SHUTTLE
SS/CF SIGNAL STRENGTH/CENTER FREQUENCY
SSA STAGING AND SUPPORT AREA
SSA 1 SPACE SUIT ASSEMBLY
SSAC SPACE SCIENCE ANALYSIS AND COMMAND
SSAR SPIN STABILIZED AIRCRAFT ROCKET
SSB SINGLE SIDE BAND
SSb I SPACE SCIENCE BOARD
SSBAM SINGLE SIDEBAND AMPLITUDE MODULATION
SSBN SUBSURFACE BALLISTIC NUCLEAR
SSfaN 1 SHIP SUBMERSIBLE NUCLEAR
ssbR SOLID STRAND BURNING RATE
SSC SUBMARINE SUPPLY CENTER
SSL 1 SEQUENTIAL SUBSYSTEMS CONTROLLERS
ssc 2 SPACE SUIT COMMUNICATOR
SSC 3 SIMULATED SPACECRAFT
SSCC SATCOM SYSTEM CONTROL CENTER
SSCU SPACECRAFT SYSTEMS CONTROLLER UNIT
sso SPACE SYSTEMS DIVISION CUSAFD
SSt. SPECIAL SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
SSE.P SYSTEM SAFETY ENGINEERING PLAN
SSLSM SPENT STAGE EXPERIMENTAL SUPPORT MODULE
SSFS SPACE SHUTTLE FUNCTIONAL SIMULATOR
SSbS STANDARD SPACE GUIDANCE SYSTEM
SSi SAN SALVADOR ISLAND* STATION 5
SSLS STANDARD SPACE LAUNCH SYSTEM
SSLV STANDARD SPACE LAUNCH VEHICLE
SSM SURFACE-TO-SUPFACE MISSILE
SSM 1 SINGLE SlDtBAND MODULATION
SSM 2 SUPPORT SYSTEMS MODULE
SSM 3 SPACE STATION MODULE
SSME SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE
SSMTG SOLID STATE & MOLECULAR THEORY 6RQUP
SSH STANDARD SHOP PRACTICE CMANUALJ
SSPO SPACE SHUTTLE PROGRAM OFFICE
SSPS SATELLITE SOLAR POWER STATION
SSK STAFF SUPPORT ROOM
SSRS START-STOP-RESTART SYSTEM
SSKT SUB SYSTEM READINESS TEST
SSS SIMULATION STUDY SERIES
ssb i SPACE SHUTTLE SYSTEM
SSS 2 SMALL SCIENTIFIC SATELLITE
SSS 3 SPACE STATION SIMULATOR
SSS t STRUCTURES SUBSYSTEM
SSSL SUPERSONIC SPLIT LINE
SST SPACECRAFT SYSTEMS TEST
SST 1 SIMULATED STRUCTURAL TEST
SST 2 SPACE SYSTEMS TEST
SST 3 SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT
-/go-
SSI 4 SUB SYSTEMS TEST
SST 5 STAlNLEbS STEEL
SST 6 SEA SURFACE TEMPERATURE
SSTG SPACE SHUTTLE TASK GROUP
SSTO SINGLE STAGE TO ORBIT SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
SSTP SUBSYSTEMS TEST PROCEDURE
ssv SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE
SSV 1 SUPERSATELLITE VEHICLE
ST STAR TRACKER
ST 1 STATIC
ST ANT STEERABLE ANTENNA
STA STATION
STAB STABILITY
STAB 1 STABILIZE
STAC SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR MSF
STADAN SATELLITE TRACKING AND DATA ACQUISITION NETWORK
STAFF STELLAR ACQUISITION FLIGHT FEASIBILITY
STAG STRATEGY AND TACTICS ANALYSIS GROUP
STAIR STRUCTUKAL ANALYSIS INTERPRETIVE ROUTINE
STAMOS SORTIE TURN AROUND MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS SIMULATION
STAMP SPACE TECHNOLOGY AND MISSION PLAN
STAMP 1 SATELLITE TELECOMMUNICATIONS ANALYSIS AND MODELING PROGRAM
STAR SCIENTIFIC ANU TECHNICAL AEROSPACE REPORTS
STAR 1 STELLAR ATTITUDE REFERENCE
STARAN STELLAR ATTITUDE REFERENCE & NAVIGATION
STARLAB SPACE TECHNOLOGY OPERATIONS 3 RESEARCH LAB
STARS SATELLITE TELEMETRY AUTOMATIC REDUCTION SYSTEM
START SELECTIoNS-TO-ACTIVATE-RANDOM TESTING
STATE SIMPLIFIED TACTICAL APPROACH AND TERMINAL EQUIPMENT
STb SUBSYSTEMS TEST BED
STBD STARBOAKD
STBY STANDBY
STt SHORT TIME CONSTANT
STC 1 SATELLITE TRACKING CENTER
STC 2 SENSITIVITY TIME CONTROL
STC 3 SOCIETY FOR TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION
STC «+ SERVICE TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION
STC 5 SYSTEM TEST COMPLEX
STC 6 SPACECRAFT TEST CONDUCTOR
STLi SPACECRAFT TECHNOLOGY DIVISION CMSC1
STD 1 SUPPORTING TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
STUCS3 STANDARDCSD
STDN SPACE TRACKING DATA NETWORK
STUV START TANK DISCHARGE VALVE
STL SOCIETY OF TRACTOR ENGINEERS
STE 1 SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
STc 2 SPACECRAFT TEST ENG
STE 3 SUPPORT TEST EQUIPMENT
STfcM STAY TIME EXTENSION MODULE
STLM 1 SYSTEM TEST EQUIPMENT MISSION
STLM 2 STORABLt TUBULAR EXTENDIBLE MEMBER
STLP SCIENTIFIC ANU TECHNICAL EXPLOITATION PROGRAM
STLP 1 STATISTICAL TRAJECTORY ESTIMATION PROGRAM
STLPS SOLAR THERMIONIC ELEC. POWER SYSTEM
STF STATIC TEST FACILITY
-Ml:
STO SPACF TASK GROUP
STi SCIEMTIFIC TECHNICAL INFORMATION "^
ST1 1 SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY INC
STIMS SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION MODULAR SYSTEMS
STINGS STELLAR INERTIAL GUIDANCE SYSTEM
STiO SCIENTIFIC ANU TECHNICAL INFORMATION OFFICE
STK STOCK
STL STEEL
STL 1 SPACE TECHNOLOGY LABORATORY
STL 2 SYSTEM INTEGRATION LABORATORY
STLO SCIENTIFIC 8 TECHNICAL LIAISON OFFICE
STLOS STAR LIi>|E-OF-SIGHT
STto STRUCTURAL TEST MODEL
STMT STATEMENT
STMU SPECIAL TEST AND MAINTENANCE UNIT
STO STANDING TOOL ORDER
STO 1 SYSTEM TEST OBJECTIVES
STOGW SHORT TAKEOFF GROSS WEIGHT
SToL SHORT TAKEOFF AND LANDING
STOP SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT OPTIMIZATION PROGRAM
STP SYSTEM TEST PLAN
STP 1 STANDARD TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE *
STK STRENGTH
STKATCOM STRATEGIC COMMUNICATIONS
STKETCH SPACE TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS ENGINEERING TEST OF COMPONENT HARDWARE
STKESS STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING SYSTEM SOLVER
S7KICOM U. 5. STRIKE COMMAND
SThIP STANDARD TAPED ROUTINES FOR IMAGE PROCESSING
STKIVE STANDARU TECHNIQUES FOR REPORTING INFORMATION ON VALUE ENGINEERING
STb SATELLITE TRACKING STATION
STS 1 STRUCTURAL TRANSITION SECTION
STS 2 SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
STb 3 SYSTEM TEST SETS
STS U SPACECRAFT TRACKING STATION
STSCM SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM COST MODEL
STU SYSTEMS TEST UNIT
STU 1 STATIC TEST UNIT
STV SURVEILLANCE TELEVISION
STV 1 STRUCTURAL TEST VEHICLE
STV 2 SPACE TEST VtHlCLE
ST»P SOCIETY OF TECHNICAL WRITERS ANQ PUBLISHERS
su SYRACUSE: UNIVERSITY
su i SET UP
SUA STATE UNIVERSITIES ASSOCIATION
SUAS SYSTEM FOR UPPER ATMOSPHERIC SOUNDING ;
SUblC SUBMARINE INTEGRATED CONTROL
SUbSYS SUBSYSTEM , "
SUDAER STANFORu UNIVERSITY/DEPARTMENT OF AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS
sui STATE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA
SUM SURFACE TO UNDERWATER MISSILE
SUN SUNDAY
SUP SPECIAL UTILITY PROGRAM
SUP 1 SUPPLY
SUPARCO SPACE & UPPER ATMCSPHERF RESEARCH COMMITTEE
SUPP SUPPLEMENT
\
SYSTEM!
STC> SPACP^TASK GROUP
STi SCIENTIFIC TECHNICAL INFORMATION
ST1 1 SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY INC
STiMS /SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION MODULAR
STiNGS STELLAR INERTIAL GUIDANCE SYSTEM
STiO ' SCIENTIFIC ANU TECHNICAL 'INFORMATION OFFICE
STK STOCK
STL ' STEEL
STL i SPACE TECHNOLOGY LABORATORY
STL 2 SYSTEM INTEGRATION LABORATORY
STLO SCIENTIFIC 8 TECHNICAL LIAISON OFFICE
STLOS ;STAR LIi\|E-OF-SlGHT
STN. "STRUCTURAL TEST MODEL
STMT STATEMENT
STWU SPECIAL TEST AND MAINTENANCE UNIT
STO STANDING TOOL ORDER
STO 1 SYSTEM TEST OBJECTIVES
STOGW SHORT\TAKEOFF GROSS WEIGHT
STOL SHORT TAKEOFF AND LANDING
STOP SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT OPTIMIZATION PROGRAM
STP SYSTEM TEST PLAN /
STP 1 STANDARD TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE
STh STRENGTH \ /
STKATCOM STRATEGIC COMMUNICATIONS /
STRETCH SPACE TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS ENGINEERING TEST OF COMPONENT HARDWARESTKESS STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING SYSTEM SOLVER
STKICOM U. S. STRIKE COMMAND /
STK IP STANDARD TAPED ROU\If^ES FOR IMAGE PROCESSING
STKIVE STANDARD TECHNIQUES\FOR REPORTING INFORMATION ON VALUE ENGINEERING
STb SATELLITE TRACKING/STATION
STS 1 STRUCTURAL TRANSITION ACTION
STS 2 SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
STb 3 SYSTEM TEST SET*
STS U SPACECRAFT TRACKING STATION
STSCM SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM\COST MODEL
STU SYSTEMS TEST/UNIT \
STu 1 STATIC TEST/UNIT \
STV SURVEILLAN/E TELEVISION
STV 1 STRUCTUKAI/ TEST VEHICLE
STV 2 SPACE T£bT VEHICLE
STwP SOCIETY/OF TECHNICAL WRITERS AND PUBLISHERS
SU SYRACU/E UNIVERSITY
SU 1 SET Uf
SUA STATED UNIVERSITIES ASSOCIATION
SUAS SYSTEM FOR UPPER ATMOSPHERIC SOUNDING
SUbIC SUBMARINE INTEGRATED CONTROL
SUfaSYS SUBSYSTEM
SU&AER S/ANFORu UNIVERSITY/DEPARTMENT OF AERONAUTICS ANCV ASTRONAUTICS
sui /TATE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA
SUM /SURFACE TO UNDERWATER MISSILE
SUN /SUNDAY
SUP / SPECIAL UTILITY PROGRAM
SUP /I SUPPLY
SUPARCO SPACE & UPPER ATMOSPHERE RESEARCH COMMITTEE
SUPP SUPPLEMENT
SUHPR
SUPSD
SUPT
SUKCAL
SUKF
SUKI
SUKIC
SUS
SV
SV
SV
sv
SVt
SVD
SVDP
svic
svo
sw
SW
SW
SW
SWAD
SWAT
SWL
SWC
SWCL
swt.
SWF
SWb
SWbR
swo
SWOP
SWP
SWK
SWK
SWKI
SWS
SWS
SWb
SWT
SWTC
SWrt
swxo
sxi
SYCATE
SYN
SYNC
SYNCOM
SYNSCP
SYS
SYbTRAN
T
T<
T & C/0
SUPPRESb
SUPERSEDE:
SUPERINTENDENT
SURVEILLANCE CALIBRATION
SURFACE
SYRACUSE U. RES. INSTITUTE
SURFACE SHIP INTEGRATED CONTROL
SINGLE UNDERWATER SOUND
SAFETY VALVE
1 SOLENOID VALVE
2 SPACE VEHICLE
3 STATE VECTOR
SERVICE
SPACE VEHICLES DIVISION
SKYLA8 VIDEO DOCUMENTATION PROJECT
SHOCK AND VIBRATION INFORMATION CENTER
SERVO
SHORT WAVE
1 SOUTHWEST
2 SOLAR WING
3 SWITCH
SPECIAL WARFARE AVIATION DETACHMENT
SIDEWINDER 1C ACOUISTION-TRACK
SPECIAL WEAPONS CENTER CNOW AFWU3
1 SOLAR WIND COMPOSITION
SEA WATE.R CONVERSION LABORATORY
SOLAR WIND EXPERIMENT
SPECIAL WEAPONS FACILITY
SHUTTLE WORKING GROUP
SWITCHGEAR
STAFF WEATHER OFFICER
STRUCTURAL WEIGHT OPTIMIZATION PROGRAM
SAFE WORKING PRESSURE
STANDING WAVE RATIO
i SHORT WAVELENGTH RADIATION
SOUTHWESTERN RESEARCH INSTITUTE
SPECIAL WEAPONS SYSTEM [FORMERLY SWCD
1 SATURN WORKSHOP
2 SOLAR WIND SPECTROMETER
SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL
SPECIAL WEAPON TECH. COMMAND
SEVERE wEATHER WARNING
STAFF WEATHER OFFICER
SPACE SEXTANT
SYMPTON-CAUSE-TEST
SYNTHETIC
SYNCHRONOUS
SYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE
SYNCHROSCOPE
SYSTEM
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS TRANSLATOR
TEMPERATURE
TIME AFTER LIFT-OFF
TEST AND CHECK-OUT
TRANSPOSITION AND DOCKING
T & DC TRAINING & DISTRIBUTION CENTER
T&o TONGUE a GROOVE
TSO TEST AND OPERATION
T- TIME PRIOR TO LAUNCH
T-0 TIME OF LAUNCH
T/B TALK BACK
T/C THERMOCOUPLE
T/c TRANSPORTER-ERECTOR > -
T/L TASK LIST
T/L 1 TRANSPOKTEK/LAUNCHER
T/M TELEMETRY
T/0 TAKE OFF
T/k TRANSMIT/RECEIVE
T/T TIMING AND TELEMETRY
T/T 1 TERMINAL TIMING
T/V THERMAL/VACUUM
T/fc THRUST/HEIGHT
TA TANTALUM
TA 1 TASK ANALYSIS
TA 2 TELESCOPE ASSEMBLY
TA 3 TRUNNION ANGLE
TAALS TACTICAL ARMY AIRCRAFT LANDING SYSTEMS
TAB TECHNICAL ABSTRACT BULLETIN
TAB 1 TABULATL
TAC TRANSISTOR AUTOMATION CORPORATION
TAG 1 TACTICAL AIR COMMAND
TAC 2 TOTAL AVERAGE COST
TAC 3 TURBOALTERNATQR-COMPRESSOR
TACAN TACTICAL AIR NAVIGATION
TACCAR TIME AVERAGED CLUTTER COHERENT AIRBORNE RADAR
TACH TACHOMETER
TACL TIME AND CYCLE LOG
TACR TIME AND CYCLE RECORD
TAGS TACTICAL AIR CONTROL SYSTEMS
TACS 1 THRUSTER ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM
TAU TOP ASSEMBLY DRAWING
TAU 1 TASK ASSIGNMENT DIRECTIVE
TAUC TACTICAL AIR DIRECTION CENTER
TAtR TIME»AZIMUTH»ELEVATION RANGE
TAtRS TRANSPORTATION ARMY EQUIPMENT RECORD SYSTEM
TAF TACTICAL AIR FORCE
TAFB TYNDALL AIR FORCE BASE
TAfa TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE GROUP
TA1 TIME-TO-AUTOIGNITION
TAIC TECHNICAL AIR INTELLIGENCE CENTER
TALK TITLES ALPHABETICALLY LISTED BY KEYWORD
TAME TACTICAL MISSILE ENCOUNTER
TAMMS THE ARMY MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
TAtoS TACTICAL AVIONICS MAINTENANCE SIMULATION
TAN TANGENT
TANKS THE ARMY MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
TAo TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE ORDER
TAP TELEMETRY ACCEPTANCE PATTERN
TAPE TAPE AUTOMATIC PREPARATION EQUIPMENT
TAPS TACTICAL AREA POSITIONING SYSTEM
TAR
TAk
TAk
TAHABS
TAKAN
TAKC
TAKE
TAkMAC
TAkP
TAKS
TAkS
TAS
TAT
TA1C
TAFE
TATS
TAV
TAVE
TAwC
TB
TB
TB
TB
TBA
TBC
TBU
TBF
TBL
TBM
TBO
TBS
TBS
TBX
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TCA
TCA
TCA
TCAL
TCB
TCB
TCbM
TCC
TCC
TCC
TCD
TCU
TCU
TCL
TERRAIN AVOIDANCE RADAR
1 TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS ROOM
2 TECHNICAL ANALYSIS REQUEST
TACTICAL AIR RECONNAISSANCE « AERIAL BATTLEFIELD
TEST\ANU REPLACE AS NECESSARY
TACTICAL MR RECONNAISSANCE CENTER
TELEMETRY AUTOMATIC REDUCTION EQUIPMENT
TERMINA\AREA RADAR/MOVJNG AIRCRAFT
TARPAULII
THREE AxlS\REFERENCE SYSTEM
1 TERRAIN ANi\RADAR SIMULATOR
TRUE AIR SPEED
THRUST AUGMENTED THOR
TERMINAL AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
TANK ARRANGEMEN\THERMAL EFFICIENCY CCOMPUTER PROGRAM]
TACTICAL TRANSMISSION SYSTEM SUMMARY
TEST AND VALIDATK
THOR-AGENA V1BRATIO\ EXPERIMENT
TACTICAL AIR-WARFAREXCENTER
TERMINAL BOAKD
1 TECHNICAL BULLETIN
2 TIME BASE
3 TALKBACK
TO BE ANNOUNCED
THE BOEING COMPANY
TO BE DETERMINED
TAIL BOMB FUSE
TERMINAL BALLISTICS LABOR
TAYLOR MODEL BASIN
TIME BETWEEN OVERHAUL
TO BE SUPPLIED
1 TO BE SELECTED
TACTICAL BALLISTIC M/fSSjLE EXPERIME
TEST CONDUCTOR
1 THRUST CHAMBER
2 TECHNICOLOR
3 TEST CONTROLLER
<* TEST CONSOLE
5 TRACKING CAMERA
6 THERMAL CONTROL
7 TOTAL COST /
THRUST CHAMBER ASSEMBLY
1 TIME OF CLOSEST APPROACH
2 TEMPERAT/RE CONTROL ASSEMBLY
TOTAL C/LORIMETER
TECHNI/AL COORDINATOR BULLETIN CNASA1
1 TIME CORRELATION BUFFER
TRANSCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC MISSILE
TELECOMMUNICATIONS COORDINATING COMMITTEE
1 TESfT CONTROL CENTER
2 T^ ST CONTROLLER CONSOLE
ELEMETRY AND COMMAND DATA
TtST CONTROL DRAWING
TERMINAL COUNTDOWN DEMONSTRATION
TELEMETkY CHECKOUT EQUIPMENT
CE SYSTEM
-/gjt-TAR TERRAIN AVOIUANCE RADAR
TAR 1 TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS ROOM •-—'
TAR 2 TECHNICAL ANALYSIS REQUEST
TARABS TACTICAL AIR RECONNAISSANCE a AERIAL BATTLEFIELD SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM
TAKAN TEST AND REPLACE AS NECESSARY
TARC TACTICAL AIR RECONNAISSANCE CENTER
TAKE TELEMETRY AUTOMATIC REDUCTION EQUIPMENT
TAhMAC TERMINAL AREA RADAR/MOVJNG AIRCRAFT
TAKP TARPAULIN
TAKS THREE AxIS REFERENCE SYSTEM
TAHS 1 TERRAIN ANU RADAR SIMULATOR
TAS TRUE AIR SPEED
TA1 THRUST AUGMENTED THOR
TAK TERMINAL AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
TAFE TANK ARRANGEMENT THERMAL EFFICIENCY CCOMPUTER PROGRAM]
TATS TACTICAL TRANSMISSION SYSTEM SUMMARY
TAV TEST AND VALIDATION '
TAVE THOR-AGENA VIBRATION EXPERIMENT
TAwC TACTICAL AIR-WARFARE CENTER
TB TERMINAL BOARD
TB 1 TECHNICAL BULLETIN
TB 2 TIME BASE "
TB 3 TALK8ACK
TBA TO BE ANNOUNCED
TBC THE BOEING COMPANY
*3u TO BE QETEXMINED
TBF TAIL BOMB FUSE '
TBL TERMINAL BALLISTICS LABORATORY
TBM TAYLOR MODEL BASIN
TBO TIME BETWEEN OVERHAUL
TBb TO, BE SUPPLIED
TBS 1 TO BE SELECTED
TBX TACTICAL BALLISTIC MISSILE EXPERIMENTAL
TC TEST CONDUCTOR
TC 1 THRUST CHAMBER .
TC 2 TECHNICOLOR
TC 3 TEST CONTROLLER
TC 1 TEST CONSOLE
TC 5 TRACKING CAMERA
TC 6 THERMAL CONTROL
TC 7 TOTAL CoST
TCA THRUST CHAMBER ASSEMBLY
TCM 1 TIME OF CLOSEST APPROACH
TC« 2 TEMPERATURE CONTROL ASSEMBLY
TCAL TOTAL CALORIMETER , .*
TCb TECHNICAL COORDINATOR BULLETIN CMASAI
TCB 1 TIME CORRELATION BUFFER .
TCbM TRANSCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC MISSILE
TCC TELECOMMUNICATIONS COORDINATING COMMITTEE
TCC 1 TEST CONTROL CENTER
TCC 2 TEST CONTROLLER CONSOLE
TCO TELEMETRY AND COMMAND DATA
TCb 1 TtST CONTROL DRAWING
TCu 2 TERMINAL COUNTDOWN DEMONSTRATION
TCL TELEMETnY CHECKOUT EQUIPMENT
L
TCcA
TCc.0
TCb
TCH
TCi
TCi
TC1D
TCiR
TCL
TCMD
TCO
TCOP
TCP
TCP
TCP
TCK
TCKC
TCKD
TCS
TCb
TCS
TCb
TCb
TCS
TCS
TCSC
TCSP
TCTO
TCU
TCAO
TD
TD
TD
TD
TD
TD 8 E
TDA
TDA
TDA
TDC
TDCR
TDD
TDDL
TDDR
TDDS
TDtC
TDFCHB
TDh
TDi
TDM
TOO
TOP
TOP
TOR
TRAINING CENTER FOR EXPERIMENTAL AERODYNAMICS
THRUST CONTROL EXPLORATORY DEVELOPMENT
TIME CODE GENERATOR
THRUST CHAMBER
TELEMETRY COMPONENTS INFORMATION
1 TEST CONTROL INSTRUCTION
TERMINAL COMPUTER IDENTIFICATION
TECHNICAL COMMAND INFORMAL REPORTS
TIME AND CYCLE LOG
TRANSPORTATION CONTROL MOVEMENT DOCUMENT
TERMINATION CONTRACTING OFFICER
TEST AND CHECKOUT PLAN
TELEMETRY AND COMMAND PROCESSOR
1 TEST CHECKOUT PROCEDURE
2 THRUST CHAMBER PRESSURE
TEMPERATURE CONTROL REFERENCE
TIME AND CYCLE RECORD CARD
TEST AND CHECKOUT REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT
TERMINAL COUNTDOWN SEQUENCER
1 TECHNICAL COUNTDOWN SEQUENCES
2 TERMINAL COUNT SEQUENCE
3 TRANSPORTATION AND COMMUNICATIONS SERVICE
M THERMAL CONDITIONING SYSTEM
5 THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEM
6 TEMPERATURE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
TRAINER CONTROL AND SIMULATION COMPUTER
TEST CHECKOUT SUPPORT PLAN
TIME COMPLIANCE TECHNICAL ORDER
TEMPERATURE CONTROL UNIT
TEMPERATURE-CONTROLLED CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR
TERMINAL DISTRIBUTOR1 TECHNICAL DIRECTIVE
2 TECHNOLOGY DOCUMENT
3 TOUCHDOWN
** TIME DELAY
TRANSPOSITION, DOCKING AND EJECTION
TRACKING 8 DATA ACQUISITION1 TARGET DOCKING ADAPTER
2 TUNNEL DIODE AMPLIFIER
TIME DELAY CLOSING
TECHNICAL DATA CHANGE REQUEST
TARGET DETECTION DEVICE
TIME DIVISION DATA LINK
TECHNICAL DATA DEPARTMENT REPORT
TELEVISION DATA DISPLAY SYSTEM
TECHNICAL DIVISION « ENGINEERING CENTER
TELEMETRY DATA FORMAT CONTROL HANDBOOK
TRACKING DATA HANDLING
TOOL & DIE INSTITUTE
TIME DIVISION MULTIPLEX
TIME DELAY OPENING
TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN
1 TRACKING DATA PROCESSOR
2 TEMPERATURE AND DEWPOINT
TOOL DESIGN REQUEST
TDK 1 TIME DOMAIN REFLECTOMETER
TDK 2 TIME DELAY RELAY
TDKS TRACKING DATA RELAY SATELLITE
TDb TEST DATA SHEET
TDS 1 TECHNICAL DATA SYSTEM
TDb 2 TRACKING AND DATA SYSTEM
TDS 3 TRANSLATION AND DOCKING SIMULATOR
TDS 1 THERMAL DEGRADATION SAMPLE
TDT TARGET DOCKING TRAINER
TDwT TRANSONIC DYNAMIC WIND TUNNEL
TOY TEMPORARY DETACHED DUTY
TE THERMAL ELEMENT
TE 1 TIMING t-LECTRONICS
TEA TECHNICAL ENGINEERS ASSOCIATION
TEAM TEST & ^VALUATION OF AIR MOBILITY
TEAS THREAT EVALUATION a ACTION SELECTION
TEC TRANSEARTH COAST
TECH TECHNICAL
TECL TEST EQUIPMENT CONFIGURATION LOG
TECOM TEST ft ^ VALUATION COMMAND
TED TEST ENGINEERING DIVISION
TEE. TORPEDO EXPERIMENTAL ESTABLISHMENT
TE1 TRANSEARTH INJECTION
TEIC TISSUE-EQUIVALENT IONIZATION CHAMBER
TEJ TRANSVERSE EXPANSION JOINT
TEL TELEMETRY
TELECON TELEPHONE CONVERSATION
TELEDAC TELEMETKK DATA CONVERTER
TELOPS TELEMETRY ON-LINE PROCESSING SYSTEM
TFF TIME OF FREE FALL
TELTA TETHERED LIGHTER THAN AIR
TEM TRANSVERSE ELECTROMAGNETIC
TEMP TEMPERATURE
TEMP 1 TEMPLATE
TEMPO TECHNICAL MILITARY PLANNING OPERATION
TEMS TEST EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE SET
TENOC TEN YEAR OCEANOGRAPHIC PROGRAM
TEP TRACE ELEMENT PATTERN
TEPI TRAINING EQUIPMENT PLANNING INFORMATION
TER TEST EVALUATION REPORT
TEK 1 TRIPLE EJECTION RACK
TEK 2 TERTIARY
TEKG TRAINING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS GUIDE
TEKM TERMINATE
TEKMTRAN TERMINAL TRANSLATOR
TEST THESAURUS OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENTIFIC TERMS
TET TOTAL ELAPSED TIME
TET 1 TEST EVALUATION TEAM
TEVROC TAILORED EXHAUST VELOCITY ROCKET
TETR TEST AND TRAINING
TF TEST FIXTURE
TFA TRANSFER FUNCTION ANALYZER
TFC TOTAL FUEL CONSUMPTION
TFu TELEVISION FEASIBILITY DEMONSTRATION
TFuM TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY DEMONSTRATION MODEL
TFt
TFM
TFH
TFT
TFX
TG
TGt
TGL
TGMA
TGS
TGSE
TGSE
TGT
TH
THC
THC
THERM
THERP
THIR
THP
THPFB
THH
THKU
THURS
TI
TI
TI
TIARA
Tib
TIbOE
TIC
TIC
TIC
TIC
TICE
TIUAR
TIL
Tit
TIG
TIG
TH
TILS
TIM
TIMS
TIPL
TIPP
TIPS
TIK
TIKOS
Tib
TIME FROM EVENT
TURBINE FLOWMETER
TEST FACILITY PROGRAM
THRESHOLD FAILURE TEMPERATURES
TACTICAL FIGHTER - EXPERIMENTAL
TUNED GRID
TRAVERSE GRAVIMETER EXPERIMENT
TOGGLE
TONE GENERATOR AND MASTER ALARM
TELEMETER GROUND STATION
TELEMETRY GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
1 TEST GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
TARGET
THALLIUM
THRUST HAND CONTROLLER
1 TRANSLATIONAL HAND CONTROLLER
THERMOMETER
TECHNIQUE FOR HUMAN ERROR RATE PREDICTION
TEMPERATURE-HUMIDITY INFRARED RADIOMETER
THRUST HORSEPOWER
TREATED HARD PRESSED FIBER BOARD
THRUST
TOXIC HAZARDS RESEARCH UNIT
THURSDAY
TECHNICAL INTERCHANGEi TEXAS INSTRUMENTS* INC.
2 TITANIUM
TARGET ILLUMINATION a RECOVERY AID
TECHNICAL INFORMATION BUREAU
TRANSMUTING INFORMATION BY OPTICAL ELECTRONICS
TELEMETRY INSTRUCTION CONFERENCE CNFT3
1 TECHNICAL INFORMATION CENTER
2 TRANSDUCER INFORMATION CENTER
3 TEMPERATURE INDICATOR CONTROLLER
TIME INTEGRAL COST EFFECTIVENESS
TECHNICAL INFORMATION DIVISION
TIME DELAY ARRAY RADAR
TIME IN DEADOAND DIGITAL ATTITUDE CONTROL
TIME DIVISION ELECTRONICS SWITCHING SYSTEM
TENTATIVE TABLE OF EQUIPMENT
1 TECHNICAL INTEGRATION EVALUATION
THE INSPECTOR GENERAL
1 TIME OF IGNITION
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS* INC.
TACTICAL INSTRUMENT LANDING SYSYEM
TIMING
THERMIONIC INTEGRATED MICRO-MODULES -
THE INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT SCIENCES
TEACH INFORMATION PROCESSING LANGUAGE
TIME PHASING PROGRAM
TECHNICAL INFORMATION PROCESSING SYSTEM
TOTAL INDICATOR READING
TELEVISION & INFRARED OBSERVATION SATELLITE
TOTAL INTERNAL REFLECTION PRISM
TECHNICAL INFORMATION SERVICE
TISEO TARGET IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM ELECTRO-OPTICAL
TJ TURBO JET
TJ 1 THERMAL JUNCTION
TJ 2 TEMPERATURE AT JUNCTION
TJAG THE JUDGE ADVOCATE GENERAL
TJC TRAJECTORY CHART
TJD TRAJECTORY DIAGRAM
TJM TOWER JETTISON MOTOR
TK TANK
TL TYCO LABORATORIES* INC.
TL 1 TRACKER LOCK
TL/KEN TELEMETRY II * CAPE
TL/KSC TELEMETRY IV» MERRITT ISLAND
TLC TRANSLUNAR COAST
TLL TRACKING LIGHT ELECTRONICS
TLI TRANSLUNAR INJECTION
TLM TELEMETRY
TLS TERMINAL LANDING SYSTEM
TLS 1 TELESCOPE
TLb 2 THROTTLE LEVER SETTING
TLSA TORSO LIMB SUIT ASSEMBLY
TLT TELEPRINTER LOAD TABLES
TLV THRESHOLD LIMIT VALVE
TM TRANSVERSE MAGNETIC
TM 1 TECHNICAL MANUAL
TM 2 TELEMETRY
TMACS TONE MULTIPLEX APOLLO COMMAND SYSTEM
TMC TRANSPORTATION MATERIEL COMMAND
TMC 1 THRUST MAGNITUDE CONTROL
TMU TACTICAL MISSION DATA
TM6 THERMAL METEOROID GARMENT
TMI TRANS-MARS INJECTION
TML TITANIUM METALLURGICAL LABORATORY
TMMD TACTICAL MOVING MAD DISPLAY
TMP THERMAL MASS PENALTY
TMH TRIPLE MODULATOR REDUNDANT
TMKBM TRANSPORTABLE MEDIUM RANGE BALLISTIC MISSILE
TN TECHNICAL NOTE
TNL TEXAS NUCLEAR CORPORATION
TNG TRAINING
TNK TANK
TNI TRINITROTOLUENE
TO TAKEOFF
TO 1 TRANSPORTATION OFFICER
TO 2 TRAVEL ORDER
TO 3 TECHNICAL ORDER
TOA TOTAL OBLIGATIONAL AUTHORITY
TOO TURN ON COMMAND
TOC i TOTAL OHGANIC CARBON
TOU TECHNICAL OBJECTIVE DIRECTIVE
TOt TABLES OF ORGANIZATION ft EQUIPMEUT
TOF TIME OF FLIGHT
TOG TARGET OPPORTUNITY GENERATOR
TOGW TAKEOFF GROSS WEIGHT
TO! TECHNICAL OPERATION INSTRUCTION
TOO TRACK ON JAMMING
TOK THRUST OKAY
TOL TOLERANCE
TOLIP TRAJECTORY OPTIMIZATION AND LINEARIZED PITCH
TOMCAT TELEMETRY ON-LINE MONITORING COMPRESSION & TRANSMISSION
TOOL TEST ORIENTED ONBOARD LANGUAGE
TOOL 1 TEST OPERATIONS ORIENTED LANGUAGE
TOHS THERMOELECTRIC OUTER PLANET SPACECRAFT
TOPSY TEST OPERATIONS ft PLANNING SYSTEM ~
TOK TEST OPERATION REPORT
TOK 1 TECHNICAL OPERATIONS RESEARCH
TOKF TIME OF RETROFIRE
TOKP TORPEDO
TOS TIROS OPERATIONAL SATELLITE
TOb 1 TACTILE OPERATIONS SYSTEM
TOSS TEST OPERATION SUPPORT SEGMENT
TOSS i TIROS OPERATIONAL SATELLITE SYSTEM
TO*A TERRAIN ft OBSTACLE WARNING & AVOIDANCE
TP TEST POINT
TP 1 TURBOPUMP
TP 2 TEST PLAN
TP 3 TEST PORT
TPA TEST PREPARATION AREA
TPA 1 TURBOPUMP ASSEMBLY
TPC TOTAL PROGRAM COSTS
TPu TEST PROCEDURE DRAWING
TPF TERMINAL PHASE FINALIZATION
TP1 TEETH P£R INCH
TPI 1 TERMINAL PHASE INITIATE
TPL TEST PAKTS LIST
TPM TEST PLANNING MANAGER
TPM 1 TERMINAL PHASE MlDCOURSE
TPMA THERMODYNAMICS PROPERTIES OF METALS AND ALLOYS
TPO TANK PRESSURIZING ORIFICE
TPH TEST POINT PACE
TPPC TOTAL PACKAGE PROCUREMENT CONCEPT
TPPD TECHNICAL PROGRAM PLANNING DOCUMENT
TPKC THERMOPhYSICAL PROPERTIES RESEARCH CENTER
TPb THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM
TPS 1 TEST PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION
TPTD TEST PILOT TRAINING DIVISION
TPX TRANSPONDER
TR TAPE RECORDER
TR 1 TIME-TO-RETROGRADE
TRA TAPE RECORDER AMPLIFIER
TRA 1 TELEDYNE RYAN AERONAUTICAL
TRAAC TRANSIT RESEARCH » ATTITUDE CONTROL SATELLITE
TRAC TRANSIENT RADIATION ANALYSIS BY COMPUTER
TRACE TAPE-CONTROLLED RECORDING AUTOMATIC CHECKOUT EQUIPMENT
TRACON TERMINAL RADAR CONTROL
TRADEX TARGET RESOLUTION ft DISCRIMINATION EXPERIMENT
TRAJ TRAJECTORY
TRANS TRANSPORTATION
TRANS 1 TRANSFER
TRANS 2 TRANSLATION
TRAP TRACKER ANALYSIS PROGRAM
TRAP 1 TERMINAL RADIATION AIRBORNE PROGRAM
TRAP 2 TAPE RECORDER ACTION PLAN
TRAPS TACTICAL RAPID ACCESS PROCESSING SYSTEM
TR6 TEST REQUIREMENT BULLETINS
TRb 1 TECHNICAL REVIEW BOARD
TRu TROUBLE REPORTING DESK
TRu 1 TEST REQUREMENTS DOCUMENT
TRt TELECOMMUNICATIONS RES. ESTABLISHMENT
TRt 1 TRAINING EQUIPMENT
TRtAT TRANSIENT RADIATION EFFECTS AUTOMATED TABULATION
TRLE TRANSIENT RADIATION EFFECTS ON ELECTRONICS
TRf- TUNED RADIO FREQUENCY
TRFCS TEMPERATURE RATE FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
TRi TECHNICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE
TR1A TELEMETRY RANGE INSTRUMENTATION AIRCRAFT
TRIAL TECHNIQUE FOR RETRIEVING INFORMATION FROM ABSTRACTS OF LITERATURE
TRIOS THERMIONIC REACTOR FOR INSTALLED OCEANIC SERVICE
TRIP TECHNICAL REPORTS INDEXING PROJECT
TRK TRACKING
TRL THERMODYNAMICS RESEARCH LABORATORY
TRNFR TRANSFER
TRNSPN TRANSPORTATION
TRNSPR TRANSPORTER
TRS TETRAHEQRAL RESEARCH SATELLITE
TRS TIME REFERENCE SYSTEM
TRbR TAXI & RUNWAY SURVEILLANCE RADAR
TRS 1 TIME REFERENCE SYSTEM
TRSSM TACTICAL RANGE SURFACE-TO-SURFACE MISSIL.E
TRUMP TARGET RADIATION MEASUREMENT PROGRAM
TRUN TRUNNION
TRw THOMPSON-RAMO-WOOLDRIGE
TS TEST SET
TS 1 TIME SHARING
TSA TEST SITE ACTIVATION
TSb TWIN SIDEBAND
TSB 1 TEMPORARY STOWAGE BAG
TSC TEST SUPPORT CONTROLLER
TSC 1 TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS CENTER
TSC.C TEST SUPPORT CONTROL CENTER
TSt TEST SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
TSLQ TIME SEQUENCED
TSG TEST & SWITCHING GEAR
TSH THERMODYNAMIC SUPPRESSION HEAD
TS1 TEST SUPPORT INSTRUCTIONS
TSM TAIL SERVICE MAST
TSM 1 TEST SUPPORT MANAGER
TSG TEST SUPPORT OPERATIONS
TSO 1 TECHNICAL SUPPORT ORGANIZATION
TSO 2 TtCHICAL STANDING ORDER
TSOP TECHNICAL STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE
TSuR TENTATIVE SPECIFIC OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
TSH TECHNICAL SUPPORT PACKAGE
TSP 1 TEST SITE POSITION
TSu TIME ANu SUPERQUICK
TSK
TSK \
TSb
TSS 1
TSTM
ISO
TT
me
TTC
TTLA
TTL
TTF
TT1
TTL
TTK
TTU
TTY
TU
TUfa
TUtS
TUG
TUK
TUKB
TUKBO GEN
TURBOPUMP
TV
TV 3
TVA
TVA J
TVC
TVCS
TVD
TVlST
TVOC
TW
TWA
TWt
TWM
TWMR
TWP
TWK
Tws
TWT
TWTA
TWX
TWX 3
TX
TYP
U
U/L>
U/K
U/T
UA
UAA
UAC
TEST SCHEDULt REQUEST
TEST SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
TACTICAL STRIKE SYSTEM
TIME SHARING SYSTEM
THUNDERSTORM
THERMAL SYSTEMS UNIT
TRACKING TELESCOPE
TELEMETRY TRACKING AND COMMUNICATIONS
TELEPHONE TERMINAL CABLES
TRANSLATION THRUST CONTROL ASSEMBLY
TIME TO EVENT
TIME TO FAILURE
TELETYPE TEST INSTRUCTION
TOTAL TIME TO LAUNCH
TARGET TRACKING RADAR
TERMINAL TIMING UNIT
TELETYPE
TWX THANK YOU
TUBING
TUESDAY
TOWEO UNIVERSAL GLIDER
TURRET
TURBINE .
TURBINE GENERATOR
TURBINE PUMP
TELEVISION
TIDAL VOLUME
TEMPORARY VARIANCE AUTHORITY
THRUST RECTOR ALIGNMENT
THRUST VECTOR CONTROL
THRUST VECTOR CONTROL SYSTEM
TOXIC VAPOR DISPOSAL
TELEVISION INFORMATION STORAGE TUBE
TELEVISION OPERATIONS CENTER
THERMAL WIRE
TRANS WORLD AIRLINES
TEST WORKING GROUP
TRAVELING WAVE MASER
TUNGSTEN WATER MODERATED REACTOR
TASK WORK PACKAGE
TOWER
TRACK WHILE SCAN
TRAVELING WAVE TUBE
TRAVELLING WAVE TUBE AMPLIFIER
TELETYPE WIRE TRANSMISSION
TELETYPEWRITER EXCHANGE SERVICE
TRANSMIT
TYPICAL
URANIUM
UP/DOWN
UP RANGE
UMBILICAL TOWER
URINALYSIS
UNIVERSITY AVIATION ASSOCIATION
UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
UACRL
UACSC
UAG
UAi
UAt_
UAL
UAM
UAP
UAHI
UAUM
UAb
UBAT
UBATS
UC
UC/SSL
UCAR
UCC
UCCS
UCU
UCL
UCLA
UCMJ
UCNC
UCORC
UCK
UCHI
UCKL
UCS
UCb
UCS
UCb
UCbEL
UCTA
UCWE
UD
UDb
UDL
UDNiH
UDOFT
UDOP
UD£>
UDT
UEb
UEP
UEK
UEKD
UEKL
UES
UFCS
UFO
UH
UHH
UHFFB
UHT
UHTREX
UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION RESEARCH LABORATORY
UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATE SYSTEMS CENTER
UPPER ATMOSPHERE GEOPHYSICS
UNIVERSAL ANALYTICS*INC
UNITED AIR LINES
1 UNIT AUTHORIZATION LIST
UNDERWATER TO AIR MISSILE
UNITED AIRCRAFT PRODUCTS
UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA RESEARCH INSTITUTE
UNDERWATER-TO-AIR-TO-UNDERWATER MISSILE
UNITED AUTO WORKERS
ULTRASONIC BIOASSAY TANK
ULTRASONIC BIOASSAY TANK SYSTEM
UNIT COOLER
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA/SPACE SCIENCES LABORATORY
UNIVERSITY CORPORATION FOR ATMOSPHERE RESEARCH
UNION CARBIDE CORPORATION
UNIVERSAL CAMERA CONTROL SYSTEM
URINE COLLECTION DEVICE
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF LONDON
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA LOS ANGELES
UNIFORM CODE OF MILITARY JUSTICE
UNION CARBIDE NUCLEAR COMPANY
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA/OPERATIONS RESEARCH CENTER
UNSATISFACTORY CONDITION REPORT
UNION CARBIDE RESEARCH INSTITUTE
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA RESEARCH LABORATORY
UNIVERSAL CAMERA SITE
1 URINE COLLECTION SYSTEM
2 UNIVERSAL COMMAND SYSTEM
3 UTILITIES CONTROL SYSTEM
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY
URINE COLLECTION TRANSFER ASSEMBLY
UNDERWATER COUNTERMEASURES 8 WEAPONS ESTAB.
UNIVERSITY OF DENVER
UP-DATA BUFFER
UPDATA LINK
UNSYMMETRICAL DIMETHYL HYDRAZINE
UNIVERSAL DIGITAL OPERATIONAL FLIGHT TRAINER
ULTRA-HIGH FREQUENCY DOPPLER
UNIVERSAL DOCUMENTATION SYSTEM
UNDERWATER DEMOLITION TEAM
UPPER EQUIPMENT BAY
UNPLANNED EVENT PICKUP
UNPLANNED EVENT RECORD
UNDERWATER EXPLOSIVES RESEARCH DIVISION
UNPLANNED EVENT RECORD LOG
UNIVERSAL ENVIRONMENTAL SHELTER
UNDERWATER FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM
UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECT
UNIT HEATER
ULTRA HIGH FREQUENCY
UNTREATED HARD PRESSED FIBER BOARD
UNIVERSAL HAND TOOL
ULTRA HIGH TEMPERATURE REACTOR EXPERIMENT
UI
UI/I
UJb
UKN
UL
ULi
ULL
ULLV
ULO
ULOW
ULPR
ULbV
ULT
UM
UMA
UMB
UMU
UM1PS
UN
UNC
UNCLAS
UNCOL
UNU
UND
UNUK
UNOW
UNtSCO
UNF
UN1-FREDI
UNiCOM
UNICORN
UNiPAC
UNIV
UNiVAC
UNMD
UNPS
UNSAT
UOC
UOb
UPLF
UPb
UPT
UPlwT
UR
UR
URbM
URIR
URS
URbAM
URV
US
US :
USA
USACDA
UNIT ISbUE
MICROMCHES PER INCH
URBAN AND INDUSTRIAL HEALTH
UMBILICAL JUNCTION BOX
UNKNOWN
UPPER LIMIT
UNDERWRITERS LABORATORIES* INCORPORATED
ULLAGE
UNMANNED LUNAR LOGISTICS VEHICLE
UNMANNED LAUNCH OPERATIONS
UNMANNED LAUNCH OPERATIONS WESTERN TEST RANGE
ULTRA LOW PRESSURE ROCKET
UNMANNED LAUNCH SPACE VEHICLES
ULTIMATE
UMBILICAL MAST
UNIVERSAL MEASURING AMPLIFIER
UMBILICAL
UNIT MANNING DOCUMENT
UNIFORM MATERIAL ISSUE PRIORITY SYSTEM
UNITED NATIONS
UNCLASSIFIED
UNCLASSIFIED
UNIVERSAL COMPUTER ORIENTED LANGUAGE
USER NEED DATE
UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAMf
UNOOCK
UNDERWATER
UNITED NATIONS EDUCATION'SCIENTIFIC «CULTURAL ORGANIZATION
UNFUSED
UNIVERSAL FLIGHT RANGE 8 ENDURANCE DATA INDICATOR
UNIVERSAL INTEGRATED COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
UNILATERAL ARMS CONTROL
UNIVERSAL PAYLOAD ACCOMQDATION CAPSULE
UNIVERSAL
UNIVERSAL AUTOMATIC COMPUTER
UNMANNED
UNIVERSAL POWER SUPPLY
UNSATISFACTORY
ULTIMATE OPERATING CAPABILITY
UNDERWATER OKDNANCE STATION
UNIVERSAL PAYLOAD FAIRING
UNINTERRUPTED POWER SUPPLY
UNDERGRADUATE PILOT TRAINING
UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL
ULLAGE ROCKET
UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER
ULTIMATE RANGE BALLISTIC MISSlLg
UNIFIED RADIOACTIVE ISODROMIC REGULATOR
UNITED RESEARCH SERVICE
URBAHN-ROBERTS-SEELYE AND MORAN
UNDERSEA RESEARCH VEHICLE
UNITED STATES
UPRIGHTING SUBSYSTEM
UNITED STATES ARMY
U.S. ARMS CONTROL & DISARMAMENT AGENCY
USACDC
USACRF
USAEC
USAEPG
U5AERDA
USAF
USAFA
USAFETAC
USAFSS
USAMC
USAMRN
USAPHS
USAPRO
USAREUR
USARHAW
USARJ
USAS6V
USATCA
USATCP
USATRECOM
USAWC
USb
USb J
USBE
USbM
USbS
use
USCAL
USCEC
USC6
USUA
usui
usuoc
USbOD
USLUCOM
USG
USGPO
USbS
USSG
US1A
USiC
USICC
USJPRS
USL
USM
USMA
USfriAC/V
USMC
USN
USNA
USPHS
USPO
USKL
U.S. ARMY COMBAT DEVELOPMENT COMMAND
U.S. ARMY COUNTERINTELLIGENCE RECORDS FACILITY
U.S. ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
U.S. ARMY ELECTRONIC PROVING GROUND
U.S. ARMY ELECTRONIC RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT AGENCY
UNITED STATES AIR FORCE
UNITED STATES AIR FORCE ACADEMY
U.S. AIR FORCE IN EUROPE
USAF ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNICAL APPLICATIONS CENTER
UNITED STATES AIR FORCE SECURITY SERVICE
.s.
.s.
.5,
.s.
U
U
u
u
u.s
u.s
u
u
u
.S.
.s.
U.S.
u.s.
ARMY MAIERIEL COMMAND
ARMY MEDICAL RESEARCH & NUTRITION
ARMY PRIMARY HELICOPTER SCHOOL
ARMY PERSONNEL RESEARCH OFFICE
ARMY EUROPE
ARMY HAWAII
ARMY JAPAN
ARMY SUPPORT GROUP* VIETNAM
ARMY TERMINAL COMMAND/ATLANTIC
U.S. ARMY TERMINAL COMMAND/PACIFIC
ARMY TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH COMMAND
ARMY WAK COLLEGE
UNIFIED S-BAND <
UPPER SURFACE BLOWN
UNIFIED S-BAND EQUIPMENT
U.S. BUREAU OF MINES
UNIFIED S-BAND SYSTEM LTRACKING3
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
.UNIVERSITY OK SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA ENGINEERING CENTER
UNITED STATES COAST GUARD
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
U.S. EUROPEAN COMMAND
UNITED STATES GAGE
U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT REPORTS
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
UNITED STATES STANDARD $AGE
U.S. INFORMATION AGENCY
U.S. INFORMATION CENTER
U.S. INDUSTRIAL CHEMICAL COMPANY
U.S. JOINT PUBLICATION RESEARCH SERVICE
UNDERWATER SOUND LABORATORY
UNDERWATER TO SURFACE MISSILE
U.S. MILITARY ACADEMY
U.S. MILITARY ASSISTANCE COMMAND* VIETNAM
UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
W4ITED STATES NAVY
U.S. NAVAL ACADEMY
U.S. PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE
UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE
UNDERWATER SOUND REFERENCE LABORATORY
USkS U S ROCK.ET SOCIETY
USb UNITED STATES STANDARD
USS/ARL UNITED STATES STEEL/APPLIED RESEARCH LABORATORY
USSA UNITED STATES STANDARD ATMOSPHERE
USSC U S STE£L CORPORATION , •
USbG UNITED STATES STANDARD GAGE
USSR UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS
USSTRICOM U S STRIKE COMMAND
USTIIC U S TECHNICAL INDUSTRIAL INTELLIGENCE
USVMS URINE SAMPLE VOLUME MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
USfcB U S WEATHER BUREAU
UT UNIVERSAL TIME
UT 1 UMBILICAL TOWER
UTC UNITED TECHNOLOGY CENTER
UTC 1 UNIVERSAL TEST CONSOLE
UTC 2 COORDINATED UNIVERSAL
UTU UNIVERSITY Oh TEXAS AT DALLAS
UTE.C UNIVERSAL TEST EQUIPMENT COMPILER
UTIA UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO INSTITUTE OF AEROPHYSICS
UTiAS UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO INSTITUTE OF AEROSPACE STUDIES
UT1L UTILITY
UTM UNIVERSAL TEST MESSAGE
UTS UNIVERSAL TEST STATION
UUM UNDERWATER TO UNDERWATER MISSILE
UV UNDER VQLTAGt
UV 1 ULTRAVIOLET
UVASERS ULTRAVIOLET AMPLIFICATION BY SIMULATED EMISSION OF RADIATION
UVU UNDER VoLTAGt DEVICE
UVb ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROMETER
UWAL UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY
UWC UNIVERSAL WINDING COMPANY
UWO UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONTARIO
UWSODMS UNDERWATER WEAPONS SYSTEM DESIGN DISCLOSURE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
UWbRD UNDERWATER WEAPONS SYSTEMS RELIABILITY DATA
UXM UNIVERSAL EXTENSION MECHANISM
V VARNISH
V 1 VELOCITY
V 2 VOLT
V 3 VALVE
V/C VECTOR CONTROL
V/H VELOCITY-TO-HEIGHT
V/TS VIEWFINQER/TRACKING SYSTEM
VA VtTERANS ADMINISTRATION
VA 1 VOLT AMPERE
VAAR VINYL ALCHOHOL ACETATE RESIN
VAb VEHICLE ASSEMBLY BUILDING
VABD VAN ALLEN BELT DOSIMETER
VAbR VEHICLE ASSEMBLY BUILDING REPEATER
VAC VACUUM
VAC 1 VOLTS' ALTERNATING CURRENT
VACTL VERTICAL ASSEMBLY COMPONENT TEST LABORATORY
VAFB VANDENBERG AIR FORCE BASE
VAL VALIDATION
VAN VANGUARD
VAP VAPORIZER
VAK
VAKN
VASIM
VAbP
VAbT
VATE
VATLS
VB
VBD
VC
VC
VCC
vcc
VCto
VCi
VCL
VCL
VCM
VCO
VCFS
VCb
VCS
VCb
VD
VDAS
VDC
VDU
VDb
VDUI
VDUL
VDDS
VDF
VDPI
VDK
VDHA
VDT
VE
VE
VEC
VECO
VELOS
VECP
VEL>
VEt)S
VEECO
VEH
VEL
VEND
VEKIF
VERNITRAC
VEKS
VEHT
VEwS
VF
VARIABLE
VARNISH
VOLTAGE AND SYNCHRO INTERFACE MODULE
VARIABLE AUTOMATIC SYNTHESIS PROGRAM
VERSATILE AUTOMATIC SPECIFICATION TESTER
VERSATILE AUTOMATIC TEST EQUIPMENT
VISUAL AIRBORNE TARGET LOCATOR SYSTEM
VALVE BOX
VOICE BAND DATA
VOICE COIL
1 VELOCITY COUNTER
VEHICLE CREW CHIEF
i VOICE CONTROL CENTER
VECTORCARDIOGRAM
VOLATILE CORROSION INHIBITOR
VERTICLE CENTER LINE
1 VEHICLE CHECKOUT LABORATORY
VENTILATION CONTROL MODULE
VOLTAGE CONTROLLED OSCILLATOR
VELOCITY CONTROL PROPULSION SYSTEM
VICE CHIEF OF STAFF
1 VENTILATION CONTROL SYSTEM
2 VELOCITY CUTOFF SYSTEM
VANDYKE
VIBRATION DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
VOLTS* DIRECT CURRENT
VISUAL DISPLAY DAIS
1 VERSION DESCRIPTION DOCUMENT
VOYAGER DATA DETAILED INDEX
VOYAGER DATA DISTRIBUTION LIST
VOYAGER DATA DESCRIPTION STANDARDS
VIDEO FREQUENCY
VOYAGER DATA PROCESSING INSTRUCTIONS
VEHICLE DESELECT REQUEST
VOICE AND DATA RECORDING AUXILIARY
VARIABLE DENSITY TUNNEL
VALUE ENGINEERING
1 VERNIER ENGINE
VECTOR
VERNIER ENGINE CUTOFF
VEHICLE CHECKOUT SET
VALUE ENGINEERING CHANGE PROPOSAL
VICKERS ELECTRIC DIVISION
VEHICLE EMERGENCY SYSTEM
VACUUM ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING COMPANY
VEGETABLE
VEHICLE
VELOCITY
VENDOR
VERIFICATION
VERNIER TRACKING BY AUTOMATIC CORRELATION
VERSED SINE
VERTICAL
VERY EARLY WARNING SYSTEM
VOICE FREQUENCY
VFO
VFK
VFK
VGA
VGP
VGHI
VHAA
VHbW
VHP
VIA
VIb
VIC
VIC
VIFCS
VIM
VIMS
VINS
VIP
VIP
VIPS
VIKNS
VIS
VIS ID
VISIB
VJ
VKIFD
VL
VLSI
VLF
VLF
VLK
VLS
VLV
VM
VMA
VMC
VMGSE
VMI
VMrtPS
VMKR
VMS
VMbC
VNAF
VNMC
VO
VO
VOL
VOCOM
VODAT
V01S
VOL
VOLTAN
VOM
VARIABLE FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR
VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS
VISUAL FLIGHT RULES
VERY GENERAL ALGORITHM
VEHICLE GROUND POINT
VISUAL GLIDE PATH INDICATORS
VERY HIGH ALTITUDE ABORT
VERY HIGH SPEED BLACK AND WHITE FILM
VERY HIGH FREQUENCY
BY WAY OF
VERTICAL INTEGRATION BUILDING
VIBRATION
VISITOR INFORMATION CENTER
VICINITY
VTOL INTEGRATED FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
VOYAGER INFORMATION FLOW INSTRUCTIONS
VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE
VELOCITY INERTIA NAVIGATION SYSTEM
VISUAL IDENTIFICATION POINT
VERY IMPORTANT PERSON
VOICE INTERRUPTION PRIORITY SYSTEM
VELOCITY INERTIA RADAR NAVIGATION SYSTEM
VISIBILITY
VISUAL IDENTIFICATION
VISCOUS
VISIBILITY
VACUUM JACKETED
VON KARMAN INSTITUTE FOR FLUID DYNAMICS
VERTICAL LADDER
VERY LONG BASELINE INTERFEROMETRY
VERY LOw FREQUENCY
VERTICAL LAUNCH FACILITY
VERY LONG RANGE
VIKING LANDER SYSTEM
VALVE
VELOCITY MODULATION
VALVE MANUFACTURES ASSOCIATION
VISUAL METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS
VEHICLE MEASURING GSE
VIRGINIA MILITARY INSTITUTE
VEHICLE MANAGEMENT AND MISSION PLANNING SYSTEM
VENDOR MATERIAL REVIEW REPORT
VIEWFINQER-METERING SYSTEM
VOUGHT MISSILES & SPACE CO,
VIETNAM AIR FORCE
VIETNAM MARINE CORPS
VOICE
VIKING ORBITER
VOICE OPERATED CODER
VOICE COMMUNICATIONS
VOICE-OPERATED DEVICE FOR AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
VISUAL OBSERVATION INSTRUMENTATION SUBSYSTEM
VOLUME
VOLTAGE AMPERAGE NORMALIZER
VOLT-OHM-MILLIAMETER
VOK VHP COR VISUAL] OMNIDIRECTIONAL RANGE
VORTAC VISUAL OMN1-RANGE A TACAN
VOS VIKING ORBITER SYSTEM
VOX VOICE ORERATtD TRANSMISSION
VP VENT PIPE
VP 1 VERTICAL POLARIZATION
VPI VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
VPI i VALVE POSITION INDICATOR
VPLCC VEHICLE PROPELLANT LOADING CONTROL CENTER
VPM VOLTS PfcR MIL
VPO VIKING PROJECT OFFICE
VR VOLTAGE RELAY
VRb VHF RECOVERY BEACON
VRL VIBRATION RESEARCH LABORATORY
VRMS VOLT ROOT MEAN SQUARE
VRSA VOICE REPORTING SIGNAL ASSEMBLY
VS VENT STACK
VS 1 VEHICLE STATION
VS 2 VERSUS
VSb VESTIGIAL SIDEBAND
VSC VIBRATION SAFETY CUTOFF
VSb VENDOR SHIPPING DOCUMENT
VSD 1 VOUGHT SYSTEM DIVISION
VSM VESTIGIAL SIDEBAND MODULATION
VSM i VIDEO SWITCHING MATRIX
VSMF VISUAL SEARCH MICROFILM FILE
VSTOL VERTICAL AND/OR SHORT TAKEOFF AND LANDING
VSWR VOLTAGE STANDING WAVE RATIO
VT VERTICAL TAIL
VTD VERTICAL TAPE DISPLAY
VTDC VACUUM TUBE DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
VTF VERTICAL TEST FIXTURE
VTM VOLTAGE TUNABLE MAGNETRON
VTO VERTICAL TAKEOFF
VTOGW VERTICAL TAKEOFF GROSS WEIGHT
VTOHL VERTICAL TAKE-OFF AND HORIZONTAL LANDING
VTOL VERTICAL TAKEOFF AND LANDING
VTRAN VAST TRANSLATOR
VTS VERTICAL TEST STAND
VTVM VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER
VU VEHICLE UNIT
VUL VULCANIZE
VUb VERSATILE UPPER STAGE
VU1S VERIFICATION UNIT TEST SET
WCS VERNIER VELOCITY CORRECTION SYSTEM
VWbS VERTICAL WIRE. SKY SCREEN
W WALL
W 1 WATT
W 2 WEST
W 3 WARNING
W/ WITH
w/b WATER BOILER
W/L WITHDRAWAL
w/u i WIDTH-TO-DIAMETER RATIO
W/fc&SP WITH EQUIPMENT AND SPARE PARTS
W/G WATER GLYCOL
W/H WATT HOUR
W/M WORDS PER MINUTE
W/0 WITHOUT
W/OE&SP WITHOUT EQUIPMENT AND SPARE PARTS
W/K WHITE ROOM
W & S WARNER AND SWASEY COMPANY
WA WRIGHT AERONAUTICAL CORPORATION
WA 1 WATERVLIET ARSENAL
WA 2 WORK AUTHORIZATION
WAC WAKE ANALYSIS & CONTROL
WAC I WOMENOS ARMY CORPS
WAC 2 WORLD AERONAUTICAL CHART
WACS WORKSHOP ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM
WAD WRIGHT-AERONAUTICAL DIVISION/CURTISS-WRIGHT CORPORATION
WADC WRIGHT AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER
WAUD WRIGHT AIR DEVELOPMENT DIVISION
WADF WESTERN AIR DEFENSE FORCE
WAG WARFARE ANALYSIS GROUP
WAL WATERTOfcN ARSENAL LABORATORY
WAML WATEPTOfcN ARSENAL MEDICAL LABORATORY
WANL WESTINGHOUSE ASTRONUCLEAR LABORATORY
WAPD WESTINGHOUSE ATOMIC POWER DIVISION
WAKLA WIDE APERTURE RADIO LOCATION ARRAY
WASP WEATHER ATMOSPHERIC SOUNDING PROJECTILE
WATS WIDE AREA TELEPHONE SERVICE
WB WHEEL BASE
WB 1 WEATHER BUREAU
WB 2 WIDE BAND
W8/NWRC WEATHER BUREAU/NATIONAL WEATHER RECORDS CENTER
WBA WORN BY ASTRONAUT
WBU WIDE BAND DATA
WBDL WIDE BAND DATA LINK
WBS WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE
WBTS WIDEBAND TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
WCAP WESTINGHOUSE COMMERCIAL ATOMIC POWER
WCDB WING CONTROL DURING BOOST
web WATER COOLED GARMENT
WCIU WORKSHOP COMPUTER INTERFACE UNIT
WCM WATER CONTROL MODULE
WCMR WESTERN CONTRACT MANAGEMENT REGION
WD WORK DAY
WDti WIDE BAND
woe WORLD DATA CENTER
WDL WESTERN DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES
WOO WINDOW
WEC WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATION
WECO WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
WED WEDNESDAY
WEDGE WEAPON DEVELOPMENT GLIDE ENTRY
WEP WISCONSIN EXPERIMENT PACKAGE
WEK WEIGHT ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIP
WEK6 WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
WES WATERWAYS EXPERIMENT STATION
WEbCON WESTERN CONVENTION ON MILITARY ELECTRONICS
—ZLOO-
WEbTAF WESTERN TRANSPORT AIR f-QRCE
WEI WEAPONS EFFECTIVENESS TESTING
WFNA WHITE FUMING NITRIC ACID
WG WAVEGUIDE
WGLR WORKING GROUP ON EXTRATERRESTRIAL RESOURCES
WH WALKING HINGE
WH 1 WORK HOUR
WHAV WHEN AVAILABLE
WHL WHEEL
WHM WATT-HOUR METER
WHO WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION
WHOI WOODS HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTITUTE
WHK WATTHOUR
WHSE WAREHOUSE
WI WALLOPS ISLAND
WIAP WESTINGHOUSE ATOMIC POWER DIVISION
WIF WATER IMMERSION FACILITY
WILCO WILL COMPLY
WIND WEATHER INFORMATION NETWORK AND DISPLAY
WINDS WEATHER INFORMATION NETWORK & DISPLAY SYSTEM
WITS WEST INTEGRATED TEST STAND
WK WEEK
WKNL WALTER KlDDE NUCLEAR LABS INC
WL WHEELER LABORATORIES INC
WL 1 WATERLINE
WL 2 WHITE LIGHT
WLC WHITE LIGHT CORONAGRAPH
WLCE WHITE LIGHT CORONAGRAPH EXPERIMENT
WLO WATER LINE ZERO
WM WATTMETER
WM&PHF WASTE MANAGEMENT AND PERSONAL HYGIENE FACILITY
WMC WASTE MANAGEMENT COMPARTMENT
WML WINDOW METEOROID EXPERIMENT
WME.C WESTERN MILITARY ELECTRONICS CENTER
WMO WORLD METEOROLOGICAL ORGANIZATION
WMb WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
WMS 1 WIND MEASURING SYSTEM
WMSI WESTERN MANAGEMENT SCIENCE INSTITUTE
WMSL WET MOCK SIMULATED LAUNCH
WND WIND
WNY/PRL WASHINGTON NAVY YARD/PERSONNEL RESEARCH LABORATORY
WO WESTERN OPERATION
WO 1 WORK ORDER
WODWNY WESTERN OFFICE* DOWNEY
WOM WOOMERA, AUSTRALIA CREMOTE SITE3
WOO WESTERN OPERATIONS OFFICE
WOSAC WORLD-WIDE SYNCHRONIZATION OF ATOMIC CLOCKS
WP WORKING PRESSURE
WP 1 WORKING PAPER
WPA WORKS PROJECT AGENCY
WPAFB WRIGHT-PATTERSON AIR FORCE BASE
WPb WAR PRODUCTION BOARD
WPC WATTS PER CANDLE
WPi WORCESTER POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
WPM WORDS PER MINUTE
WRAC
WRAIR
WRAMA
WRt
WRL
WR1
WRu
WRL
WRKC
WRT
WRU
WS
WS
WS
WSAD
wsc
WSb
WStCL
WSE.D
WSE.G
WSLIAC
WSlT
WSMAC
WSMR
WSP
WSPG
WSS
WST
WSTF
WT
WT
WT
WT
WTM
WTMPC
WTH
WTK
WU
WUIS
WVL
WVT
ww
ww
WWMS
WWL»
wx
X
X fcAND
X-KEA
X-KT
XCPT
XCVR
1
2
1
2
3
1
1
XFH
WILLOW RUN AERONAUTICAL CENTER
WALTER KEED ARMY INSTITUTE OF RESEARCH
WARNER-ROBINS AIR MATERIEL AREA
WELDING RESEARCH COUNCIL
WEAPON RESEARCH ESTABLISHMENT
WINZEN RESEARCH* INC.
WILLOW KUN LABORATORY
1 WESTINGHOUSE RESEARCH LABORATORIES
WATER RECOVERY SUBSYSTEM
WILLOW RUN RESEARCH CENTER
WITH RESPECT TO
WESTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY
WALLOPS STATION
WORK STATEMENT
WINDSONDE
WEAPON SYSTEM ANALYSIS DIVISION
WEAPON SYSTEM CONTRACTOR
WEAPON SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
WEAPON SYSTEM EQUIPMENT COMPONENT LIST
WEAPONS SYSTEMS EVALUATION DIVISION
WEAPON SYSTEMS EVALUATION GROUP
WEAPON SYSTEM EFFECTIVENESS INDUSTRY ADVISORY COMMITTEE
WASHINGTON STATE INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
WEAPON SYSTEM MAINTENANCE ACTION CENTER
WHITE SANDS MISSILE RANGE
WORKING STEAM PRESSURE
WHITE SANDS PROVING GROUND
WARFARE SYSTEMS SCHOOL
WEAPON SYSTEM TEST
WHITE SANDS TEST FACILITY
WATERTIGHT
WEIGHT
WATER TANK
WAIST TETHER
WIND TUNNEL MODEL
WALL TUbE AND METAL PRODUCTS COMPANY
WORK TRANSFER RECORD
WESTERN TEST RANGE
WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY
WORK UNIT INFORMATION SYSTEM
WARFARE VISION LABORATORY
WATERVLIET ARSENAL
WIRE-WOUND
WARDROOM WINDOW
WATER AND WASTE MANAGEMENT SUBSYSTEM
WINDWARD
WEATHER
X-RAY
5.2 KMC-10.9 KMC
X-RAY EVENTS ANALYZER
X-RAY TELESCOPE
EXCEPT
TRANSCEIVER
EXECUTE
TRANSFER
XMiT TRANSMIT
XMSN TRANSMISSION
XMTR TRANSMITTER
XPNDR TRANSPONDER
XTAL CRYSTAL
XUV EXTREME ULTRAVIOLET
Y YAW
YACTOFF YAW ACTUATOR OFFSET
YCMD YAW GIMBAL COMMAND
YD YARD
YM YAWING MOMENT
YPG YUMA PROVING GROUND
YR YEAR
YTS YUMA TEST STATION
YTV YAM THRUST VfcCTQR
YP YIELD POINT
YTV YAW THRUST VECTOR
YU YALE UNIVERSITY
Z ZINC
Z 1 ZULU GREENWICH MEAN TIME
ZCb IMPEDANCE CARDIOGRAM
ZD ZERO DEFECTS
ZDK ZEUS DETECTION/DISCRIMINATION RADAR
ZEuL ZERO LENGTH LAUNCHING
ZERT ZERO REACTION TOOL
ZETA ZERO ENERGY THERMONUCLEAR ASSEMBLY
ZGb ZERO GRADIENT SYNCHROTRON
ZI ZONE OF INTERIOR CONTINENTAL USAD
ZIP ZONE IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
ZMAR ZEUS MULTIFUNCTIONAL ARRAY RADAR
ZN ZINC
ZOP ZERO ORDER PREDICTION
ZPN IMPEDANCE PNEUMOGRAPH
ZR ZIRCONIUM
ZY/K5C TQP-18 RADARr MERRITT ISLAND
ZZb ZANZIBAR* TANGANYIKA CREMOTE SITED
NASA/KSC AUO/73
